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Preface _______________ _ 

Each office within the skyscraper is a segment 

of the enormous file, a part of the symbol factory 

that produces the billion slips of paper that gear 

modern society into its daily shape. 

(C. Wright Mills, 1951) 

THE NOTED American sociologist, C. Wright Mills, saw the extent to which 
American society had become an information world. The data-processing in
dustry, with its most visible symbol-the computer-stands out as one of the 
obvious features of the late twentieth-century world. Yet this industry has 
only recently come under the scrutiny of historians, the period before its ad
vent-scarcely at all. 

The problem largely has been one of time. The computer-based phase of 
the data-processing industry is barely forty years old, little time for historians 
to focus on it. The industry, if viewed as a collection of services based on the 
manufacture and use of mechanical tools for the control and use of informa
tion, has, in fact, been around as a distinct economic sector for more than one 
hundred years. As with many other industries, its pedigree is characterized by 
evolution from one base of technologies and customers to others. Yet one's 
vision of data processing has been influenced by commentators interested 
only in the present. The vast literature on information processing has been 
written either by journalists or by members of the industry, all of whom have 
been influenced profoundly by the immediacy of events rather than by pat
terns of long-term developments within the economy that fostered the indus
try and by specific occurrences in the industry itself. 

Depending on whose definition is used, the data-processing industry in the 
United States (where it was conceived and grew to its most significant form) 
by the late 1980s represented approximately 5 percent of the gross national 
product (GNP). Worldwide, it appreciated to more than $300 billion for prod
ucts and services. User expenses brought the total closer to $900 billion. 
Thus, by any measurement, a quantitative discussion of the industry repre
sents a sizable issue. 

The purpose of this book is to review the evolution of data processing in the 
United States from its nineteenth-century inception down to the period when 
the computer became the most important technology influencing the scope 
and nature of the industry. I have set patterns of behavior and major events in 
this industry in context with the American economy as I added comparative 
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material on activities in other countries. The focus remains primarily on busi

ness issues. This is not a technical treatise, yet technology is not ignored 

because it is the basis for much that happened in this industry. It offered new 

levels of productivity and, thus, illustrated one conclusion that the use of data 

processing is very price sensitive. Contrary to what marketing members of 
the industry would argue, the cheaper technology-based products became to 

buy and use, the more they were adopted as substitutes for older, often more 

expensive alternatives. 
Historians of this industry take various points of view on why and how this 

industry developed. Most have not focused sufficiently on specific reasons 

why data processing was accepted and used or for what purposes. Many have 

been tempted to view the industry at 35,000 feet from an imaginary air

plane. At that level, topographical features blend into strings of mountain 
ranges-a useful perspective but obviously misleading. What I propose is to 

drop altitude metaphorically to define and characterize each mountain in the 

range. It then becomes possible to answer precisely basic questions about the 

American data-processing industry's evolution and to characterize the fea
tures of that portion of the economy known as the office appliance or equip

ment industry, the ancestor of the modem information processing industry. 

Ultimately, it allows me to generalize but with the support of a more detailed 

background. 
How did the industry develop? What constituted the industry? Why did 

people acquire its technology? How did they use it? What influence did tech
nology have on economic patterns of behavior? How were uses justified? In 

what ways did this industry respond to the demand for data-processing equip

ment and services? Answers to many basic questions allow one to understand 

the interrelationship of technology and economics-a cause and effect mar
riage that will obviously continue to influence everyone's life for the foresee

able future-while suggesting the future role of information processing. Im

portantly, it emphasizes how past events and practices remained evident in 
the industry after the advent of the computer. 

This book is largely traditional business history. The industry is constantly 

redefined from one era to another. I measure size by volumes of items sold, 
log annual sales of major vendors, and review forms of manufacture and 

distribution. I also pay attention to customers. I discuss major institutions 

within the industry and their actions from an almost Whiggish perspective as 

meaningful case studies, windows into the industry. Snapshots of technologi
cal innovations and their effects on vendors and customers play critical roles 
in this study. 

This is also the story of an industry peopled by entrepreneurs equipped with 
outstanding technical backgrounds, facing obvious and sometimes less-than

obvious economic opportunities. The "power of one," often remarked by the 
founder of International Business Machines (IBM), Thomas J. Watson, Sr., 
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was a factor in the huge success of this industry. Scientists and spies, engi
neers and customers, military personnel and sales staffs, government officials 

and eccentric dilettantes, all worked to create what so many like to call the 

Age of the Computer or, as James R. Beniger and so many have named it, the 
Information Society. 

To look primarily at the American experience is a necessary first step in 
understanding the total influence that this economic sector had on the socie
ties of the industrialized world. Over the years it became obvious to me, even 

after completing this book, that more unanswered questions than not were 
facing historians of early data processing. Many of the company archives that 

would have to be studied to review the industry thoroughly remain closed or 
poorly stocked. Too little is known about how office appliances were ac

quired by customers. Biographies of key inventors and users remain unwrit
ten. But enough information is available to begin a general history of this 

industry's earliest days. 
To accomplish a history, I relied heavily on published primary and secon

dary materials because in many ways the industry was open, its achievements 
and failures were subject to constant public discussion. The literature on this 

industry is vast, and a great deal of it is useful. Company histories and popu
lar magazine articles and brochures describe products sold while technical 

journals detail the technologies involved. Lawsuits make boardroom deci

sions public. When published sources failed to address a critical issue, such 

as the size of the adding and calculating machine market before World War 

I, I turned to archival materials, especially those of Burroughs, IBM, and the 
U.S. government. 

Chronological chapters reflect convenient (if arbitrarily established) ep

ochs in the industry's history. For each era I deal with the technological 

underpinnings of the industry because they led to the specific marketable 

products and incentives that were necessary preconditions for the use of data

processing equipment. I described major vendors when they either reflected 

or dominated the activities of the industry. Thus, on the one hand, one learns 

about the National Cash Register Company (NCR) of the late 1800s and about 

IBM in the 1940s, but on the other hand, something concerning the Powers 

Accounting Machine Company of the 1910s. My primary concern is to de

scribe common patterns of behavior within the industry that defined it and 

helped explain why it became such an important element within the economy. 
No history of an industry would be complete without a round of measure

ments of its business volumes, profitability, application of products, and 

major events. These, in tum, must be set within the broader context of eco

nomic history. I have presented these various elements within as broad a 

perspective as possible. However, because this industry generally continued 

to grow in both good and bad times, it had its own internal economic features 

that need to be identified. 
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I have organized much of the material by specific devices rather than by 

functions. The nature of available machines usually dictated what mechanical 
aids to information processing could be used. Equipment was often the focal 
point of users and vendors and, in their minds, represented either classes of 

tools or market segments. In short, it was a convenient way to organize ma
terial. The book is highly selective. I have studied only those devices that 

( l) were mechanical means of handling data that otherwise would appear just
on paper and (2) were precursors to the modem computer and its applications.
Thus detailed discussions of paper-filing systems, both the telegraph and tele
phone, and dozens of other management, clerical, and mechanical methods

are absent despite the fact that these, too, were important aspects of American

business history. I contend that threading through mechanical aids to data

handling offers a more convenient approach to the study of the interrelation
ship of technology, function, and marketing in the new industry that ulti

mately became the information-processing industry.
I focus on how products came to market and why, who bought them and 

why, and what they were used for. I have taken corporate politics seriously 
and paid homage to lone achievers. I have dealt also with such concepts as the 

role of feedback in controlling purposeful economic behavior and what the 
literature of the industry teaches the interested observer. 

Because this book is an attempt to write a detailed history of the early 
decades of the industry, it avoids elegant theoretical structures and debates 

with other historians and focuses more on narrative descriptions of major 
events and patterns of behavior. It is bound to have errors of fact and judg
ment, but I hope that future historians will write the company histories and 

biographies that are needed, formulate a better conceptual basis for defining 
the industry, and study the effects of these machines and their industry on 
society. Let this book be a step in the right direction. 
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Part One _____________ _ 

ORIGINS OF A NEW INDUSTRY, 1865-1920 





l ________ _ 
From Opportunities to Typewriters 

BEFORE COMPUTERS were available, mechanical aids for computing and 
managing data existed. These products represented a broad range of mecha
nisms that supported data input (typewriters and tabulating machines), cal
culation (adding machines and calculators), communications (telegraph and 
telephone), and dozens of other devices to increase the ability of office and 
manufacturing personnel to manage their finns more effectively, to increase 
control over their jobs, and to improve their ability to make better decisions. 
All of these tools were in use before 1900 and collectively constituted a rec
ognizable part of the American business scene by the l 920s-five decades 
before the first useful digital computers. These early tools shaped many fea
tures of the modern office and helped make possible large manufacturing 
facilities. By coming in an age of increased reliance on the results of technol
ogy and the mechanization of work, these devices and their users collectively 
fonned a new industry that, by the late 1880s or early 1890s, was recogniz
able as an office products or, in the parlance of the day, an "office appli
ance" industry complete with companies, customers, products, associations, 
publications, and business conventions. That cluster of organizations and 
events (with the exception of the telephone) emerged in the 1950s as the 
data-processing industry. 

The central issue of part one is the early development of the office appli
ance industry in the period from the end of the American Civil War to the start 
of the 1920s. In this period, various technologies emerged to address the 
needs of offices and plants but without the cohesion that "systems" of prod
ucts offered later. The amount of activity, variety of products, and extent of 
their use, both in the United States and in Europe, far exceeded what previous 
historians have noted. NCR cash registers appeared on all continents, tabu
lating gear was used from Russia to California, adding machines were sold 
by the thousands, and nearly one hundred finns were active. Before World 
War I, patterns of behavior and a sense of industry identification existed. 
Publications of the period identified a new industrial sector while its volume 
of activity made typewriters and telephones common items in many offices. 
The need for more control, the ability to manage ever-growing amounts of 
paper and infonnation, and competitive pressures made it obvious that it was 
no accident that a large, important office equipment market would exist in the 
1920s. 



4 CHAPTER 1 

Many of the practices of this industry in the l 920s- l 930s and later, in the 
era of the data-processing industry, were worked out in the years before 

World War I. Practices at NCR in the 1880s and 1890s were carried over into 

the IBM of the 1920s and beyond by its founder and former NCR executive, 

Thomas J. Watson. Hardware leasing and sale of supplies by computer firms 

in the 1950s points to similar practices by Herman Hollerith, who sold tabu

lating equipment before the tum of the century. Antitrust problems emerged 

before World War I at NCR, in the 1930s and 1940s at IBM and Remington 
Rand, and in the 1950s at AT&T-all before the computer was widely avail

able. Although the technology upon which the data-processing industry was 

based changed and always gave off an image of newness, the industry's busi

ness practices were always very conservative. 
Historical issues evident in the 1865-1930 period mimic those faced by 

students in the 1950s to 1970s. How does one define the industry? Too often 

the student perspective of this industry was narrower than the facts suggested. 

There are those who see the industry as comprising just equipment manufac

turers I and others who see the industry through company histories, particu
larly as extensions of IBM. 2 To some, it includes telecommunications3 

whereas to others it does not. 4 They have defined the industry variously as 

the "computer industry, "5 the "semiconductor industry, "6 as part of the "elec

tronics industry ,''7 and the "knowledge industry. "8 All definitions either left 

out the largest element of the industry-users such as the typists of the 1890s 

or programmers in the l 980s--or minimized their roles. Vendors never did; 
they called them customers. One needs to see them as part of the new industry 

in some cases. 

Similar definition problems exist for the earliest period in the history of 
data processing. But to appreciate fully the significance of office technology, 

one must broaden the definition of what constituted the industry in the late 
1800s. It included vendors, engineers and mechanics who developed prod

ucts, and equipment users. 

Many disparate lines of development that preceded 1920, superficially at 
least, did not seem connected. Various lines of activity included, for exam

ple, the invention, marketing, and acceptance of the typewriter and, to an 

important corollary extent, the telegraph. Another thread involved the evolu
tion of the cash register. A third concerned adding machines and calculators. 

Other miscellaneous devices dotted the office to a lesser extent, offering pos

sible confusion. The one aspect of development that enjoyed much atten

tion-Hollerith's equipment-must be set within the broader context of the 

industry; his was not the only or the largest portion of the new industry in its 

formative stages. 9 The development and use of typewriters, cash registers, 
adding machines, calculators, and tabulating equipment provided a collection 

constituting the origins and early makeup of the modem data-processing in-
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dustry. Technologies applicable to one set of products lent themselves to 
other types of devices (e.g., keyboards). In many cases, they were sold to the 
same set of customers. Most types of devices were marketed by the same 

companies. Thus the NCR of the 1880s was, by the late 1920s, also selling 
adding and calculating machines. The same was true of Burroughs, IBM, and 
Remington Rand. 

How does one measure industry activities? One defines industry size and 

documents its financial performance, given the fact that much hard data is not 
available; narrates what products were introduced and why; and represents 
their users. In the first four chapters, I devote attention to each of these ele

ments, arguing that the industry existed much earlier and was larger and more 
significant than previously thought, and that many of the features of the mod
em office can be attributed to the robustness and nature of this new industry. 
By the end of chapter 4, those who work within the information-processing 
industry in the 1990s should recognize much that is familiar in the work of 
their predecessors in the 1890s. Finally, the effects on a broad range of orga
nizations evident in the years before World War II are later seen in the I 960s
l 990s again looking for control and purposeful activity and using this tech
nology and its industry for support. t0 

Economic Preconditions and Influences 

The development of new technology and products was no accident. Nor was 
it by chance that these items were bought, sold, and used and, thereby, made 
possible the inception of the data-processing industry. New technology to 
help manage information developed and emerged in response to perceived 
needs, not as an uncontrolled or accidental by-product of the pursuit of sci
ence and engineering. Reaction was to a real need to manage larger amounts 
of information (data) in shorter periods. The earliest and most fundamental 
impetus for modem data processing came from the positive economic condi
tions that prevailed in the United States for so many decades. 

Individual events in this industry were either the result of some specific 
issue or were changed by longer-term and less obvious economic and techno
logical trends. Most students of technology and mechanization have recog
nized the interrelationship of the problem. Those who do, understand that as 
technologies advance and create new jobs, economic impact may not be pre
dictable when, for instance, jobs are simultaneously lost with little advance 
warning of the number or types that will be affected. 11 Historians have recog
nized the correlation between the shift in employment from agricultural to 
manufacturing sectors as a direct and obvious element that influences the rise 
of data processing. 12 Corporations as new economic elements after the Civil 
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War, with their increasing ability to control production and distribution of 
goods and services, highlighted the variety of influences that affected all in

dustries, including the fledgling office equipment suppliers. 13 

The industry began most intensely first in the United States and second in 

Europe. First and more frequently in the United States, individuals and their 

firms spotted opportunities and exercised good inventive engineering and ef

fective marketing. But economic conditions contributed mightily as well. 
Modernization of the American economy, with its broad move to industrial

ization, led to a "takeoff' in the 1840s that lasted until long after the introduc
tion of computers. This move ensued despite civil war in the 1860s, financial 
panic in the 1870s, and a severe depression in the 1890s. The fundamental 

circumstance of long-term growth of the economy promoted confidence in 

bold ventures to, for example, the developers of railroads and, later, to large 
steel and chemical companies. 

Total output of commodities rose at 4.6 percent before the Civil War and 
then at 4.4 percent between 1870 and 1900. Manufacturing share over agri

culture grew proportionately as well. 14 Manufacturing value added expanded 
at about 6 percent per year from 1870 to 1900 while that portion attributed to 

durable goods hovered at 42.5 percent. Per capita output grew rapidly too, 
averaging annual rates of 21. l percent ( compared to 1.45 percent between 

1840 and 1860). 15 

The size of the American market was very important as a critical factor that 
made possible economic expansion in the late 1800s. Alfred Chandler com
mented that during "the second part of the nineteenth century the American 

domestic market was the largest . . . and fastest growing market in the 
world." He noted that in 1880 American national income and population were 
1.5 times larger than Great Britain's, twice that of the British in 1900, and 
three times theirs by l 920. 16 The population of the United States grew dra

matically in the late 1800s too, but it was the rate of growth that provided 
such striking evidence of the dynamism in this national economy. Rates of 

growth of 25 percent between 1869 and 1878 and 1889 to 1898 were not 
uncommon. Such rates of growth in population and in national product 

exceeded those of all other industrialized nations. Other technologically 
advanced countries, such as Germany and Britain and, to a lesser extent, 
France, also were shifting to larger and more industrialized economies. 17 A 

more homogeneous income distribution in the United States hastened adop
tion of new technologies while encouraging mass production, mass market
ing, and mass distribution. 18 

Conversely, those who studied Europe's economic modernization for the 
same period have argued that largeness of population and national economy 
gave Britain an initial edge over other European states in starting her indus
trial revolution in the 1700s but later served as a barrier to expansion on the 

continent, which was dotted with so many smaller national economies. These 
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states imposed tariff barriers, practiced protectionism too frequently, and had 

smaller populations to support economic transactions. As economies of scale 

presented problems, so too did the smaller economy upon which a nation 

depended for infusions of capital. 19 

The most obvious ways that largeness could influence an industrializing 
economy were through availability and productivity of labor. Between 1870 

and 1960, productivity of American workers more than quadrupled. Employ

ment jumped sixfold to more than 65 million; 12.5 million U.S. workers in 
1870 expanded to 45.3 million in 1920. During the same period, the percent

age of workers in industry increased from 32 percent in 1870 to 32 percent in 
1920 while the absolute number of workers also rose. The service sector rose 

from 16. 2 percent in 1870 to 25. 1 percent in 1900, then dropped to 17. 7 to 

17. 8 percent until the 1920s. 20 

Office appliance customers came from outside the agricultural sector until
very late in the twentieth century; thus the expansion of the manufacturing 
and service sectors proved critical to the success of this new industry. The 
industrial sector included about 25 percent of the U.S. labor force from the 

late 1800s to World War II and closer to 40 percent during the war years of 

the 1940s. Another sector, illustrated by James R. Beniger's work, grew 
from negligible numbers before 1865 to significant proportions by 1917. Fre

quently labeled the information sector (a phrase coined in hindsight), it con
sisted of that portion of the work force who handled data (bookkeepers, teach

ers, professors, statisticians, etc.). That community grew to 4.8 percent in 

1870, jumped to 6.5 percent in 1880, then to 12.4 percent in 1890. The de

pression in the 1890s probably restrained this sector to 12.8 percent in 1900, 
but it grew to 17.7 percent by the end of 1920.21 

Increasingly, expanding organizations managed more people, who, if in 
the information sector, handled more information. By the 1860s, the volume 

of data being handled was rising. The trend accelerated in subsequent years, 
contributed to the ascendancy of office management, and increased bureau

cratization-seedbeds of motivation and need for those who wanted to mech

anize data handling. A by-product was the increase in American clerks from 

1 to 2 percent of the work force in 1870 to more than IO percent by 1940. 22 

The growth trend continued into the era of the microcomputer in the late 
1970s. 

For organizations that needed to handle greater amounts of information, 

reliance on the availability of people and technology became pressing. The 
availability of people to handle information provided one reason for data 
processing's success. This result is as true today as it was in the 1870s or 

1880s. These clerks, accountants, and other "knowledge workers" became 

the most important general economic input for the new industry. The eco

nomic value of what they added to a product or service influenced directly the 

justification for information-handling technologies. Individuals, dramatic in 
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TABLE 1.1 

Gross National Product for the United States, 1869-1921 

(dollars in billions) 

Years' GNP Years' GNP 

1869-1871 9.1 1897-1901 34.4 

1872-1876 11.2 1902-1906 45.0 

1877-1881 16.1 1907-191 I 52.5 

1882-1886 20.7 1912-1916 59.7 

1887-1891 24.0 1917-1921 67.7 

1892-1896 28.3 

Source. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the 

United States, Colonial Times to 1957 (Washington, D.C.: Gov

ernment Pnnting Office, 1960), 144. 

• Figures given for each five-year penod are annual averages.

CHAPTER 1 

their singleness, influenced events too by inventing products and selling them 
through corporations thereby giving truth to Watson's idea that the "power of 

one" was, indeed, significant. 
Labor productivity in this period was impressive and a closely related ele

ment. The GNP per capita grew steadily in general terms from the 1870s to 
the 1990s despite the panic of 1873, the depressions of the 1890s and 1930s, 
and the recessions that dotted American economic life after World War II. 

These rates of growth usually exceeded those of labor in Britain and in Eu
rope. More importantly, however, anybody working in the American econ

omy could have concluded that increases in productivity and, hence, standard 

of living and output were made possible by using new technologies. Real 
product per capita rose throughout the century. Growth in the early 1900s 
came despite economic fluctuations before 1917. The bottom line is that by 

1870 the American economy had a full head of steam and was fed further 

between 1870 and 1910 by expansion across industrial America in steel, elec
tricity, other forms of technology, and so forth, some of which was to make 

up the new data-processing industry in the twentieth century. 23 

The GNP also rose in absolute dollar volumes, doubling in almost every 

decade before World War I (see table I. 1). In short, a nation that had 9.6 
million workers in 1870 had, in the process of more than doubling these by 

World War I, increased its output per capita and the overall volume of goods 
and services and experienced dramatic shifts from agriculture to manufactur

ing. In tum, these trends heralded a postwar period in which the American 
economy could scarcely operate without the aid of corporate and governmen
tal bureaucracies, all of which used information technology. 

One vital economic precondition for the use of better information-handling 

machines was the pattern of behavior that led to larger corporations, distinct 
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and often new industries, the manufacture of larger quantities of goods, 
equally greater consumption of raw materials and labor, and the flow of 

goods through distributors to large retail or mail order enterprises. Transpor
tation, distribution, merchandizing, and financing of these activities were ob

vious elements. Chandler contends that as the 1800s passed, control was such 
that the economy reacted purposefully to the new mandarins of industry

business managers-and made possible features of the twentieth-century 

economy. He argues that the remolding of the American economy into corpo
rate form had been completed by the 1920s and that subsequent activities 

extended features already evident by that time. Others, such as Beniger, add 
the biological analogy of all living things wanting to "control" their environ

ments, extending in their own ways Chandler's position. In essence, the argu
ment is that no large organization can function successfully unless it controls 
its affairs. Control requires "feedback" mechanisms for information provided 

by the brain and nervous system, which handle vast quantities of information 

rapidly and accurately so that the organism can respond advantageously to 
changing conditions in a timely manner. 24 

Chandler noted that the "modem business enterprise took the place of 
market mechanisms in coordinating the activities of the economy and allocat

ing its resources. In many sectors of the economy the visible hand of manage

ment replaced what Adam Smith referred to as the invisible hand of market 

forces." The market still generated demand but the modem corporation as

sumed responsibility for producing, delivering, and selling goods and ser

vices. The size of large organizations came to dominate the economy and its 

managers, therefore, creating "managerial capitalism."25 Modem American 

governments and corporations became the largest customers of data-process

ing equipment. 
Chandler identified railroad companies as the first prototype of the modem 

organization. They had to move large amounts of goods across the very large 

land mass of the United States, control thousands of miles of tracks, millions 

of tons of cargo and rolling stock, employees scattered across many states, 
and safety. Railroads used every information-handling technology as it ap

peared. They began with telegraph systems, then acquired typewriters, tabu

lators, adding machines and calculators, often adopting such devices before 
any other industry did. Railroads were among the first commercial users of 

the U.S. postal service on an expanded basis. Key to large organizations was 
the ability to gather vast sums of information and send it to many points 

quickly while providing responsible and responsive accounting. 26 As with 
other industries, Chandler found that "technology of production was certainly 

the critical determinant in the growth of the firm" between 1880 and 1920. 
Companies developed technologies when the maintenance of high-volume 

output required precise scheduling of flows of finished goods to customers. 

That could not be done without advancing beyond the pen and book ledger 
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techniques of the early 1800s. 27 "Where administration coordination provided 
competitive advantages, integration brought concentration" (even before 
1900) encouraging larger institutions often with vertical integration from pro
duction through sales and distribution. 28 

New technologies could only be marketed if their developers made signifi
cant investments, in Chandler's words, in "production facilities large enough 
to exploit a technology's potential economies of scale and scope." A similarly 
significant investment had to be made in distribution (e.g., a national sales 
force) "so that the volume of sales might keep pace with the new volume of 
production." A third investment in management took advantage of the first 
two. Those who made all three investments first within an industry typically 
came to dominate it. They gained significant competitive advantages and 
often became oligopolistic. Vendors of technology-based products could 
market more through functional and strategic effectiveness than through 

price. 29 This is exactly what happened in the proto--data-processing industry 
before 1956. 

This pattern was evident among cash register vendors; a high concentration 

of market share was in the hands of NCR by the tum of the century. All 
tabulating business was controlled by C-T-R (Hollerith's old firm reconfig
ured with additional companies in 1911) and the Powers Accounting Machine 
Company (later part of Remington Rand). Typewriter production by hun
dreds of companies was concentrated in a few firms by the 1920s. The process 
continued into later decades with the evolution of vertically integrated manu
facturers of digital computers (such as IBM and Sperry Rand by the late 

1950s). 
The need for efficient and effective resource management on a much 

broader scale than before led many potential users of data-processing equip
ment to become oligopolies more frequently than monopolies and was re
flected in the development of the integrated corporation. Oligopolies took 
advantage of resources, by-products of new wares, and market positions in 
competitive battles with each other. It was the U.S. government's practice to 
enforce legislation against monopolies but by discouraging formation of oli
gopolies, which made the process all that much more possible.30 C. Wright 
Mills, in his classic study of American business workers, documented the 
result of big business and-by implication-information handling: "The or
ganizational reason for the expansion of the white-collar occupations is the 
rise of big business and big government, and the consequent trend of modem 
social structure, the steady growth of bureaucracy." In tum, this created 
"elaborate specializations" generating "the need for many men and women to 
plan, co-ordinate, and administer new routines for others" and requiring more 
clerks and people reporting to other people. 31 What he described for the 
midtwentieth century applied to earlier decades as well. It was already evi
dent as early as 1870 that bureaucracy was rapidly creating new opportunities 
for products, different careers, and a greater reliance on technology. In short, 
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information management and its dependent technologies appeared when com
plex and large organizations needed them. 

Beniger took Chandler's discoveries further by arguing that control could 
only come by using information technology, perhaps energetically overstat

ing the case somewhat. Nonetheless, he documented the emergence of the 
typewriter, telephone, and accounting and tabulating equipment in response 

to control. JoAnne Yates studied several cases of control through filing sys
tems and paper-based communications for this period too, reinforcing the 
extensiveness of the effort. 32 Managers thought equipment could control costs 

or enable them to do more with existing resources (dollars, staff, and office 

facilities). Without information-handling tools, the economy could not have 
controlled the increases in speed provided by innovations in transportation, 
production, and enhanced communications. Beniger argued that a "crisis of 
control" had developed by the mid-1880s that was resolved, for all intents and 

purposes, by the end of the century.33 Both Beniger and Yates saw the eco
nomic response as both the rise of bureaucracy and the systemization of office 

functions, noting that the modem office of the 1870s could use telegraphs, 
telephones, a complex postal system, delivery services, newsletters, and sub
scriptions to directories. The office of 1890 could add typewriters, phono
graphs, and cash registers, reflecting "a trend toward integration of informa
tional goods and services, media and control. "34 

There are some obvious pitfuls, however, to avoid. Although Beniger il
lustrated that information technology began to emerge simultaneously with 
the rise of bureaucracies observed by Chandler and others, the absolute as
sumption was that the handling of information did too. Exactly how much 
more paperwork existed in the period immediately following the Civil War 
than for the years subsequent to World War I is not known. 35 The paucity of 
data on business sales volumes of many information-processing equipment 
manufacturers of the late 1800s precludes an assumption about the influence 
of such technology. However, as I will note later, many specific pieces of 
evidence suggest that sales were high (e.g., for typewriters) and that the num
ber of cash registers expanded fiscal controls outside the office in stores. But 

the picture is incomplete. That information management was a new and cru
cial element in late nineteenth-century organizations cannot be questioned. 
But was it as important then as in the years following World War II? The 

question remains unanswered despite a strong urge to say no. One can point 
to post-World War II expenditures for data-handling devices as a percent
age of an organization's total budget and come up with figures ranging from 

l to 5 percent36 but still cannot do the same for the period 1870-1900 or for

the 1920s to 1930s. For the earlier years, all evidence gathered so far is
impressionistic.

The growing demand for information-handling technologies as they devel

oped is obvious. As time passed, demand increased sharply for such equip

ment. Demand was identified by individuals such as inventors and sellers: 
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William S. Burroughs saw the need for an adding machine; John Henry Pat
terson and James and John Ritty identified the requirement for the cash regis
ter, as did Christopher L. Sholes for typewriters.37 Always, the economic 

basis for justification and the means to market existed. Inventors and manu
facturers worked in a society characterized by an expanding economy stocked 

with a considerable and growing population, blessed with an abundance of 
raw materials, and evolving organizational structures to manage its enormous 

volume of rapidly used inputs and outputs. 

Inventors and Vendors on Opportunity 

But did the creators of data-processing's products and market concur with the 

analysis of an economy sufficiently full of opportunity to warrant invention? 
Could a market then be developed for new products for which few or no 

precedents possibly existed? Although evidence to answer these questions for 
the period before 1900 remains severely limited and most early "pioneers" of 
data processing did not write memoirs or even record motivational com

ments, one, however, can suspect that they too subscribed to the notion that 
theirs was an era of opportunity. 

NCR's founder, John H. Patterson, who developed so many of the business 

practices later evident in the data-processing industry, especially at IBM, saw 
clearly the value of cash registers in what was an expanding retail market 
during the 1880s.38 E. Remington and Sons (long-time manufacturers of rifles 

and pistols), during the 1870s, identified a market for typewriters after the 

idea of manufacturing them was brought to their attention. In the early 1880s, 

they expanded their marketing of this product as a result of quick initial suc
cess with it. 39 Even before Hollerith began constructing tabulating equipment 

in the 1880s, at the U.S. Bureau of the Census in the 1870s an employee, 
Charles W. Seaton, expressed optimism about the possible uses of punched 
card equipment after constructing the Seaton Tabulating Machine.40 Those 

who helped either what eventually became the Burroughs Corporation by 
selling adding machines or were early executives of the firm recalled the 
optimism their technology posed.41 In the late 1860s or early to mid-1870s, 

other, lesser-known members of the industry also identified the potential of 

data handling. For example, John C. Wilson conceived and patented the me
chanical time stamp in 1871. Harlow Bundy created the Bundy Key Recorder 
in 1888. His firm eventually joined other small companies to form C-T-R in 
1911, the precursor of IBM. 42 

Even outside the inventor's workshop the mood reflected growing faith that 
problems could be solved with the aid of machines despite the fact that each 
inventor and almost every early "high-tech" firm initially experienced slow 
sales. Dorr E. Felt, successful vendor of adding machines that rivaled those 
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of the Arithmometer Company (predecessor to Burroughs) in the 1880s and 
1890s, commented that increased demand for statistics and accounting was 

"turning men into veritable machines" while Oliver Wendell Holmes called 
forth the benefits of a mechanical solution. Charles W. Eliot, president of 
Harvard College and an outspoken proponent of technology, stated the posi
tion, "A man ought not to be employed at a task which a machine could 
perform. "43 In reality, the optimism, although warranted and fulfilled, did not 
come immediately or without the normal difficulties of any capital-hungry 
start-up business. But Americans lived in an era in which, the astute British 
observer James Bryce noted, the individual wanted "to be let alone, to do as 
he pleases, indulge his impulses, follow out his projects."44 

Development of the Typewriter 

Of all the pre-World War I direct antecedents to modem data processing in 
America none has received more attention than the typewriter. Yet equally 
true, none has been so obviously ignored as an ancestor of the new industry. 45 

Interest in the typewriter is relatively easy to explain. As a "stand-alone" 
instrument, it is small, usually convenient to move about and, once its mod

em form became available by the end of the 1890s, simple to use. In time, its 
expense dropped to a price that almost anybody could afford. It became a 
convenience that appeared almost simultaneously in government agencies, in 
the hands of writers, and in business offices. Tens of thousands were built in 
the single generation between the early 1870s and the dawn of the new cen
tury. Millions of additional machines made it almost as commonplace as the 
telephone throughout the twentieth century. 46 Just two years after the Span
ish-American War, roughly one typewriter was available for every 640 
Americans. One simply could write more words faster on a typewriter than by 
hand. A second reason for historical interest in the machine was the collection 
of social implications contributed by the device. In a period when office pop

ulations were rising in both the United States and Europe, it opened another 
socially acceptable career path for women and, thus, went far to explain the 

rise of the female secretary. 47 By the 1890s, women not only had invaded the 
office but were also operating typewriters, not just telephones as more tradi
tional studies of women suggest (see fig. l). 

Although these various causes of interest in typewriters are important, 
particularly for the history of women and of organizations in business and 
government, by themselves they miss the fact that typewriters were also an 
antecedent of data processing and its technologies. Typewriter manufacturers 
became builders of other data-processing equipment. Without the profits of 
the typewriter busines, some might not have had as much incentive to market 

other office appliances in the 1920s as they did. The typewriter also gave 
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1.1 An office of the 1890s with "typewriter girls" in what appears to be an early 

typing pool (courtesy IBM Archives). 

firms the courage and experience to market high technology-based products 
in the office market, which, at least in the 1880s and 1890s, was a relatively 
new and changing world but one well understood by the early 1920s. These 
companies could transfer their knowledge of office customers to other tech
nologies as well, applying what they learned with typewriters to other, new 
office equipment. Thus they could apply keyboards to calculators and ac
counting machines. The manufacturing processes for typewriters or account
ing machines were very similar, calling on the same economies of scale, 

methods of production, and materials and management skills.48 Thus for a 
combination of reasons, the story of the typewriter represents an important, 
if early, step toward the data-processing world and the use of computers. 

The evolution of the typewriter, as with other technology-based devices, 

predates the Industrial Revolution as the machine gained enough effective
ness and momentum to become a widely marketable item. At least twenty 

significant milestones in its development occurred before 1867, dating back 
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to 1714. Sixteen came in America; the rest originated in Europe before a 
practical "Type-Writer" could pass into the American lexicon. 49 

Many of the key milestones have been described by historians and need not 

detain one here. However, some facts are crucial to the modem American 
experience. "Writing machines" had been under development since at least 
the early 1700s, but the first American patent went to William Austin Burt in 

1829 for his "typographer." Nearly two dozen patents were issued on both 
sides of the Atlantic Ocean during the 1830s and 1840s, none of which were 

exploited effectively as products. Historians credited Christopher Latham 
Sholes of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, as developer of the first important ma

chine because his became commercially successfully and made possible wide 
introduction of the device. He worked extensively on the machine between 
1867 and 1873, when it became ready for mass production. 50 How Sholes 

took his invention from idea to product reflected a pattern evident continu
ously throughout the history of American data processing. 

Sholes built on experiences of earlier developers, most notably on John 
Pratt's machine of the 1860s. Improving upon earlier designs, he worked on 
his own in the 1860s and 1870s when a large number of technologies were 
being applied to office functions. When Sholes finally had what he perceived 
to be a marketable device, he sought financial backing from James Densmore, 
a successful lawyer, businessman, and newspaper editor. Densmore, func

tioning like a late twentieth-century capitalist, sought a manufacturer to pro
duce the device and found E. Remington and Sons of Ilion, New York. 
Remington had simultaneously taken the initiative to find a similar product. 
As the often-told story goes, in February 1873, Harry Harper Benedict at 
Remington saw a typed letter that caused him to suggest that the company 
look at the typewriter as a possible product. 

Remington had prospered during the Civil War as an arms manufacturer. 
Following the end of the conflict it sought new diversified product lines, ini
tially electing farm equipment, which proved a failure. Yet the company's 

great strength lay in its ability to mass produce equipment and parts-a criti

cal requirement to manufacture typewriters. Remington could manufacture 
the quantity needed to be profitable, could facilitate the production process 
with interchangeable standard parts, which any vendor would want to be able 
to interchange among models, and could adopt existing technologies and 

processes within manufacturing. Such capabilities could reduce manufactur
ing costs per unit. 

Thus the marriage of Sholes's invention to Remington's manufacturing 
capability seemed a strong union and was formalized with a contact signed 
March 1, 1873. It called for the production of at least one thousand units and 

up to twenty-four thousand, if needed. The first machines appeared in 1874 
and were named the Remington No. l. They were primitive, looked more like 
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TABLE 1.2 

Major Developments of the Typewriter, 1868-1896, Selected Years 

1868 "Type-writer" developed C. L. Sholes

1872 Spring-seated keys and carry type introduced Various inventors 

1874 First commercial machine Remington 

1876 Remington No. l (capitals only) Remington 

1878 Remington No. 2 (capitals and lowercase, Remington 
first shift) 

1878 "Caligraph" with capitals and lowercase Yost-Wagner 

with keyboard 

1878 Type on ends lever Various inventors 

1881 Plastic type plate Various inventors 

1884 Oscillating type segment and hammer patented Various inventors 

1890 First portable introduced G. C. Blickensderfer

1896 Ford typewriter introduced Various vendors 

1896 First automatic ribbon reverse Remington 

1896 First "noiseless" typewriter W. P. Kidder-C. C. Colby 

Sources: George N. Engler, "The Typewriter Industry: The Impact of a Significant Techno
logical Innovation" (Ph.D. diss., University of California at Los Angeles, 1969), 16-17; Car
roll H. Blanchard, Jr., The Early Word Processors, Research Report 3 (Farmingdale, N.Y.: 
State University at Farmingdale, Educators Project 4, 1981). El-E21 l. 

sewing machines (upon which some of the design was based) than typewrit

ers, and could only type uppercase letters. With the Remington No. 2 in 1878 
came lowercase letters as well. 51 

Between July and December 1874, some four hundred machines were built 
and sold at between $25 and $50 each. Others soon saw ways to improve on 
these machines, and throughout the 1870s and 1880s, dozens of changes were 
made outside Remington by manufacturers marketing their own products. By 
the 1890s, however, the essentially modem manual typewriter was available. 
It had upper- and lowercases and a space bar, and the keyboard faced the 
typist, which meant that the text being typed could be seen. To accomplish 
these changes a number of technical features had to come together: from 
movable type, from piano and sewing machinery, from the telegraph, and, 
finally, from the machining skills used to make clocks. Some of the major 
events that made the typewriter of the 1890s possible are listed in table l. 2. 

Fairbanks and Company, a well-known scale manufacturer, to market the 
Remington machines in 1878 after Remington's earlier efforts had failed to 
generate sales large enough to cover the manufacturing plan. Some four thou
sand copies of the machine sold between 1874 and the end of 1878. The 

original market targeted for the Remington No. l consisted of reporters, law
yers, editors, authors, and clergymen, all of whom were seen as logical users. 
Businesses were not at first viewed as a significant market. Why is not clear. 
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Were they not seen as handlers of data and correspondence in large enough 
quantities? Obviously, with what was then an expensive piece of equipment, 

high usage was essential to cost justification. But by the tum of the century, 
businesses and governments were large users of typewriters. 

Competitors emerged quickly in the typewriter market. In 1879, for exam
ple, the American Writing Machine Company came into existence and began 
selling a machine in 1881. By then, Remington No. 2 was on the market, 

selling for $100 each while the No. 1 was repriced at $80. The American 
Writing Machine Company sold its devices for less in response to Remington. 
Remington reacted by acquiring the marketing services of Wyckoff, Seamans 

and Benedict in 1881, which sold 1,200 machines that first year. How many 
machines were sold subsequently can be gleaned from the royalty payments 

to Densmore, who held patent rights on Remington equipment: in 1880 he 

was paid on 610 machines; in 1881, on 1,170 machines; in 1882, on 2,273. 
He enjoyed similar sizable increases in sales volume throughout the decade. 
By 1884, however, a buyer could acquire a machine from Remington, the 

American Writing Machine Company, Hammong, Crandall, or Hall-all 

based on patents owned by others than Densmore. 52 Thus in less than ten 
years there was a thriving typewriter industry in the United States complete 
with industry leaders, competition, and market conditions defined by func
tion, cost, and rivalry. Inventions and innovations came, manufacturing was 

ongoing, and distribution and marketing were active. Small as it might have 
been, an industry existed. Most surprising is the speed with which the type

writer business came alive, which supports Beniger's thesis that control was 
a necessary and critical element in Chandler's purposeful economy. 

Competition was a significant feature even in the industry's earliest days. 
It was sufficient to cause the larger vendor-Remington-to respond by low

ering prices through its agent Wyckoff, Seamans and Benedict. Thus the No. 
2, which sold for $100 in 1883, by 1885 retailed for $95, while the No. l 

went from $80 to $75. Although there is no evidence of discounting, it would 
not be surprising to find it because it was practiced already in other industries. 
Despite competitive pressures, Remington's devices remained the most popu
lar. Demand increased in the 1880s to support substantial growth in business 

volumes for most vendors. 53 Yet volumes did not reach the levels Remington 
wanted, and thus in 1886, the firm sold the typewriter business to Densmore 
for $186,000 ($10,000 down), which satisfied some 90 percent of the com
pany's debts. Densmore kept the same marketing arrangement as before and 

retained the name Remington in his product's title. His new organization was 

called the Remington Standard Typewriter Company. It was not related to the 
old Remington firm that had sold off the typewriter business. 

With hindsight, it is easy to see that selling the business was an error be
cause the market continued to grow. In 1886, some fifty thousand machines 

were sold by all vendors. In 1888 alone, the Remington Standard Typewriter 
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Company produced about fifteen hundred machines monthly and still could 
not keep up with demand. A U.S. government census of the typewriter busi
ness estimated that there were thirty firms in the young industry with a total 
capitalization of $1,421,783. These companies employed l, 735 people, who 
earned wages of just over $1 million. The industry produced products valued 
at $3.6 million. And during the late 1880s, the Remington No. 3 was intro
duced quietly into the British market and had become a significant element 
by 1890.54 

One should note that as with other technological introductions, despite 
growth acceptance of the typewriter was not always smooth. Early on, some 
people were insulted if they received a typed letter rather than a handwritten 
note and complained about the impersonal quality of the communication. 
This attitude might explain why the initial customers targeted by Remington 
did not include businesses, which were far more sensitive to customer satis
faction than were other professions. The business potential for typewriters 
was not obvious and, perhaps, at first simply did not exist. In the 1880s, a 
typewriter cost between $70 and $100, when a good meal could be had for a 
nickel and a fine pen for 10 cents. 55 Historians like to quote Mark Twain, who 
called it a "curiosity-breeding little joker''; but he also became the first major 
American author to write book-length manuscripts with it. By 1930, no book 
manufacturing plant in the United States wanted to accept manuscripts for 
typesetting that had not been typed. 56 

A second obstacle to overcome was the lack of trained operators to use the 
machines. Was one machine easier to use than another? Men, but not women, 
were thought to be strong enough to use them at first. The YMCA in New 
York City decided to find out, so it bought six Remingtons, found eight 
"strong women," and set out to prove that they could type by running the first 
typing school in the United States. The YMCA school was successful, and 
soon after, no vendor of any size operated without training schools for young 
ladies. Within a half-century more than two million women were typing in 
the United States.57 

The story of Remington and the typewriter provides some important les
sons on marketing office equipment, particularly in start-up stages. The most 
obvious lesson is the need to have an extensive, well-trained marketing orga
nization to sell the product-a requirement lacking at the old Remington arms 
firm and a lesson that was learned by the founders of NCR. The key to profit
ability was then to sell in volume, and Remington failed to do that, hence its 
perceived need to sell the business. Clearly, Remington had the manufactur
ing prowess to produce in quantity, but that was not enough. Those who 
marketed Remington's typewriters did well when they bought the rights, set 
up the Remington Typewriter Company, and focused on marketing, not just 
on manufacturing. Consequently, they were successful, as were the Singer 
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Sewing Machine Company and NCR. 58 Chandler defined the case for market
ing high-technology products of the late 1800s to early 1900s: "They could 
sell in volume only if they created a massive, multiunit marketing organiza
tion. All their products were new, all were relatively complicated to operate 

and maintain, and all relatively costly. No marketer knew the product as well 
as the manufacturer. None had the facilities to provide after-sales service and 

repair. "59 This passage could have read as a description of events in the com
puter industry of the 1950s or 1990s. 

The Typewriter Industry between 1890 and 1920 

The years between 1890 and 1920 were marked by extensive growth in this 

industry and characterized by new entrants, more competition, and evolving 
technologies. Collectively, these elements fostered a broad demand for type

writers, which, in tum, led to large volumes of sales. Although volumes 
would continue to grow after 1920, the industry rapidly matured in many 

ways as demand became more defined. Technological developments
although significant with the sale of portable and, later, electric models

were less dramatic than before. Importantly, by consolidation and mergers, 

firms became sublimated within the larger office equipment industry and lost 
their separate identities. 

As in other American industries during the 1890s, companies consolidated 

to react to the depression of the decade. In 1893-the year of the depression 
and financial panic-the largest volume of consolidations took place. 

Remington Typewriter Company behaved typically, combining with an orga

nization of four Smith brothers to form the Union Typewriter Company of 
America as a reaction to a growing number of competitors. 

In the typewriter business, however, such tactics did not stop new entrants. 

For example, John T. Underwood and his father, John Underwood, acquired 

the Wagner machine and in 1895 established a factory in Hartford, Connecti
cut, to build the Underwood Model 5. It was functionally superior to many 

rival models because it was the first widely distributed machine with the 
front-strike technology so characteristic of all typewriters since then. Prior 

designs for typewriters included typebars that made it nearly impossible for 

users to see what they were typing. Yet relative technological superiority for 
the moment did not help sales because the firm failed to take full marketing 
advantage. Thus in 1903, the four Smith brothers broke away from the Union 
Typewriter Company to form the L. C. Smith and Brothers Typewriter Com

pany (later the Smith part of the Smith-Corona Company in 1926 and the 

SCM Corporation in 1958) to exploit these easier to use innovations. 

Technology spurred others on as well. Edward B. Rees developed a ma-
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chine to address four problems: the large number of knobs that blocked a 
user's view of what was being typed, the inadequate quality of presswork, the 

need to lower machine cost through better design, and the demand for addi
tional ease of use. In time, he earned 140 typewriter patents for his work, and 
his machine became one of the most advanced, lightweight devices on the 

market. It led to the creation of the Royal Typewriter Company in 1904. Thus 
by 1904--1905, the industry's four largest vendors were the old Remington 

firm (the Union Typewriter Company), Underwood, L. C. Smith, and Royal. 

In 1904, some one hundred firms were spread across the industry in the 
United States. By 1909, failures and consolidations had reduced these to 

eighty-nine, almost all of which had been formed since 1905. Most compa
nies also had active marketing programs in Europe that usually employed 

agents. 60 

By 1900 alone, more than 100,000 machines had been sold, and the indus

try was manufacturing some 20,000 units per year. As machining and manu
facturing costs dropped, these devices became more affordable, which, in 

tum, generated more sales. This early example of commodity marketing in 
the office products industry presaged a similar situation with microcomputers 

in the 1980s. Price elasticity influenced a high-technology product at a very 
early date. Of course, typewriters became very price sensitive at a time when 
the number of people working in offices was climbing sharply, confusing any 

discussion of direct cause and effect. Obviously, more workers meant more 

possible customers for typewriters (increased demand) yet prices dropped, 
possibly in reaction to known increases in competition from new entrants into 

the market. 61 

The role of technology was clearly impressive as it influenced the new 
industry. As noted, Royal came into existence because of technological in
novation. Remington had enjoyed several years of relative sales freedom 
(1870s) because of its technical superiority. By the start of the 1880s, techno

logical rivalry posed two directions: ( l) toward touch typing methods using 
a single keyboard and shift key or (2) toward devices that employed numer

ous methods on double keyboards. The issue of which track to follow was 
settled dramatically by a contest in July 1885 in Cincinnati, Ohio. A Mr. 

McGurrin on a touch machine and a Mr. Traub on a dual keyboard competed. 
Mr. McGurrin typed faster by a significant margin. The Paul Bunyon-like 

contest ended as it did for the mythical tree cutter: the more modem technol

ogy won. 
After the contest, which was a symbol of a trend already evident, manufac

tureers increasingly standardized technology throughout the 1890s and early 

1900s. By 1900, most of the technical features of the manual typewriter had 
been introduced. In the 1920s came the noiseless version. The third and last 
phase before the advent of word processors was the electric typewriter (with 

initial models as early as pre-World War I), buttressing office sales seriously 
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after World War II. But more germane to the early years of the twentieth 

century was the standardization of technology and its consequence, similar 

manufacturing processes, which made consolidations of products and compa

nies easier to implement than in many other industries.62 

Technological developments, especially from 1886 to about 1915, heated 

up competition. Remington Typewriter's slow response to change cut deeply 

into its sales when, for example, L. C. Smith introduced better machines that 

required fewer repairs and were lighter and better priced. Underwood did the 
same and enjoyed a long run deep into the 1920s of benefits from technologi
cal superiority combined with good advertising. In 1920, for instance, its 

sales equaled those of all other vendors combined, primarily because of the 

Model 5.63 

No evidence suggests, however, that consolidations made these firms take 

better advantage of technology to drive up profits. Consolidations reflected 

a widespread pattern: local companies with small markets became regional 

or national in size. Unlike in other industries, new entrants ensured that none 
of the large vendors could relax and remain confident of holding market 

share. It was a market that one could enter relatively easily. The nearly one 

hundred entrants made that obvious. All tried to use some technological edge 

or gimmick for marketing, usually subcontracted manufacturing, and em

ployed agents who represented multiple vendors. But the major approach to 
sustain market presence appeared to be technological innovation, differentia

tion that yielded some 6,200 patents for typewriters in the United States by 
1910. One historian estimated that sales in the United States that year reached 

$2 million, the work of eighty-seven U.S. firms and twenty-two foreign com
panies operating in North America. 64 Unfortunately, sales data on typewriters 

marketed in Europe are not available; evidence for European activity gener
ally remains scanty. If, however, one assumes that foreign sales made up the 

same proportion of revenues for typewriter companies as for cash register 

firms (about which more data are available), then one could assume that for
eign sales contributed between 25 and 40 percent of American revenues by 

World War I. Similar relationships of sales can be documented for Hollerith
type equipment, but not for adding machines and calculators (the data are 

terribly scattered); the latter two were strong products in Europe's office 

market. 
However, there is evidence of an active typewriter industry in Europe. By 

1910, twenty-two firms marketed the machines in the United States and, ob

viously, operated from some base of strength in Europe. From Germany they 
included Adler, AEG, Ideal, Kappel, Mercedes, Mignon, Regina, Saxonia, 

Titania, Torpedo, and Urania-almost all of which did not survive the early 
decades of the twentieth century. Italian firms-Heperia, Vittoria, and Oli

vetti-had greater longevity but not without some casualties. One each from 

Switzerland, Canada, and Japan (Japy) entered the American market and 
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TABLE 1.3 

Early U.S. Typewriter Finns, circa 1900-1917 

Acme• Dollar Keystone Rex 

Alexander Duplex McCall Royal 

Allen Edland Mano graph Schiesari 

American Elliott-Fisher Merritt Secor 

Atlas Ellis Molle Sholes Visible 

Barlock Emerson Monarch L. C. Smith

Bennett Essex Moon-Hopkins Smith Premier 

Bennington Fay-Sholes Morris Stearns 

Blake Federal Munson Sterling 

Brooks Ford National Sun 

Century Fountain Nickerson Taylor 

Chicago Fox Noiseless Triumph 

Commercial Franklin Odell Type-Adder 

Corona Garbell Official Underwood 

Cram Hammond Oliver Victor Visigraph 

Crandall Harris People's Walker 

Crown Hartford Pittsburgh Williams 

Darling Hooven Postal Woodstock 
Daugherty Jackson Rapid World 

Demountable Jewett Reliance Yost 
Densmore Junion Remington Yu Ess 

Source: George N Engler, "The Typewriter Industry. The Impact of a Sig

nificant Technological Innovation" (Ph.D. diss., University of California at Los 

Angeles, 1969), 29 

• The purpose of listing so many firms is to point out that so many machines

were named after their inventors or were identified with a region; very few had 

machinelike names and very few existed after the 1920s. 

were joined by three from Britain and two from France. In table 1.3, I list 
some of the U. S major firms that they competed against in Europe in the years 

before World War I. 65 

The result of nearly fifty years of activity was an active and still-growing 

typewriter industry in the United States. An expanding work force used these 

machines in increasing quantities each year. Between 1870 and 1885, various 

technological paths began to merge, leading the industry into fifteen years of 

product and technological standardization. Next, prices dropped leading to a 

de facto commodity market, which made it possible to refer to these and other 

office machines as "appliances" by the end of World War I. The typewriters 

had led also to consolidations early in the industry's history in attempts to 

control market share, to shore up profits, and to take advantage of manufac
turing economies of scale. Chandler noted a similar pattern in other industries 

in the same period. 66 
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The organizational and sociological impact of the typewriter, although dif

ficult to define, was nonetheless present. One account of these early years 

presented the typewriter as part of a larger contribution by technology to 

American society: 

In the reform came efficient division of labor, machine bookkeeping, systematic 

filing, indexing, multigraphing and revolution in circularization which became, 

eventually, a business in itself. The machine's collateral relatives, if not its imme

diate legitimate progeny, were checkmakers, addressographs, mimeographs, and 

calculating machines in a variety defying the briefest inventory. 67 

In the final analysis, to what extent did the typewriter influence American 
society? It is a question more readily answered in the period following World 

War II when almost every piece of business correspondence and, increas

ingly, personal letters were typed. But not so for the period 1870-1920 when 
the temptation to exaggerate the typewriter's significance is great but unjus
tified. Evidence is too meager, which leads one to conclude that the device's 

impact was embryonic, rippling with potential but still waiting for its day. 
Daniel Boorstin came closest, perhaps, to providing an answer both rea

sonable and applicable to the early period of the typewriter. In discussing the 

much broader problem of how to make duplicate copies of information-a 

concern dating back to ancient times-he viewed the development of the 
typewriter as a small step toward solving the problem. He noted that by 1845 
Samuel F. B. Morse and partner were using a keyboard of sorts to send mes

sages and that later, Sholes, himself a printer, was at work on the problem. 
He recorded that the earliest models were like sewing machines or piano 

mechanisms and were not convenient until the tum of the century. Yet he 
observed that with typewriters came more standardized mail. The size of 

typewriters contributed to the standardization of the size and shape of corre

spondence paper and envelopes, which was reinforced after World War II 

with various postal regulations. Typewriters also provided additional em
ployment opportunities outside the home, farm, or factory. Handwriting de

clined as typing spread, and with it, the personal distinctiveness that had 

actually grown with literacy during the nineteenth century was lost. 68 

Boorstin argued that in the attack on the problem of copies, "few inven
tions were as important as carbon paper."69 An early patent for carbon paper 

in the United States was issued when the first typewriters were produced in 
1869. It was originally intended to copy handwriting, but in 1872, another 

patent was issued for carbon paper designed for use with typewriters. Close 
on its heels came a mimeographic paper (to mime the original text) and a 

company formed by A. B. Dick to manufacture paper and machinery for that 
purpose. His products, even more than the typewriter, increased a person's 

ability to duplicate quickly and conveniently without typesetting. Not until 
the photocopy machines of the 1960s would such an invention be so conve-
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nient. A. B. Dick's products, like those of successful typewriter vendors 

were accepted because they were well conceived and built; he also carefully 

retained good sales personnel, invested in manufacturing, and established a 

network of agencies to represent his products. 70 

The typewriter was essentially the first of many new technologies that in 
time merged to form the office equipment industry; a new level of mechanical 

sophistication had been reached in the office. Its success simply confirmed the 

wisdom of attempting to produce other types of equipment for the office 

worker. Without the typewriter, it would be difficult to envision the origins 

of the new industry before the late 1880s. 



2 ________ _ 

Adding and Calculating Machines 

THE INTRODUCTION of these new types of machines as commercially viable 
products, either almost simultaneously with the typewriter or rapidly within 
a few years, added a whole new dimension to mechanical handling of infor
mation . Their arrival gave considerable definition to the emerging office 
equipment industry. They made possible more sophisticated data handling 
than that afforded by a typewriter. Yet these machines were close enough to 
the typewriter in the kind of manufacturing , marketing, and distribution re
quired, and, in some instances, in price to make them logical cohabitants of 
the new market or at least attractive "add-ons" for companies already in the 
typwriter business. 

The history of adding machines and calculators dates back hundreds of 
years, especially in Europe where mathematicians and others long had sought 
mechanical aids to calculations . ' Most writers focus on the technology, and 
their texts are descriptive, leaving unanswered many questions about machine 
use. Nowhere is this more obvious than for those machines that came in the 
years following the American Civil War. 2 My concern is primarily the late 
1800s when a new era in mechanical computing opened, one that made such 
devices possible on a broad and significant scale. In the postwar period, such 
devices played an important role in the modernization of the American office. 
By introducing the capability to handle larger amounts of information in new 
ways, these machines provided additional support for the development of 
larger entities-bureaucracies-than had been realistically or profitably pos
sible before. They joined a plethora of new technologies that supported or
ganizations-telephones, cash registers, bookkeeping equipment, and faster 
printing machinery in the office-and provided more efficient transportation 
and logistics controls for railroads and automobiles as well as electrical de
vices of vast variety. 

Like typewriters, adding and calculating machines became permanent fix
tures in organizations of any size. They also came closer than the typewriter 
to fitting the image of a precursor for the modern computer because they 
computed and handled numeric and, later, alphabetic data . These devices 
were the direct ancestors of computers. Their evolution led to the creation of 
computers capable of work that could not be done by calculators. In short, 
adding machines and calculators contributed to the foundation of the Amer
ican data-processing industry while they introduced thousands of office work-
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ers and scientists to the possibilities presented by mechanical aids to data 

calculation and handling. 
The history of such equipment is complicated because of the variety of 

devices available between roughly 1885 and 1930. Adding machines only 
added and subtracted. Calculators also multiplied and divided, whereas spe
cialized machines became available for specialized applications, such as 

billing. Devices were classified by their engineering designs with manual 
and, later, electrical versions. The field became more crowded as various 

manufacturers sold individual versions of such equipment. Burroughs Add
ing Machine Company battled with Felt & Tarrant as the two largest vendors 
at the tum of the century, but other, less visible firms also operated. These 

products enjoyed similar popularity in Europe where the same process of 

modernization was evident replete with industrialization and the rise of large 

organizations. 
Like typewriters, adding and calculating machines required precise en

gineering and machining. They were also sold to the same kind of customer. 

All borrowed technology heavily from each other. For instance, data entry 
keyboards and printer mechanisms were similar on typewriters, adding ma

chines, and calculators. The variety, volumes, and uses to which these 
machines were put were astounding. Acceptance of adding machines and cal

culators came far more rapidly than historians have acknowledged. Clearly, 
therefore, many patterns in the evolution and use of typewriters were concur

rently at work in the evolution of calculating devices. The one important 
exception was that calculating devices were more varied in design and could 

be used in a broader range of applications than the typewriter, which, after 
all, could only record data not generate it in the form of answers. 

The nature of demand suggests why these machines were well received. 
Unlike the typewriter, which was at first not intended for business, adding 

and calculating machines targeted business even more than science and engi

neering. No concern existed about the perceptions of insensitivity or lack of 
personal touch that greeted typewriters. John S. Coleman, president of Bur

roughs Corporation in the late 1940s, described the environment his com

pany's founders encountered: "Bookkeeping, before the advent of the adding 

machine, was not an occupation for the flagging spirit or the wandering 
mind." Further, "It required in extraordinary degree, capacity for sustained 

concentration, attention to detail, and a passion for accuracy. "3 This pressure 

to perform precisely increased at a time of rapid expansion by industry and, 

hence, by bureaucracies with attendant needs to obtain more information 
faster. This was especially the case with accounting data, which, in tum, 

highlighted the limits of the functional capabilities and speed of the old "pen
and-ink accountant." That development created sufficient demand for me

chanical aids to calculation. 
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One writer described the office at the tum of the century as a place of "long 
hours and slow, tortuous business progress." He continued: "Record-keeping 

was done by hand in ponderous bound volumes. Trial balances appeared at 
historic intervals, and departmental digests and comparison reports were al

most unheard of." Reliance on instruments led to "a complete revolution in 
office methods-the substitution of machines for hand-work, and, to a large 

extent, for brain-work. "4 

In the late twentieth century it is easy to superimpose a vision of offices that 

is contrary to the reality of the 1800s. Despite the introduction of equipment 
and old photographs that depict desks and chairs similar to modem versions, 

and events and men's suits essentially the same as those worn today, times 

were different. One who lived then said: 

The sheer necessity of keeping office work abreast of the extraordinary expansion 

of business during the last quarter-century, of course, was the dynamic force be

hind the quest for simplified, improved methods of carrying on office routine and 

solving office problems, but it was the exchange of ideas among business men that 

brought about similarity of methods and made possible the mechanical handling of 

office work. 5 

In such a manual environment, days had to be long because the only other 
way to increase productivity would have been simply to add faster. Compa

nies employed "lightning calculators," people who could add long, wide col

umns of numbers rapidly and even entertained with this skill. With every 
stage of technological development on the brink of entirely new ways of 

doing work, existing methods were stretched to their limits as individuals 
tried to squeeze the last bit of increased efficiency out of them. Thus it was no 
surprise to learn that the Academie des Sciences in France appointed a com

mittee in the 1880s to study "lightning calculators" in hopes of learning how 
to transfer these people's skills to accountants in general. Dorr E. Felt, one of 

the more important producers of adding machines, accused manual account
ing practices of "turning men into veritable machines," while Oliver Wendell 

Holmes commented that "calculating power alone should seem to be the least 

human of qualities."6 Times were right for the new technology. 

The history of mechanical calculating machines went through two phases 

before the introduction of the electronic computer. During the seventeenth 

century, strides were taken in the development of mechanical devices by Wil
helm Schickard (1623), Blaise Pascal (1642), Rene Grillet (1670s), and 
Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz (1674). That flurry of activity represented the 

first phase, one characterized by limited demand for such machines and 

plagued by inadequate machining capability. This phase is not a concern in 
the discussion of computing aids; the second is. 

It began in the early 1800s and can be dated to 1820 when a French inven-
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tor, Charles Xavier Thomas de Colmar, built a calculator called the Arith
mometer. It was a landmark development because his machine became a 

commercial success in Europe, selling possibly several hundred over the next 

three to four decades. 7 That success called attention to the need for calcu

lators, particularly in scientific circles. It exposed scientists, mathematicians, 

and even a few accountants to such technology, encouraging some to design 

their own machines during the 1840s-1860s, including Charles Babbage who 
began work at the same time as Colmar. The Arithmometer sold for the same 

reasons that later computers might sell over rivals: good marketing and better 
technology. Better technology was, perhaps, more important in the 1820s 

because it opened doors to many possibilities. It resulted in a machine that 
was more reliable than its predecessors (seventeenth-century designs), so 
much so that a variety of arithmometers from several vendors came onto the 

market by the late 1800s. Colmar's machines remained in use down to World 

War I, when smaller devices, often with more functions, finally displaced 
them. 8 Colmar's machine was, however, a hint of things to come. New devel

opments occurred throughout the 1840s and 1850s, and, then, beginning in 
the 1860s many new machines began to appear. By the 1870s, a market had 

emerged on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean complete with vendors, competi
tion, and customers. 

Various interpretations attempt to explain the sudden wave of new products 
that appeared after midcentury. The two main arguments tout either techno

logical causes or focus on demand and changes in the business climate. The 
technological proponents argue that a breakthrough in both design and pro

duction methods of such machines permitted replacement of cumbersome 

Leibnitz stepped-drum designs with one far more compact and light. A 
stepped-drum gear was a "device which would allow the result register to be 

turned through a variable number of positions (0 to 9) depending on the set-up 
mechanism which held the number being manipulated." A leading historian 
of this technology argued that "in effect the Leibnitz drum provided a gear 

with a variable number of teeth, the number of teeth in use being determined 
by the position along the drum of the next gear being driven off this shaft. "9 

The result was a bulky machine. Accountants and mathematicians wanted a 
small, variable-toothed gear device, and that did not become possible until 

materials and machining had improved sufficiently. 

The first successful attempt came almost simultaneously in the United 
States and in Russia from Frank S. Baldwin (American) and T. Odhner 
(Swede). It was called the Baldwin Machine in the United States and the 

Odhner Machine throughout Europe. Baldwin and Odhner developed a round 

disk with movable pins that could be extended beyond the outer edge of the 
disk; a lever controlled the number that protruded. Input was a function of 

which and how many pins protruded. 10 In comparison to earlier devices, these 
newer machines were easier to use, proved more reliable, and could be made 
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out of thin, flat disklike plates. Other technical improvements included 
spring-loaded keyboards, and listing and printing models. When mounted 

sideways on a shaft, these devices take on the image of the modem calcula

tor with only the keyboard to follow later. The Baldwin-Odhner machine took 

up only a portion of a desk's surface instead of all of it as did the Thomas 

Arithmometer. Brunsviga, a major nineteenth century vendor, sold over 

twenty thousand Baldwin-Odhner machines between 1885 and 1912, which 

suggests their popularity. 11 Yet some of the old Arithmometers were still in 

use during World War I. 

A second school of thought suggests that the need for such equipment, 

especially in accounting and in science, created the necessary economic in
centives to develop it. Such machines, to use Beniger's phrase, reflected part 

of the "Control Revolution," in which technology was employed to support 
the flow of greater amounts of information in ever-larger organizations. 12 

Most contemporary writers and historians lean toward the economic interpre

tation of the development of adding and calculating machines. 13 

As organizations evolved in size and were characterized by multiple layers 
of management or locations, such structures provided economic incentives to 

generate cost-effective, useful information. Statistical reports and numerical 
data, in particular, made it possible for middle and upper management to 

carry out one of their most vital functions: to inspect performance. The infor

mation-handling process directly contributed to the expansion of the manage
rial class that Chandler called the new mandarins of the economy. 

Both camps cite impressionistic evidence of sales volumes from Bruns

viga, lists of office applications, and a variety of machines to buttress their 
arguments. Although circumstantial, this evidence is impressive. The exis
tence of so many essentially similar machines in the late 1800s that served a 

growing market successfully supports a strong argument that the time was 

right for such products and that the convergence of technological capabilities 
simply made these products possible. The number of manufacturers also 
shows a lack of barriers to market entry in the early stages of development 

comparable to the situation in the microcomputer era of the 1970s and 1980s. 

Thus a combination of interests came together. As I will show, especially 

with Burroughs, the more accurate view is to observe both technological and 
economic factors at work, with the business case more compelling, particu

larly after the technology became available. 
One other innovation, however, was necessary to make these products at

tractive to a wide range of customers. Neither Baldwin nor Odhner had quite 

resolved the problem of how to speed up the setup of the levers to register 
amounts. Missing was the capability to enter data quickly using a keyboard 

much like a typewriter's. That development-a known requirement at the 

time-would speed data entry, make the equipment easier to use, while bor

rowing manufacturing know-how from typewriter suppliers. Attention fo-
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TABLE 2.1 

Innovations in Adding and Calculating Machinery, 1820--1939 

1820• Arithmometer invented 

1850 First key-driven adding machine 

1875 Baldwin/Odhner variable tooth calculators 

1885 Brunsviga calculator 

1886 Add-subtract calculator (Felt Comptometer) 

1887 Direct multiplication calculator (Leon Bollee) 

1889 First practical adding and listing machine 

1890 Multiplier calculator 

1893 Four-function calculator marketed (Millionaire) 

CHAPTER 2 

1905 Motor-driven, keyboard, self-stepping carriage combined (Ensign) 

1908 Printing calculator (Trinks-Arithmotype) 

1910 Automatic division on calculator 

1911 First commercial keyboard rotary machine 

1920 Electric arithmometer demonstrated (Torres y Quevedo) 

1924 Electric printing calculator introduced 

1928 Multiple-register cumulating calculator marketed 

1939 Electronic calculator available 

Sources. James R Beninger, The Control Revolution (Cambndge, Mass .. Harvard 

University Press, 1986), 400-401; Robert H Gregory and Richard L Van Hom, Auto

matic Data-Processing Systems (San Francisco: Wadsworth, 1960), 624-26. 

' Experts do not agree on dates for "firsts"; above is a composite view. 

cused on developing key-driven machines at about the same time as type

writer inventors were moving to front-strike keyboards. With the key-driven 
innovation, adding and calculating machines could be sold for a variety of 

uses, such as adding up invoice amounts for billing or doing normal ac
counting and mathematics. Development of a key-driven machine was an 

important event, highly ergonomic. Dorr E. Felt's popular Comptometer, for 
example, might not have sold without that feature. As it turned out, his 

Comptometer and Burroughs's products were the two most popular sets of 

devices available in the United States at the tum of the century. They re
mained marketable in various models to the end of World War 11. 14 

Table 2.1 is a list of milestones in the evolution of such machines. Changes 

continued in both Europe and the United States, sometimes independently of 

each other or as reactions to earlier developments known to the inventor. 
Because many of the developments were publicized, one is led to believe that 

they built on each other. More importantly, no history of computing technol

ogy in the late I 800s or in the early years of the I 900s can be segregated by 
nationality; the technology was a true international development taking place 
throughout the industrializing nations. 15 

Such developments received attention in the scientific press of the day. By 
looking at the information journals published on computing, one could con-
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elude that interest in the subject was broader than it is today or, as seems 

closer to the truth, that early publications were not as market-focused as those 

in the 1960s or 1970s. In the late twentieth century, specialized journals 

aimed at subsets of the computer science community by carrying news of 

developments; in the nineteenth century, the most widely read scientific pub

lications broadcast the word, which suggests perhaps, a wider significance. 

Yet like their twentieth-century counterparts, these descriptions were usually 

penned (or typed?) by their developers or members of the vendor organiza
tion. Although technological evolution continued until adding machines and 

calculators were replaced largely by digital hand-held calculators in the 

1970s, these earlier gadgets had most of their features by the end of the de

cade preceding World War 1. 16 In the following years, they were sometimes 

electrified, always repackaged, and shrunk in size. Additional minor im

provements were always touted by several thousand salespeople in the United 
States, operating out of hundreds of storefronts and branch offices. The fun

damental technological innovations, as with manual typewriters, had become 

available after less than thirty years of evolution and appeared concurrently. 17 

The Burroughs Adding Machine Company 

The Burroughs Adding Machine Company provides a window into the Amer

ican office appliance market of the late 1800s and early 1900s. This important 

vendor's products and marketing typified the available technology and prac

tices of the industry. However, it was not the only vendor and experienced 

considerable competition from its earliest days. 
The firm was formed by William S. Burroughs (1855-1898), a one-time 

bank clerk who, like his peers, calculated figures by hand at the cost of very 

long workdays. His career as a business machine supplier resulted from his 

desire to automate an accounting clerk's function. Although many others 

were also developing mechanical aids to calculation at the time, his work led 

ultimately to the creation of a company that dominated the market. He built 

a practical adding machine and, unlike many other inventors, had the busi

ness skills to manufacture profitably and to market effectively his products. 

In retrospect, the ability to manufacture and distribute his products cost

effectively ultimately accounted for the company's success over less-efficient 

rivals with equally good products. By the early 1900s, the Burroughs Adding 
and Listing Machine was one of the most popular devices available. It en

abled clerks to add many times faster and more accurately than by hand. A 

less well-paid clerk could do more work with an adding machine than a bet
ter-paid accountant working by hand. A consequence, however, was that 

some skills were no longer needed because some of their tasks could be 

shifted to machines, such as adding totals. 18 As a result, in years to come 

less-skilled employees were used. 
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With these machines, banks kept current records; insurance companies de
veloped and maintained necessary files; and railroad companies monitored 
vast operations. A partial list of the uses to which these machines were put in 
the early 1920s suggests the broad applicability to basic business functions: 
daily postings, daily ledger balances, daily cash balances, deposit slip prepa
ration in duplicate, daily recapitulation of sales-cash, credit, and so forth, 
checking invoices and freight bills, figuring discounts, computing commis
sions, summarizing a day's receipts and disbursements, figuring estimates, 
listing and adding yardage, feet, or weight of goods packed, received, or 
shipped, listing and adding hours, minutes, tons, hundredweights, feet, 
inches, fractions, and other compound numbers, and posting perpetual in
ventory records. 19 Many of these applications had not been done before me
chanical aids to calculation came along because people could not handle the 
volumes of numbers involved in a timely, convenient, and cost-effective 
manner. These tasks also were performed later on tabulating equipment and 
ultimately on computers. Thus if someone asks when many of these func
tions first emerged, one could easily point to humble adding and calculating 
machines. 

One exuberant writer suggested what life was like after these devices be-
came available, largely thanks to Burroughs: 

In the future, it is safe to say, the history of accounting will be the history of adding 

and calculating machines. For these machines are today [ 1920s] the chief factor in 

the development of better bookkeeping practice. Their greatest service lies in giv

ing the world a way of controlling business by figures. Adding and calculating 

machines are not only adapted to current bookkeeping practice, but they are teach

ing men the value of business records. 20

But all that was still in the future when Burroughs and many others first 
tangled with the thorny problem of how to mechanize calculation. 

Burroughs, like so many others who experimented with office machinery, 
was no stranger to engines. He was the son of a mechanic, and he worked 
with machines while growing up. His first employment was as a clerk in a 
bank where long hours of adding numbers diminished his health, forcing him 
at the age of twenty-four to leave his job. Burroughs next took up his father's 
profession and at the same time sought to develop a device that banks could 
use for calculating and tabulating numbers. In 1880, he had plans for a ma
chine and a company. By 1885, he had established the Arithmometer Com
pany. He constantly refined his machine throughout the 1880s and 1890s. 
Burroughs was a driven man, who, as his co-worker Joseph Boyer later re
called, would sit at his workbench all night to be found "still there in the 
moming."21 Burroughs filed for his first patent in 1885, and his initial ma
chines sold for $475 each. By 1889, he had built fifty boxy units that were 
difficult to use and that required redesign. Yet during the 1890s, his product 
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achieved some acceptance, and by 1898-the year of his death-the company 
had its own factory in the United States and another in Britain. It had an office 

staff of sixty-five in the United States and assets valued at $300,000. In 1895, 
he began marketing overseas through the Burroughs Adding and Registering 
Company Limited, headquartered in Nottingham, England. By the end of 
1897, on both sides of the Atlantic, his firm's product line consisted of four 

device types. 22 

The American Arithmometer Company began to pick up momentum in the 
last five years of the nineteenth century, shipping increasing numbers of ma

chines and raising prices per copy. Increases in demand are reflected in the 

sales summarized in table 2.2. In the 1895 to 1900 period, sales grew from 
$63,700 to $322,934, or by more than sixfold. That growth was equal to and 
often ahead of increases in many high-growth firms of the 1960s in the data
processing industry even though some started from different size bases. The 
population of machines expanded by some five times. Those figures sug
gested growth in market demand for such technology and probably reflected 
the kind of growth competitors enjoyed too. This demand was unaffected by 
the Spanish-American War of 1898. 

Momentum was maintained in the early years of the 1900s. As illustrated 
in table 2.3, the number of units built and sold in the last years of the Ameri
can Arithmometer Company (before it became Burroughs) was impressive. 

Volumes sold increased by 30 percent between January 1901 and January 
1902 and by 49 percent by the end of 1902. Inventories, which had obviously 
been building up, were used to advantage with sales rising by over 40 percent 
in 1903 and settling to a "mere" 13 percent more in 1904. It was a profitable 
business. Even conservative auditors for the firm could comment concerning 
1903, "The results for the year show a very substantial improvement over 

those for the preceding year" with a reduction in the cost per unit resulting 
from increases in economy of scale in production. All of that made this a very 
profitable business. To illustrate this point, the auditors noted, "profit for the 
year [1903] . . .  amounted to $684,087.86, as compared with $474,168.88 

for the year 1902. "23 In the decade before World War I, the market grew for 
those who could run a profitable business, which included Burroughs, a com
pany now with many years' experience in the new industry. 

Examining Burroughs by how many machines they sold does not tell the 

full story. Annual sales data for the decade before World War I clarifies more 
about the vagaries and size of market demand (see table 2.4). Growth, partic
ularly after 1895, experienced few ups and downs from momentary market 
circumstances or features of the economy at large. The impressive perfor

mance is the growth from nearly $5 million (eightfold) in 1905 to nearly $40 
million in 1916, which far exceeded the GNP rate of growth in the U.S. 
economy. The performance also evidences the growing importance of the 

control Americans and Europeans wanted over the flow of data and of its 
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TABLE 2.2 

Adding and Calculating Machines Sold by 

American Arithmometer Company, 1895-1900 

Average Price 

Number Number Received Sales 

Year Made Sold (Dollars) ($000s) 

1895 225 286 222.74 63.7 

1896 544 418 212.98 89.0 

1897 565 498 218.35 108.7 

1898 804 729 224.29 163.5 

1899 962 972 227.18 220.8 

1900 1,676 1,399 230.83 322.9 

Source: From annual audits of the finn by Audit Company of 

New York, Amencan Anthmometer Company Records, Bur

roughs Papers. 

TABLE 2.3 

Total Machines Built and Sold, American 

Arithmometer Company, 1901-1904 

Number Number 

Year Built Sold 

1901 2,667 2,122 

1902 3,470 3,163 

1903 Flat' 4,446 

1904 4,504 5,008 

Source: Drawn from annual audits by Price, 

Waterhouse and Co., American Arithmometer 

Company Records, Burroughs Papers. 

' No hard numbers are available on how 

many were built, but it appears that volumes 

were the same because the cost of manufacture 

of machines sold in 1903 was $242 7M and in 

1904, $241.4M. 
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value in terms of the calculations required to get that information for use 

across the entire economy. 

It suggests what was happening to Felt & Tarrant and other firms in the 

same market. Demand appeared to be almost insatiable. In 1909, admittedly 
a boom year for Burroughs, the firm sold 15,763 machines or twice what 

William Burroughs thought back in 1885 could ever be sold worldwide. Vol

umes achieved in 1909 represented a more than threefold increase in ship

ments over the past five years (since 1904), a pattern repeated by other firms 

in the information business in subsequent decades. 
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TABLE 2.4 

Total Annual Sales, American Arithmometer Company and 

Burroughs Adding Machine Company, 1905-1916 (dollars in millions) 

Dollar Dollar Dollar 

Year Sales Year Sales Year Sales 

1905 4,923 1909 16,030 1913 23,720 

1906 7,835 1910 15,300 1914 19,077 

1907 14,777 1911 18,020 1915 22,152 

1908 13,776 1912 22,559 1916 39,858 

Source. Minutes of both firms, Burroughs Papers. 
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However, growth initially was slow. During the 1880s, Burroughs had to 
develop a practical, patentable device, find financial backers with good busi
ness skills to help manage manufacture, distribution, and sales of products in 
a market that had to be taught to use this machine and then to accept it. 

Burroughs's time in the sun did not come until the late 1890s, at the end of his 
life; but sales volumes achieved levels contrary to what some have character
ized in biographical treatments of the inventor. The great takeoff came after 
1895, following fifteen years of work, nearly ten within the framework of a 

company. In 1885, when only 286 machines had been placed, the firm could 
only afford three agents. The following year more representatives were hired, 
and sales grew to 418 machines. Finally, in 1898, the climb to 729 led an 
executive in the firm to comment that "the machine was taking hold. "24 "As 
late as the tum of the century it had not yet been absorbed, so to speak, into 
the blood stream of business. It was, at best, an appendage."25 

Members of the firm saw the need for such devices "but there was a very 
natural reluctance to see in this startling machine the answer to that need. It 
took years of pushing, cajoling, wheedling, the most inspired moments of 
dozens of pioneer salesmen, and the ever-rising flood of figure work lapping 
at the threshold of business before the jump was made from pen to ma

chine. "26 As with typewriters and, later, computers, it was not enough to see
need, it had to be sold. Burroughs began with banks-customers Burroughs 
knew best-and only later did he and fellow officers of the firm realize that 
there were needs outside of banking that could be satisfied with his machines. 

The key to selling them was their practicality; both Burroughs and compe
titors harped upon it to customers. Gradually, these machines became easier 
to use; the keys responded increasingly to a lighter touch; they became 
smaller and cost competitive with manual processing. As machines im
proved, they were sold to support accounting for payrolls, purchasing rec
ords, inventory management, overhead allocations, and shipping costs. New 
data became available to managers so they could make better decisions earlier 
based on more facts. Sales analyses could be daily, weekly, or monthly and 

could be sorted conveniently by marketing representative, territory, or prod-
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uct type.27 In 1914, one commentator on the American office could argue that 
"bookkeeping today is largely a matter of machinery. Formerly it was neces
sary for a bookkeeper to make separate entries in bound books" but "with the 
introduction of card and loose-leaf records and billing machines it is now 
possible to make fifteen or more different records at one writing and to prove 
their accuracy almost automatically."28 "Figure work" increased, thanks to 

more complex and extensive applications, larger organizations that increas
ingly had to rely on statistical data to operate, and the arrival of cost account
ing as a standard business practice. 

The income tax law of 1913 was a harbinger of the kinds of records New 
Deal legislation of the 1930s would force American users of data processing 
to keep. 29 The new tax law called for more citizens to pay taxes based on 

progressive rates. Therefore, more people had to file income and tax data and 
document that information. Corporate taxes were expanded during World 
War I, which also generated more paperwork. The concept of withholding 
was introduced with the law of 1913. By 1939, over four million Americans 
were withholding; by 1945, forty-three million. Incomes had to be tracked 
continuously, causing associated record keeping to expand. Thus the idea that 
it was possible to do so was well ingrained by the time New Deal legislation 
expanded tax and income records and payments. As indicated by the volume 
of articles published in the literature of the day, the use of information
handling equipment for payroll alone entered a golden age of popularity. 

The Burroughs organization reflected the growing need for such equip
ment. In 1903, the American Arithmometer Company outgrew its plant in St. 
Louis and moved to new facilities in Detroit, source of a larger supply of 
labor. The new plant opened in 1904. During that year, the firm was renamed 
in honor of its founder and reincorporated in Michigan as the Burroughs Add
ing Machine Company with $5 million in capitalization. The following year, 
the company had 148 marketing representatives selling the product directly; 
they obtained orders for 7,804 machines. 30 

The Burroughs Adding Machine Company did not have a free hand to sell 

at will although the market appeared to be larger than its sales suggested; it 
was able to sell increasing numbers of products at higher unit prices. A 
crowded field of inventors also found manufacturing facilities, venture capi
tal backing, and marketing agents or established direct sales forces to move 
their products. Beside Burroughs machines were Baldwin and Odhner de

vices and those of Felt & Tarrant, as others applied for patents and went to 
market for the first time. Newcomers included A. C. Ludlum in 1888 with an 
adding and writing machine; Felt, who applied for his first important patent 
in the same year; Frank C. Rinche in 1901 with an electric motor-driven 
adding-listing device; Felt again in 1902 with a machine that could cross
tabulate (thus "horizontal adding and recording could be accomplished as 
well as vertical"); and in 1904, H. C. Peters with an automatic nonadding 
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mechanism for cross-tabulation. To make it easier to use electrical devices, 
the Pike machine came out in 1905. 31 

The frenzy of activity is indicated by the rapidity and quantity of improve

ments that continued to arrive until World War I. C. W. Gooch developed the 
split keyboard in 1906, and in the following year, Felt was back with a patent 

for a flexible or self-correcting keyboard that rectified mistakes in depressing 

keys "instantly, simply by depressing the correct key or keys." William E. 
Swaim obtained a patent in 1908 for a totalizer, which could sum all totals of 

a footed column and print it. In 1912, Jessie G. Vincent produced a nonadd 

symbol printer, and, the following year, out came a shuttle carriage for the 

Pike machine. The number of other, less important developments, continued 

to increase. 32 By World War I, it was possible to use an adding machine to 

total accurately fifty amounts containing six figures each or a bill of a dozen 

items extended and proved in thirty seconds. Many machines were "also ca
pable of dividing and substracting with similar rapidity."33 

The number of these developments suggests the level of activity. Devel

opments also point out a feature of the market that would be evident in a 
continuum to the present: when technological improvements appeared, either 
an established vendor had to offer them on his products quickly or be super
ceded by other, usually new, upstart firms, most of which had a single prod

uct or technology to sell. Burroughs's management understood these rules of 

the market and survived with other companies. By World War I, a buyer 

could acquire a Burroughs or shop around for a Wales, Dalton, or for devices 

with such names as Comptometer, Ensign, Millionaire, or Brunsviga. One 
could choose products from Elliott-Fisher, Moon-Hopkins, and Under

wood-vendors also of typewriters-who were beginning to diversity their 
product lines and expand from regional to national markets.34 Although Bur

roughs had considerable name brand recognition, one does not know exactly 
what its market share was; one can surmise that it was more than that of any 

other vendor by World War I. What is known is that the commitment to 

dominance required 115 sales offices in the United States and 6 in Canada by 

1911, not an insignificant investment of resources and efforts. 35 

Non-U.S. Sales of Adding and Calculating Machines 

Burroughs, like most competitors, sought to broaden its market through sales 
outside the United States. European producers competed in the U.S. market, 

although on a far smaller scale. The Ensign and the Brunsviga were, perhaps, 
the two most formidable foreign rivals in the U.S. market. In the decade 

before World War I, trade was international in adding and calculating ma

chines with the largest non-U .S. market emerging in Europe. Burroughs was 

in Britain in 1895; its first non-U.S. plant was constructed in 1898 at Notting-
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TABLE2.5 

CHAPTER 2 

Exhibitors and Products at Napier Tercentenary Celebration, July 24--27, I 9 I 4 

Product 

Archimedes 

Colt's Calculator 

Brical Adding Machine 

Brunsviga Calculating Machine 

Burroughs Adding and Listing Machine 

Comptometer 

Layton's Improved Arithmometer 

Hamann' s "Mercedes-Euklid" Arithmometer 

"Millionaire" Calculating Machine 

Thomas de Colmar Arithmometer 

H. M. Nautical Almanac Office

Anti-Differencing Machine

Barrett Adding and Computing Machine 

Monarch Wahl Adding and Subtracting 

Typewriter 

T. I. M. Single Slide Calculating Machine

Unitas Double Slide Calculating Machine

Glashutter 

Teetzmann 

Vendor 

British Calculators, Ltd. 

Grimme, Natalis & Co., Ltd. 

Burroughs Adding Machine Ltd. 

Felt & Tarrant Manufacturing Co. 

Charles & Edwin Layton 

0. Sust, Kg! Landmesser

0. Steiger

Multiple vendors/secondhand dealers

No vendor (one-of-a-kind)

Barrett Adding and Computing 

Machine Company, Ltd. 

No vendor listed 

No vendor listed 

No vendor listed 

Source: E. M. Horsburgh, ed., Handbook of the Napier Tercentenary Celebration (Edin

burgh: Bell and Sons, and Royal Society of Edinburgh, 1914; reprint, Tomash Publishers, Los 

Angeles, 1982), 69--136 

ham, England. In 1900, a Canadian company was established, and, by the 
early 1920s, the American firm owned more than twenty-five marketing sub
sidiaries around the world. These contributed to a record of some forty years 

of continuous profitability from 1890 to the end of the 1920s, with minor 
exceptions.36 It was a crowded market too.37 One senses who participated by 
looking at the vendors and products represented at a conference celebrat
ing the 300th anniversary of John Napier's invention of logarithms, held in 
Edinburgh in 1914. In table 2.5, I catalog the vendors there and the products 

they exhibited and, most likely, demonstrated. 
One U.S. government survey of the office appliance industry proudly de

clared in I 914 that "the United States stands preeminent in the marketing 
and exportation of labor-saving devices for office use."38 In 1913, American 
manufacturers of typewriters, for example, shipped products valued at over 
$11 million or approximately five times the office products exported to the 
U.S. from Germany and sixty times those from Britain. That same year, 
American firms shipped overseas adding and calculating machines valued at 
$1.37 million, whereas Germany, the second largest exporter of office equip
ment worldwide, shipped products worth slightly less than $500,000. U.S. 
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exports of cash registers amounted to $4,535,000 compared to Germany's 
$103,000. French exports of all three types of products reached $444,000, 

whereas other European nations fell far below that figure as a group. 39 

Clearly, the data suggests that market performance had not emerged in one or 
two years but was the result of steadily climbing business sought overseas. 
One U.S. government analyst estimated that nearly two-thirds of the office 
equipment produced in the United States in 1913 was shipped out of the coun
try. 40 The experiences of Burroughs and NCR, however, suggest that for the
entire data-processing industry, truer figures probably approached 30 to 40 
percent. The data, nonetheless, suggests first an active market worldwide 
under development and second, that American firms were leading the charge 
in creating the market they came to dominate. Although protectionist tariffs 

helped national firms, "with few exceptions, American exporters of office 
appliances compete[d) on equal terms with shippers from other countries."41 

Trade barriers were minimal in France but somewhat higher in Canada and 
Germany, whereas in Britain, goods were admitted duty free.42 

The Felt & Tarrant Manufacturing Company 

Felt & Tarrant, another vendor of adding and calculating machines, rivaled 
Burroughs in popularity and proved significant because of its size. Less infor
mation is available about its operations, but enough exists to reconstruct its 
activities. It was the second most important vendor during the early days of 
the twentieth century, with the possible exception of Brunsviga in Europe, 

whether measured strictly by its activities in the United States or on the 
broader scale of world demand. Felt & Tarrant's significance illustrates how 
high-technology firms of the period came into being and suggests what, why, 
and how products were sold. Like Burroughs, it operated globally from its 
earliest days and for the same reasons. Like Burroughs, its history represents 
another window through which one can view the early phases of modem data 

processing. 
The power of one individual's dream and actions was at work at this com

pany as well. Dorr Eugene Felt (1862-1930) invented one of the first key
operated calculating machines and, like William Burroughs's, it was one of 
the first practical addia1g and listing machines, both of which became popular 
in the last years of the nineteenth century. Felt was born and raised in the 
Midwest and, like Burroughs, had his own firm in 1886 to sell the initial 
invention. In addition to a growing collection of patents, his primary asset 

was a manufacturing facility in Chicago. He also served as president of the 
firm until his death on August 7, 1930. Financial backing came initially from 
Robert Tarrant. Felt argued that adding long columns of numbers was turning 
accountants into veritable machines. In short, he saw the need for a solution 
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to that problem and to the growing volumes of work that could not be handled 
manually anymore. He approached the problem as did Burroughs, seeking 
relief with mechanics. The most important machine produced by Felt's firm 

was the Comptometer, which was introduced in 1890. Along with the Bur

roughs Adding and Listing Machine, it became one of the most popular ac
counting devices in the United States. 43 

Felt's initial Comptometer was a black box with keys that represented num
bers, much like the adding machines of the next century. The Comptometer 

simultaneously entered a number and added it to a results register. That func
tion increased the speed of mechanical addition by orders of magnitude over 
that of competitive devices. 44 Felt began to develop the earliest version on 
Thanksgiving Day, 1884. Historians never fail to tell how he built his initial 

device on the kitchen table in his home using a wooden macaroni box, metal 
staples, rubber bands, and meat skewers to create a key-driven machine. For 
his effort he won patent protection in 1887. The moral of the story was that 

he identified a need and developed a solution using existing materials-a 

strategy that continues to be employed to introduce new and more useful 
processing products. Like others, he too added innovations to initial technol
ogy. Revisions of the design resulted in more patents for him personally and 
others for individuals he employed throughout the 1890s and during the early 

1900s. Many years after his invention was marketed, he would recall that the 
only way such devices could be successful was if they worked faster than 
accountants; that is, machines had to work faster and more accurately than an 

individual who could add simultaneously four columns of numbers. Although 

he did not mention it, he must have kept a close eye on his competitor's 

products and noted technical deficiencies as potential opportunities to create 
a marketing edge. He also protected his many innovations with his relatively 

large number of patents. For him, technology was a marketing tool. He never 
diversified, electing to sell to a niche market for adding/calculating machines 

only. 
Felt's machine was so successful that Burroughs momentarily had a diffi

cult time when, in the early stages of establishing significant market share, 

both of their machines competed well. In fact, from about 1887 until roughly 
1902, the Comptometer was probably the most popular desktop calculator. 

Burroughs's sales indicate that a significant takeoff did not occur until the 

early 1900s, which confirms indirectly that Felt's hardware was popular. But 

by 1902, Burroughs had finally developed a solid product line, strong enough 

in function and backed by sufficient marketing and manufacturing capability 
to maximize sales and to take advantage of perceived demand while going 
after Felt's market share. In time, Burroughs's machine won the preeminent 

position in the market. From the beginning, Felt sold his machines to railroad 

companies, banks, and insurance firms. Later, primarily through agents oper
ating their own retail outlets, Felt made his products available to smaller 
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businesses. Both Burroughs and Felt & Tarrant found a ready market in gov

ernment agencies, which included the U.S. Treasury, the U.S. Navy (which, 

for over two decades, standardized on the Comptometer the mathematics re

quired to design warships), and the New York Weather Bureau-all of which 

calculated enormous amounts of data by the standards of the day. Thus appli
cations were both commercial and scientific. As with Burroughs's machines, 

users of Felt's products found more applications for them than the inventors 
originally envisioned. As a result, each firm began to compete more through 

technological advances than price. For instance, the original Comptometer 

could not record calculation results, so Burroughs reacted with a machine that 

printed all numbers entered and the results in a grand total. In turn, that inno
vation caused Felt and others to offer similar enhancements.45 

Developments in Europe 

Perhaps because of language and market similarities, American producers 
moved quickly and early to be first into the British and Canadian sectors with 

calculators, typewriters, and cash registers.46 Activity generated in Europe 
seemed foremost in Germany, although marketing occurred in each European 

nation. In Germany, the economy was more industrialized than elsewhere in 
the late 1800s, which, in turn, created increased demand for control over 

office and factory processes. More responsive data was required to run a busi

ness, for example, than ever before. Germany was, therefore, more appro

priately positioned to accept the aids to calculation offered by the new tech

nologies. In Germany, the adding and calculating machine industry dates to 

1878 when Arthur Burkhardt began manufacturing and selling the Thomas

like machine called the Arithmometer. Historians resist pegging a date for 
the start of any trend, but 1878 is as good a symbolic peg as one can find. In 
that year, at least one person thought enough of the market and of the de

mand for such technology to commit fame, fortune, and time to the endeavor. 

The Odhner class machine, developed originally in Russia, quickly spread 

throughout Europe, appearing first in Germany. By 1918, the Odhner type 

had even made it to Sweden where the Facit Company offered it as its primary 

product and became a major source of such devices during the first two de

cades of the new century. 47 

Lest one be led astray by northern European marketing initiatives, the vital 

market remained German. The most important of the early German firms was 

Grimme, Natalis & Company, better known by the name of its product, the 

Brunsviga Calculating Machine. The company came into existence in 1892 

with the introduction of the Brunsviga calculator. The product remained es

sentially the same, with some modifications, throughout the first twenty years 

of the firm's existence. Its market, which remained overwhelmingly Euro-
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pean, absorbed some twenty thousand machines by March 1912. Odhner's 
original patent was issued in 1891. In March 1892, Natalis acquired rights to 
the machine, which it then manufactured at its facility in Braunschweig. Be
tween 1892 and 1912, as a result of technological improvements and market
ing pressures, the firm obtained 130 German patents, another 300 in other 
countries, and 220 registered designs in Germany.48 These machines were 
usually pitted against Baldwin-like devices, such as those sold by Felt & 
Tarrant or Burroughs. Brunsviga products also faced other German compe
titors. By World War I, the Mercedes-Euklid Arithmometer, designed by 
Herr Ch. Hamann, of Friedenau, Berlin, was also popular.49 Equally avail
able were, of course, the Millionaire and other, lesser-known machines. 

The British market had its own indigenous vendors, who competed against 
American, German, and French companies. In the early 1900s, British Cal
culators, Ltd. offered a little device that looked like a round dish and used 
pegs instead of a typewriterlike keyboard-the Brical Adding Machine. The 
Charles & Edwin Layton Company sold the Layton's Improved Arithmome
ter in the same period. The original device became available in 1883 as an 
early British arithmometer and, hence, descended from Colmar's technol
ogy.50 As with other vendors, this firm improved the machine, reduced its 
size, and made it easier to use. Thus by 1914, its model sold with emphasis 
on its small size (half the weight of its predecessors) and quiet performance. 

The American presence in European markets for office equipment reflected 
what was happening with other light machinery products. Indigenous German 
and British firms in the office appliance market, like other light machinery 
vendors (e.g., of sewing machines), failed to survive the rapid American 
invasion. U.S. first movers established dominance quickly, making it diffi
cult for European rivals to become significant threats. 

In Britain, for example, in 1919, no British manufacturers of typewriters, 
cash registers, adding or mimeograph machines were among the top two hun
dred corporations; yet several U.S. firms were in the top tier.51 U.S. manu
facturing plants were rapidly reaching high levels of efficiency by the early 
1900s, and entrants from Europe faced a difficult situation in all classes of 
office equipment. 

German suppliers simply moved out of the office equipment market into 
other products (e.g., bicycles and automobiles) despite the competition from 
U.S. products manufactured in the United States and exported, marketed, and 
serviced on a highly competitive basis. 52

However, the uses to which these machines were put in Europe were the 
same as in the United States. By World War I, the Millionaire and Bruns
viga machines supported applications ranging from bills of lading, factory 
orders, and purchase orders in factories to traditional accounting proce
dures.53 The Millionaire, because it did direct multiplication, proved espe
cially useful in more complex applications. Between 1895 and 1898 alone, 
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some one thousand were sold. The firm marketing the Millionaire was taken 

over by Hans W. Egli of Zurich, Switzerland, in 1915, making the Swiss an 

important supplier of calculating equipment. The two companies combined 
sold 4,600 machines between 1894 and 1935.54 A contemporaneous commen

tator surveyed an increasingly cluttered market and concluded that "in almost 
every field of human endeavor the accounting and tabulating machines have 
become indispensable for the ascertaining of actual facts."55 

Summary 

Calculating devices were widely available by the 1890s. Contrary to the con

ventional belief that calculators had not penetrated the business world of the 
late 1800s,56 they had, in fact, made impressive gains. More than one dozen 

vendors operated during the 1890s, whereas all the basic inventions had been 

patented during the previous decade. Hundreds of innovations emerged be

tween 1890 and 1914 in the United States and across Europe, even in Italy and 

Spain-the two largest European nations to be the least industrialized in that 

period. Basic applications were understood and machines applied to them in 

accounting, engineering, and science, and inside manufacturing and offices. 
The active, competitive market that existed by 1914 was the largest in the 

United States with major suppliers including the Felt & Tarrant, Burroughs 

Adding Machine, Marchant Calculating Machine, Monroe Calculating Ma

chine, and Ensign companies. These firms played a significant role in the 

rapidly expanding office appliance market of the 1920s. 
Another emerging pattern was the demise of small start-up firms before 

World War I as pressure to manufacture cost effectively and to distribute 
nationally forced out under capitalized or poorly managed rivals, as in other 

industries such as light manufacturing. The pattern was also evident in the 
automotive market, which Henry Ford came to dominate because he too used 

a direct sales force and nationally based marketing and applied effective man

ufacturing technology. Mergers in the automotive world, as in office equip

ment, and sewing and agricultural machinery, occurred to enhance product 

lines not to centralize operations. Internal expansion was more the norm, 
however, by the end of World War I. 
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Hollerith and the Development of 
Punched Card Tabulation 

A THIRD LEG in the data-processing industry, and the one that most clearly 
originated in its modem form within the United States, was the punched card 
tabulating business. It is also the early source of data processing most cited by 
those who write about the infant days of the computer business. 1 Although 
it developed in response to specific needs to gather and manipulate large 
volumes of numerical and, later, alphabetic data, its development occurred 
concurrently and as part of a more complicated response to industrialized 
society's requirements for aids to calculation. 

Thus in concert with the typewriter and the adding and calculating machin
ery of the 1880s and beyond, tabulating equipment made up one more compo
nent of the young office appliance industry. Nonetheless, it was just a small 
contributor before the 1920s. By the 1930s, however, its importance was 
more widely realized because of its enormous capacity for processing data, 
which created the demand and the mind set that largely motivated organiza
tions to want what eventually became known as the computer. This situation 
held particularly for businesses and industries with large or data-intensive 
calculating needs. For those reasons, tabulating gear has always been the 
heart of data processing's precomputer history and is the computer's most 
direct ancestor. 

The reason was simple. Unlike typewriters or calculating machines, which 
were single units of equipment that handled small amounts of information in 
a restricted fashion, tabulating gear operated on thousands, even millions of 
pieces of data. Full use of tabulating equipment meant implementing a series 
of devices ranging from key punches to verifiers and sorters to tabulators in 
which data entered the system in machine-readable form, was processed, and 
output obtained. The important difference between this technology and others 
was that it dealt with a system that processed information quickly and in high 
volume. 

Reliance on such equipment by a large number of organizations laid the 
foundation for computers because the first users of computers were primarily 
those who had experience with punched card tabulating gear. This was partic
ularly the case during the first twenty years of computer use both in govern
ment and business. As a group, these users had already stretched to the limit 
the capabilities of tabulating machines to calculate and manipulate data and, 
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thus, needed faster, greater capacity. They required computers and made 
their acceptance possible. An intermediate step, begun in the 1930s and con

tinued through the 1940s, was the merger of calculating machine technology 

with tabulating equipment technology. Systems combined punched card and 
expanded calculating functions in large volumes of calculations or in more 

varied forms. Most commands from humans were entered with typewriterlike 

keyboards or with knobs. The effect was lasting, perhaps one of the great 
constants of data processing. Even as late as the end of the 1970s, a common 

device to input data to computers was the ubiquitous SO-column card that had 
been developed originally for tabulating equipment in the late 1920s to re

place earlier Hollerith designs. 
The configuration for tabulating equipment bolsters the argument that these 

devices came closer than any other to being predecessors of computers. It also 

hints at the cohesive and synergistic quality of technologies that borrowed 

from one another to form a new one that became a basis for the modem 
data-processing industry. Although the number and variety of equipment 

could be mixed in response to needs or because of products available, they all 

essentially performed the same functions. Vendors usually had several mod
els of a machine that operated at different speeds, handled more or less data, 

or had more registers that could be linked mechanically to each other, were 

printing or nonprinting, and so forth. Over time the machines acquired more 

functions, most of which either sped up processes or further automated tasks 
that people used to perform. 

Unlike previously discussed equipment and technologies, one must now 

think of a variety of machines working in concert rather than as single de

vices. With systems, users could process more data faster by reducing human 
intervention; which lowered the odds of human error while driving down the 

costs of data manipulation. Fewer skilled operators were needed to perform 

a series of data-handling tasks. That was very important for organizations that 

had large data-handling requirements. 

Thus the idea of a system represented an important step toward the com

puter system, which also had many component machines. Individual units 

of hardware comprising a system or, to use modem data-processing jargon, 

configuration, had input, processing, and output elements. The operating 
process could be relatively more continuous than before: while cards were 

being manipulated by some equipment, other elements could be absorbing 
new data (input) or disgorging results (output). Output could be an end prod

uct, such as a card or report readable by humans, or be stored for future use 
in machine-readable form (cards). Initially all such equipment operated inde

pendently but were linked in a series of steps that humans performed, such as 

carrying freshly punched cards to a sorter or to some other machine. As ven

dors gained experience in how customers needed to process data and in how 

that could be done, enhanced products, and reacted to demands of their cus-
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tomers, some of the functions previously performed on separate machines 

were combined into fewer devices, or various independent machines were 
linked through electrical circuits. These developments allowed information to 

pass from one part of the system to another automatically, hence more 

quickly. 

The medium used was a card, and to quote from an early twentieth-century 
Hollerith sales manuel, "Data appearing on order blanks, bills, time cards or 
forms of any kind, are transferred by means of the punching machines to 
cards, one card being used for each item of separate classification." It contin

ued, "These cards are then sorted by the automatic electric sorting machine 

into the desired classifications, and are then passed through the electric tabu

lating machine, which automatically adds the amounts or value of these 
classes upon one or more counters. "2 

The card punch (also known as a keypunch) was used to punch holes in 

cards to represent data. Initially portable devices, in which one moved hole 
punches over cards, in time they became like typewriters with cards fed 
through them. Verifiers were used to check punching of data on cards and 

were used like keypunches. If a key went through the card where a hole was, 
the data was correct, so it served as a mechanical proofreader. Sorters (called 

counting sorters at the time) shuffled decks of cards into groups according to 

classes of information punched on the cards. It dropped sorted cards into 
hoppers by subject (as predetermined by an operator); the number of hoppers 

varied from machine to machine and over time and by vendor. 

Tabulators, in essence, were rapid adding machines that read numbers to 
be added and processed in volume quickly. In time they acquired printing 

capability, allowing them to print numbers being added and results generated 
while the machine produced re'iult cards. They also acquired mathematical 

functions during the 1920s and 1930s and could be construed as very primi
tive computerlike processors. A multiplying punch could read two numbers 

from a single card, determine their product, and punch the result on the same 

card. The interpreter simply typed on the top of the card the information 

represented on it by the holes. The reproducer transferred data from one card 

to another faster than either a duplicator function on a keypunch or a human 

could retype. A collator (the last major type of equipment to join the family 
of tabulating gear) could be used to insert or remove cards from a deck, much 

like a human clerk removed files from a filing cabinet. There was other spe
cialized equipment and variations on the ones just mentioned, but the key 
elements of any full configuration were those described. 3 

This technology came into modem use thanks to the inventive efforts of 

Herman Hollerith (1860-1929). He was initially a clerk at the U.S. Bureau of 
the Census and later the founder of his own firm that built and sold the equip

ment. The idea of punching holes in cards or rolls of paper was not a new one 
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when he began tinkering with them in the 1880s; their only successful and 

wide use previously was to control the operation of thousands of looms that 

wove cloth in Europe.4 From the Napoleonic Wars until Hollerith's day, var
ious individuals had worked with the concept but with no significant results 

such as a full system that could be marketed. 5 

One minor exception was the work done by Charles W. Seaton, chief clerk 

of the U.S. Bureau of the Census, who, in the 1870s, tackled the problem of 
how to manipulate the large quantities of raw data gathered and then analyzed 

by his agency. His response was the Seaton Tabulating Machine, built with 
the encouragement of his superiors. It was made of wood and comprised a 

hand-operated box armed with rollers over which blank paper unwound. The 

operator entered columns of figures on that paper, advancing it before enter
ing each set of data. He believed such a system would reduce eye strain and 

bring together six to eight types of data. 6 Although not sophisticated, in the 

minds of the bureau's management the machine created the thought that me
chanical means might be refined-a critical conclusion because it would be 
this agency that later encouraged Hollerith to go beyond Seaton's efforts. 

Without that encouragement, one might speculate that someone other than 

Hollerith would, perhaps later, have developed some sort of punched card 
system. 

Dr. Walter F. Wilcox, who worked for the Bureau of the Census in 1900, 

recalled that "while the returns of the Tenth ( 1880) Census were being tabu

lated at Washington, John Shaw Billings," director of the Division of Vital 
Statistics, "was walking with a companion through the office in which hun
dreds of clerks were engaged in laboriously transferring data from schedules 

to record sheets by the slow and heartbreaking method of hand tallying. As 

they were watching the clerks he said to his companion, 'there ought to be 
some mechanical way of doing this job, something on the principle of the 

Jacquard loom.' "7 Hollerith confirmed the story, adding that Billings had 
"said to me there ought to be a machine for doing the purely mechanical work 

of tabulating population and similar statistics."8 It was a singular moment in 

the history of data processing, one historians could reasonably point to and 
say that things had changed because of it. It stirred Hollerith's imagination 

and ultimately his achievements. 

Clearly the power of one was at work again. Upon graduating from Colum

bia University in 1879, Hollerith had taken a job at the U.S. Bureau of the 
Census working for Billings. In 188 I, Billings remarked on the potential of 

using machines to trap and manipulate data. In 1882, Hollerith taught me
chanical engineering at the new Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 

while developing tabulating equipment for the bureau. The following year he 
returned to Washington, D.C., to continue work on his "census machine" 

while employed at the Patent Office. On September 23, 1884, he applied for 
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his first patent. By the late 1880s, he had built a device that could tabulate and 
handle aggregates using cards and electrical sensing. By aggregates he meant 
that a hole in one card could help represent more than one piece of informa
tion. For example, in census data, a hole could define a man; the same hole 

in combination with another, that he was a farmer. He demonstrated his ma
chine in Baltimore and later in New York. When both cities tested its capabil
ities with vital statistics, he was able to start selling his machine's services. 
During the 1880s, his device also changed from a simple card reader into a 
full system that could punch, read, and tabulate. It was made of oak, looked 
like a desk and box with rows of clocklike counters, each of which could 
count up to ten thousand occurences. He also developed an electric sorter for 
grouping cards by predesignated types.9 

Hollerith's first major U.S. government contract came in 1889 with the 

Army Surgeon's Office to handle statistics. Following a pattern easily identi
fiable in the 1930s and 1940s, government agencies were frequently first to 
install new data-processing technology and to encourage development of new 
computing devices. This trend was evident in the 1880s too; the only funda
mental difference between then and later was that the government did not 
fund any of the R & D in the beginning. That changed by the early 1900s, 
when the Bureau of the Census began to develop machines at its own expense. 
The major early event for Hollerith was when the bureau awarded him a 

contract to help support the census of 1890. This was the first national census 
to use data-processing equipment on a wide scale, and it was that event that 
enabled Hollerith to convince other governments to do the same in Austria, 
Canada, Italy, Norway and Russia before World War I. 10 

The U.S. Census of 1890 represented more than the single most important 
event of Hollerith's early career. It was a milestone in the history of modem 
data processing. It occurred independently of the maturation of calculating 
and adding machine technologies. No other occurrence so clearly symbolized 
the start of the age of mechanized data handling. The census measured a large 
country and a greater variety of issues than ever before. Hollerith's machines 
were seen as one of many contemporary symbols of progress. With these one 
person could count thousands of people a day, keypunching data captured by 
thousands of census takers. Thousands of families were tabulated daily; each 
day, between 10,000 and 15,000 were counted. Before the end of that year, 
his machines had tabulated all 62,622,250 souls in the United States. Use of 
his machines saved the bureau $5 million over manual methods while cutting 
sharply the time to do the job. Additional analysis of other variables with his 

machines meant that the Census of 1890 could be completed within two 
years, as opposed to nearly ten years taken for fewer data variables and a 
smaller population in the previous census. 11 With that success, Hollerith and 
his technology were recognized as important features on America's techno

logical landscape. 
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1890-World War I 
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Hollerith was at the center of his technology from 1890 to World War I. 
Afterward, others took control of his enterprise, and competitors were ac
tive. However, in the first quarter-century of tabulating, Hollerith, like his 
contemporaries Burroughs, Felt, and others, saw a need, applied his skills, 
and possessed sufficient creativity to produce practical solutions. He also 

had the ability to convince managers to adopt his equipment and to find the 

wherewithall to manufacture and distribute them. It was a slow process 
initially. 

Hollerith first convinced the city of Baltimore to use his machines in 1886. 
He used what became a common expediency in the data-processing industry: 
he demonstrated how his equipment worked and benchmarked the system 
against manual methods to show that his performed better and faster. For 
Baltimore, he recorded deaths as a hole in a card with a train conductor's 
punch at the rate of one thousand per day. The use of his cards-in addition 
to making the Baltimore project the first use of such technology-clarified in 
his mind the benefits of cards over punched continuous feed paper. 12 By de
parting from Seaton's use of rolled paper, he was able to develop a standard
ized, interchangeable, and portable medium. Cards could be reshuffled into 
any order as often as necessary to process and extract every piece of data. It 

was the single most critical step taken in the late 1800s by any inventor work
ing on the concept of data management by machine. Although it looks obvi
ous and simple in hindsight, it was new for the period and, when enhanced by 
using electricity, made the Jacquard concept practical. 13 

Besides dealing with Baltimore, Hollerith offered his services around 
Washington, D.C. At the Surgeon General's Office at the War Department, 
he rented his system for $1,000 per year to capture information on the health 
of soldiers. Types of disease, whether admitted to sick report, if illness was 
contracted while on duty, and other data, were recorded on cards beginning 

in December 1888. By July 1889, the army's file had grown to fifty thousand 
cards, making it dependent on the system to perform routine record keeping. 14 

In 1889, Hollerith cast an eye on Europe and exhibited his equipment at the 

Paris Universal Exposition, the same event for which Alexandre-Gustave Eif
fel built his famous tower. For his work Hollerith received a gold model. 15 In 
the 1890s, business picked up as his approach gained acceptance. In 1891, 
Austria used his machines for its census as did Canada and Norway. 16 In 
1893, the U.S. government used his devices to conduct an agricultural cen
sus. 17 The biggest project was the Russian census of 1897, which involved 
129 million citizens, 900,000 enumerators, and 2,000 census analyzers work
ing on fourteen categories of data. 18 
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Hollerith also turned his attention to commercial users, realizing that they 
too had large volumes of data to manipulate. His biographer noted that 

Hollerith "clearly recognized that steady employment of his tabulating ma
chines by commercial customers was preferable to their intermittent use in the 

census." 19 He went after railroads because they were very large enterprises 
with data-processing needs that he believed his machines could satisfy. Yet 
even at first he was hesitant, concerned that "I did not know the first damned 
thing about railroad accounts."20 In 1895, the New York Central Railroad 
agreed to use his equipment to process nearly four million freight waybills per 
year, weekly rather than monthly as before. The speed-up made it possible for 
the railway to increase control of what was moving while beginning to solve 
the problem of its "blizzard of paper." Hollerith modified his equipment to 
meet its need to start a pilot project by mid-1896. On September 28, he won 
the order to provide rental equipment and to sell cards to support the applica
tion. Cards were sold at $1.00 per 100 cards. He sold the same application 
and other accounting uses to additional railroads while offering new services 
to his original customer. These services included passenger and car accounts. 
He received some indirect help in 1902 when the Interstate Commerce Com
mission ordered railroads to report more statistics. The New York Central 
said these demands would pose no problems; other lines protested the expense 

of (manually) tabulating the data. After others saw the New York Central 
using Hollerith's equipment to do the job, they fell in line and began renting 
his equipment. 21 

Between 1900 and 1917, companies in other industries began to use his 
equipment, most notably insurance firms. 22 Manufacturing and process com

panies began next. The Pennsylvania Steel Company opened the door for 
Hollerith's equipment in heavy industry, using it for cost accounting of parts 
and labor. 23 In 1902, Marshall Field, the important Chicago retailer, decided 
to use his machines and quickly became a reference account for his Tabulat
ing Machine Company. Firms used his equipment for purchase records, in
ventory management, overhead allocation, payroll analysis, shipping costs, 
sales projections, and market forecasting, all before World War 1.24 Retail

ing by large organizations had become increasingly mechanized. As mass
produced goods were widely distributed, which led to increased use of data to 
manage business, technology became more obviously useful and was incor
porated into the strategic imperatives of Hollerith's customers. The cash reg

ister became a critical component of data gathering at the store level, and 
calculators and adding machines tabulated information, all of which in
creased pressure to analyze sales quickly. Hollerith's equipment was perfect 
for the job because it could sort and tabulate by topics, which is why his first 
order from Marshall Field was unsolicited; the firm could not wait until he 

found time to sell to them. 25 

Changes in accounting enhanced Hollerith's opportunities. Internal bu

reaucratic controls were increasing as organizations grew in size and with 
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these the number of accountants. 26 Initially his and other types of equipment 
simply replaced existing manual applications. By World War I, accountants 
were employing his technology for applications that could not be done readily 
manually, for example, the immediate and continuous sales and cost analyses 
that, by the 1920s, were normal practice. One student of computing noted 
that just in factories alone "because the internal statistical data needed to 
control these flows had already been well defined, their application to cost 
accounting-given the necessary data-processing capability-proved to be 
relatively straightforward. 

,
m He reminded readers that at Pennsylvania Steel 

the data needed to use Hollerith's equipment was already understood and was 
being captured on a primitive basis.28 The machines were employed in the 
overall reconstitution of basic processes such as mass production and more 
fact-based decision making. 

Contemporary literature on accounting and business confirms these ideas. 
Inventions clearly supported accounting. From the thoughts of a business 
writer in 1909: "The trend of invention in the pay-roll and cost keeping field 
seems to be along the line of computing machines automatically controlled by 
the electric contact principle."29 Hollerith's gear was used to tabulate sales 
statistics (1900--1905), sort and tabulate voucher distribution (1911), sort 
consumer trend analyses (1912), check bill extensions, allocate costs, and 
number job orders (by 1917).30 

Our 1909 commentator reminds us that not everyone embraced the new 
technology quickly. "Some accountants fear the system because the record it 
produces is not displayed in the form of nice statements or reports."31 That 
problem was solved quickly and by 1914, Hollerith's equipment was being 
applied so extensively "that engineering development was aimed at develop
ing an overall automatic machine."32 J. William Schultze, a widely respected 
commentator on office practices, in 1914 called his equipment "uncanny in its 
action," citing its use by AT&T for its complex accounting system. 33 In just 
one decade, the technology made it possible to use less skilled people in 
accounting, a development predicted as early as 1902 when a British writer 
argued that "when data are punched cards, the job can be put in the hands of 
a girl" instead of in the hands of "someone of marked ability. "34 The sorry fact 
then was that women were paid less for their deskilled services. Thus when
ever women could be used to do such a job, that function became less expen
sive to perform. 

As with typewriters and adding machines, tabulating equipment received 
considerable attention. The focus was on applications. What is important is 
how quickly such machinery received attention despite Hollerith's nearly 
decade-long struggle to sell his services in quantity. Billings wasted no time 
in describing punched card gear in 1887, 35 whereas cost accounting received 
its fair share of debate as early as 1902. 36 The use of tabulating equipment in 
factory-related applications, such as payroll, was discussed in widely read 
journals as well.37 As railways accepted the equipment, articles on this fact 
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appeared.38 Each U.S. census either used Hollerith's equipment or someone 
else's through the first half of the twentieth century. In the early decades, its 

use was always the subject of considerable press coverage. 39 

Formation and Performance of the Tabulating Machine 
Company, 1896--World War I 

Hollerith began his business as a one-man act, tinkering with equipment as he 
developed its design. He aimed initial marketing at the U.S. Census, but it 

scarcely was a leap in logic for him to realize that any government agency that 
gathered statistics would be a potential customer or, for that matter, any com

mercial operation. But in the beginning, like others in computing technolo
gies, he did all the selling. Later, as Hollerith actually gained business, he set 

up a machine shop, hired workers, and began to piece equipment together. 
This casual approach gave way to a more formal corporate structure as busi

ness grew. In the 1880s, he had the nucleus of the Tabulating Machine Com
pany, but he formalized the arrangement in May 1889 with a subsidiary called 

the Auditing Machine Company so he could continue to work on the New 
York Central Railroad project. Formal capitalization of the Tabulating Ma

chine Company, before the merger with C-T-R in 1911, came on December 
3, 1896, at $100,000 and with 1,000 shares of common stock at par value of 
$100 each. 40 

Why did he incorporate? Aside from the usual reasons given by lawyers (to 
limit personal liability), the motivation for Hollerith-as for other inven
tors-was easier access to both capital and advice on business matters from 
investors committed to gaining returns on their investments. It also meant that 
he could no longer operate on a shoestring with casual attention to business 
procedures or with "one-of-a-kind" devices to satisfy a census bureau here, a 
railroad there, and so forth. He would have to standardize his products and 
their manufacture with cost accounting and fix an eye firmly on profitability. 

From 1895 to 1896, his business volumes were miserable while he focused 

on closing the Russian order. Soon after, the New York Central project be
came operational. The problem with government contracts was that they were 
of short duration and for one project, while what he needed and sought was 
a smoother, ongoing cash flow that could come only from continuous use of 
his equipment in critical administrative applications. Circumstances required 
a more formal, businesslike operation that would ensure a reasonable supply 
of machines and cards, which customers could rely upon, and a service orga
nization available to all customers.41 His firm did not take off until after the 
tum of the century, but when it did, he was ready. First there was the Russian 
Census in 1897. The New York Central signed its contract in 1902 for fifteen 
machines renting for between $3,000 to $4,000 total per year, with a budget 
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of $3,000 just for cards. He built new devices for the census of 1900 that were 
more attractive to commercial customers. 

The census of 1900 was very important for his financial health, but it was 

also a turning point that made possible broader expansion of the tabulating 
gear market. That year the Bureau of the Census contracted for 50 machines 

at an annual rent of $1,000 each-the same terms as in the 1890 contract but 
with an option to rent an additional 100 machines if needed. Hollerith brought 
out a new integrating tabulator that could add; that of 1890 could only count. 
The 1900 census was also going to trap more information than the 1890 cen

sus and the potential existed to sell 100 million cards. His machines also had 

to become faster simply to get the work done. Hollerith already had devel
oped a new keypunch for the agricultural census (1893) that operated much 
like a semiautomatic tabulator by 1901-1902. These punches were also put 
under contract at $1,500 per year. Their added rental charge was justified 
bcause they could do six times as much work in a given time as older models. 

They were perfected over time and reached full function in time for the Phil
ippine Census of 1904. During the U.S. Census of 1900, his tabulators 

worked at a speed of 415 cards per minute or 80,000 to 90,000 cards per 
day.42 This census used 311 tabulating machines, 20 automatic sorters, and 
1,021 punches for which Hollerith was paid $428,239 (including services 
rendered and cards).43 His biographer noted that the equipment was techno

logically so superior at the time that "Hollerith made the sensing of the 
punched card itself control its passage through the machines-without human 
intervention. "44 This innovation led to a more integrated approach to informa
tion handling. 

Thus Hollerith now began to recover his long-term investment. Based on 
data for 1905, one can see that tabulators broke even ( cost of production and 

sales compared to rent) in twenty months, sorters in thirty. Sorters rented for 
$10 per month, tabulators for $40. To put breakevens in 1905 in perspective, 
computers in the 1980s had rent compared to purchase breakevens of about 
30-33 months, whereas rent compared to manufacturing and marketing ex
penses required closer to 20-25 months. Hollerith's equipment increasingly 
became very reliable; declining maintenance expenses contributed to his bot
tom line. His agent in San Francisco, for example, made only two repair calls 
in 1915, both for minor adjustments. Controlling the sale of cards also helped 

Hollerith recapture his investment. Cards ranged in price from 85 cents to 
$1.00 per thousand with production costs of about $.30 per thousand, yield
ing a handsome profit on large volumes sold. Marshall Field used about 
10,000 per day and both the Russian and American governments consumed 

millions. In 1907, the Southern Railway Company used over 200,000 per 
month for several months; demand from that firm reached 550,000 per 
month, which Hollerith could not satisfy fully. To drive the point home, at 
the same time (1907), Southern Railway was considering using another ap-
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plication that would require an additional half-million cards!45 He was clearly 
wise to insist on exclusive rights to supply cards, often using the argument 

that quality control was critical to ensure that his machines did not jam or 

malfunction. 
Hollerith's business practices were crucial to the history of data process

ing because they were mimicked by many, not the least of which was IBM. 
IBM also rented equipment-almost exclusively until the late 1970s despite 

a consent decree of 1956 that forced the firm to offer hardware for sale-and 

sold supplies, particularly cards, during most of the same period. Hollerith 
controlled service and maintenance to manage performance levels of ma

chines and, hence, preserve the reputation of his equipment. He discovered 

very early that high-quality cards did not jam and that responsive mainte
nance service and ownership of equipment made for good business.46 These 

strategies were adopted by many firms in the industry over the next eight 

decades. 
In the ten-year period just before the start of World War I, his company 

broadened its business base. The process was precipitated by the U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, which, after 1905, sought alternative sources of equipment so 
as not to be so dependent on Hollerith and to improve upon his designs. This 

circumstance forced Hollerith to find other customers faster, and that proved 

to be a successful effort. He had already begun to negotiate with other firms, 

which led to a series of contracts: in August 1903, with the Long Island 
Railway; in March 1904, with the West Jersey and Seashore Divsion, in June 

1904, with the North Central Railway Company; then in August with the 

Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington. The following month, the Philadel

phia and Erie line adopted his equipment and, in January 1905, the Buffalo 
and Allegheny, with others later that year following suit. In that prewar de

cade, Hollerith introduced new products that looked better, were more ergo
nomic (e.g., making both horizontal and vertical sorters), used telephone 

plugboards for faster "programming," and operated faster.47 Other customers 

included Eastman Kodak, National Tube, American Sheet and Tin Plate, 

Pennsylvania Steel, Western Electric, and Yale and Towne. Over one dozen 

new contracts were under negotiation in 1907 alone. 

By 1908, growth had created problems; some customers complained that 
he was not delivering products fast enough. Hollerith responded by farming 

out manufacturing to Taft-Pierce Company, Woonsocket Company, and 
Western Electric to increase manufactured volumes. These problems of pros
perity existed despite the fact that the U.S. economy was suffering in 1907. 
By 1909, railroads were his most enthusiastic customers in the United States. 

Other leading firms experimented with his new devices which, in tum, be

came solid references for yet more customers. Commenting on the demand 
for his products in 1909 Hollerith said, "Now it comes with a rush and I am 
simply taken off my feet."48 Although. perhaps, not the greatest business 
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manager capable of maximizing all opportunities, he nonetheless sported a 
collection of some one hundred customers in 1911 and more than three 
hundred in 1915. Sales in Europe also increased, leading him, in 1907, to 
formalize operations there by creating a syndicate called the British Tabulat
ing Machine Company (BTM) which, until 1949, remained attached to his 
and successor firms, including IBM. 49 

By 19 IO, his company had reached a level of prosperity and complexity 
that gave it the necessary synergism and momentum with which to survive. In 
that year, sales reached $350,000, and in 1911, it joined others to become the 
Computing-Tabulating-Recording Company (C-T-R) because he needed an 

infusion of capital to continue expanding and supplying the needs of existing 
customers. The new firm, chartered in the State of New York on July 5, 1911, 
was the brainchild of Charles R. Flint ( 1850-1934), a colorful master of firm 

mergers. The new conglomerate consisted of the Computing Scale Company 
of Dayton, Ohio; the International Time Recording Company of Endicott, 
New York, and, of course, Hollerith's Tabulating Machine Company-all 
"high-tech" firms of their day. 50 Hollerith remained on the board of directors 
and continued to improve machines. A former NCR executive, Thomas J. 
Watson (1874-1956), was hired as general manager on May I, 1914. It took 
him little time to realize that it was Hollerith's piece of the new enterprise that 
held the greatest potential and, hence, to focus attention and resources on it. 

His priorities were justified because for each six-month period from Decem

ber 1909 to May 1911 , rentals and sales of the Tabulating Machine Company 
had increased on average by 20 percent over those of the previous period. 51 

Part of the reason Watson's company was successful and a key element in 
appreciating the future of C-T-R (and, hence, of IBM) was Hollerith's con
stant introduction of new products. The pattern was also unfolding in the 
adding and calculating machine markets and still somewhat in that for type
writers. Product introductions in the tabulating machine world continued un
abated for decades (see table 3.1). The most important introduction in the 

years immediately before the firm became IBM was the printing tabulator of 
1917. World War I interrupted introduction of this machine, but reintroduced 
it in 1921 in a second version, which carried the firm through the 1920s. 
Printing capability satisfied the original request of accountants to see on paper 
all numbers manipulated by the Hollerith System. 52 Watson also made a firm 

commitment to research and development despite limited funds, which re
mained a problem before 1920 and reappeared in the early 1930s. From 1914 
until his death in 1956, Watson viewed R&D as a critical success factor for 
his firm. In this he was following a pattern already very evident in many other 
technology-based companies of the day. 53 

The reasons for innovation came largely from customer demand and com

petitors. Even back in 1890 for the U.S. census, Hollerith had to compete to 
win the business. At that time, Charles F. Pidgin, of Boston, who had in-
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TABLE 3.1 

Innovations in Punched Card Machinery, 1917-1939 

1917 Electric keypunch• 
1919 Single-deck sorter 
1919 Alphabetic printing tabulator 
1921 Automatic control for tabulators 
1924 Electric duplicating keypunch 

CHAPTER 3 

1928 Typewriter attached to keypunch for simultaneous punching and typing 
1928 80-column "computer," "IBM" card 
1928 General-purpose accounting machine 
1928 Devices for remote-control accounting for retail uses 
1930 Offset-hole method of verification for numerical interpreters 
1930 Universal printing-counting sorter 
I 931 90-column card
1931 Multiplying punch
1931 Summary punch
1932 Alphabetic printing tabulator
1933 Test-scoring machine
1933 Alphabetic printing punch
1934 Automatic carriage for printing tabulators
1934 Small cards (2" x 2.75") with 21 columns
1936 Collator to merge and separate cards
1938 Transfer posting machine
1938 Reproducing gang summary punch
1938 130-column cards (2 banks of 65 columns)
1939 Mark sensing for cards

Source: Gregory and Van Hom, Automatic Data-Processing Systems, 628-29. 

' Majority of the developments listed in this table came from Remington Rand and IBM. 

vented a device to handle Massachusetts census data for 1885, competed but 

lost the big order in 1890 because his equipment did not work as well as 
Hollerith's. But he came back in 1900 for the next matchup with his Auto

matic Mechanical Tabulation System, and the Electrical Typewriter Tabula

tor. In that test, Hollerith's equipment did the work in 185 hours, 53 minutes, 

whereas Pidgin's took 452 hours and so lost the bid.54 

The Powers Accounting Machine Company 

Of greatest seriousness to Hollerith after 1907 was the rivalry that emerged 

first from within the U.S. Bureau of the Census itself and, after 1911, from 

the Powers Accounting Machine Company. Very rapidly, it became the sec

ond largest vendor of tabulating equipment in the United States and, after 

World War I, a force to be reckoned with in Europe. By the end of the 1920s, 
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Powers had been acquired by Remington Rand, pitting that firm against IBM 
in the office equipment marketplace. 

In 1907, the director of the Bureau of the Census, Simeon N. D. North, had 
begun planning for the I 910 census and sought improved technology that 
used faster, more reliable equipment than before, particularly for manual 
punching and verification of data on cards. Toward that end, he hired James 

Powers, an engineer. Powers built the Census Punching Machine (three hun

dred ultimately were manufactured) and a two-deck horizontal sorter. The big 
difference between what Powers ultimately made and Hollerith's equipment 
was electricity; Hollerith used it in his products before Powers did. Electrical 

components were more precise than manual equivalents and operations were 
faster even if they were subject to breakdown and required more complex 

maintenance. 55 

The U.S. government gave Powers the right to patent his inventions while 

he developed them on behalf of the bureau; he left the agency in 1911 to start 
his own firm to manufacture and rent tabulating equipment. The Powers Ac
counting Machine Company began with the punching machine and two-deck 
horizontal sorter. In 1912, he set up operations in Newark, New Jersey, and 
joined forces with another inventor, W. W. Lasker who, in 1914, completed 

the Powers Tabulator Printer. The machine could tabulate and print processed 
information, had the adding capability of a Comptrograph-type adder, con

tained components from the Dalton Adding Machine, and was mechanical. 56 

Lasker modified other pieces of equipment, providing Powers with a set of 

competitive offerings with which to challenge Hollerith. In 1914, the firm 
moved to Brooklyn, New York, reincorporated, and the following year estab
lished its European operations through Powers-Samas Accounting Machine 
Limited.57 

Powers's equipment gave Hollerith problems. Initial products from Powers 

were functionally superior. For example, Powers's punch had a feature pro
tecting against punching errors by operators, and the punch itself came clos

est to looking like a typewriter keyboard. This came after Hollerith had sued 

the bureau over patent infringements involving Powers's work at the bureau; 
the courts rejected Hollerith's arguments. The basic patents for Hollerith's 
equipment had been awarded over twenty years earlier and were running out. 
The court allowed the agency to modify Hollerith's equipment and, of 

course, Powers built on that. 58 Hollerith was, therefore, obviously upset 
when the bureau decided to use three hundred punches developed by Powers 
at a cost of $250 each built by the Sloan and Chase Manufacturing Company. 
These did not work well and often jammed, forcing the bureau to do one-third 

of the work of the 1910 census on old Hollerith equipment first used in 1890, 
and some of these machines were used again in l 920. The bureau had simply 

found Powers's equipment less reliable, but that did not stop Powers from 
marketing his products. 59 
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Hollerith-Powers Rivalry 

The two firms were clearly at loggerheads, yet Hollerith's had the advantage 
of size and experience. His firm had sales in 1914 of $4.2 million, which, by 

the end of 1917, reached $8.3 million. The circumstances of World War I 
supported the emerging data-processing industry in America, and it was to 
become more supportive after the United States entered the conflict. In a nut
shell, the war increased the demand for Hollerith's equipment to track army 

recruits, maintain and monitor business transactions as per government regu
lations, and even to manage increased tax collections. Earnings went from 
$490,000 to $1.6 million between 1914 and 1918. By the end of World War 
I, the firm had 1,400 rental tabulators and I, 100 sorters in more than 650 

locations. Almost every large insurance company and railway used these ma
chines, with only minor sales going to Powers. By the end of World War I, 
C-T-R's card-manufacturing facility in Washington, D.C., was producing 80
million cards per month, and in 1918, a second plant in Dayton began gen
erating another 30 million, bringing worldwide production up to some I IO

million per month. Best, but limited, evidence suggests that these volumes
represented roughly 95 percent of the market for cards worldwide in 1918.
And even then demand exceeded supply.60 Powers could not supply demand

fully either and experienced considerable manufacturing problems. Watson
claimed that success was the result of superior salesmanship; in truth, it also
involved efficient manufacturing. He was able to build more better-function

ing quality products in a shorter time, even if the supply was never enough.61 

Watson proved to be the better all-around manager, which accounted for 
much of the reason that his firm ultimately outpaced Powers's. One historian 
called him "one of the dozen or so great businessmen of his time. "62 Watson 
took advantage of Powers's control problems, which arose despite the fact 

that Powers had functionally better equipment when Watson came to C-T-R 
and had given the old Hollerith firm a hard time in 1912-1913. Powers was 

selling what appeared to be a better product for a while to Hollerith's old 
customers. The Hollerith firm had chosen to spend less on R&D in 1911-

1914 than it might have, electing to rent existing products in Europe where 

Powers did not operate. Watson came in and emphasized salesmanship in the 

strong market of 1914 and 1915 while he increased R&D to combat Powers 
in the United States. In 1915, nearly 75 percent of C-T-R's revenues came 
from card sales, the rest from machine rentals, which provided Watson with 
the fiscal muscle to fight. 63 

Both firms saw a solid future ahead for tabulating equipment despite reces
sion in the United States during 1913 and part of 1914. Sobel, in his history 
of IBM, pointed out that office appliances were in great demand because they 
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"enabled employees to cut labor costs and conduct their business in a more 
efficient fashion. The business machine industry came as close as any in the 
nation to being divorced from the vicissitudes of the economic cycle. "64 Wat
son cultivated installed customers more than Powers did, avoiding cancella

tions of rental equipment unless the company replaced them with newer 
models (a marketing emphasis still alive in present-day IBM). The skill of 
IBM's sales force began to grow in those early years as led by Watson, an 
experienced and talented marketing executive. The effort proved costly to 
Powers who was a better engineer than marketeer and not a real challenge to 
Watson. 

As would be done repeatedly in decades to come, C-T-R (IBM) increased 
the number of salespeople. A December 1917 organization chart showed a 

company with thirty-three sales offices in the United States reporting to eight 
district managers, who, in tum, answered to a vice-president of sales-a 
relatively new function in American industry-G. W. Spahr. During World 
War I, Watson also anticipated that pent-up demand caused by war shortages 
would make postwar sales enormous. So he committed resources and efforts 
to get ready. He consolidated all the salespeople from each piece of C, T, and 
R into one organization to market the entire product line from scales and 
recording equipment to tabulators. He also built up inventories threefold by 
the end of 1918 over what they had been in 19 l 6. After the war, he announced 
a new printer-lister functionally superior to Powers's and less expensive. 
That was the first of many new machines introduced in the 1920s that gave 
C-T-R, and after early 1924, IBM, technological superiority over products

from Powers. Initial returns on the strategy looked good: in 1919, total reve
nues at C-T-R were $13 million with earnings at $2. l million. 6

5 

Other Punched Card Projects and Vendors 

While C-T-R and Powers dominated the commercial market, others tinkered 
in various ways. The best-documented project was at the Prudential Insurance 
Company in Newark, New Jersey. In 1892, John K. Gore quit his teaching 

job at Woodbridge School in New York and joined Prudential as an actuary. 
In his early years (long before becoming vice-president in 1912), he saw the 

need for machinery to tabulate data and, with the help of his brother-in-law, 
installed them at Prudential in 1895; variations of his machines were still used 
there into the 1930s. 66 Before Gore's work, the insurance company had been 
an early user of Hollerith's equipment on an experimental basis but found 
Gore's machines, which had been designed with that company's needs in 

mind, more useful. Because of that specialized design, it was of little use to 
other firms and, hence, posed no competitive threat to Hollerith, only lost 
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potential sales to Prudential. The experience with both systems gave the in
surance company a healthy respect for data-processing technology, which it 

proved again when it became one of the first commercial enterprises to order 
the UNIV AC computer in the early 1950s. 67 

The other major effort, and one slightly competitive to Powers and Hol

lerith, was that of the Peirce Patents Company. Formed before 1915, it was 

a tabulating system firm that sold to American utility companies. Its product 

consisted of a card punch machine, a distributing device, and an automatic 
ledger machine, collectively called the Royden System of Perforated Cards. 
It was used to generate a bill, post debits and credits to ledgers, and generate 

monthly statements. Little else is known about the products or its organiza
tion. It never became a factor, and in 1921, C-T-R purchased the patents and 
assets of what was then known as the Peirce Accounting Machine Company. 
Watson subsequently dissolved the firm. 68 

Changing Patterns of the Office Workplace, 
Technology, and People 

Each group of products discussed so far-typewriters, calculators, and 

punched card equipment-did well in the period from the 1880s to the end of 
World War I. There were the usual start-up problems, educating customers 
about their benefits, and then the effort to get the devices installed and used 

advantegeously. It was done, and each of the companies surveyed performed 

well, grew, and was profitable. Their markets thrived and, in each instance, 
their devices continued to be used in one form or another down to the fourth 

quarter of the twentieth century. Clearly the potential and the optimism 
sensed by the early inventors was justified. The demand for aids to office 

work, in other words, not only was there but actually grew beyond initial 
expectations. 

Expansion in the number of office workers boosted acceptance of data

processing technologies by providing the necessary environment needed to 

grow a new industry. The number of workers and managers kept growing up 

to World War II-during the great eras of the typewriter and punched card 
(see tables 3.2 and 3.3). Calculators continued to be adopted at even faster 

rates into the early 1970s despite the adoption of the digital computer in the 
1950s. This phenomenon was not surprising because computers and calcula
tors met different needs, at least through the 1950s. 

Figure 3.1 (p. 62) illustrates what happened with the capital investments 

that supported these new office workers: furniture, buildings, and office ap

pliances. In 1879-1899, expenditures quadrupled and tripled again by the 

end of World War I. Although getting ahead of the story, it is clear why the 
1920s represented yet another good period, marked by an equal rate of 
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TABLE 3.2 

Growth in U.S. Office Work Force, 1900--1940 (in percentages) 

1900-1910 1910-1920 1920-1930 1930-1940 

Labor force 

Managers 

Clerks 

23 

14 

70 

15 

29 

28 

6 

4' 

15' 

Source. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics 1:140-41 Beniger 
calculated most of the percentages, Beniger, Control Revolution, 393. 

• Estimated.
• In 1900, managers and clerks were 8 9 percent of the civilian work force.
' In 1940, managers and clerks were 16. 9 percent of the civilian workforce

TABLE3.3 

Growth in Type of U.S. Office Jobs, 1900--1940 (in percentages) 

61 

1900-1910 1910-1920 1920-1930 1930-1940' 

Typists/Secretaries 189 103 40 11 

Bookkeepers/Cashiers 93 38 20 -2

Office Machine Operators 178 102 30 31

Accountants/ Auditors 70 203 63 24

Source. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics 1:140-41. Beniger calculated the 
percentages, Beniger, Control Revolution, 393. 

' In 1900-1940, these four categones increased from 2 I to 8. 6 percent of the total civilian 
work force 

growth. Although the depression of the 1930s slowed investments, expendi
tures remained extensive. In figure 3.2, I compare the same investments in 

the office to those in manufacturing-a good indicator of whether funds were 

being diverted away from production and to the office or not. The evidence 

suggests that in the period 1879-1919 the investments tracked along similar 

lines. The decade of the l 920s was the exception, providing evidence of enor

mous growth in consumer demand for manufactured goods in an age when 
factory automation (which included the use of data-processing equipment) 

experienced significant growth. 

A detailed look at what was introduced into the office after 1880 confirms 

strongly the circumstantial evidence presented by others, particularly Beni

ger, concerning a crisis of control that had to be fixed. His point is so relevant 

that it is worth quoting at length: 

A crisis of control in office technology and bureaurocracy in the 1880s, as the 

growing scope, complexity, and speed of information processing ... began to 

strain the manual handling systems of large business enterprises. This crisis had 
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begun to ease by the 1890s, owing to innovations not only in the processor itself 

(formal bureaucratic structure) but also in its information creation or gathering 

(inputs), in its recording or storage (memory), in its formal rules and procedures 

(programming), and in its processing and communication (both internal and as 

outputs to its environment).69

Several refinements to his thoughts are called for, however, by the evidence. 

Clearly, there was a crisis of control. One might argue that it existed before 

the I 880s because it was in the 1860s and 1870s that inventors began to 
identify problems and to formulate initial thoughts on solutions. These prob
lems were not fixed by the end of the 1890s, although all the fundamental 

directions for technologies had been set and were available. As sales vol
umes proved, they had not yet been widely distributed; that would come in 
the period from 1905 to World War I. Chandler's argument-that organiza
tions formed to control economic activity in response to the same crisis men

tioned by Beniger-described the period 1840-1870. The solution-large 

organizations with managers-was well underway to being implemented by 
the 1880s. Chandler argued that the process was essentially completed by the 
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3.2 Growth rates: U.S. capital investments in office equipment compared to total 

major branches of manufacturing, selected years, 1879-1948 (book value in 1929 

dollars). 

1920s. Office equipment clearly was part of the process; its timing was no 

accident of fate. 
Although the critical innovations were pretty much in place by the end of 

the 1800s, as the various lists of innovations and discussions indicated, more 

improvements came after 1900, almost always in response to new uses that 
either had not been anticipated or needed earlier, or that were not necessary 

until more basic applications had been implemented. Thus, for instance, a 
faster sorter was irrelevant unless a customer had one already that was too 
slow. Technologies were introduced and refined and their capabilities con

tinuously stretched to their limits before they were replaced. Was that re

sponse any different than that to the computer chip, which went from BK in 
the l 960s to over l million in the 1980s and continues to be enhanced?70 

MFG 
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Cash Registers and the 
National Cash Register Company 

CASH REGISTERS represented a unique element of the office appliance indus
try. Just because of the sheer volume of machines built, it was a major line of 
equipment. It was, perhaps, the most visible of all such hardware because one 
did not have to work in an office or for an insurance or railroad company to 
see one in use; increasingly, a person simply had to walk into a store. No 
symbol of engineering marvels at work at so humble a level appeared more 
obvious than the cash register supplanting the cash drawer. Its penetration 
across the economies of the United States and Europe was extensive by l 920. 
Even in places far from manufacturing facilities for registers, there they were 
in China, Russia, Central America and Latin America, and across Africa. 
The National Cash Register Company was the prime supplier, which made it 
a highly visible, well-recognized name in American commerce by the 1920s. 
Even more than a half-century later, with so many suppliers of registers, one 
would be hard pressed to think of any supplier other than NCR. The same was 
true many decades ago. 

A second feature of the cash register business was precisely the founding 
of a major corporation (NCR) within the industry brought about by the cash 
register which gave the firm the market strength, manufacturing capability, 
fiscal reserves, and technical knowledge to foray into the office appliance 
industry for more than one hundred years. Technology developed at NCR 
surfaced in other products (e.g., in accounting machines) while its executives 
emerged elsewhere in the industry. The most notable example of the latter 
was Watson, founder of IBM. He admitted repeatedly to running his firm the 
way NCR had been run while he was there. Although NCR did not play as 
strong a role in developing the computer market as it might have, it always 
was a major player in the precomputer office appliance industry. If for no 
other reason than its size, NCR and the products it manufactured would have 
to be included in any history of the office equipment world. In short, the cash 
register and NCR were too public to ignore. 

Development of the Cash Register 

So far, this survey has focused on uses of information-processing equipment 
in offices and, to a lesser extent, in factories. Yet another major application 
lay in stores. The infancy of large retail chains, mail order enterprises, and 
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many new stores (frequently with multiple departments) came in the period 

following the Civil War. Although the phrase "in-store processing" did not 

emerge until the 1960s, stores and, particularly, department stores, had infor

mation needs too and required control over operations and people that could 

be achieved through better and faster management of employees, goods, lo
gistics, money, and information. 

No product more symbolized the move to retail technology than the cash 
register. It was also important because the makers of those machines ex
panded their product lines into the general office appliance market in the 

1920s. Later they built computers. No organization typified this process more 

than NCR. It rendered an enormous service to historians by dominating about 

95 percent of the cash register market in the decade before World War I. 

Following that war, the role of the cash register must be traced through the 

histories of a number of rival firms as well. 

Why was the cash register really needed by store owners? The question 

must be answered because the new technology came into existence during the 

same era as the large department store although ultimately the majority of 

users were small shops and other retail establishments. The worldwide spread 

of cash registers traveled at the same speed as that of adding machines, calcu

lators, and typewriters. It penetrated its potential market more intensively so 
that, at least in the industrialized world, one could not imagine shops with

out cash registers by the start of World War II. Even by the time the United 

States entered World War I, NCR alone had built and shipped nearly l. 7 

million machines, many of them shiny brass devices with ornate patterns with 

"NATIONAL" emblazoned across the front. 1 

Before the cash register of the 1880s, storekeepers managed cash either by 
using a drawer mounted under the counter with oval depressions for various 

sized coins or by using a box (perhaps even an old cigar box?). In time, 
drawers were built with compartments to sort paper money and coins. Be

cause no informational feedback methods for control existed, clerks could 

steal cash without the store owner knowing it. Without some accounting pro

cess, it was also not easy to determine what the day's sales receipts were, a 

problem which grew extremely serious for enterprises that had multiple clerks 

and departments within the same store. 2 Fixing this lack of control was the 

fundamental motivation for using cash registers. Although writers frequently 

leaned on the issue of dishonest clerks, the evidence suggests that historians 

would be better served by thinking more of accounting controls as the critical 

factor. Clerk honesty was a secondary factor, to be sure, and an important 

issue. William H. Leffingwell, a well-respected business commentator in the 

1920s, while commenting about business practices of the late 1800s put it 

this way: 

The old-time shopkeeper had a very rudimentary system of control over cash re

ceipts-the old-fashioned money drawer. He kept no sales records whatsoever. 
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Eventually, however, merchants adopted the system of recording in a day-book the 

transactions handled in the store, but even for the one-man shop this proved to be 

insufficient. And as the shops grew into stores, with bigger stocks of goods and 

several clerks, it became impossible for the merchant personally to handle and 

record every transaction in his business. 3

Leffingwell argued that merchants needed data on how and where cash was 
taken in and paid out to provide information to settle disputes that arose with 
customers or clerks. Storekeepers could reduce clerk errors in counting 
money and any pilfering. They heralded the cash register as a means of restor

ing trust between clerks and merchants.4 An early NCR executive called the 
machine "an inanimate policeman," which evolved into "the keeper of the 

business conscience," controlling information as much as cash.5 

Rise of the National Cash Register Company 

NCR or, as it was known for some fifty years before World War II, "the 
Cash," was one of the preeminent companies in American business. It was the 
leading manufacturer of cash registers in the world for one century. Many 
American executives considered NCR one of the best-run companies in the 

United States; its alumni dotted executive offices on an impressive list of 

U.S. firms from its earliest days.6 Its business practices and marketing meth
ods became standard at IBM and in other office appliance firms by the 1920s. 

For these reasons, therefore, it would be difficult to overestimate the impor

tance of NCR to the early history of data processing. 7 

The invention that led to the creation of NCR followed the familiar pattern 
noted with other contributors to information technology. James Ritty, who 
owned a restaurant in Dayton, Ohio, in the late 1870s, is generally credited 

with inventing the cash register. During the summer of 1878, while traveling 
to Europe, he saw a device that counted the number of revolutions made by 

his ship's propeller shaft. He thought that some type of similar device could 

measure money transactions just as well for his restaurant. Ritty suspected 
that employees were stealing cash from him and that such a gadget might stop 

them. Upon his return to the United States, he and his brother John (a me

chanic) built the first cash register in 1879. It consisted of two rows of keys 
in front of a clocklike disk (or dial) that displayed dollars and cents, depend
ing on which keys were pressed. It could accumulate totals of sales but had no 
cash drawer. They subsequently constructed a second, improved model for 

which they obtained a patent on November 4, 1879. A third variation, how
ever, came closest to the appearance of a cash register. Called "Ritty's Incor

ruptible Cashier," it had a pop-up tablet that registered the amount of the sale 
rung uir-a function evident in cash registers to the 1980s. Later, they added 
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a roll of paper to record transactions, which, when removed at the end of the 

day, had holes that represented data, or a log, of each sale and sales total. 8 

The Ritty brothers decided to sell their machines, but, clearly, they were 
terrible salesmen. The evidence suggests that they sold only one machine, but 

what a sale it was. John H. Patterson (1844-1922) purchased for his retail 
coal business in Coalton, Ohio. Patterson was to become one of the most 
creative, brilliant executives operating in the American economy at the end of 
the century. His marketing and sales strategies remain legendary even after 
one hundred years. It was Patterson who would establish NCR and train so 
many executives, including Watson. Loss of fiscal control over the coal busi

ness that he and his brothers ran led to his purchase of Ritty's cash register. 
Patterson's cash losses subsequently diminished and the company finally 
turned a profit. After experimenting with another coal business, Patterson 
opted to try his hand at marketing cash registers. 

Between 1881 and 1884, while Patterson tinkered with his coal business, 
James Ritty sold his cash register enterprise and patent rights to Jacob H. 

Eckert, of Cincinnati, Ohio, for $1,000. Eckert was obviously a better sales
man because he sold enough machines to justify the creation of the National 
Manufacturing Company, capitalized at $10,000. Eckert modified the prod

uct by adding a cash drawer and the "bell heard around the world" to "ring up" 
sales. In 1884, Patterson bought controlling interest in the firm for $6,500. 

To jump ahead momentarily, in December 1894, he changed the name of the 
firm to the National Cash Register Company. Back in 1884, the firm had 
thirteen employees who could produce four cash registers per week. Patterson 
had acquired a company that made a product nobody knew about, wanted, or 
appreciated, and one that clerks would object to using because it cut down on 
their pilfering of receipts. He expanded the business and, in 1888, moved into 

a factory designed specifically to build these machines. He had a payroll of 80 
souls located in Dayton, Ohio, corporate headquarters for NCR from that 

time to the present. 9 

Patterson saw the need throughout the 1880s to enhance the basic product 

to provide written records of transactions and receipts. Such features made 

the product more marketable. In the early 1890s, for example, he added the 
capability to print a receipt at the register for the customer. One NCR execu
tive commented on the significance of the feature, arguing that it provided 

"protection for customer, merchant and clerk. For one thing it makes the 

customer the auditor of the transaction and thus promotes customer confi
dence. " 10 Customers could ensure correct change and have proof of purchase 
should they have to return merchandise. Next came multiple drawer ma

chines, which allowed several clerks to use a single register, each with his or 
her own distinctive bell; that sound prevented any other clerk from using the 

wrong drawer. Multiple counters, charge, and cash functions emerged during 
the 1890s as well. As with other technologies of the day, all the basic inno-
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TABLE4.1 

Innovations in Cash Registers, 1879-1913 

I 879 First cash register patented 

1881 Paper-roll register introduced 

1884 Cash drawer added to NCR cash register 

1885 Detail adder introduced 

1890• Receipt printout made a standard feature 

1902 Total adder and printer 

1906 Electric cash register introduced 

1913 Register with ticket dispenser 

• ca. 1890.

CHAPTER 4 

vations needed to create the modem cash register were in place by World 

War I (see table 4.1). 

Charles F. Kettering (1876--1958), an inventor on NCR's payroll, built the 

first electrically run cash register in 1894, employing this form of energy in 
the same era as others did for the typewriter, adding machine, and calculator, 

not to mention Hollerith's tabulator. 11 By World War I, Patterson's machines 

had evolved into accountinglike devices that trapped information and went 

beyond simply keeping clerks honest. They looked like close relatives of the 

calculator and typewriter. In short, his machines were evolving into "high

technology" machines, even doubling the number of components in each by 

World War II. 

One cannot understand NCR and its significance to the data-processing 

industry without appreciating Patterson's marketing and salesmanship. He 

made salesmanship into a science, a skill learned not inherited. He considered 

salespeople a precious commodity and, unlike most business leaders of the 
time, treated sales as an honorable profession. Patterson recognized that be

cause nobody knew anything about his product, salespeople must educate 

merchants-a classic problem in the information-processing industry to the 
present. His sales strategy was not to pressure customers into acquiring ma

chines but to argue logically about their benefits. This challenge was difficult 

because merchants strongly resisted change and clerks obviously did not want 

their activities to be controlled. NCR had to sell merchants on the positive 

impact such machines could have on profitability. Arguments in favor of the 

cash register were refined over time much as one would a product. 

An outstanding salesman, Joseph H. Crane, wrote The Primer, a text that 
articulated exactly how to pitch the product to a customer. All salespeople 

were required to memorize the pamphlet. Patterson ran the first sales school 

in American industry on April 4, 1894. Salespeople were taught the functions 

of the machines and how to demonstrate them. They learned applications and 

how to relate these to the needs of customers. They even practiced selling in 
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a mock-up store and in a butcher shop built at NCR's headquarters. One 
century later, IBM still ran a similar school, also called the Marketing 

School, and in a similar fashion. Patterson also made his sales staff dress 
neatly, admonishing them to "always conduct yourself in a manner that will 

reflect credit on your company. " 12 And in many NCR offices, there was a 
little sign on the wall: "Think." 

Patterson introduced three concepts that later were applied across the in
dustry, particularly at IBM. First, all salespeople were guaranteed a territory; 
no NCR representatives could sell outside their own "patches." All commis

sions earned in a territory went to its designated representative regardless of 

who sold the product there. This practice was instituted to increase a sales
person's commitment to customer satisfaction and sense of ownership of mar

keting efforts, and it eliminated quarrels over who earned commissions as it 

reduced duplicate efforts. Similar practices had already begun to appear in 
other firms too, such as the Singer Sewing Machine Company, which encour
aged NCR. It was a stupendous success; today, most sales organizations in 

almost every industry manage territories in that fashion. 
Second, each salesperson had a quota that had to be met. Quota, argued 

Patterson, "establishes a definite measure of sales efficiency and accomplish
ment." Quotas were based on the size of the buying population, bank clear

ings, and previous sales records for the territory. This practice, in tum, led to 

sales forecasting, which made it possible to formulate manufacturing prod
uct construction plans tied to demand and to allocate fairly market support 
budgets and efforts in advertising and manpower. The effort as a whole also 

built up a "friendly rivalry which speeds up sales." Those who made quotas 
joined the Hundred Point Club, an important event in the life of an NCR 

salesperson and critical for career advancement. Both NCR and IBM have 
maintained the program to the present. 13 

Third, Patterson backed his salespeople with extensive advertising that 

was, by the standards of the day, new, innovative, and successful. He estab
lished a print shop in 1887 to manufacture circulars; advertising had started 

in 1885. In 1888, NCR shipped 135,000 copies of Output (a broadside on 
cash registers), using 25 percent of all the 2-cent stamps sold in Dayton that 

year. By the tum of the century, the U.S. Post Office in Dayton was building 

up a staff dedicated to NCR. Output was followed by a variable publication 
targeted at specific industries, called the Hustler which appeared, for exam
ple, as the Store Hustler or the Saloon Hustler. First introduced in 1890, it 

went to almost every storekeeper in the United States. By 1894, advertising 
circulars from NCR approached one-half million pieces. In 1913, that figure 

had risen to 9 million along with 35,000 color slides. 14 Publications were 

profusely illustrated and had catchy phrases: "You insure your life. Why not 

insure your money too! A National cash register will do it. " 15 
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Salespeople made many "cold calls" on merchants in their territories, em
phasizing the accuracy of NCR's machines. They argued that having just a 

cash drawer was not good enough because they could offer no balances, no 

sales records, or any way to trace mistakes. Carelessness resulted, irritating 

customers, lowering profits, and inviting failures. Salespeople postulated that 
the "NCR Yard Stick-Information, Protection, Service, Convenience, and 

Economy" was applicable to the particular merchant in question. They of
fered to study a merchant's operation and then recommend a "system." It was 

application selling in its purest sense with emphasis on the benefits of the 
machine. They harped on quality, function, and service from NCR. 16 Sales

people were organized by branches, which, in tum, reported to a national 
sales office. 17 In this way, the number of calls made and volumes booked 

could be tracked while staying close to the customer. Patterson built a large, 
national sales network to drive sales as opposed to using agents and someone 

else's retail operations to move his products. With his own, highly skilled 

sales force, he could run volumes high enough to justify manufacturing in 
quantity and, hence, keep his products cost effective. 

Firms that built and sold office appliances in volume survived the rough 
and tumble marketing environment of the late 1800s and early 1900s, remain

ing major vendors in the future data processing industry. NCR was perhaps 
the best example of this pattern. Patterson later commented that the success 

of NCR and the growth in the size of the cash register business owed largely 
the sales network he had established nationwide and, later, worldwide. 18 

One final prong of Patterson's strategy was product development. I have 

already noted some of the innovations that appeared. He felt that research and 

development was a critical element in his firm's ability to compete; salesman

ship alone was not enough. One executive reflected back to those days, noting 
that "early developments came about largely through rectifying complaints 

from users." Customer needs determined product development, just as they 
usually do today. In its first sixty years of operation (1884-1944), NCR ap

plied for 2,400 patents. 19 

NCR's Successes 

This company represented yet another example of a successful firm in the 

"high-tech" world of office appliances although it identified itself with retail 
customers rather than with the emerging office appliance industry in the years 

before the Roaring Twenties. A quick first way to measure how well the firm 

did is to see how many cash registers it sold. Volumes for selected years to the 
1920s are summarized in table 4.2. The volume is telling because the com
pany (even by its own admission) dominated about 95 percent of the U.S. 

market and probably more than 75 percent of the overseas one too before the 
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TABLE4.2 

Number of NCR Cash Registers Sold, 1884--1922 

( selected years) 

1884 359 1900 200,000+ 

1886 1,000+ 1906 500,000+ 

1890 9,000+ 1911 1 million+ 

1892 15,000+ 1922 2 million+ 

1896 100,000+ 

Source. NCR, 1884-1922: The Cash Register Era (Dayton, 

Ohio. NCR, 1984), 15 
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1920s. By the period 1910-1914, one-half of its sales were overseas. Clearly, 
after 1905, NCR dominated the U.S. market, which places the extent of the 
entire American cash register market somewhere between 60,000 to 70,000 
units annually. One gets a sense of what it must have been like in Dayton even 
as early as 1888 by reading in the company newspaper that the factory was 
"getting in so many orders and [is] so far behind that orders will be delayed 
somewhat. "20 Statistics on headcount provide yet another observation on vol

umes. In 1888-year of the above quote-123 people were on the payroll and 
in 1890, 444. The number kept growing, reaching 7,600 by 1914. 21 

Early data from this period also offers an answer to the question of how 
much investment was needed by a first entrant into a "high tech" market to 
sustain competitive advantage? Given that NCR dominated its market for one 
hundred years, whatever investment it made in these early decades offers a 
valuable response. Manufacturing floor space, for example, increased from 2 
acres in 1890 to 17 .19 acres in 1900 to 28.55 acres by late 1902. The total 

Dayton factory population increased from 283 in 1890 to 2,819 in 1902, sup
porting 6,829 orders in late 1902. In short, the investment required was sub
stantial. The results were 50 registers sold in 1882, 9,091 in 1890, and, just 

in the first ten months of 1902, 42,403. The number of salespeople involved 
were 128 in 1890, 479 in 1900, and 976 in 1902. A factory worker in 1890 
built 32 machines per year on average but by 1902, 15. In 1890, a salesperson 
on average sold 71 machines, 68 in 1900, and 43 in 1902. Equipment became 
more complicated to build (in 1890, the ratio of factory workers to sales

people was 2.2 to 1 and in 1902, 2.9 to 1), and the functions sold were more 
time consuming. Yet with substantial profit margins built into an increasingly 
complicated and more expensive product in its most complicated forms, the 
additional labor required to manufacture and sell these machines was not out 

of control. 22 

The relationship between volumes built and headcount indicate that man
agement became astute on how to build, market, and price products profitably 

early in the company's life. Even in the earlier period, when a slow start-up 
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TABLE4.3 

Annual Volumes of Cash Registers 

Manufactured, National Cash Register 

and Their Sales Values, 1910--1913 

Sales Volumes 

Number in U.S. 

Year Manufactured" (Dollars) 

1910 144,000 15 million 

191 l 156,000 18 million 

1912 156,000 21 million 

1913 156,000 24 million 

Source: Standard and Poors (1910-1918). 

• In 1917, production was 6,000 per month or 

roughly 72,000 units that sold for $13 million, the 

decline was the result of World War I disruption of 

trade in Europe. NCR also was manufacturing war

related items for the government. In 1917, some 

1.68 million NCR registers were in use worldwide 

CHAPTER 4 

might have been expected, NCR did better than other vendors in the office 

appliance business as a whole, increasing the number of registers built forty

nine times, headcount ninety-two times. Productivity went up as the company 

gained experience. Between 1895 and 1905, people increased threefold, but 

production rose nineteenfold. On a longer term, headcount increased almost 

twofold between 1905 and 1920; production went up fourfold, a positive 

story. 
The number of machines installed from 1909 through 1913, using volumes 

of sales (see table 4.3), drives home the success. The data confirms the effi

cacy of Patterson's strategy, one that allowed him to create a firm that in 1913 

was manufacturing 13,000 machines per month for a total sales value that 

year of $21 million. 23 

In the strategy, the crucial elements of success were having many good 

salespeople and a well-run factory and appealing to the self-interests of cus

tomers. Patterson hired outstanding managers and executives, groomed 

them, and when they posed a threat to his authority, fired them. That is how 

so many former NCR managers made it into other companies. His became an 

admired firm (as evidenced by press coverage), one noted for its "enlight

ened" personnel practices at the plant level. In fact, by 1905, between thirty 

thousand and forty thousand visitors came to tour the factory in Dayton annu
ally. Yet his paternalism increasingly became a common pattern evident in 

many large manufacturing companies. 24 Salesmanship, executive talent, effi

cient manufacturing, a positive corporate image, and an emphasis on quality 

products are elements that traditionally have been stressed in explaining 
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TABLE4.4 

Names of Some National Cash Register Company 

Subsidiaries, late 1890s 

Germany 

France 

Spain 

Italy 

Japan 

National Registrier Kassen Ges.m.b.h. 

La Nationale Caisse Enregistreuse S.A. 

Cajas Registradoras "National" 

Societa Anonima Registratori di Cassa "National" 

Nippon Kinsen Torokuki Kabushiki Kaisha 
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NCR's success. Clearly, after my research for this book, I cannot deny their 
importance. Overlooked, however, as yet another important success factor is 

the attention Patterson paid to foreign sales, an issue given insufficient atten

tion by historians. 

NCR, like typewriter and calculating machine companies, especially 
Hollerith's, sought to broaden the market quickly with overseas sales. The 

case of NCR represents the most successful model because nearly 50 percent 
of its sales came from overseas by World War I. Obviously then, foreign 
sales had been extensive in the prior decade because it takes time to build 

those kinds of volumes regardless of which decade is chosen. NCR's pres

ence overseas hinted at activity taking place in other countries that would be 

worth examining. In 1886, NCR hired J. W. Allison as its first non-U.S. 

agent to work in Britain, France, Belgium, and Holland. NCR products were 

used at the International Exposition held in Liverpool that year and at the 
Australia Exposition in Melbourne the following year. NCR's first sale in 
China came in 1887.25 By 1890, NCR had hired agents in Argentina, Uru

guay, Brazil, Germany, Australia, Sweden, Italy, Spain, France, and else
where. In 1896, Patterson toured NCR territories in fifteen countries. He also 
followed the practice of hiring local nationals as heads of subsidiaries and 
blended the firms into local economic traditions. The names given these oper
ations reflected that strategy and are sampled in table 4.4. Each country's 

agents were measured as were those in the United States-with quotas. Sales 

were logged and celebrated. Thus one knows, for instance, that the first regis
ter was sold in Spain in November 1896 for use in Bilbao. In 1901, 43 were 

sold and in 1903, 118 machines. E. C. Morse, agent in Japan, reported back 

to Dayton in 1906 his first sale and noted with excitement that the ratio of 
stores to people was far lower than in the United States, representing signifi

cant opportunity; that year he recruited IO Japanese salesmen. 26 

By 1911, the company had 965 salesmen operating out of 271 branches 

outside the United States and factories in Dayton, Toronto, and Berlin .. World 
War I interrupted normal marketing patterns-especially in Germany and 
throughout Central Europe-but by 1922, NCR had 28,000 people world

wide, all outside of the United States, operating in 50 countries. At that time, 
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sales overseas had not exceeded 50 percent of the company's total.27 Clearly, 
the significance of non-U.S. business on the office appliance business was 

important, specifically at the cash register end. Market demand was still 

growing rapidly, perhaps more so by the 1920s than before World War I. The 

broad question of overseas sales by such firms as Burroughs, NCR, and the 

Tabulating Machine Company remains an important avenue for historical re

search into early data processing outside the United States. 

In the United States, at least, NCR's success came during an era of tough 

competition coupled with economic vagaries. To meet demand and competi
tors, NCR introduced many new products. In the period 1888-1922, NCR 

introduced twelve types of registers and already by 1897 had some ninety 

models of its products available. Interchangeable parts across models kept 
costs competitive by the mid-1890s when the average machine had some fif

teen hundred parts. 28 The depression of the 1890s hurt although not much. 

The exception was in 1894 when the company was breaking even on costs 

and, although the depression lingered, sales grew to eighteen thousand units 

in 1897 alone. 

Despite NCR's lead position in the market, obviously room for more sup

pliers existed because many other vendors were selling registers during and 

after the 1880s in the American market. In those days, patents were stolen 
and copied frequently. Competitors copied products, made them for less, and 

charged lower prices just like plug-compatible vendors of the 1960s and 
I 970s did with IBM's disk, tape, and computer products. Register competi

tion was so fierce that salespeople had fistfights, lied to customers, and broke 

state contract laws. In the 1890s at one point, eighty-four companies battled 

it out in the cash register market, but by 1897, NCR' s better marketing and 

corporate legal and manufacturing practices had reduced this number to three: 

the St. Louis, the Ideal, and the Michigan Cash Register companies. NCR 

established the "Knockout Department" to develop strategies to meet the 

challenge, particularly that presented by vendors who supposedly were im
pinging on patents. It passed on the results of its competitive analysis to NCR 
salespeople, who were always on the lookout for "silver bullet" arguments to 

discourage customers from buying non-NCR products. 29 

NCR's Legal Problems 

As would occur within the information-processing industry during the 1960s 
and 1970s, as NCR's success grew so too did its litigation, following a pat

tern evident especially in the 1970s for IBM. Litigation occurred between 

NCR and competitors, on the one hand, and on the other between it and the 
U.S. Department of Justice. The latter went after NCR under the terms of the 
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Sherman Antitrust Act. Because of the analogy with future events, these 
cases are worth examining. 

What little data historians have reviewed owes more to Watson's involve
ment than to any examination of the industry as a whole. Yet what happened 

in these pre-World War I years came again in the 1930s (Remington Rand 
and IBM versus the Justice Department), in the 1950s (with AT&T and IBM 

versus the Justice Department), in the 1960s and 1970s (IBM versus the Jus
tice Department and other vendors) and in the 1980s (AT&T versus the Jus

tice Department and being broken up). Seen in that broader perspective, the 

cases suggest the marketing or strategic value ( or lack) of using litigation to 

go after a successful vendor. It offers perspective on the role of the U.S. 

Department of Justice within the data-processing industry, which is uncom

plimentary to the government and evidence of how ineffectual it was in alter

ing what appeared to be technological imperatives at work. 
The earliest cases involved other competitors. It was a mark of NCR's 

influence that litigation began earnestly in the 1890s when the company was 
barely one decade old and the technology scarcely fifteen. Isaac F. Marcos

son, an early observer of NCR, could scarcely recall a period when this com
pany was not involved in litigation concerning infringement of patent rights. 

The problem was that NCR had the fundamental patents on the cash register, 
almost all of which originated out of Ritty's work. By January 1, 1890, the 

company had eighty-six patents covering hundreds of components or devices. 
John H. Patterson and his brother Frank were involved personally in other 
development work that led to twenty-two patents made out in their names 
between 1885 and 1895. Thus top management was very sensitive to the issue 

of patent protection when NCR's legal problems began in 1888. By 1895, 

when eighty-four companies were selling machines, there were, in effect, 
eighty-four sets of potential litigants, many of whom were challenged. Re
flecting NCR's point of view, Marcosson noted that the majority of these 

firms had been formed "to force NCR into buying them out because of their 
nuisance value." They wanted "to capitalize on the good will, integrity of 

product, and the increasing market established by NCR through years of ef
fort and expense." He accused them of maligning NCR when they could not 

compete fairly.30 

The counterargument pictured NCR as monopolistic, often ruthless. Oth
ers claimed that their products (i.e., non-NCR machines) were innovative and 

not overpriced. The truth in most cases probably rested more with NCR than 
otherwise because the majority of the civil suits were settled with injunctions. 

Most suits were filed by NCR on the basis of patent infringement. During the 

cases, competitors continued to sell their own products and, in some in
stances, offered to sell out to NCR to end litigation. NCR's concern to protect 

its patent rights made good business sense. Competitive pressures enhanced 
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the urgency to protect patent rights when possible. In the 1890s especially, 
the situation was urgent because it was in that decade that "premium" regis
ters appeared. These machines were given away or sold way below NCR's 
prices (even at 50 percent or more discount), usually by wholesale distribu
tors of cigars, tobacco products, liquor, spices, and chewing gum to retail 
operators in exchange for orders. These machines were often poorly made 
and unreliable but were so inexpensive that they threatened NCR's ability to 
compete. Nine such manufacturers of "premium" registers operated in the 
1890s.31 

The first phase of the cash register wars ended in about 1903. That struggle 

is best reflected in the case of NCR v. Ideal Cash Register. The Ideal Cash 
Register Company had been incorporated on September 30, 1897, in Bound 
Brook, New Jersey, capitalized at $1 million; that size immediately made it 
a serious contendor. Ideal's management wanted to manufacture a product 
line made up of lever-set, crank-operated registers to be sold along with 
medicines to druggists. The first machines were not marketed until nearly 
three years after incorporation. For several months before the first shipment, 
it published and distributed a house organ called Every Now and Then in 
which it attacked NCR's equipment, stating that "the detail strip, check 
printer, and other special attachments on the National Registers were orna
mental jim-cracks which cumber the machine and add little to its value but 
serve as an excuse for exorbitant prices." In the next year, it published a 
circular called "Fourteen Ways of Beating the National Cash Register-79." 
NCR responded by filing suit on July 3, 1902, for patent infringement and a 
second suit on another patent two weeks later. While litigation proceeded, 
Ideal sold machines at a 50 percent discount to druggists provided they, in 
tum, bought $50 or more in medicines. Business slumped, however; Ideal 
closed its plant in 1903 and went into receivership in April 1904, which ended 
the need to pursue litigation. 32 If there is a lesson in the Ideal case, it is that 
a large vendor in the industry could, as did other firms in different industries, 
put sufficient pressure on a rival to neutralize it. 

A second phase-involving the U.S. government when it was critical of 

NCR-was far more serious and would not result in the clear-cut victories 
enjoyed earlier. The battle grew out of litigation between NCR and the HaJl
wood Cash Register Company. In the early 1890s, Henry S. Hallwood, a 
street paver from Columbus, Ohio, bought the Stem P. Watt patents on a 
drawer-operated register and established a firm to build and sell the machine. 
Later in an affidavit, Hallwood admitted that the purpose of the exercise was 
to force NCR to buy him out. In March 1897, NCR sued for patent infringe
ment. Hallwood countersued for unfair competition, conspiracy, and restraint 
of trade. The resulting legal battles lasted eighteen years with a variety of 
suits and countersuits dotting the story. In the process, Hallwood became 
insolvent and finally went out of business. He kept title to his patents and 
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started another company called the International Register Company, followed 
by several others. To make a long story short, what emerged was the Ameri
can Cash Register Company with his patents, which in tum was sued by 
NCR. 

In 1910 the American Cash Register Company went to the U.S. govern
ment and filed a complaint against NCR. The government's investigation led 
to a federal civil suit against NCR based on its survey of the company's activ
ities over the previous thirty years, using in some instances thirty-year-old 
data to build a case against NCR's activities of the 1910 era. The government 
would act similarly against IBM in the 1970s. The government concluded that 
NCR's practices had not changed in thirty years-a difficult conclusion for 
this historian to concur with. In December 1911, the Justice Department 
filed suit against NCR. In February 1912, a grand jury handed down indict
ments against John H. Patterson and twenty-one other executives (including 
Thomas J. Watson), charging them with criminal conspiracy "to restrain 
trade" under the terms of the Sherman Antitrust Law. They were also accused 
of trying to create a monopoly and then of maintaining it. 33 NCR pleaded not 
guilty while the government's attorneys pointed out that the company had 
about 95 percent of the cash register business, dominated it and, hence, was 
guilty. NCR was scarcely allowed to counter with arguments concerning 
strong marketing and patent rights. Marcosson noted in his account-the 
most complete available other than that embodied in the actual trial records
that of the thirty-two cases presented in the trial against the company, only 
three instances of interference were shown. "Records showed that in the three 
years immediately preceding the indictment the 1,000 agents and salesmen of 
the NCR made 3 million calls on merchants. This meant that approximately 
one call in each million was proved to be an interference with a competitor's 
business. "34 

The court found NCR guilty on all three charges on February 13, 1913. A 
$5,000 fine was levied and various prison sentences meted out to the defen
dants. The verdicts were protested by writ of error. In March 1913 (and be
fore the case went to appeal court in October 1914), Dayton suffered a terrible 
flood. NCR responded by making its facilities available to the town; employ
ees helped rescue and rebuild the community; and NCR financed relief work 
to the point where the city as a whole backed the company, placing pressure 
on the government to back off its case. The appeals court found defective the 
charges of creating a monopoly and of maintaining it, leaving only the ques
tion of where and when NCR had conspired against American Cash, giving 
NCR the opportunity to plead its case that it had not. The appeals court criti
cized the original trial court for not giving NCR the opportunity to plead its 
case. It remanded the suit back to trial court for retrial. The U.S. government 
attempted to reverse the decision of the appeals court but the U.S. Supreme 
Court declined to hear the case in June 1915. NCR and the Justice Department 
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then negotiated a consent decree with NCR entering a plea of nolle prosequi 
in the criminal case. 35 

It was a major antitrust case, coming during a period of public criticism of 
big business practices. NCR was big business, and emotions ran high against 
the company. But as with subsequent antitrust cases, this early one was the 
first of a similar pattern. Civil suits preceded government involvement. But 

was there due cause? If the nation did not want a company to dominate mar
ket share for whatever reason, then NCR was unquestionably guilty. If the 
concern was about how dominance was attained, then NCR's hands seemed 
relatively clean in the United States but not absolutely so. In the world of 
salesmanship and marketing, it is impossible to be completely clean, regard

less of industry, age, or circumstance because too much is subject to interpre
tation and someone's own perspective. Perceptions often meant more than 
facts. The NCR case certainly drew public attention, which complicated it. 

Students of antitrust law have also spent considerable time looking at it but 
with the narrow view of the law and not of the marketplace. 36 

It appears that this case may have represented the first instance in which 

the government based its argument on a poor understanding of the nature of 
the newly emerging data-processing industry for which it had no previous 

precedent or experience. The government had the same problem seventy 
years later with IBM, leading to mismangement of the case. 37 One econo

mist's analysis of the case against IBM in the 1970s might just as easily have 
been written about NCR's, "First, the government and its economists ap
proached market definition without concern for its purpose." Second, the 

government supposition "that a dynamically changing competitive market 
whose basic feature is technological change can be analyzed in terms of theo
retical long-run equilibrium" was not possible. Clearly, the subject of the 
U.S. government's reaction to the office/computer market is one that will 

require historians' attention but not simply on a case by case basis, studied in 
isolation. Just as the IBM case in the 1970s "failed badly on every" count so 
did the NCR case. 38 NCR continued as the world's most important supplier of 

cash registers and, in fact, expanded its services during the 1920s and 1930s 
to include accounting machines. In the 1950s and 1960s, it entered the com
puter market, if in a faltering manner. The emerging data-processing market

place dictated who survived and on a worldwide basis. To that call to arms, 
NCR responded and thrived while the U.S. government did not properly 
understand what was happening. 



5 ________ _ 
Rudiments of an Industry Identified 

DEFINING the elements of an industry is at best fraught with controversy 
because no two students of an economic sector may agree. Differences are 
especially evident when an industry is in embryonic stages, in which it obvi
ously Jacks clear definition, or if it has not been defined before. The office 
appliance world reflects both conditions. Between the 1870s and the early 
1920s, it was a conglomerate of office equipment vendors who initially oper
ated in different market segments-cash registers, typewriters, adding ma
chines, and so forth-with little identification with each other. That some 
shared related technologies did not mean that they had common customer 
sets, although they did by the early 1900s. Mutual customer sets , more than 
common technologies, caused vendors to operate with some identification of 
who they competed against or sold to and , later, what sets of products they 
should worry about. 

As time passed, common sets of customers led to definition of sectors and, 
in turn, to identification with an industry. First came a self-awareness among 
vendors caused by an appreciation of each others' existence; indeed, that 
came quickly by sector (e.g. , typewriter vendors recognized other typewriter 
manufacturers) . Catalogs and advertisements helped as did, by the early 
1900s, a secondhand equipment market. These elements encouraged a sense 
of identity. By World War I, catalogs followed by trade associations gave 
further identity to the industry as well. However, one event more than any 
other before the 1920s pulled various elements together into a clear defini
tion-World War I. It was a war that called forth more organization and 
rationalization in the U.S. economy than any previous such struggle in North 
America. It was the war that Jed the U.S. government to monitor and direct 
many aspects of the economy and, most importantly for our purposes , to call 
forth coordinated activity by economic sectors . Rapid growth in sales vol
umes also helped vendors identify with a particular industry if they had not 
done so before. 

It is difficult to define this industry in its very early stages with data collated 
decades later; identifying trends that occurred simultaneously may lead one to 
impose too great a structure on it, and using models and language common to 
the industry later (e.g., data processing or information processing) may lead 
to misrepresentations. For that part of the office equipment world most con
cerned with mechanical means of handling data, definition and self-identity 
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did not begin to appear until after the tum of the century and most realistically 
not until roughly 1910-1912. By then, many vendors had stabilized and trade 
associations had begun to appear. The term "office appliance industry" also 
began to appear in print along with catalogs that showed the offerings of 

multiple vendors aimed at a common set of customers. The new industry also 
included important firms not studied in this book, such as those selling file 

cabinets, binders, and forms, initially to libraries and later to businesses and 
governments. By the start of World War I, the trappings of an industry clearly 
existed in the United States. This chronology implies that it took more than 
thirty years to acquire identity as an industry-a long process that suggests its 

original diversity and slow start. But once in motion it gained momentum 
rapidly. Its definition became clear-cut, recognizable, and public. By the 
time World War I had ended, it was an industry with a track record of growth 

and confident about its future. 

World War I 

As industrializing nations sought to enhance control over events with infor
mation-processing equipment, it was inevitable that such efforts would be 
turned to the war process. Each major war of the twentieth century directly 

influenced and encouraged enhancements in this kind of technology, a fact 

variously noted by most students of the history of data processing. 1 To vary
ing degrees, wars, including World War II and the Korean War, contributed 
to developments in data processing. 2 War sped up current processes that had 

first emerged embryonically in peacetime or were outgrowths of the last 

major conflict. Wars caused existing technologies to be stretched scientifi
cally to new limits rapidly to provide additional functions, often with the 
financial support of U.S. military organizations. For example, in World War 

I, the study of cryptoanalysis increased, which, in tum, created the need for 
faster or different computing devices that were developed during the period 

and through World War II. In the later and much larger conflict, "number 

crunching" had to be sped up to produce firing tables or to track millions of 

recruits and all the supplies they needed. Simulation of such activities as 
artillery firing conditions, flight training, and modeling of transportation 

problems (later called operations research) significantly forced data-process
ing technology forward and into new applications. 3 

Historians are fond of discussing how technology moved forward, par
ticularly as a result of and during World War 11. 4 Yet in each war, on a less 

glamorous but realistically more influential level, existing data-processing 
technologies were used to control data faster in larger amounts either to man
age huge armies and navies or to control economic resources focused on war 
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requirements on scales never before achieved by civilizations. World War I 
fit that pattern precisely. In the United States, after it entered the war in 1917, 
all office appliance manufacturers turned their skills, resources, and invento

ries over to the fighting effort. The growth in demand for equipment was to 
satisfy a need to increase the speed and accuracy of data processing and al
ways in volumes massively larger than in civilian circumstances. Applica

tions that had evolved before the war were used, for example, in production 
control and inventory management of munitions. Governments became more 

involved in economic activity and, through conscription, directly in the lives 
of a large percentage of the population. Both actions called for record keeping 

at new levels. Tabulating equipment was particularly in demand in all indus

trialized nations. Calculators also went to war, but the dramatic examples of 
data processing at work were punched card gear. 

Watson was the major supplier of punched card equipment for the Allies 

because Powers was still a start-up operation. While C-T-R continued on its 
course toward product improvement, almost its entire newly built inventory 

and production went toward satisfying the continuously growing demand 
from government agencies and companies that supported war efforts. This 

circumstance went far toward explaining the sharp growth in revenues the 
firm experienced. Yet government applications were conservative; they re

placed manual operations with mechanical means and, in many cases, used 

them to tabulate statistical data. 
One by-product of this effort was the huge surplus of rental equipment at 

the end of the war that became available to commercial organizations. Rising 

inventories became a problem in 1919 and 1920 as governments relinquished 

equipment before commercial enterprises could shift production back to civil
ian levels. When they did, they supported the boom of the 1920s. Powers did 

not have as much inventory as he could have used (being new to the business) 
but had more modem equipment and was, thus, for several years, financially 
less at risk. He was, therefore, a serious competitor with his products such as 

the Tabulator Printer. Yet he obtained a market share because of the quality 
and functionality of his products. Watson emerged from his competitive, 
technological inadequacies by rapidly introducing more advanced products 

throughout the 1920s that were financed at first with earnings from World 
War I and later through retained eamings.5 

During World War I, some very specific applications supported the na
tion's efforts. The War Industries Board, which totally dominated the U.S. 

economy, employed tabulating equipment to manage, for instance, transpor
tation and communications. Production and distribution nationwide called for 

handling large volumes of data across the entire economy. Such tasks re

quired so many of C-T-R's machines that total production had to be diverted 

to the government away from commercial customers.6 Hollerith's biographer 
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noted that the war made "the punched card a daily fact of life for thousands 
of clerks marshalling the nation's food supply and other resources."7 The 

Germans plotted U-boat paths with some of his equipment. The U.S. Army 

used his machines for psychological testing and manpower utilization analy
sis; it conducted the largest studies of men done so far. It could sort cards also 
to find six hundred chauffeurs who spoke French. 8 The Department of the 

Army took measurements of soldiers' bodies in order to standardize uniform 
sizes, a project not completed until after the war.9 

Technology was applied to sea warfare also. Besides plotting German 
U-boat paths, computational devices built before the war predicted tides.

These machines also helped Allied captains determine when they could hug
shorelines to avoid German submarines. By 1916, the Germans had their own

analog brass brain to help direct submarines closer to Allied shipping. 10 

When one thinks of war, it is difficult to avoid images of the draft. Tabulat
ing equipment went off to war along with telephones, telegraphs, calculators, 
and typewriters. Over twenty million pieces of data on recruits became holes 

in Hollerith's cards. The American Telephone and Telegraph Company 
manned 100 percent whole communication companies (military units) with 

its own operators and technicians; the same was true for telegraph services. 
Army war reports were typed for the first time while military staffs used 
Burroughs's products. Historians of both world wars commonly accept that a 

primary reason for the Allied victory was better management. As any good 
manager will argue, however, that comes less from genius or bravery and 

more from understanding what is going on, in short, from facts. The kind 

they needed came from office appliances. So much was this the case that in 
C-T-R, Watson never could satisfy fully demand and backorders built up
before the war ended. Managers made military buyers insatiable customers. 11 

It was obvious and important that any asset of a nation would be employed 

in the kind of visceral struggle of life and death being played out on the broad 
scale of civilization as a whole. Data processing was certainly part of that war 
and one that has yet to be put into proper perspective. The role it played, less 

obvious at the time, has become increasingly more clear as it awaits thorough 
historical examination. Governments in Europe and in the United States be

came the single largest users of such equipment, thereby continuing a grow
ing tradition that dated back to the 1880s of being some of the most avid and 

early customers of the new technology. The U.S. Army had, by the end of 

World War I, thirty years of experience with Hollerith's equipment and, 
therefore, complex data processing. The army would use data-processing 
technology extensively all through the twentieth century. Such equipment 

was always useful and met the need of the armed services to control huge 
quantities of information. The same held true for civilian agencies that con

trolled segments of the economy in World War I and later when gathering the 
data necessary to implement economic and social programs of the New Deal. 
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Millions of Americans and Europeans were exposed to statistics and data 
gathering. Thousands operated such devices, and in civilian life these veter

ans used such equipment in business and in civilian agencies during the 1920s 
and the 1930s in the United States. AT&T's communications veterans went 
back to civilian status to landscape the country with telephones. NCR's veter
ans went back to Dayton or to branch offices around the country while IBM's 

came back to plants in Germany and in the United States all to renew peace
time activities that were similar to what they did before the war. Accountants 
and analysts in companies increasingly relied more on calculators and tabula

tors. As I will show in chapter 8, technology appeared in almost every com

pany and government department of any consequence by the start of World 
War II. Scarcely any photograph of offices in large enterprises in the postwar 
period was without telephones, typewriters, or calculating/tabulating equip

ment in the scene. Many stores used cash registers. 

Size of the Industry 

Numerical data helps establish the size of that portion of this new industry 
devoted to the use of mechanical aids to data handling just before its impres
sive growth in the 1920s. The exercise supports the contention that data pro

cessing was far more extensive earlier than otherwise supposed. Further
more, it adds evidence that the "scientific" or "system" approach to office 

management had become a reality. Thus it was no surprise that the National 
Association of Office Managers was formed in 1919 to encourage the use of 

scientific management (along with appropriate technologies for information 

handling). Between 1914/1915 and 1921 these managers could select from 
more than one hundred new office machines appearing for the first time each 
year. These included everything from the kind of equipment discussed in this 
book to new office furniture and pneumatic tubes for delivering messages 

within a building. 12 

Critical factors were the growth and size of the office population and in

vestments in the office. In the 1890s alone, capital investments in the office 

rose 194 percent and during the first decade of the new century, by 182 per
cent (as compared to 81 percent for all capital investments in the U.S. 
economy). One student of the period concluded that investments in office 
equipment during the early start-up decades frequently ran at four times the 

investments in manufacturing as measured by rates of growth. 13 Typewriter 
sales were instructive because they made up such a large portion of the em
bryonic data-processing industry and suggested patterns of demand. Nearly 

one-half million typewriters were manufactured per year between 1900 and 
1921, triple the number assembled annually during the last decade of the 

nineteenth century. By 1922, more than 13 percent of all secondary school 
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TABLES.1 

Sales Volumes for Office Furniture and Fixtures 

in the United States, Selected Years, 1901-1937 

( dollars in millions) 

1901 30.2 1923 201.3 

1904 38.2 1929 288.7 

1916 51.6 1930 203.5 

1920 135.0 1931 151.7 

1932 

1933 

1935 

1937 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics, 421. 
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74.9 

70.3 

111.1 

176.8 

children in the United States had enrolled in typing classes; that figure rose 
to 17 percent by 1934-evidence of the rate of penetration within the 
economy. 14 

Sales of office furniture suggest that rapid growth in the ideal environ
ment for data processing was taking place, even though information on data
handling equipment is difficult to separate from the available statistics. Be
tween 1869 and 1889, sales nearly doubled from $13.6 million to $25.6 
million, then remained constant through the difficult 1890s. Then came more 
growth. Sales for the first four decades of the twentieth century are shown in 
table 5. l. The long-term expansion of the office was a critical economic pre
requisite for data-processing success during the twentieth century. 

The office appliance industry began to draw attention from government 
economists before World War I, an indication of the growing importance of 
this sector and the magnitude of the new market. In 1909, these analysts 
determined that the factory value of typewriters was $20 million and of add
ing machines and cash registers, $24 million. 15 Tabulating products generated 
more than another half-million dollars. According to these data, industry size 
in 1909 was between $44 million and $45 million. If one factors in data on 
exports, between 30 and 40 percent of those volumes, or about $13 million, 
came from foreign sales. The U.S. domestic market, then, was roughly $32 
million. In 1909, the U.S. gross national product hovered at $50 billion; thus 
the newly emerging data-processing industry comprised about .1 of 1 per
cent of the GNP. Exports to the United States, valued at between $2 and $5 
million per year in the five-year period before World War I, added to the 
expanding market. In 1913, the United States exported $11 million in type
writers and $1.4 million in calculators. That year, cash registers shipped out 
of the United States were worth $4.5 million. In total, therefore, one can 
identify a $17 million export business. If one estimates exports at about 35 
percent of the total U.S. sales, then in 1913, the industry's domestic and 
foreign U.S. market had grown to over $48 million, up nearly 50 percent in 
just four years. 

Worker productivity indirectly confirms such growth. Labor productivity 
grew in the U.S. office and store machines market, which made it possible to 
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TABLES.2 

Net Earnings for Two Typewriter 

Firms, Selected Years, 1911-1917 

( dollars in millions) 

Year Underwood Remington 

1911 1.5 

1912 2.0 

1913 1.9 1.7 

1914 0.6 

1915 I.I

1916 2.0 

1917 2.3 

Source: Standard and Poors (1911-

1917). The data are incomplete because 

published data are lacking 
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flatten unit prices. Reduced price increases encouraged customers to acquire 
more equipment (despite inflationary pressures and always with additional 
features on newer models), while ensuring manufacturers their profits. Pro
ductivity of this industry's workers tripled between 1899 and 1909 as vendors 
learned how to manufacture more efficiently and in sufficient quantity to max
imize plant capacity. Productivity improved yet another 40 percent between 
1909 and 1919. Those efficiency rates continued through most of the twenti
eth century. 16 Although better manufacturing was important, along with im

proved marketing and distribution, demand and acceptance were also critical 
elements in making productivity gains so positive. 

Focusing specifically on individual companies within the industry helps 
determine size and volumes for this period at a more micro level. I suggest in 
table 5.2 what two typewriter companies accomplished in net earnings just 
before World War I. They were very profitable. Underwood, for instance, 
had net profits in 1906-1909 exceeding $700,000 annually on sales of twice 
those amounts. Union Typewriter had similar ratios. 17 Remington, one of the 
larger vendors (149th in size out of the top 200 U.S. corporations), had assets 
in 1917 valued at $31.6 million. 18 When the Royal Typewriter Company was 
incorporated four years later, it was capitalized at $8 million. These figures, 
as disparate and incomplete as they are, still give a sense of the dollar vol
umes involved for the typewriter, an important piece of the office appliance 
world. 

Burroughs, representative of the calculator business, when compared to the 
typewriter sector puts the industry's size in better perspective. It was capital
ized in 1905 at $5.4 million. 19 A quick look at one of its competitors, the 
Adder Machine Company (Wales) again suggests sales volumes. Its total as
sets between 19 IO and 1913 and the surpluses it enjoyed are shown in table 
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TABLES.3 

Adder Machine Company Assets and Surpluses, 

I 9I0--I913 ( dollars in millions) 

Assets 

Surplus 

1910 

1.47 

0.32 

1911 

1.79 

0.53 

1912 

2.06 

0.74 

Source. Standard and Poors (1914), 1407 

1913 

2.18 

0.76 
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5.3. As with typewriters, the calculator market expanded profitably with sim
ilar speed and sales volume sizes. Apparently Adder's business was also very 
liquid. In 1910 and 1911, for example, Adder's combined cash and accounts 
receivables were, respectively, $210,691 and $305,515. To be sure, receiv
ables could also be viewed as a risk if uncollected.20 Adder's debt was low, 
as was usual with companies in this new industry. When Adder was incorpo
rated in 1906, capital stock was issued at a value of $750 million while debts 
totaled $61,500.21 When created in 1911, C-T-R's capital stock outstanding 
amounted to $10.4 million, of which $7 million was funded. That year, reve
nues reached $950,000.22 

Several features of this industry are of historical concern. First, most avail
able statistics on sales, profits, and so forth were fragmentary and inconsis
tent from year to year. Second, they were only available for publicly held 
firms, yet the industry included many privately owned companies as well, 
Felt & Tarrant or Powers, for example. Third, many little enterprises came 
and went-perhaps as many as one hundred before World War I-about 

whose business volumes almost no data exists. Therefore, any discussion 
remains fragmented and rough at best and calls for more investigation. It is 
possible that further study would revise upward the estimates of volumes 
sold and reconfirm that if a company were successful it was very profitable 
and if a failure, it died quickly. The process could largely be attributed to the 
competitive edge that technologies provided temporarily, whether or not a 
national marketing and distribution process was established in time, and 
whether or not management paid proper attention to cost-effective manufac
turing. Looking at more companies would underscore further that the market 
was truly international and came early. What can be said for certain as of this 
writing is that historians have underestimated the size and sophistication of 
this new industry for the earlier period. 23 

When one notes the patterns of economic activity within the new industry 
on the one hand and, on the other, the growth of the office, it becomes clearer 
that this part of the U.S. economy had become more purposeful before 1914, 
a finding that supports Chandler's thesis. The evidence for the U.S. economy 
is abundant. Marcosson, for instance, defined the motivation: 
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During all this evolution in equipment the merchant and the manufacturer looked 

for three things. The first was reduction of man labor; second, was the lowering of 

operating costs to be reflected in a reduced price of product and an increased mar

ket; third was accurate, systematized information which would enable management 

to formulate policies and make adequate decisions. The mechanization of account

ing achieved these three objectives. It has made the office a source of profit and it 

produced the all-essential information. 24

Mills, in his classic sociological study of American corporations, which he 
researched and wrote at the dawn of the computer age, underestimated the 

extent of the industry Marcosson described. 25 One office manual of the early 
I 920s, reviewing past achievements of the industry, listed dozens of uses for 

such technology. Its tabulation of industries that relied on information equip

ment covered the entire spectrum of the U.S. economy.26 In short, by 1920 

America was moving rapidly and extensively into an age of mechanized data 

processing. 

Summary 

Between 1865 and 1920, American inventors developed a variety of me

chanical aids for calculation, data manipulation, and information handling. 

These emerged simultaneously but, initially, apart from each other. Main 

lines of development included the typewriter, adding and calculating ma

chines, cash registers, and punched card equipment. Ancillary developments 

of greater importance to data processing in the 1920s and 1930s, but already 
evident before 1900, included the telegraph and telephone. By the early 
1900s, but before World War I, technologies began merging (e.g., keyboards 

were used in each segment). Successful firms merged too, offering a growing 

variety of products through larger, fully integrated enterprises. Early on these 
companies operated worldwide and faced extensive competition. They fre

quently began by using agents while contracting out manufacturing. Then 
they ( l) brought manufacturing in-house and (2) developed their own nation

wide sales forces. The industry leaders were overwhelmingly early entrants in 

their markets. For their part, customers implemented new technologies to 

reduce labor costs and, subsequently, to enhance control over operations. 
Technology was clearly a basic driver of business actions. It dictated, for 

example, the rate of innovation, influenced success of a firm's products, and, 

hence, had the ripple effect of causing companies to develop marketing, man

agement, and manufacturing processes and structures that most effectively 
took advantage of product developments. The transfer of technological inno

vations from one product line to another in this industry was striking. 

The pattern of development and use of technology offers evidence that 
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evolution of office tools mimicked patterns identified by George Basalla. He 
argued that technology was changed by evolutionary strategies that favored 
increased utility over other criteria for selection. His basic contention was 
that "any new thing that appears in the made world is based on some object 
already in existence. 

,
m Equally relevant is his argument that devices changed 

to meet national requirements or new needs, citing telephones, televisions, 
automobiles; he could have just as easily called out bookkeeping, punched 
card and adding machines. 28 Basalla also noted that not all things were in
vented with a clear purpose in mind. Although that is very true for many 
items, such as phonographs and tape recorders, both of which are used for 
purposes not originally perceived, it appears that early office equipment was 
developed with specific uses in mind. 29 Over time, its application was consid
erably broadened and in the long run conformed to Basalla's contention. 

Early customers were, as later, government agencies and large corpora
tions that had growing armies of specialized office workers and multiple lay
ers of management increasingly dependent on timely data with which to func
tion effectively. Inventors started firms, often ran them poorly, then gave way 
to professional managers as they sought funding support, incorporated into 
publicly sold stock companies, or their businesses grew too large for one 
person to manage. 

Although one cannot state that a data-processing industry existed before 
World War I that was obvious to its members (that identity became more clear 
in the early 1920s), it nonetheless had its rudiments and a population of prob
ably more than fifteen thousand employees by 1910. Companies borrowed 
from each others' practices, which helped participants in the protoindustry 
become aware of each other. A. B. Dick, for example, copied NCR's use of 
a national sales force for his mimeograph, while it seemed that all typewriter 
firms watched what Remington did. 30 For instance, customers had to be 
taught what new devices did, and, because of the newness and complexity of 
the technology, strong marketing and service organizations had to be estab
lished. This was as true for Hollerith as for Burroughs. Salespeople required 
training and were more professional than those in many other industries. 
Therefore, these firms served as an obvious source for many innovations in 
marketing and salesmanship. 31 Patterns in marketing, manufacturing, and 
service appeared very consistent across each of the four segments by 1920, 
reflecting experiences of nearly a half-century. One can conclude confidently 
that by World War I a new industry existed in practice although it was not 
recognizable by name. That changed in the 1920s as this industry became 
identifiable, obvious, and significant. It would be a golden age for mechani
cal aids to information handling. 



1. Christopher Latham Sholes (1819-1890). Sholes patented the first practical mod
em typewriter in 1868 (State Historical Society of Wisconsin).
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2. William S. Burroughs (1855-1898). Burroughs developed an early adding ma

chine and founded what became the Burroughs Adding Machine Company (Bur

roughs Papers. Charles Babbage Institute).

3. John H. Patterson (1844-1922). Patterson founded the National Ca�h Register

Company (NCR Archives).

4. Herman Hollerith (1860- I 929). Hollen th invented the modern punched card tab

ulating system, circa 1900 (IBM Archives).
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6. The first adding machine built by Dorr E. Felt, early 1880s.

7. Hollerith Tabulator and Sorter Box, 1890 (IBM Archives) .
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8. Burroughs Adding Machme advertisement, 1922 (Burroughs Papers, Charles

Babbage Institute).



9. A section of the Tabulating Machine Room, U.S. Bureau of the Census, circa

19IO. (Left) tabulating machines built by the Census Bureau. (Right) carriage type

writers (U.S. National Archives).



10. Tabulator and vertical sorter, 1915 (IBM Archives).
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11. Dorr E. Felt ( 1862-1930). Felt invented the Comptometer and was president of

Felt & Tarrant Manufacturing Co .. circa 19!0.

12. NCR branch office. Philadelphia. 1902 (NCR Archives)
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13. First Tabulating Machine School for Salesmen, C-T-R, 1916 (IBM Archives). 

14. The North Paulina Street factory , Chicago, 1913. As did many office machine 
companies, Felt & Tarrant had its headquarters and manufacturing in one building . 



15. Burroughs factory, Detroit, 1904--1911 (Burroughs Papers, Charles Babbage

Institute).



16. NCR factory, Dayton, Ohio, in the interwar period (NCR Archives).

17. C-T-R management. From left to right: George W. Fairchild. first chairman of

the board of C-T-R; Thomas J. Watson, Sr., General Manager; and Sam Hastmgs,

Flint's protege. 1919 (IBM Archives).

18. Felt & Tarrant equipment used at the Pennsylvania Railroad, 1910.
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Part Two _____________ _ 

AN AGE OF OFFICE MACHINES, 1920-194 l 





6 ________ _ 

Economic Conditions 
and the Role of Standardization 

USE OF mechanized data processing expanded enormously between the two 
world wars , particularly in the United States, along the lines established be
fore 1917 . The role of punched card equipment eventually became more sig
nificant than that of other data-handling technologies. By the end of the 
1920s, that portion of the office appliance market most concerned with infor
mation-handling hardware was dominated by that technology. In short, an 
important aspect of the story of complex information processing in the 1920s 
and 1930s revolved around cards and closely related equipment known as 
accounting machines and "systems." Acceptance of and reliance upon me
chanical aids came because of the country's growing wealth, not the newness 
of any particular technology . The most obvious example of prosperity at work 
was the acquisition of devices that had been available since the early years of 
the century , such as automobiles, radios , and telephones. In the 1930s, elec
trification of rural America extended dependence on technologically new and 
sophisticated products across all levels of American life. 

Data processing acquired increased definition as a major subset of the of
fice appliance industry. Its companies followed trends evident in other indus
tries, such as consolidation (as among typewriter firms) and a combination of 
consolidation and expansion (as in accounting machine firms), while break
ing away from identification with vendors that sold three-ring binders, file 
cabinets, and other office furniture or supplies. As in many other industries, 
verticalization of companies and product lines became a strong trend. Com
panies broadened product lines. For instance, typewriter companies folded 
into larger firms (four by the mid-l 930s) or into office machine corporations, 
making possible more extensive product lines for the office equipment mar
ket. Others added manufacturing capability and nationwide marketing organ
izations. A great deal of the history of this period involves the story of how 
a number of giants emerged out of the prosperity of the 1920s, survived and 
thrived in the I 930s, and were thus well positioned in the 1940s and during 
the 1950s to enter the age of the computer. One can see IBM coming to 
dominate the punched card business along with Remington Rand (which 
tightened its grip on the typewriter market) . NCR not only expanded its sales 
of cash registers but also , like Burroughs, became an important force in the 
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accounting machine market. Finally, the industry grew in size, despite dips 

caused by the depression in the 1930s. 

In the interwar period, the number of organizations using data-processing 

equipment increased and were in every state, as reflected by the increasing 
size and number of sales offices set up. Applications clearly identified as 

beneficial before World War I were implemented repeatedly again across the 

economic landscape of America and Western Europe and, to a lesser extent, 

in Eastern Europe, South America, and Japan. In short, data processing 

played a central role in accounting and inventory management. It appeared in 
factories and became a tool to support management decisions. Benefits of 

control identified before World War I were sought, particularly in the I 920s, 

by businesses positioned to make capital investments and, in the 1930s, by 

government agencies. In the 1930s, the need for efficiency or ability to re

spond to New Deal laws motivated new users. 

Although economic historians traditionally have treated the 1920s as a pe

riod separate from the 1930s, the two decades lend themselves to consolida

tion when the history of data processing is discussed. Applications were the 

same in both decades, lines of research and development unfolded that were 

based more on science than on economic conditions, while product introduc
tions, although timed and influenced by economics, built on previous offer

ings. To consider the two decades together accents lines of evolution evident 

before World War I. 

The expanding economy of the 1920s made it possible for data processing 

to prosper. The economic climate of the 1930s, especially in the early years 

of the decade, was quite different and called for shifts in marketing and man

ufacturing strategies. The depression did not kill the industry, just slowed it 

momentarily. Business slowed too, but new applications for such technology 

were identified and implemented. Government policies, particularly at the 
national level through extensive New Deal legislation, boosted the use of data 

processing. World War II is a convenient historical break because that war, 

more than World War I, called forth such a concentrated economic focus that 
all industries changed their business focuses and used resources in new ways. 

For example, IBM's plant in Poughkeepsie, New York, manufactured rifles 

while NCR's huge facility in Dayton, Ohio, built other weapons. Large num

bers of employees went into the armed services and new product development 

waned while the engineering of digital computing quietly came to fruition. 

Applications of existing l 930s-type technology, however, were evident, par

ticularly those needed by the military. As the war progressed, the new tech

nologies of the computer were applied to war-related activities, such as in

telligence and the development of atomic weapons, while more mundane 

machines did inventory management and payroll. The excitement of the com

puter has caught the attention of most historians too much because during 
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World War II the bulk of computing was done as during the 1930s and with 
equipment manufactured before the war for traditional accounting and busi

ness purposes. 

Economic Adjustments and Prosperity in the 1920s 

Economic conditions in both the United States and in Europe following 
World War I directly influenced and shaped the course of events in the new 
industry, making prosperity possible. Simply put, a difficult period of adjust

ment to peacetime economic patterns immediately followed the end of the 
war as governments rapidly demobilized military units and war-related eco
nomic programs and businesses shifted to consumer and industrial demands. 
That process led to a short recession but one that by 1922 was passing, giving 
way to a period of enormous prosperity (particularly in the United States) that 
lasted until 1929. Then the Great Depression, with its severe shrinkage of 
economic activity of all types, which lasted until World War II, radically 
altered basic patterns of economic demand and supply. In each phase, the 
data-processing world thrived in different ways as it drew closer to becoming 
the core of basic economic activities of many organizations that needed to 

process information regardless of the overall conditions of the economy. 
A few key features of the American economy facilitated expansion of the 

office products industry during the 1920s. The size of the population and 
trading market were obvious factors. The United States had a population of 
about 104 million in 1920; in 1930, that had grown by 16 percent to 123 

million and to 132 million by 1940. Between 1920 and 1940, nearly IO mil
lion Americans migrated from rural to urban centers. At the same time, the 
standard of living for factory workers rose. Between 1919 and 1929, the rise 
in annual real earnings approached 26 percent while the number of workers 
rose about 0.5 percent, strong evidence of substantial increases in labor pro
ductivity. Consolidations of manufacturing companies continued, as 274,598 
enterprises in 1919 became 210,959 in 1929. Meanwhile, manufacturing out

put rose by 64 percent. Much of that can be attributed to a 40 percent increase 
in worker productivity, which largely came from more efficient and mecha
nized manufacturing and distribution. 1 

The role of technology in increasing productivity and the technological 
mindset it created cannot be ignored, especially because data processing was 
part of the process. During the 1920s, production procedures were enor
mously revamped in American factories. The same kind of reliance on tech
nology took place in the office while-data gathering processes on the shop 
floor grew. Without recounting all too familiar ground concerning continuous 
production lines, mass production of automobiles, and so forth, it is sufficient 
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to point out that investments in technology played a profound role along with 
the effects of "scientific" management touted in the two decades before World 

War I. 2 One obvious manifestation of increased faith in and use of technology 
is what happened in research and development. 

AT&T consolidated all its major research into Bell Laboratories, which it 
formed in 1925 with a staff of three thousand. Its mission was to develop all 

the technologies needed to manufacture telephone equipment. In less than 

five years, it was developing devices to transmit voice and data over telecom
munication lines.3 IBM built and staffed a research facility at Endicott, New 
York, at about the same time. NCR, General Electric, Burroughs, and others 
simultaneously either consolidated their R&D activities with a greater focus 

on developing new technology-based products or increased their budgets for 
existing research facilities. By 1927, some one thousand U.S. companies had 

discrete research facilities or engaged in joint-venture projects to improve 
products or services. Many of the joint-venture arrangements included uni
versities, which began a long association with businesses. For instance, dur

ing this period, MIT began contract research, or development work subsi
dized by industry, in the general area of telecommunications and computing 
(e.g., Vannevar Bush's differential analyzer used for complex mathematical 
calculations). 4 

Data-processing vendors, like counterparts in other industries, saw that 

research could lead to new products. Chandler noted that American compa
nies continued to integrate production and distribution, which required a 
greater reliance on technology. Nowhere was this dependence and its con

comitant requirement for capital more apparent than in high-technology firms 
like the Radio Corporation of America and General Electric. By 1929, more 
than two-thirds of the Americans employed in industrial research were clus
tered in five groups, two of which partly dealt with data processing-electri

cal machinery (31.6 percent) and nonelectrical machinery (6.6 percent). 5 

World War I stimulated research and development, and the military relied 
on technology more than during any previous war. The same held true for 
Europe. But more important in the European case was the fundamental de

cline in capital, which contrasted to the growth situation in the United States. 
Europe emerged from World War I with diminished buying power, the result 

of spending so much to fund the war. It had spent most of its savings, de

stroyed many factories, lost millions of people, established new relationships 
among currencies, and was living beyond its means. It responded to these 

problems by borrowing heavily from the United States, which had emerged 
from the war financially stronger than before. The result was a larger flow of 
scarce capital in Europe to American banks, which, in tum, invested these 
sums either in expensive loans to Europe or moved the capital directly into 

American industry. Total bank resources jumped from $47.6 billion to $72 
billion between I 919 and 1929. Therefore, although loans to Europe were 
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made, more funds were still available for U.S. firms to expand, consolidate, 
or retool. Consolidations led to larger office staffs dependent on office equip

ment, and modernized factories required more sophisticated control and com
munications equipment. 6 Despite Europe's depressing economic conditions, 
demand for productivity tools expanded as new factories were built, old busi
nesses were reestablished, and urban populations grew. Europeans invested 
in new technology for the same reasons as Americans did. 7 

Mounting evidence suggests, however, that in large part the science-based 
technologies sold and installed in the 1920s in Europe and in the United States 
reflected a continuum from the tum of the century. The same seems to hold 

true for the 1930s and into the early years of World War II. Seminal innova
tions came at the tum of the century, setting the stage for the great spurt in the 
use of technology that one finds early in its life cycle. 8 Such developments in 
the years before 1917 initiated a trend in the use of technology that was only 
partially disrupted by war and resumed in the 1920s and 1930s.9 

Increasing use of information technology reflected economic health, 

which, in hindsight, was evident in the U.S. economy. The U.S. GNP, dur
ing the period 1917-1921, on average stayed at $67 billion, while for the 
period 1922-1926, it grew to over $84 billion, leaving no doubt that it was the 
Roaring Twenties. In the next period, 1927-1931, despite the beginning of 

the depression, the GNP climbed to $83 billion. 10 The value of office and 
store machinery and equipment reflected macro national trends in this period, 

which suggests that it was central to economic activity. In 1920, this segment 

of the economy approximated volumes of $160.6 million and, as I suggest in 
table 6.1, in 1929 reached $217.8 million. Office equipment values in general 

had grown by 74 percent. 

TABLE 6.1 

Value of Office and Store 

Machinery/Equipment, 1920-1929 

( dollars in millions )8 

1920 

1921 

1922 

1923 

1924 

160.6 

114.0 

132.4 

182.0 

179.2 

1925 196.4 

1926 200.1 

1927 201.2 

1928 213.6 

1929 217.8 

Source: U.S Bureau of the Census, His

torical Statistics, 421. 

• These figures represent value of output

of finished goods destined for domestic con

sumption at current producers' pnces. They 

do not reflect necessanly what was actually 

sold. 
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Control and Standardization 

Between 1922 and 1929 many changes occurred in the way organizations 

functioned. Trends of considerable benefit continued throughout the de
cade of the Great Depression and beyond, so that by the end of World War II 

it would have been difficult for individuals in business or government to 
remember an era without them. An obviously important example was the 
attempt to standardize activities to enhance control. Rules and proce

dures mushroomed in most organizations along with processes to handle 

information. 11 

Control through the use of standardized forms caused people to organize 

information in a precise order and format. Precise organization, in tum, made 

it possible for equipment systems (e.g., tabulating machines) to process in

formation more conveniently while reducing time and effort. Forms repre

sented preprocessing at its clearest because they captured predetermined data, 
ignoring information not collected that otherwise might have hindered the 

processing of information deemed more relevant. 12 

By the 1920s, the U.S. government had become a major force in the U.S. 

economy, encouraging increasing use of standardized forms, and was fol

lowed closely by commercial firms creating their own. Government agencies 

used standardized forms to save expenses, which, increasingly throughout the 
1920s, facilitated the use of business machines. In 1927, after various com
mittees worked many years to develop a common purchase order, 400,000 

U.S. businesses accepted a standard format. Throughout the 1930s, tabulat

ing equipment was used to process and analyze purchase order data.13 

On the heels of this spectacular standardization, which had been pressed by 
the U.S. government, came another. After strong lobbying by the U.S. Post 

Office, manufacturers of envelopes accepted standards for window envelopes 

to go into effect in 1929. As early as 1921, Herbert Hoover, Secretary of 
Commerce, had established within his department the Division of Simplified 

Practice. Throughout the 1920s, other agencies focused on similar problems, 

becoming major customers for all kinds of office equipment. In private busi
ness, the banking community spent a great deal of effort in the 1920s stan
dardizing the format and size of checks. 14 That dramatic and important suc

cess for the banking world encouraged it later in the 1950s to set standards for 
the use of computers and related equipment to handle check sorting and elec
tronic identification. Similar cooperative and independent actions were evi
dent particularly in large enterprises, including those in retail, manufactur

ing, and transportation. The wisdom of using standardized forms and how 
they related to the use of office equipment was noted in numerous manage

ment books of the period. 15 
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One author at the start of the 1930s argued that the use of forms made the 
application of information-handling equipment significantly easier. He linked 

forms to increased sales and the use of tabulating equipment in particular, 

arguing that as a result of using such hardware, one could increase clerical 

productivity by between 50 and 200 percent. These kinds of gains, obviously 

subject to much speculation, were not out of line with what was possible with 

various kinds of machines in the period 1880-1920. The key to such increases 
in productivity was simplification of work. The author cited many examples, 
such as the use of continuous billing forms, which could increase issue speed 

by 60 percent. The concept of continuous forms suggested a new systematic 

use of equipment by which data could be fed in, processed, and the result 
printed continuously. By the late 1950s, data-processing personnel would call 

the simultaneous input, processing, and output "concurrent processing." One 

estimate held that by 1930 over 600 million sets of preprinted multiple forms 

were in use in the United States. These were multiple forms, that is, several 
copies of a particular document sandwiched between carbon paper that could 

be filled in simultaneously. When printed, one had yet another example of 

various technologies merging to create a new application. 16 The use of forms

in business machines was so extensive by the end of the 1920s that the author 

concluded, "American and world business today [1932] could not carry on 

without the assistance rendered by the business machines. " 17 

The subject of control and standardization has a growing bibliography; 18 

this literature also reflects evidence that in the 1920s and 1930s information 

processing through mechanical means was viewed as an important component 

of the broader movement toward extended efficiencies. Perley Morse, one 

voice from that period, observed, "Thousands of jobs requiring higher effi
ciency have resulted, and because of the labor-helping machine the wage 

index figure and standards of living have been lifted to heights never attained 
in any other period of the world's history or by any other nation than the 

United States. " 19 Although the case was overstated, the enthusiastic writer

made the obvious point that such equipment increased efficiency, control, 

and benefits. Morse showed in his study that while worker productivity was 

increasing sharply as more equipment was used, information-processing ma
chines were having a similar impact within the office. 20 A little hyperbole 

drove home the point: "Today the click of the typewriter and the hum of the 

business machine can be heard wherever the commerce of man penetrates."21 

The enhanced use of data-processing equipment in the 1920s reflected the 

overall acceptance of machines across the entire economy. Electronic con
sumer goods came into their own during the 1920s much as data-processing 

equipment had on a smaller scale some thirty years earlier. Automation on the 
shop floor and the construction of huge manufacturing facilities (particularly 

by automobile vendors) were dramatic examples of technology at work. Han-
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dling information in more automated ways, however, was evident throughout 

the economy. In the 1920s, many events were notable: regular transcontinen
tal air mail between the east and west coasts ( 1924), commercialization of 

radio facsimile transmission of photographs across the continent ( 1925) and 

across the Atlantic Ocean (1926), transmission of checks in the same manner 
(1926), transatlantic telephone service on a regular commercial basis (1927), 

and air mail service between South America and Miami, Florida, ship-to

shore radio telephone service, and introduction of a high-speed telegraph 
ticker capable of five hundred characters per minute (all in 1929). Similar 

developments came in the 1930s despite world depression, the threat of war, 

and political uncertainty. 
Yet historians have not fully put developments in office equipment into the 

kind of mainstream historical perspective that they have the radio, automo

bile, telephone, and manufacturing processes and investments made during 

the 1920s although that situation is beginning to change. Part of the problem 
is that office equipment was not as visible as automobiles or radios. Informa
tion-handling equipment was buried in offices, playing an almost silent and 

invisible role. Regardless of cause, by the 1970s and 1980s recognition in

creased that data processing influenced the economy. 22 

Market Segments and Suppliers in the 1920s 

By 1924/1925, when various national manufacturers' associations were in 

full bloom, collecting information on particular industries and categorizing 
and cataloging market segments, one could take a metaphorical snapshot of 
the proto-office industry at the precise time when the U.S. economy was 

beginning to "roar" through the twenties. The major segments of that indus
try-if one leaves out suppliers of notebooks, accounting paper, stamp ma

chines, and other office products of minor or unique applications-were 

made up of those who supplied adding and calculating equipment, billing and 
bookkeeping gear, and analysis machines. Buried among those groups of 

vendors were tabulating machine suppliers, which suggests strongly that by 
the 1920s, the market already was perceived as much broader and more com

plex than that defined simply by Hollerith's or Powers's customers. In table 

6.2, I list major vendors of adding machines in the United States (many of 

them in Europe as well) as of 1924/1925. These twenty-six firms represented 
the largest constituency within the office equipment industry. Among them 

were some that would become suppliers of computers and related products: 

Burroughs, Marchant, and Monroe. Most were headquartered in the eastern 
half of the United States; eight were in New York. The second largest concen

tration of headquarters and manufacturing facilities was in Chicago (the sec

ond largest U.S. city at the time), followed by Philadelphia (third largest) 
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TABLE 6.2 

Adding Machine Vendors in the United States, 1924--1925 

Company Headquarters Product 

Add Index New York 

Automatic Adding Machine New York Golden Gem 

Burroughs Adding Machine Detroit 

Coxhead, Ralph C. New York Mercedes 

Dalton Adding Machine Sales Cincinatti 

Denominator Adding Machine Brooklyn 

Doty Business Machines Chicago Record 

Ellis Adding Typewriter Newark, N.J. 

Ensign Boston 

Federal Adding Machine New York 

Felt & Tarrant Chicago 

Lanston Monotype Philadelphia Barrett 

Marchant Calculating Machine Oakland 

Mechanical Accounting Providence, R.I. 

Monroe Calculating Machine Orange, N.J. 

Morschauser, W. A. New York Millionaire 

Peters-Morse Manufacturing Ithaca, N.Y. The Peters 

Portable Adding Machine Chicago 

Reliable Typewriter and Adding Chicago 

Machineb 

Reuter, Inc., Carl H. Philadelphia Archimedes 

Sundstrand Adding Machine Rockford 

Tim Calculating Machine Chicago 

Todd Protectograph Rochester, N. Y. Star 
Victor Adding Machine Chicago 

Wales Adding Machine Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 

Wren Adding Machine Washington, D.C. 

Source: Office Equipment Catalogue, Inc., Office Equipment Catalogue (Chi

cago: Office Equipment Catalogue, 1925), xxxix. 

' Listed if not named after the company (the normal practice) 

b Known also as Pocket Adding Machines. 
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with two. Silicon Valley, then agricultural land, had an ancestor nearby in 
Marchant. 

Other vendors considered themselves manufacturers of calculating ma
chines. Many who sold adding machines included both types of devices by 
the mid-1920s. The list in table 6.3 includes the top fourteen vendors in the 
United States. Next in frequency were manufacturers of bookkeeping ma
chines, of which eight were recognized as leaders (see table 6.4), whereas 
only six vendors sold billing machines (see table 6.5). Only three companies 

offered what they termed "analysis machines," which, in effect, were 
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TABLE 6.3 

Calculating Machine Vendors in the United States, 1924--1925 

Company Headquarters Product 

Burroughs Adding Machine 

Coxhead, Ralph C. 

Dalton Adding Machine Sales 

Denominator Adding Machine 

Doty Business Machine 

Ensign 

Felt & Tarrant 

Marchant Calculating Machine 

Mechanical Accountantb 

Monroe Calculating Machine 

Morschauser, W. A. 

Reuter, Inc., Carl H. 

Sundstrand Adding Machine 

Tim Calculating Machine 

Detroit 

New York 

Cincinnati 

Brooklyn 

Chicago 

Boston 

Chicago 

Oakland 

Providence, R.I. 

Orange, N .J. 

New York 

Philadelphia 

Rockford 

Chicago 

Mercedes 

Norwood 

Record 

Comptometer 

Madas, Millionaire 

Archimedes' 

Source: Office Equipment Catalogue, Office Equipment Catalogue, xxxix, xi. 
• Listed if not named after the company (the normal practice)
• Known also as the Mechanical Accounting Company
' A Brunsviga product sold through an agent in the United States

TABLE 6.4 

Bookkeeping Machine Vendors in the United States, 

1924--1925 

Company 

Burroughs Adding Machine 

Dalton Adding Machine Sales 

Elliott-Fisher 

Ellis Adding Typewriter 

National Cash Register 

Remington Typewriter 

Sundstrand Adding Machine 

Underwood Typewriter 

Headquarters 

Detroit 

Cincinatti 

New York 

Newark, N .J. 

Dayton 

New York 

Rockford 

New York 

Source: Office Equipment Catalogue, Office Equipment 

Catalogue, xxxix. 
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TABLE 6.5 

Billing Machine Vendors in the United States, 

1924--1925 

Company 

Autographic Register 

Burroughs Adding Machine• 

Elliott-Fisher 

Remington Typewriter 

Underwood Typewriter 

Wales Adding Machine 

Headquarters 

Hoboken, N.J. 

Detroit 

New York 

New York 

New York 

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 

Source: Office Equipment Catalogue, Office Equipment Cat

alogue, xxxix. 

' Vendor of the old Moon-Hopkins machine. 
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punched card tabulating and accounting systems: NCR, Powers Accounting 

Machine, and the Tabulating Machine Company Division of IBM. 

Typewriter manufacturers played in increasingly broader markets (e.g., 

Ellis Adding Typewriter and Adding Machine Corporation). They dominated 

the billing machine market. Thirteen of the adding machine manufacturers in 

operation in 1924 ( of twenty-four) were also active in the calculating machine 

market. Of the eight bookkeeping machine firms, three were adding machine 

suppliers while another four started out as typewriter manufacturers. The ma

jority of the companies had existed before World War I, some (such as Bur

roughs and NCR) more than thirty-five years. Office equipment suppliers 

were increasingly seeing themselves as one larger industry offering a broad 

range of office machines as opposed to a more segmented view of multiple 

mini-industries defined by machine type. Many mergers took place during the 

1920s as firms expanded into new geographical markets or enhanced their 

own product lines. One could detect a merger of function and technology-a 

process that started in the two decades before World War I and was only 

temporarily interrupted by the fighting in Europe. 

A number of factors encouraged further integration of product lines in the 

1920s, which consequently led to a period of significant enhancements and 

new products. One was improvements in fundamental technologies devel

oped at the tum of the twentieth century. Another, already discussed, was the 
similarity of technologies that could be applied across a number of products, 
such as the typewriter keyboard or the mechanism of an adding machine. 

Economies of scale made possible by mergers to form larger companies also 

encouraged the process. Case studies illustrate the process at work. The other 

significant influence was customer demand. 

As accounting, in particular, became more sophisticated and complex, cus

tomers voiced opinions about what the technology should look like. What 
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one writer of the period noted became increasingly obvious to them, namely, 
that "any office or accounting detail can now be performed by machines with 

amazing results of which accuracy, control, speed and legibility are fore

most. "23 That capability enhanced the position of accountants first in large 

organizations and later in smaller ones and placed them increasingly within 

the mainstream of such bureaucracies because they could provide current and 

useful data with which to do business or operate an agency. 24 Accounting had 

become an important profession integral to organizations partly because of 

data-processing technology. 25 

Accountants, by relying increasingly on the new technology, came in con

tact with vendors to whom they addressed their needs. In fact, financial and 

accounting communities were frequently the prime customers of vendor hard

ware by the 1920s, and this situation went far to explain why, during the 

1950s through the 1970s, data processing was controlled by accounting exec

utives more frequently than not. In the 1920s, as in the decades of the com

puter, financial and accounting personnel significantly influenced product 

development. For example, the Hollerith card of the early twentieth century 

did not hold enough data for accountants, which led IBM to introduce the 

80-column card familiar to many people over the next sixty years. 26 Accoun

tants caused vendors to link equipment during the 1920s to make possible

continuous processing applications. Although the evidence is not conclusive,
the influence of accountants on the evolution of various pieces of equipment

linked together into systems was at least as pronounced as the actual activities

of inventors and product managers (see fig.6. l). 27 

The process must be kept in mind because products that lent themselves 

most to systemization before the 1950s were punched card equipment, not 

stand-alone calculators, adding, or typing devices. One could conclude, with 
the absence of conclusive evidence to the contrary, that the need for comput

ers was driven more by the type of work demanded of tabulating gear than by 

calculators. Some students of the history of computers would not share this 
view, particularly "pioneers" who have written on its past. Early computer 

engineers have argued that inventors of computers developed them largely 

out of frustration with the limitations of calculators that were incapable of 

complex, tedious processes or took too much time.28 No evidence suggests 
that scientists and engineers who worked on computers were not frustrated by 

the limits of calculators and adding machines. Their documented testimony 

clearly confirms that they were. 29 

However, funding for research projects and, subsequently, significant fi

nancial and marketing endorsement of computer technologies, did not come 

first from typewriter or adding machine firms. These ventures came from 
either new ventures responding to new needs or from companies that had long 

experience with tabulating equipment (such as Remington Rand and IBM). 
Both had customers who could logically and relatively easily move from tab-
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6.i An IBM tabuiator and summary punch (i935). Notice that IBM;s products no
longer look either like a wooden contraption (old Hollerith gear) or like engineering
prototypes with no covers. The company had learned how to "package" machines
(courtesy IBM Archives).

ulating applications to computer-based ones. Vendors of punched card tabu
lators and other systemlike devices saw the logic of moving to a new, evolv

ing technology that enhanced existing uses and satisfied the needs primarily 
of business accountants and, early on, the computational desires of military 

agencies. 

Summary 

An expanding work force that was increasingly in offices, a healthy economy 

during the 1920s, and more complex, larger organizations all created an envi
ronment conducive to the greater use of information-processing equipment. 
The growth in complexity of organizations was tied to economic and demo

graphic factors that consequently required greater control over information. 

One aspect of the response to changing institutional requirements for con
trol was data standardization, accomplished, in part, through the use of more 

forms and preprocessing. 30 When a company or an agency structured infor
mation in a specific format and just as rigorously defined how to collect that 
information, the necessary discipline and tasks were in place to take advan
tage of mechanical data gathering and analysis. Much of the history of ap

plications of computing equipment from the 1920s onward was a story of dis

ciplined information gathering, channeling, and analyzing by increasing 
numbers of organizations. As the demand for more data increased, informa-
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tion-processing vendors simply built their successes on economic and orga

nizational trends larger than any particular supplier or technology. Changes 

in product capacity, price, and function, therefore, were simply responses to 

environmental circumstances that made computing attractive in the first 
place. The effects of demographics, an expanding economy, increasing com

plexity of organizations, and the availability of various cost-effective tech

nologies also drove accountants and office equipment vendors increasingly 

into each others' arms. 



7 ________ _ 

Products, Practices, and Prices 

THE KINDS of products made, the way they were sold, and the terms and 
prices shed considerable light on how and why users received them. The cycle 
of events that culminated in the use of technology always began with inter
action between customers and vendors . A look at the business from that per
spective suggests the daily rhythm of activities that turned the potentials of 
specific technologies into tangible realities. Legal problems frequently com
plicated matters for vendors; therefore, the role of litigation must be under
stood, particularly that which involved the U.S. government. Ultimately, the 
accumulation of millions of individual manufacturing, marketing, and buying 
actions made possible an industry whose historically most significant sector 
was the card and tabulator business . 

Punched Card Products and Development 

From the end of World War I to the end of the Great Depression firms intro
duced products within the punched card business that were extensive both in 
number and functions. They significantly enhanced organizational depen
dence on such technology and created the very large user base that ultimately 
gave birth to the computer industry of the 1950s. The speed of product intro
ductions leaves little doubt about how competitive the industry was at the 
time. Each major vendor felt the need to introduce new products every year: 
enhancements of existing lines, systems with compatible cards, or products 
that created customer dependence or the need to meet some niche require
ment . In both decades, IBM and Powers/Remington Rand totally refurbished 
their product lines, a very expensive thing to do, particularly during the de
pression, but an absolute essential for success. Although IBM came to domi
nate this segment of the office appliance market by World War II, manage
ment's contention that it had to continue product introductions did not 
change. New products expanded the potential pool of customers by creating 
new functions and enhanced the abiltiy to compete on familiar turf. That 
position prevailed throughout the era of the computer. 

The punched card market was characterized by reorganizations. IBM, for 
instance, restructured marketing to integrate salespeople from the original 
firms that made up C-T-R , dropped whole product lines, and shifted resources 
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to focus and integrate product development and manufacture. Vendor shake
outs resembled those of computer hardware and software suppliers in the 
1960s and 1970s. For example, Powers became part of Remington Rand. 
Consolidations continued, especially in the 1920s, as in all other industries. 
By the end of the 1920s, two firms dominated the tabulating equipment mar
ket in the U.S., IBM and Remington Rand. 

Continued enhancements to basic technologies originally worked out be
fore World War I broadened the applicability of punched card equipment in 
the 1920s. Encouragement from customers simply enticed vendors to develop 
product lines further, usually by adding functions. These advancements in 
tum heated up competition for existing markets while successfully forcing 
vendors to seek a broader customer base with new product offerings. The 
cycle never ended for successful firms; those that did not play the game were 
bypassed by newer, better products. 

This cycle goes far to explain why there were so many technological and 
product enhancements throughout the 1920s and why they came so fast in 
comparison to earlier periods. C-T-R introduced its first 5-bank tabulator in 
1920. Powers added a counter to its sorter in 1921, and in the same year, 
C-T-R introduced an automatic control function with its sorter. Powers 
brought out an alphabetic printing tabulator and then an alphabetic keyboard 
in 1924, pleasing accountants. In 1924, C-T-R (IBM as of February) intro
duced its electronic duplicating keypunch. In 1925, Powers countered with an 
electronic keyboard punch and the first synchromatic installation that allowed 
simultaneous typing of data on a typewriter and punching on cards. IBM 
introduced a motor-driven gang punch in 1926, and then its first general
purpose accounting machine. In 1928, customers could buy IBM's new 80-
column card, rent equipment to use the new card, and use a fully automatic 
bill-feeding device on the tabulator. The many new products introduced that 
year evidenced considerable product development in the previous years. 
Remington Rand announced the Model 2 Tabulator in 1929 as IBM intro
duced a better keypunch with automatic feed and eject capability. Although 
the 1920s saw a richer set of product introductions than the 1930s, the press 
of new devices placed greater emphasis on product-processing capabilities 
than on data entry and output. Electrification and printing functions were 
milestones in the 1920s, but as those functions became widely available, at
tention shifted to enhancing the abilities of punched card equipment to pro
cess, calculate, and analyze data in greater quantities, at faster speeds, and to 
do more complex tasks.' The industry's success with the latter objectives by 
the late 1930s clarified the need for computers. 

As the 1920s progressed, customers could choose from two very full prod
uct lines of punched card equipment: IBM or Remington Rand. Both sets of 
products were designed to do the same work and to compete head-on against 
each other. The IBM system (and the company did use the word "system" to 
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describe its offerings by the late 1920s) consisted of an electronic keypunch. 

Cards at the end of the decade were of various sizes, but the main and new 

offerings were the 80-column type so familiar in future decades and subse
quently called either the "IBM card" or the "computer card." IBM offered a 
Type 80 horizontal sorter, and a general purpose numeric printing tabulator. 

All used the new 80-column card, which could hold more data than earlier 

versions. Older machines depended on cards with 34, 38, or 45 columns. 
IBM machines could be configured to operate with specific card sizes. Auxil
iary gear included a manual electric duplicating keypunch, a mechanical 

verifier and the addition of an automatic control function to the tabulator. 

IBM's systems had a reputation for being very flexible because all electric 
connections were on plug boards, which made changing processes (years later 

called "programming") easier than on older technologies. 2 

In table 7. l , I list punched card products of the Tabulating Machine Com
pany (renamed IBM) available at the start of the decade. In table 7.2, I list 
punched card products available in 1933. 3 From the two lists one infers the 
enormous expansion and sophistication in the product line. No vendor in the 

office products industry had, up to that time, introduced as many new and 
complex products as did IBM between the two world wars. But their's was 

not an isolated case; executives at Burroughs, NCR, Remington Rand, and 
elsewhere also focused on new products during the same period.4 

These successes were not simply the results of commonplace tasks of ven

dors or executive visions and policies. They were the outcome of individuals 

working on new problems. A little-known hero behind the many new prod
ucts was James Wares Bryce (1880-1949), IBM's chief engineer for more 

than thirty years. He was one of the most important contributors to the evolu
tion of IBM's product line and technical management in the early decades of 

the twentieth century. Bryce came to C-T-R in 1917 after a varied career as 
a draftsman and consulting engineer known to Watson. He went to work at 

Endicott, home of IBM's development and manufacturing for punched card 

equipment. There he linked up with another inventor at IBM, Clair D. Lake 

(1888-1958), to develop the popular Type 80 Sorter and then the famous 

80-column card. Bryce directed all the efforts necessary to introduce a com
plete new product line to support the card. By the early 1930s, card sales of
all sizes accounted for between 5 and 10 percent of IBM's revenues. All

of the products of the 1930s, which relied on the new card, were the result of
Bryce's work. In 1931, he perfected a multiplying punch (Type 600) and
enhanced it with the Type 601 in 1933. He designed the Type 285 tabulator

and the IBM Type 405 Alphabetical Accounting Machine. The 405 was per

haps the most popular IBM product in the 1930s; it remained in the product
line until after World War II. Bryce personally accumulated 400 patents by
1936 and within IBM was known as the "patron saint of engineering." In

1936, the U.S. Patent Office honored him as one of the ten "greatest living
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TABLE 7.1 

Products of Tabulating Machine Company, circa 1920 

Model 

Product Number 

Automatic Sorting Machine IO 

Keypunch 15 
Keypunch 20 

Quick Set Gang Punch 

Hand Set Gang Punch 

Tabulator 

Rental/Month or 

Purchase Price 

(Dollars) 

20 

75 (purchase) 

75 (purchase) 

75 (purchase) 

50 (purchase) 

varied 

Source: Tabulating Machine Company, Salesmen's Catalogue (New 

York: Tabulating Machine Company, n d [ca 1920]): 1-15. 

inventors." He also encouraged his staff to invent; they generated an addi

tional 299 patents. 5 

In Europe many developments occurred in punched card technology. Gus

tav Tauschek, an engineer from Vienna under contract to IBM, accumulated 

more than two hundred patents. Before working for IBM, he had developed 
a punched card electromechanical accounting machine for the Rheinische 

Metall- und Maschinenfabrik. During the 1930s, he consulted for IBM and 
built a reading-writing calculator. He constructed various storage devices that 

relied on magnetized steel plates and a banking accounting machine capable 
of storing the records of ten thousand accounts. His devices could also multi

ply and divide.6 

Not to be ignored, however, was Powers. By the end of the 1920s, Rem

ington Rand had absorbed the firm. The Powers system of the 1920s consisted 
of an electronic alphabetical and numeric key punch, a horizontal sorter, and 
an alphabetical and numerical printing tabulator, all using 45-column cards, 
the standard card across the industry at the start of the decade. Auxiliary 

equipment included an electric punch synchronized with a typewriter and a 

tabulator with automatic control. Powers and, later, IBM products expanded 

with the advent of the printing tabulator, which satisfied accountants' need 
for a printed audit trail output. Similarly, increases in demand for such tech

nology surfaced after the introduction of alphabetic and numerical tabulating 
systems, which could manipulate both words and numbers.7 

Despite improvements there were drawbacks. First, equipment was still 
perceived as expensive. One writer estimated that unless an organization was 

prepared to do about fifteen hundred operations daily, such equipment might 
not be cost justified. 8 Indirect evidence supports this contention because the 

bulk of IBM's customers through the 1930s were not small organizations. 

These products, however, were price sensitive. As prices for equipment 
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TABLE 7.2 

Products of International Business Machines Corporation, 1933 

Product 

Punches 

Mechanical keypunch 

Mechanical keypunch verifier 

Electric keypunch 

Electric duplicating keypunch 

Quick set gang punch 

Motor drive gang punch 

Automatic interpreter 

Automatic electric keypunch 

Automatic electric duplicating keypunch 

Motor drive verifier 

International automatic reproducing duplicators 

International automatic summary card punch 

Automatic multiplying punch 

Alphabetic duplicating punch 

Automatic check writing interpreter 

Alphabetic printing punch 

International reproducing punch 

Sorters 

Electric vertical sorting machine 

Electric horizontal sorting machine 

Sorting machine 

Electric printing and counting sorter 

Electric counting sorter 

Tabulators 

Electric tabulating machine 

Electric automatic control tabulating machine 

Electric accounting machine 

Tabulating machine 

Chain grocery billing machine 

International 3 counter printing tabulator 

Direct subtraction accounting machine 

Alphabetic accounting machine 

Automatic checking machine 

Model 

No. 20, No. 23 

Standard, 80-column 

H 

D 

Standard, 80-column 

Standard, 80-column 

Standard, 80-column 

45, 80 columns 

Standard, 80-column 

45, 80 columns 

80 columns 

34, 45, 80 columns 

80 columns 

Standard, 80-column 

No. 43 (Type 83) 

45, 80 column 

42, 45, 80 columns 

42, 45, 80 columns 

IO models 

No. 63 (Type 83) 

45, 80 columns 

34, 45, 80 columns 

45, 80 columns 

Source: International Business Machines, Manual of Business Instruction: Equip

ment and Supplies Furnished by International Business Machines Corporation Tabu

lating Machine Division in the United States (New York: IBM, 1933). This publica

tion was a sales rep's bible, known as the "sales manual" for decades at IBM. 

' Prices are not listed because they vaned by model and would have made this table 

too lengthy 
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dropped, demand ruse, and a broader base of customers built up. Second, 

users also had to pay staffs to operate the equipment. Considerable effort was 

expended to correct errors generated by operators and machines, both of 

which caused processing reruns that were both frustrating and expensive. 
Third, there was a growing need in the 1920s for the ability to multiply, 

subtract, and divide by way of card control. The inability to punch a summary 

card automatically began to sound much like the concerns and benefits of
fered by computers later. Product developers in the 1930s attempted to ad

dress each of these concerns, stretching punched card technology to its limits 
and, in tum, creating the need for the advanced function provided first by 

huge electronic calculators and finally by the digital computer at the end of 

the 1940s. 

Changes in economic conditions and the evolution of technology gave the 
1930s their own cast. The decade was a period of depressed business volumes 

but also one in which the variety and richness of product introductions 

showed. The latter, however, was not true of punched card equipment. In 
table 7.3 I list introductions made during the decade. Although IBM domi

nated the market, its competitors continued to respond aggressively with new 

offerings. Many of the developments were in the form of increased speed, 
capacity, and more continuous processing, often accompanied by decreasing 

human intervention as multiple devices worked as systems. 

The evolution of punched card technology in the 1920s and 1930s illus

trated two trends. First, vendors proved very sensitive to customers' require

ments and demands. Second, product development did not call for major 
breakthroughs in physics, electronics, metallurgy, or other fields; it applied 

known scientific, engineering, and manufacturing principles. Technology's 

historians, such as Basalla, recognized this well-known scenario: techno

logical innovation evolutionarily responding to newly defined problems or 
needs, often with responses based on existing knowledge of a solution's com

ponents. Punched card developments at IBM illustrated the process. 
The horizontal sorter (Type 80 Sorter), developed in the 1920s, was a mod

ification of a vertical sorter, with some functional improvements in move
ment and card sorting that responded to needs. It was an important product 

because sorting was crucial to users who needed to obtain subtotals. Good 

sorting required tabulating cards in proper order. The new sorter satisfied the 

need of accountants to obtain subtotals by predefined categories. The require

ment for subtotals also caused IBM to design tabulators with multiple accu
mulators in which to "accumulate" subtotals as cards passed through the sys
tem. IBM went further by introducing in 1927 a tabulator that could provide 

automatic group control so that users could have subtotals within subtotals 
up to three levels.9 

Various output devices were developed to print subtotal results: a summary 

punch, a duplicating keypunch, and others. These capabilities, in tum, in-
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TABLE 7.3 

111 

Punch Card Product Introductions in the 1930s 

Year 

1930 

1931 

1932 

1933 

1934 

1935 

1936 

1937 

1938 

1939 

Innovation 

Numeric interpreter to print on cards 

Model 2 interpreter and standard reproducer 

26-column card and full product line to support it

Automatic card verification

90-column card introduced and full product line to

support it

Automatic multiplying punch and duplicating 

summary punch 

Alphabetic printing tabulating device 

Verifier with automatic feed and eject mechanism' 

Vendor 

IBM 

Remington Rand 

Powers-Samas 

Powers-Samas 

Remington Rand 

IBM 

IBM 

IBM 

Automatic compensation feeding device for tabulators Remington Rand 

Alphabetic key punch (Type 3) introduced with IBM 

reproducing punch, test-scoring machine, alphabetic 

printing punch 
90-column synchromatic typewriter punch, summary

punch, electric hand punch

Automatic carriage for printing tabulating machine, 

alphabetic direct subtraction accounting machine 

21-column card system

Printing multiplying punch

New summary card punch

Alphabetic verifier, alphabetic interpreter, collator

(could merge separate cards) 

36-column card and full product line to support it

60-column card and full product line

Transfer posting machine, Type 513 reproducing

gang summary punch 

Remington Rand 

IBM 

Powers-Samas 

Remington Rand 

Powers-Samas 

IBM 

Powers-Samas 

Powers-Samas 

IBM 

Multicontrol reproducing punch Remington Rand 
130-column capacity card Powers-Samas 
Mark sensing equipment IBM 

Model 3 Tabulator Remington Rand 

Alphanumerical interpreter, combination automatic and Powers-Samas 

visible key punch for 130-column cards Powers-Samas 

Source: George Jordan, "A Survey of Punched Card Development" (M.S thesis, Massachu

setts Institute of Technology, 1956), 25-44. 

'With this introduction, the entir,: punched card industry had both alphabetic and numeric 

systems products. 
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creased pressure on IBM and other vendors to develop cards with larger data 
storage capacity, which led IBM to the 80-column card. Each major product 

development of the 1920s and 1930s in effect built on the successes or failures 

of earlier devices. Thus, if a machine proved useful-punches for example
users invariably wanted it to work faster or to handle more cards, which led 
to newer and faster models. When users wanted a device to do more than just 
add, a variety of new equipment was developed, such as the multiplying 
punches of the early 1930s (e.g., IBM Type 600 and IBM Type 601). 10 

The way IBM responded organizationally to product development offers 

insight into the process. Hollerith originally developed machines to meet re
quirements he personally was aware of but did not undertake significant sub
stantitive market analysis. When C-T-R came under Watson's control in 

1914, the new general manager and his salespeople began to focus on the 
concerns of all customers, listening to and reporting on their needs, under

standing their operations, and appreciating their business objectives. Listen
ing was encouraged throughout the company. Watson subsequently invested 
more in R&D, particularly in the punched card end of his business. He hired 
Bryce, Lake, and others to develop the company's future products. First 
Hollerith, first and then Bryce and others explored the idea of using electrical 

plug boards to program machines and, encouraged by customers, made such 
products increasingly easier to use. 11 

The institutional framework to support R&D was put up slowly. Before the 

1930s, R&D was scattered in various locations, but in 1933, all efforts for 
punched card development were finally centralized in Endicott, New York, at 
the North Street Laboratory, a new four-story building that took up a city 
block. Seven engineers constituted the original R&D staL. Over the years, 

Watson began frequently to assign the same problem to two groups of engi
neers, creating a contention system whereby those who developed the best, 
most effective solution would see it adopted. Contention R&D, although ex
pensive, continued in one form or another at IBM down through the 1980s 
and governed the nature of product introductions. Watson also concluded 

by the 1930s that no individual could keep up with the surge in customer 

demand; hence, he formalized a process to define product requirements. 
Throughout the 1930s, management kept product planning away from R&D 
and increasingly shifted the responsibility to corporate headquarters in New 

York City. By the end of the decade, a Future Demands Department existed, 
staffed by former sales representatives with engineering backgrounds, who 

not only defined requirements but began publishing articles on how to use 
tabulating gear in various "leading edge" applications, usually in scientific 

fields.12 

Customers helped shape the environment for all vendors as the latter de
fined features and uses for products. None proved more influential on vendors 
than the U.S. government either as a user or through legislation. Laws again 
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caused a surge in the need for more information both in and out of govern

ment, especially when legislation implemented the New Deal. For example, 

at the 32d annual National Business Show in New York (October 1935) Bur

roughs introduced a payroll and paycheck writing machine that generated the 

entire earnings record of an employee, personal deductions and all necessary 

totals while it produced a record consistent with the tenets of the newly passed 

Social Security Act. The Federal Home Loan Act motivated NCR to an

nounce a machine at the same show to perform all the bookkeeping required 
by that law, which ranged from printing current entries into a borrower's 

passbook to consolidating these entries into office records, in one operation. 

Insurance companies increasingly depended on data-processing equipment, 

causing IBM to adapt a newly announced utility bill-issuing device to release 

premium notices. 13 

The 32d National Business Show was given considerable publicity in the 

national press because of the large variety of new products announced, which 

signaled a return to better economic times. All the key vendors in the office 

products industry showed off new products. Colonel Edward A. Deeds, 

chairman of the board of NCR, told a reporter there that "I've never seen a 

better one [National Business Show]. " 14 

Consolidations, Courts, and Punched Card 
Vendors, 1920-1940 

Between World War I and the end of the 1920s the same kinds of consolida

tions of firms and offerings witnessed in the typewriter segment of the office 

products industry occurred in other segments and for the same reasons. Type
writer suppliers merged into fewer organizations-a dramatic example of the 

process at work as dozens of organizations shrank to a few. Fewer vendors 

existed in the highly capital-intensive punched card market end of the indus
try so fewer absorptions occurred. However, the end results were just as im

pressive. As in the typewriter business, a very few firms dominated the mar

ket. Victors gained such a broad base of customers that they were able to 

survive the Great Depression, thrive during World War II, and prepare for the 

enormous potential growth that presented itself in the late 1940s and early 

1950s. The largest punched card vendors were Powers (then Remington 

Rand) and, always, IBM. I will review the histories of Remington Rand and 

IBM in more detail later, but some structural elements of the industry need 
separate treatment because they define a pattern evident later across the indus

try, particularly in the 1960s and 1970s. 

In broad terms, the 1920s were characterized by the actual formulation of 

new or different organizations whereas in the 1930s those that had not fully 

consolidated internally (such as Remington Rand) worked to do so. Those 
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that had consolidated (such as IBM) took advantage of their integrated opera
tions. In 1920, C-T-R bought the Peirce patents, eliminating a potential com
petitor. In 1922, the British subsidiary of Powers incorporated the Samas 
Company in France. C-T-R changed its name to International Business Ma
chines Corporation, heralding corporate confidence in becoming a broad
based, worldwide supplier of office equipment. However, the big event of the 
1920s was the merger of Powers and seven other firms to form Remington 
Rand, making it one of the largest general suppliers of office equipment in the 
industry. From 1927 to the 1950s, these two firms dominated sales of 
punched card equipment and cards. 

In Europe, consolidations similar to those in the United States before 
World War I and during the 1920s were underway as new firms appeared and 
fundamental market patterns were established. In 1922, Bull came into exis
tence to sell punched card equipment and, in time, became a major vendor. 
In 1923, C-T-R acquired 90 percent of the stock of DEHOMAG, the old 
Hollerith agent in Germany (Deutsche Hollerith Maschinen Gessellschaft 
mbH). At the same time, many new agencies were established on behalf of 
U.S. firms. For example, in 1926, the agency of Messrs. Bloch-Brun, of 
Warsaw, was created to represent IBM in Poland while another was estab
lished in Bulgaria. In 1927, Powers established representation in Spain and 
Finland. In 1928, IBM created the Internationale Geschaftmachinen Ver
triebsgesellschaft mbH as a subsidiary to replace Furth and Company, 
thereby increasing direct control over local operations. Remington Rand fol
lowed a similar strategy when, in 1928, it created Powers GmbH in Germany. 
Powers and Samas merged in Europe during 1929. In the 1930s, names of 
organizations were changed, new agencies were established, and branch of
fices and plants opened throughout Europe. As in the United States, the de
mand for information-processing technology led to the emergence of larger, 
but fewer, major organizations. 15 

Both major American vendors emerged from the 1920s as suppliers of 
more than punched cards. The consolidated Remington Rand sold punched 
card equipment (Powers Accounting Machine Company in the U.S.), adding 
machines (Dalton Adding Machine Company), typewriters (Remington 
Typewriter Company), and miscellaneous filing, record-handling, and pro
tecting devices and products (Rand Kardex Bureau, Inc., Baker-Vauter Com
pany, Safe-Cabinet Company, etc.). The result on paper was a broad-based 
office equipment vendor that manufactured and sold products throughout the 
world. 16 IBM sold scales, microphones, clocks, office furniture, typewriters, 
and punched card cabinets. Using 1925 data, Powers' net profit was about 
$2 million whereas IBM's reached $4.5 million, which suggests that despite 
the consolidation of Remington Rand, IBM had surpassed many others in the 
industry by middecade. 

IBM's success can be attributed to several factors. It continued to produce 
new products throughout the 1920s, which were priced competitively, with 
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the intent to block Powers rather than simply to replace old lines. IBM created 
more efficient manufacturing processes to hold down product cost and raise 

profit margins. Finally, IBM's marketing and salesmanship was a crucial ele

ment. 17 Historians typically overemphasize its importance; it takes a variety 

of well-managed factors to make a company successful. Management within 
IBM in the 1920s already believed that no matter what was built (good or bad) 

the sales force could sell it. That folk wisdom survived for many decades, but 
in reality it took efficient teamwork among product developers, manufactur

ing engineers, and marketing specialists to sell high-technology products 

profitably. IBM, like NCR before it, succeeded better than its competitors. 18 

IBM benefited by not having many organizations to absorb in the 1920s. 

IBM kept a narrower product line, dropping items not directly compatible 

with its role in the office products industry. Remington Rand, however, 
wanted to play a major role in card filing systems, safes, and typewriters. 

IBM had fewer plants to worry about, and those it had more often than not 
produced similar products. Thus when capacity requirements dictated, plants 
were either expanded (e.g., Endicott) or built to order (Poughkeepsie) with 
knowledge and experience. The U.S. plants were kept modem and, in the 

early decades, were all located in New York State or around Washington 

D.C. During the 1920s, Watson completed his consolidation of marketing

into one force whereas Remington Rand only began to work on that problem

in 1927 and continued the effort into the 1940s. Thus when the depression
became visible by 1930, Remington Rand was caught in the middle of its

effort to digest various acquisitions and mergers. IBM already had in place all

the key changes required to compete on an international basis. The one excep

tion to generalizations about the two firms was the Powers Division within
Remington Rand in the United States and Western Europe. It had not yet been

tampered with organizationally and, thus, continued to introduce and market
new products with its own agents during the early 1930s. But Powers's im

pact waned as its momentum slowed in the face of hard economic times on

both sides of the Atlantic. 19 

Powers simply could not market as well as IBM and was hampered by the 

institutional turmoil at Remington Rand. By contrast, IBM's sales force was 

better trained and motivated to develop and maintain long-standing relation

ships with large customers, some of whom dated back to the 1890s. IBM's 

product development was also better tuned to customer needs through a for
mal management process not equaled by Remington Rand. Finally, all of 

IBM's resources-people, capital, and management-were focused on a nar

rower market than Remington Rand's. The net result was that IBM was better 
positioned to withstand the depression than its arch rival. 

IBM's market share continued to grow during the 1920s. It came from two 

sources: new customers and Powers's customer base. One student of IBM 

argued that it had expanded primarily at the expense of Remington Rand, a 
statement more true of the 1930s than of the l 920s. 20 Although 1920 customer 
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lists or how much each bought apparently were not preserved for either com
pany, indirect evidence indicates that Powers increased its customers as did 

IBM and many other vendors. In the late 1920s, growth came from an abso

lute base of customers, with possibly some growth in numbers, but usually 

from encouraging existing customers to spend more either with rental price 

increases or by moving larger product volumes. At IBM, expansion of the 

world's economy and efficient management of product development, manu

facturing, and salesmanship generated more customers, increased the amount 

sold to each, and, hence, brought dominance in the market. It would be diffi

cult to rationalize in any other way an estimated 80 percent dominance of 

the punched card business by IBM during the late 1920s and early 1930s. 

Rivalry between the two firms portended future relations between IBM and 

other vendors during the 1960s; the U.S. Department of Justice took issue 

with the growing dominance achieved by these two. For the same reasons that 

they went after NCR before World War I, government lawyers looked at 

Remington Rand and IBM practices. When IBM, for example, made tabulat

ing machines available, it rented them and required that all cards be pur

chased from IBM, which, in effect, shut out supply competitors. Prosecutors 

viewed this practice as a monopolistic trade constraint. IBM and Remington 
Rand appeared to have "combined to restrain commerce" by renting machines 

and refusing to sell them "on condition that the lessee purchase at fixed prices 

and use the tabulating cards made by lessor, or pay an additional rental for the 

machines."21 The U.S. government filed suit against both companies under 

the terms of the Sherman and the Clayton Acts within the first two weeks of 

the Roosevelt administration. 

The government accused IBM of controlling 88 percent of the tabulating 

market and Remington Rand of controlling the remaining 12 percent. News

papers reported that officials at both firms learned of the suit while reading 

their Sunday papers. They were presented with the formal suits the following 

Wednesday. Watson publicly exclaimed that he was not worried and wel
comed an investigation of IBM's practices because they were aboveboard and 

legal. Much earlier, IBM had waived the requirement for the U.S. govern

ment that cards be purchased from the company; the government made its 

own cards. However, the suit alleged that even though the government saved 

money by not paying for cards, had it been required to acquire them from 

IBM, the cost of such cards would have been much higher, an expense private 
sector customers obviously had to bear. 22 

In December 1935, a federal district court in New York granted the U.S. 

government an injunction that canceled an agreement between the two com

panies and allowed each to make cards for the others' machines. It further 
ruled that neither could require customers to buy cards solely from them. 

Both companies had agreed to concur on whatever consent decree IBM finally 

settled for. Watson, however, let the case go to trial. After challenges and 
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countercharges, IBM ultimately was told to stop forcing customers to buy all 
cards from the company. On April 27, 1936, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld 
the decision in the U.S. government's favor. 23 Before and after litigation, 

officials at both firms viewed their practices as progressive whereas govern
ment officials called them constraints of trade. Ironically, at least for Watson, 
while the case dragged through the courts, his personal relations with both 
President Roosevelt and key officials within the administration remained 
good.24 

The problem for the industry presented by the cases of the government 

versus NCR before World War I, Remington Rand and IBM in the 1930s, 
IBM and AT&T in the 1940s and 1950s, IBM again in the 1970s, and AT&T 

in the 1980s was the relationship of antitrust legislation to an industry market
ing high-technology products. The problem was exacerbated as the economy 
increasingly became more organized and, to use Chandler's phrase, "pur
poseful." Antitrust legislation had been designed in an era when lawmakers 
saw the economy as driven purely by market forces (demand) although, in 
fact, it was moving toward a more organized, controlled form. High-technol
ogy products not only reflected new patterns of management but visibly re
flected the structural dichotomies presented by government policy at odds 
with changing economic realities in an industrializing society. Generally 
across the U.S. economy, the Sherman Act discouraged what Chandler 
termed "loose horizontal federations of small manufacturing enterprises 

formed to control price and production."25 The growth of Remington Rand 
suggested the process at work. It went from a loosely tied to a more fully 
integrated organization by the late 1940s but never centralized as much as 

IBM. Yet that kind of centralization made larger organizations more viable in 
their efforts to control further the flow of products, terms and conditions, 
predictable business, and economic results. Antitrust legislation was as much 
as anathema in the 1930s (Remington Rand) as it had been in the 19 l Os 

(NCR). 
The Sherman Act penalized those who attempted to monopolize industries 

characterized by integration and concentration. Although the government in
stituted public policy that allowed some of that activity for the common good 
(e.g., telephone service), it had not concluded that it should apply to informa
tion handling. The U.S. government was not willing to treat specific lines of 

office equipment differently from any other set of manufactured products. 
Thus with the clear example of a rapid and obvious industry concentration in 

the cash register business before World War I and among punched card equip
ment vendors in the l 920s one can see an inevitable clash brewing between 
IBM and Remington Rand on the one side and the U.S. Justice Department on 
the other. 

Ironically, while each round of vigorous enforcement of the antitrust laws 
was taking place, vendors continued to count U.S. government agencies as 
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their largest customers and supporters. Yet, the U.S. government perpetrated 
the largest, most publicized, and complex attack on industry practices over an 
extended period on information-processing businesses.26 The case also high

lights the fallacy of referring to the U.S. government as a monolithic enter

prise with a common policy toward a particular industry; in reality, public 
agencies vary their practices, making it possible, for example, for the Anti

trust Division of the Justice Department to prosecute a tabulating machine 
vendor while the Bureau of the Census cultivates such suppliers as welcome 
allies. 

Lawsuits notwithstanding, leadership in technological innovations and 

marketing shifted from Powers to IBM by the end of the 1920s. During the 
1930s, IBM brought out its full line of alphabetic and numeric equipment, a 
collator, and mark sensing equipment for scoring tests. Antitrust litigation by 
the U.S. government scarcely slowed the momentum. In 1930, Remington 

Rand's net profits reached $9.7 million while IBM's were $10.9 million. By 
1940, IBM had expanded its lead, turning in net profits of $21.7 million 

against Remington Rand's $4.9 million.27 So it appears that antitrust activi

ties were only a severe irritant in the 1930s, not a permanent influence on the 
industry. One cannot argue that IBM simply took sales from Powers. Their 
combined net profits in 1930 totaled $20.6 million and in 1940 reached $26.6 
million, an increase of 23 percent. The industry grew in absolute numbers of 
machines installed and dollars generated. 

Government lawyers in the 1930s, as later in the 1970s, examined business 
practices by product type rather than by the industry's own definition of itself 

or by the totality of a company's presence in a particular industry. Thus law

yers looked at the dominance of card sales or tabulator presence and ignored 
the rest of IBM's or Remington Rand's product line. The government's very 
narrow definition of monopolistic activity was challenged in each decade by 
companies that viewed industry activities in much broader terms through 

multiple integrated product lines and whole customer sets. The narrowness of 
the government's view of economic activity prevented it from fundamentally 
hobbling the emerging data-processing industry. It undoubtedly influenced 
the practices of companies like IBM and NCR, but it did not slow either their 

technical imperative or the acceptance of new machines. 

Practices and Prices in the Tabulating Machine Business 

Given that IBM enjoyed the dominant position in the punched card business, 
its marketing practices, prices, and sales policies in general made it possible 
not only to maintain high volumes of sales but also to acquire a large customer 

base. Business practices were honed at IBM and elsewhere in response to the 
realities of the marketplace. Watson often reacted to the market before com-
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petitors by timing product delivery or responded to and built on the experi
ence of a competitor. These tactics increased the firm's chances to hold and 

expand its lead in the interwar period. 

During the 1920s in the United States, key vendors developed or expanded 
their direct sales forces. This was as true of IBM as of NCR, Burroughs, and, 
to a lesser extent, Powers (Remington Rand). In Europe, national firms used 

a combination of direct sales forces and agents in the 1920s, and direct sales 

forces increasingly in the 1930s. Direct salespeople were on the payroll of the 

manufacturer. Agencies were independent organizations under contract to 
market a particular vendor's products. Before World War I, it was customary 

for agents to sell goods from multiple vendors, particularly if that agent had 

an exclusive contract for an entire country. By the end of the 1920s, agents 

were specializing increasingly in one vendor's equipment (with the exception 

of typewriters). Agents ran stores and made sales calls. In the United States, 
the punched card portion of the office appliance industry was dominated over
whelmingly by direct sales representatives. 28 

In major cities such as New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and Chicago, 

IBM and Powers established sales offices that displayed products, provided 

facilities for demonstrating them, and served as offices for salespeople who 

made direct calls on customers. Figure 7. l illustrates an early IBM office 

(when the firm still sold scales). One can conclude that the gentlemen in the 
picture represented the entire branch staff. Branch offices (as they have al
ways been known) were staffed typically with Jess than one dozen salesmen 

and staff reporting to a branch manager, who had also grown up in sales. By 

the 1940s, branch offices in large cities also had repair personnel (later called 

field engineers [FEs] or customer engineers [CEs]) and administrative staff. 29 

The IBM systems engineer, so widely evident in the late twentieth century, 

was created in the late 1950s and formally existed in sales branches beginning 

in the early l 960s. Their functions in the 1920s and 1930s were carried out by 

salespeople. 
Territories were predominantly geographic before World War II except for 

large customers who might have one or more dedicated salespeople. In New 
York, for example, in the late 1930s, Thomas Watson, Jr., sold typewriters 

to customers in a single building. 30 When business expanded, IBM reduced 

geographical territories and opened branches. Business practices in Nash

ville, Tennessee, illustrate the growth process. Since the early years of the 
century, Hollerith and Time Recording salesmen came to town to call on state 

government officials, local insurance companies and banks, and other pros
pects. That pattern continued until 1934 when IBM opened a store with one 

salesman, who was joined by more than seven by 1946. During the 1950s, a 

large branch office developed with dozens of employees, and, by the late 
1960s, it boasted a staff of more than forty. They added major customers in 
the 1940s and 1950s, including the Genesco Shoe Company and most major 
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7.1 The IBM branch office in Washington, D.C., 1924 (courtesy IBM Archives). 

state agencies. During the 1970s, two marketing branches and another dedi
cated to field engineering opened. 31 The same pattern was evident in all 
states, across all Europe, and in most Latin American cities. 

Whether in New York or in Nashville, marketing essentially prospected for 
new accounts or repeatedly called existing ones such as that typified by fig
ure 7. 2. The staff kept logs of whom a salesperson called and the results of the 
calls; at Friday afternoon branch meetings, they discussed marketing prob
lems. They then tracked these issues until they resolved them.32 At such meet
ings that salesmen sang songs, many championing the president. 

Ever Onward 

There's a thrill in store for all, 

For we're about to toast 
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7.2 A punch card "data center," circa 1920. Notice single card punching on right, 
volume work on left, and the vertical sorter in upper left-hand corner (courtesy IBM 

Archives). 

The corporation in every land. 

We're here to cheer each pioneer 

And also proudly boast 

Of that "man or men," our friend and guiding hand. 

The name of T. J. Watson means a courage none can stem: 

And we feel honored to be here to toast the "IBM." 

Chorus 

EVER ONWARD--EVER ONWARD! 

That's the spirit that has brought us fame! 

We're big, but bigger we will be, 

We can't fail for all can see 

That to serve humanity has been our aim! 

Our products now are known in every zone. 

Our reputation sparkles like a gem! 

We've fought our way through-and new 

Fields we're sure to conquer too 

For the EVER ONWARD IBM.
33 

IBM's anthem, written in the 1930s, was more than panegyric music. Al

though it strongly suggests the cult of personality, in its time the music con
tributed to a sense of loyalty and identification with a militantly aggressive, 

"never say die" attitude typical of sales representatives in many companies. 
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Other vendors sang such songs, too, and had branches, often called "district 
offices," in the 1920s and 1930s. 

Salespeople at IBM were carefully cultivated, often with Watson's per
sonal attention. They were his favorite group within the company and, like 
executives at NCR in the late 1800s, he raised their level of prestige within 
the firm. He ran at least one sales school each year for new personnel, con

vened regional and annual sales meetings, and asked that each of his represen
tatives sell applications for IBM's products, not just machines. He insisted on 
quality service, almost to a passion, and demanded that salespeople know 
their customers' businesses very well. During the 1920s, IBM began to instill 

what ultimately would be known as its "Basic Beliefs" (a term that originated 
in the 1960s) in each employee: respect for the individual, best customer 
service, and excellence in all that was done. 34 

Watson's style was impressed more on salesmen than on any other group 
for they were the individuals most closely identified with the man who set the 
tone for the company and whose pronouncements came nearest to providing 
peddlers with a philosophical basis for operating. "It is better to aim at perfec
tion and miss than it is to aim at imperfection and hit it. "35 Others: 

"All men should be judged upon their records." 

"The best supervision is self supervision." 

"Don't guess-know." 

"Think in big figures." 

"Organize the brains of your organization." 

"Progress is improvement, not the performance of miracles." 

"Time is money." 

"Think." 

"Learn the things to do."36 

Watson recognized, however, that the way to ensure high customer satis
faction and, hence, more business, particularly in a world in which equip
ment was rented, not sold, required more than platitudes. It called for sub
stantive ways to keep sales personnel involved and committed to customers. 

Watson accomplished this by the simple expedient of paying sales representa
tives commissions as machines were rented and cards sold, then deducting 
from their commissions when equipment came out of a customer's enterprise 
and off rent. That practice forced salespeople to make sure customers used 
equipment properly. When older devices were replaced, sales representatives 
worked hard to ensure that the new machines generated more revenue than the 
old ones had. A point system was used with each point equal to $1 of monthly 
rent. Thus, if in 1933 a salesperson convinced a customer to install a mechan

ical keypunch verifier at the rental rate of $5 per month for a year, it was 
worth 5 points of commission. If replaced with another device that rented for 
$6 (or six points), the salesperson was paid commission on one point (at x

dollars per point, which varied each year according to the terms of the current 
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sales compensation plan). On the other hand, if it was replaced with a $4 per 

month machine, he owed IBM one point of commission. Quotas were ex
pressed in terms of points rather than by types of gear sold or in dollars. To 

"make quota" a salesman had to install at least as many points of equipment 
as his point quota. When he achieved this goal, he joined the 100 Percent 

Club-a significant distinction and a form of recognition all salespeople 

coveted. Between 65 and 80 percent of the sales force made quotas yearly 
with percentages of accomplishment higher in the 1920s than in the 1930s. As 
club members, sales personnel could attend a convention in which sales

manship was discussed, listen to speeches by company officials and special 

guests, and have a good time. 37 NCR followed the same practice and, in fact, 
pioneered the point process. 38 Individual recognition events were held around 
the world in North America, Europe, and Asia, even in the interwar period. 

The 100 Percent Club remained a viable and active institution into the late 
twentieth century. 

Spending time with the customer was an important aspect of a sales repre

sentative's marketing effort, particularly in an industry in which salespeople 

frequently had to teach customers what a new device was, why they needed 

it, and how to use it and then convince them to do so. Getting the order was 
a major event. Each call was discussed, cataloged, and reported weekly back 

to New York to ascertain who placed what types of orders, which customers 
were receiving proposals, if surveys were being done and demonstrations 

performed, and the nature of a customer's interests. 39 Sales representatives 
installed machines during the 1920s and 1930s and, therefore, were asked to 
report to New York the exact day such equipment was rented so that correct 

billing might begin and commissions be paid. Sales personnel were admon
ished: "Great care should be exercised in seeing that machines are installed on 
a revenue producing basis with as little delay as possible after delivery. Sales 
offices may avoid delays in installations by following up customers to see that 

proofs of new card forms are approved, thus insuring delivery of cards in 

advance of date and delivery of machines. "40 In short, "nothing should be left 

undone which will assist in getting the installation started. "41 Obviously, dis
continuances of rental equipment had to be reported as well. By the 1930s, 
branch managers prepared a number of reports each month: 

prospect status 

installation status 

bills 

expense accounts 

idle machine report 

goods returned report 

discontinued machine report 

uninstalled machine report 

monthly consignment report 

returned equipment report 

commission statements. 

The centralized approach for ensuring a pattern of sales-oriented activities, 

Planned Sales Calls (taught to each new representative), and even the weekly 

branch meetings were structured. Salespeople had sales manuals that de-
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scribed many of their responsibilities and all the products and included copies 
of contracts, reports, and price lists. The central office mailed updates to the 

branches; the sales staff clipped them into the three-ring binders that made up 
the sales manuals. Management used weekly meetings to reinforce good hab
its and to inspect activities. They reviewed all installations within a territory 
and all marketing activities in "an open forum held for the purpose of securing 

ideas and recommendations from those present for rectifying the unsatisfac
tory condition," if one existed. Branch managers reviewed all forecasted or
ders scheduled for the previous week but not accomplished and then asked 
other sales representatives to suggest how to improve installation prospects. 

They looked at the next week's business plans, "securing a forecast from each 
man in the organization, with a view to securing this business as soon as 

possible. "42 

This pattern of activity for sales personnel almost matches those evident in 
the middle decades of the twentieth century. 43 In the 1920s and 1930s, cus
tomers came to know their "reps" well and sales reps studied their customers' 
businesses. Sales reps always focused on "growing" the installed base of ma
chines while they added more customers. Contracts and practices from the 
1920s and 1930s remained in force decades later (albeit in modified form). It 
was a pattern of selling that, at the street level, helped IBM grow. It was a 
relatively controlled process. The weekly sales reports, along with other com
munications with customers and branch personnel, gave Watson and other 
executives the specific details required to decide what new products were 
needed, how they should be priced, and in what ways competitors were at
tacking the firm. Justifications for new products and services thus were ex
plicit and detailed and represented relatively current information. 

This coordination between product development and marketing is one as
pect of tabulating machine history that has been totally overlooked by histori
ans who were more interested in product development or in Watson. 44 Not 
until they studied the 1940s, for which documentation is more complete, did 
historians see with some clarity the relationship between sales and practices, 

product development, and product demand. Yet the process had been locked 
in place much earlier and accounted for some of the efficiencies credited to 
IBM. 

A critical concern to customers, sales reps, and company officials was 

prices of equipment and cards. Pricing actions, when coupled with new prod
uct announcements and appreciation of competitive activity, could influence 
profoundly a company's balance sheet. Industry leaders, such as IBM, NCR, 
Burroughs, Underwood, and Remington Rand, carefully priced new products 
so that they would be more attractive than older ones but not so much more 
that revenues for equal function dropped. Usually, the strategy was to offer 
new products with enhanced functions over older models at equal or greater 
prices. Inflation influenced prices for old and new models too. A comparison 
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of IBM's price lists for the early 1920s to those of the early 1930s illustrates 
the dynamics at work. 

A vertical sorter in the early 1920s rented for $20 per month on a yearlong 
lease and in 1934 at between $25 and $30 per month (depending on the 
model). These machines varied a little in function but not enough to swing the 
price, which was based on new features. Therefore, one can conclude that 
function for function users swung the price up between 19.5 percent and 33 
percent. A gang punch sold for $75 earlier and for $125 later, reflecting a 
similar increase in price for the same function (and almost the same machine). 
Small keypunches sold for $75 and in the later period, for $100-a similar 

rise in cost. 45 Price increases either resulted from rising production and mar
keting costs or in response to declining competition or supplies. An examina
tion of the sales manual from which these prices came reveals lead times for 
such equipment in the 1930s closer to thirty days, which suggests the punches 
probably were in inventory and, therefore, in ready supply. 

A different situation applied when the firm introduced a new function. As 
a result of a much broader product line in the 1930s than in the early 1920s, 
function did influence price structures more dramatically and directly and 
across a larger number of machine types. Small keypunches in the 1930s 
rented for between $10 and $18 per month. If one uses a purchase-to-rent 
ratio of 1 to 25 (based on a 1930s' rental of $5 or purchase price of $125 for 
a gang punch), then a small keypunch (if it had been offered for purchase) 
would have sold in the 1930s for between $250 to $450 each, about three to 
six times the price of punches in the earlier period. Of course, in the 1930s, 
punches had more function to justify the expense. Sorters suggest a similar 
story. In 1934, one could rent a sorter for between $45 and $150 per month 
(the more expensive machine was an electrical printing and counting sorter). 
Tabulator rent ranged from $30 to $110, which again showed increased cost 
but also more function. An electrical accounting machine cost $150--$200 in 
rent, and the most expensive machine was the direct subtraction accounting 
machine, which went for $475 per month.46 

Several factors were at work. More functions were added to newer models, 
such as electricity, printing, capacity, speed, and so forth, which partially 
drove up prices. Charges also rose on some devices that did not change funda
mentally over time. A price increase of 20 percent or more contrasted with the 
U.S. national inflation rate of about 5 percent during the interwar period. 
What is not completely clear is the influence of competitors on pricing; how
ever, competitive pressures made the introduction of newer models impera
tive. The last, and always influential, factor in pricing is what a customer is 
willing to pay. If a device is too expensive customers will find it cheaper to 
do the work by hand or with the aid of other, less costly technologies. 

Card prices were a complicated issue for customers, vendors, and current 
historians because cards could be printed and prepunched, came in different 
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TABLE 7.4 

Prices for IBM Cards, Early 1920s, Early 1930s 

Price Price 

(1920s) (1930s) Change 

Quantity• (Dollars) (Dollars) (%) 

2,000 3.60 4.20 85 

4,000 5.20 6.40 81 

6,000 6.80 8.60 79 

8,000 8.40 10.80 78 

10,000+ 1.25 

Source: International Business Machines, Card Price 

List (New York. IBM, Tabulating Machine Division, Apnl 

I, 1934), 8, Tabulating Machine Company, Salesmen's 

Catalogue (New York: Tabulating Machine, n.d., [ca 

early 1920s]), 17ff. 

• Data were based on standard manila or color-A stock

cards (roughly 7 3/s'' x 3 \//') 
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sizes and numerous colors, thicknesses, and quantities, and sold under a vari
ety of terms and conditions. By assuming that costs for varitions in cards were 
proportional to each other from decade to decade and type to type, one can 
look at the prices of standard stock cards (e.g., the larger ones that were 
roughly 7 3/8" x 3 l/4") to discern trends. Standard stock prices decreased 
according to how much one bought. Thus in the early 1920s, prices went from 

$3.60 per two thousand down to $8.40 per eight thousand. Prices rose from 
78 percent to 85 percent, with the burden for the greatest increase as percent
age of price borne by smaller users (see table 7.4). Part of that increase makes 
sense because costs are typically greater proportionately at the low-volume 
end, particularly for custom-printed or prepunched cards, regardless of the 
cost of pulp. What clearly stands out is that price increases for cards rose 
much faster than for machines. 

Card sales were crucial to IBM and highly profitable, as they were for 
Remington Rand as well. In 1929, sales amounted to $3. 6 million or just over 

one-third of IBM's total revenues. With the depression severely hurting cus
tomers, rentals of machines decreased, but those who used them had to buy 
cards. They did use the devices and so the proportion of card revenues to 
machine revenues actually rose. Cards contributed roughly 39 percent of IBM 
revenues between 1930 and 1935.47 If a customer was prepared to purchase 
ten thousand or more stock cards in 1934, the cost was $1.25 per ten thousand 
as long as that customer acquired one million cards within one year. That 
offering suggests that many customers bought in bulk. Specialized cards 

could be twice as expensive as any price cited above. In either case, however, 
given the benefit to IBM of selling cards, the firm managed pricing and terms 
carefully throughout the interwar period. 
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Summary 

What becomes obvious about the tabulating machine business during the 
interwar period is its clear organization of activities and the number of new 
products, their diversity, volume of sales, and the number of people involved 

in their use. IBM's punched card business carried the company to a posi
tion of dominance by 1940. Remington Rand, despite its highly diversified 

product line, also was a major player in the industry because of punched 
card sales. The marketing and product development practices worked out in 

this period enabled IBM management to enter the computer business with 

proven methods of marketing and support and a customer base that could 
migrate to the new technology. Any customer or vendor of the 1950s and 

I 960s would have found much that is familiar in Remington Rand and IBM 
methods for going to market with information-processing equipment in a 

profitable manner. 

The activities of IBM sales representatives shed considerable light on the 

daily tasks of vendors in this industry. They offer a high-technology, busi
ness-oriented view of life at the micro level. In the next chapter I review 
application of this technology through the eyes of the customer. It was con

sumer receptivity to new technology that ultimately made IBM and Reming

ton Rand successful despite the threats posed by the depression and govern

ment lawsuits. 
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Commercial and Scientific Applications of 
Punched Card Machines 

DESPITE a massive body of contemporary literature on the subject, no aspect 
of the history of twentieth-century computing is less understood than the uses 
to which computers, tabulating equipment, and calculators were put. This 
corpus of published material (mostly articles) was usually written by users of 
such technologies, explaining what they did with the equipment and why. 
However, most were published in industry-specific journals or in other publi
cations that were not widely distributed. After only a quick glance at the 
material, one begins to sense that the office appliance industry was not just 
populated with vendors but also with users, some of whom identified with the 
proto-information-processing segment of the economy. Tabulator applica
tions, like calculator and adding machine applications, still await thorough 
historical examination. However, some observations on trends in the interwar 
period are possible. These observations are essential to understand because 
they portend patterns evident in the age of the computer. 

Commercial and Administrative Uses 

Powers and IBM can claim only half the credit for the success of tabulators; 
the remainder goes to users who elected to run their organizations with these 
machines and provided considerable guidance to manufacturers on what to 
build and why. Customers grew in numbers and became more creative in their 
use of equipment between the two world wars. The growth in IBM 's revenues 
in the 1920s is evidence of the expansion in user numbers and their growing 
dependence on such technology. But why did this user base grow? 

The answer remains largely the same as it was before World War I. One 
grocery store owner in Brooklyn in the 1920s specified cost savings: 'Tabu
lating our labor costs by hand would, of course, be impractical as it would 
require at least six more people .... The machine is paying for itself every 
week. " 1 For others it was efficiency in, for instance, municipal and commer
cial environments-to keep "a running check on exactly where they stand and 
to maintain a more nearly continuous contact with customers and prospects by 
frequent dunning and soliciting."2 Increased accuracy of data provided yet a 
third incentive: "The elimination of errors ... is a vital advantage of tabulat-
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ing equipment, since it saves confusion and time wasted in checking besides 
promoting better organization and efficient management. "3 

A fourth reason was to take mechanization forward when new functions 
became available. Payroll procedures illustrate the process; accountants 

seized upon adding machines early in the century to calculate payrolls more 
efficiently and quickly than by hand. Adding machines did not solve the prob
lem of errors caused by actual handling of cash (e.g., did the correct amount 
of money go into a payroll envelope?). Payroll and tabulating equipment 
could stuff envelopes with cash, keep track of what actually went into them 

and then update records, thereby reducing labor costs and conflicts with em
ployees while getting a payroll out on time.4 In large plants, such as those of 
the Ford Motor Company, that was a major application. 

Decisions were forced by a variety of circumstances. Sales reps from IBM 
and Powers called on customers, encouraging decisions that favored in

creased use of tabulators. Increased publicity was given to applications that 
were successfully implemented. Many basic applications were defined by 
customers, vendor sales personnel, and product engineers by working 
through the problems encountered by early users as they applied tabulating 
equipment to their business processes. A survey of commercial journals of 
the 1920s and 1930s clearly shows that almost all coverage was positive and 
detailed. In the United States, these application briefs appeared at twice the 

rate they had in the decade before World War I. Key industry journals repeat
edly published testimonials on the uses and benefits of punched card equip
ment. Railway Age and Railway Review, for example, reiterated repeatedly 
the interests of the transportation community in data processing. 5 The Ameri

can Gas Journal and others did the same for utilities6 while a variety of en
gineering and management publications echoed benefits for other communi
ties of interests, especially in the 1920s. 7 

Some shifts in this literature in the 1930s reflected changes in the economy. 
As railroads declined in importance relative to other industries, particularly 
automotive, so too did their literature. However, other industries came for

ward, most notably banking. Banks experienced an enormous boom in the 
1920s and, despite the Great Depression of the 1930s, bank holidays, and a 
bad press, they remained critical players in the American economy through
out the interwar period. Check management became a huge problem that 

called for specialized mechanical aids. By the mid-1920s alone, over six bil
lion checks were being used annually in the United States-a figure that con
tinued to grow.8 It was no surprise that banking needs would gain attention.9 

The same was true for insurance requirements. 10 As before the war, discus

sion was considerable about the use of tabulating equipment in accounting.11 

Such literature generally defined uses of machines and more often than not, 

their benefits. It was a body of "how to" publications that would become 
commonplace within the future computer/data-processing industry: "Punched 
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Cards Methods in Accounting," "Mechanization in Gas Offices," "How a 
Wholesaler Became Efficient," and "Distribution Methods by Hand and Ma
chine. "1

2 Equally impressive was the growing number of books on the same

subject in the 1920s and l 930s.13 

Further evidence of increased equipment use appears in scattered statistics 
on education. Use of this hardware required some training. This was as true 

for users of calculators and tabulators as it was for typewriters. Each vendor 
operated training schools. For tabulating equipment, users were trained either 
in schools run by IBM and Remington Rand at sales offices that had equip
ment or on site at a customer's office. Felt & Tarrant operated 151 schools 

worldwide (100 in the U.S. and Canada) to teach people how to use its 
Comptometer, and they were only a small player in the office appliance in

dustry by the end of the 1920s! Yet that company claimed to have trained 
8,478 operators in 1930 while state government training programs handled 
another 27,500.14 IBM trained individuals in major cities including New
York, Washington, D.C., Chicago, and San Francisco while others visited 
the factory at Endicott, New York. There appears to be no extant data from 
IBM on the number of users it trained in the 1920s and 1930s; however, 
contemporaneous sales manuals detail how salespeople had, as a normal part 
of their responsibilities, to train customers. 

One survey estimated that in 1931 in the United States, 51 public high 
schools had at least one course on the use of office machines. These schools 
taught 3,226 students. In that same year, some 1.2 million students took 
business classes in the United States.15 Although the number of students in

classes on business machines was small, the fact that 51 schools saw the need 
and acted upon it suggests awareness of the role played by office appliances. 
Other schools probably taught classes on business machines but were not 
surveyed. The same survey noted that of the 348 colleges and universities 
teaching accounting in the United States in 1931, none taught courses on 
business machine accountancy despite the fact that almost all major publica
tions on the subject routinely discussed the use of such equipment. 16 

Despite the implication that many organizations were using tabulating 

equipment, not everyone rushed forward to convert their accounting and 
other data-management systems to mechanized forms. A notable example 
was the city of New York's Board of Taxes and Assessments, which was 
criticized in 1935 by American City, the municipal governments' industry 
journal, for being "almost unbelievably behind the times."17 In fairness to this
agency at the time (spring 1936), it had already done the necessary feasibility 
study on how to automate examination and data gathering for 812,000 sets of 
records and calculation of the more than 7 million transactions currently done 
by more than 110 assessors and clerks. The department's $1 million budget 

contained no allocation for office machinery. But the article points to three 
obvious facts: first, the tone of the trade press was hostile toward those who 
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did not embrace the technology that already was more than forty years old; 
second, major conversions came later rather than earlier because of the vol
ume of effort involved as the potential risk of failure increased; third, major 
projects of this type called for special budget appropriations. 

A sampling of applications suggests uses for tabulating equipment in the 
l 920-1940 period. The Polish National Alliance of the United States-an
insurance company-cut clerical expenses, 18 while a utility installed Powers
equipment to manage 550,000 accounts. 19 Old Colony Trust Company and
the First National Bank of Boston claimed to have cut by nearly half all dupli
cated data regarding trust accounting. 20 Management of perpetual inventory,
stock control, and production accounting were major applications of the pe
riod. 21 Large organizations used tabulating equipment to compare expenses
to budgets. 22 Liquor sales after the repeal of prohibition required efficient
inventory control and order processing. 23 In another creative application, re
searchers ran data from electric meter readings through an IBM tabulating
service bureau in the 1930s to do a market analysis.24 At the other extreme,
administrators addressed the age-old problem of inventory control and ware
housing by using this equipment to coordinate management of multiple ware
housing facilities within one company. 25 

What these uses point out is the development of a broad base of users across 
all segments of the economy who were comfortable with and dependent upon 

punched card equipment. Manufacturing, distribution, retailing, utility, gov
ernment, transportation, banking, and finance sectors all had either labor- or 
capital-intensive functions. By the depression, not only the U.S. Bureau of 
the Census but many organizations used such hardware and depended on 
punched cards. 26 Many managers accepted as obvious that "the tabulating ma
chine is the last word in accounting. It is the data analyzer par excellence."27 

Thus when computers became available, their efficiencies were compared 
to those offered by tabulating equipment. Customers who had massive pro
cessing requirements that could no longer be met with punched card equip
ment were the first to jump to computers, which largely explains why civilian 

and military agencies of the U.S. government were the first major users of 
computers. 

Displacing workers with office appliances was an issue that cropped up 
during the depression. Researchers concluded from one survey in the mid
l 930s, which, perhaps, reflected extra sensitivity to the high unemployment 
during the Great Depression, that municipal governments had not laid off 
people when office appliances were installed. It cited the governments of 
Rochester, New York, and Newark, New Jersey, as examples. New York 

State's purchasing department not only installed new equipment but also re
quested permission to hire an additional ninety workers. Increased staffing 
was evident in other organizations as well. 28 

The automation debate hovered around many decisions to install tabulating 
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equipment. Yet as these products acquired additional functions and increased 
speed or became operationally more reliable, additional users were found. 

For example, until printing tabulators appeared, accountants were reluctant to 

put their bookkeeping into this technology; they stuck with adding and ac

counting machines and books. However, by the late 1920s, printing tabula
tors were available, and the number of articles and books in the 1930s by 

accountants describing how they used punched card equipment increased 
substantially. 

The same pattern was discernible as data entry began to merge with data 

processing. As more data was stored on cards, customers asked for and got 

new products that could transfer electrically, and with decreasing amounts of 
human intervention, information from one device to another while perform

ing calculations, updating files, and generating reports. Various families of 
punched card equipment introduced, especially in the 1930s, reflected that 

pattern. Unknowingly, users were inching closer to the functions of a stored

program digital computer by systematizing applications of punched card 
equipment and, in the process, stretching to the limits the technical capabili

ties of such gear. 29 

The literature on the history of computers has largely been written by engi

neers and scientists who were more familiar with applications in their fields 

than in business, which creates the impression that the evolution of calculat

ing and then computing devices was driven by the scientific community. In 
reality, the driving force came from a combination of the scientific/engineer

ing worlds and business and government communities. However, although 
technological improvements could only come with contributions from scien
tists and engineers, they either worked on technologies in the 1920s and 

1930s that were not widely applied until the 1940s and 1950s (relays, vacuum 
tubes) or were so limited in demand that the economic effect they had on the 

office appliance industry was miniscule (telephony, weather tracking, cal

culating differential equations). By the late 1940s and then beyond, as tech
nologies became more complex, many improvements were driven by the 
scientific community, for example, parallel processing, paging, and fast 

chips, while customers asked for mass storage and higher level programming 

languages. 
Minimizing the impact of scientists and engineers on the business side of 

the industry, that is to say, on the daily selling, installing, and use of equip

ment that supported industry, should not be confused with lack of interest in 

what scientists did because science and engineering were major sources of 
technical innovation. Executives of important office appliance firms saw sci

entists and engineers as useful contributors to the evolution of technology and 
applications. But they were viewed as delivering technologies and products 
that could later be useful to customers in business and government where real 

sales volumes and profits were to be made. 
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For instance, Watson developed a lifelong relationship with Columbia Uni
versity that made it possible for Wallace John Eckert (1902-1971) to estab

lish and run his Watson lab. There he used tabulating equipment in complex 
scientific applications and ran experiments to find new uses for such machin

ery. The experience at Columbia was repeated in other industries that in
vested in university-based research less out of any expectation of great sales 
than to accumulate technical knowledge for the future. 30 Interest in scientific 
markets came later with mini- and supercomputing. Vendors looked to com
mercial clients to define the nature of the market and treated government 
agencies as huge customers but scientists as small, usually underfunded al

lies. World War II, which brought a sharp increase in U.S. government in
volvement in defining needs and funding research on a massive scale, dra
matically changed circumstances. 31 

Scientific and Engineering Uses 

Scientists, mathematicians, and engineers were-and continue to be-users 
of computational equipment for many of the same reasons as those in com
mercial and government enterprises. They looked to such technology to ease 
the burden of an application's tedious or labor-intensive qualities, aspired to 
have information manipulated faster or in greater quantities than otherwise 
possible, and sought new insight into knowledge gained by comparing vari
ous pieces or quantities of data. But the differences between commercial and 
scientific users dictate why and how equipment was and continues to be used. 
Generally, commercial and administrative applications of punched card or 
computer equipment involved large amounts of data but relatively little com
putation. Scientific users required great computational capability and fewer 
volume data-handling functions, whereas the exceptions typically called for 
larger data-handling and computational capability than existing technologies 
could provide. With growing volumes of data or calculations came pressure 

to increase the capacity to store and manipulate information and the speed 

with which a job could be accomplished. These generalizations were as true 
for the 1920s and 1930s as for today. In large part, these characteristics pro
vided much of the justification for development of the computer as another 
step in the ongoing process of expanding capacity, capability, and speed. 32 

Differences between scientific and commercial applications are important 
because scientists and engineers developed computers, not those working 

with commercial uses. One might argue that the computer grew out of their 
frustrating attempts to accomplish tasks that exceeded the capabilities of cal
culating machines and tabulators in the 1940s. 

As early scientists, mathematicians, and engineers had to solve more com

plicated problems that required many calculations using the four basic arith-
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metic functions, the need to compute faster led most in this community to 
embrace adding machines and calculators from the 1890s onward. By the 
1920s and 1930s, tabulating equipment became increasingly available to 

them through universities, government agencies, and corporate engineering 
and research departments. They found that tabulating equipment could do 

many jobs faster than desk top calculators. The only large impediment was 

cost; tabulating machines often required cash outlays in excess of what a 
laboratory could afford. 

Technology, although an acceptance issue, was not as critical as the lack of 
adequate budgets. For instance, the IBM 601 could multiply and punch in 6 

seconds. The same transactions on a desk calculator took closer to a minute, 
ten times as long, just for a simple transaction in which the user entered a 
multiplier, waited 15 seconds for the product, and then copied the result by 

hand on paper. By the end of the 1920s, those who understood both types of 

equipment could argue that productivity increased tenfold when users moved 
to the more expensive, complicated punched card equipment. As years 
passed, IBM also made available prepunched cards with mathematical data 

ready to use (e.g., logarithms, sines, and cosines). Users often went to an 
IBM punched card data center to rent time on machines or would, as they do 
today in university data centers, go to some central facility on campus to 

"run" their numbers after the day's normal commercial applications were 
completed. 33 For IBM and Remington Rand in the United States and Powers
Samas, Bull, and IBM in Europe, computational requirements and the slowly 
expanding size of the scientific community spelled some opportunity, if not 
as much as in the commercial world offered. 

In the 1920s, astronomers needed to compute projections of flight patterns 
for stars and planets by iterative or analogous calculations of paths. 34 Ballis
tics experts needed more computing capability to calculate the trajectories of 
shells more accurately and rapidly. 35 Weather forecasters recognized the need 

for massive increases in computing power to do necessary mathematics with 
a given period but had to wait for the power of the computer. Thus the whole 

idea of "progressive digiting," an interactive method, called for the functions 

of a tabulator rather than a calculator. It was not enough to move to a tabula
tor; it had to be a fast one. Thus, an astronomical calculation involving 1.2 

million implicit multiplications could be done on an IBM Type 405 account

ing machine but ground on for 42 hours. On the IBM 601 the same job would 
have taken eight hundred hours. 36 A scientist could reasonably ask for more 

speed. 
One of the first widely read proponents of the use of accounting machines 

in scientific applications was Leslie J. Comrie (1893-1950), the mathemati
cian in charge of the British Nautical Almanac Office. He reported on the use 
of punched card equipment in Britain during the 1920s and 1930s and used 

many of the same arguments employed by commercial users: ease of use, 
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speed, accuracy, and lower costs. 37 Others, for example, astronomers, also

attempted complicated mathematical calculations and variable input vol

umes. 38 As superintendent of the Alamanac Office, Comrie was in a position

to encourage use of such machines. In 1936, he left that job and established 
the Scientific Computing Service, expanding the use of such technology in 

both scientific and commercial applications. He is best known, however, for 

calculating the future positions of the moon with IBM equipment. In the 

project he used 500,000 cards, and the results caused other scientists to ex
plore use of the technology. 39 

Scientists in the United States took an important step toward use of 

punched card machines when the Statistical Bureau at Columbia University, 

established in 1928-1929, mimicked Comrie's approach. Results and public

ity again called attention to the benefits of such applications. Both Comrie's 
and Columbia's organizations did more to encourage scientists and engineers 

to use punched cards than any other force in the period 1928-1936. After
ward, enough had appeared in the academic press and sufficient numbers of 

individuals had worked with such equipment to lead historians to a few other 

locations that used scientific computing: the Massachusetts Institute of Tech

nology (MIT), the Moore School of Electrical Engineering (University of 

Pennsylvania), and various government laboratories. 40 

At Columbia University the leading proponent of the use of punched card 

equipment was an astronomer, Wallace John Eckert (1902-1971). Eckert ob

tained grants of equipment and financial support for his university throughout 

the 1930s. Earlier, Watson and Dr. Benjamin D. Wood of Columbia worked 

jointly to establish the Statistical Bureau to which IBM gave equipment, in
cluding the one-of-a-kind IBM Difference Tabulator in 1929. It was used in 

educational and engineering applications. Eckert learned of the equipment 

and found ways to apply it and other devices in his study of astronomy. He 

went to work for the bureau and built up the laboratory, published on scien
tific computing, used punched card equipment in the 1930s, and encouraged 

scientists to use what was, by 1937, known as the Thomas J. Watson Astro

nomical Computing Bureau-a project involving IBM, Columbia, and the 

American Astronomical Society. 41 

IBM's interest grew out of a belief that if a university could develop and 

foster scientific applications for tabulating equipment, products would move 

into a scientific/engineering market. Another benefit would be suggestions 

from researchers for modification of products to better suit the needs of scien

tific customers. As one study noted, Watson's enthusiasm was an exception 
because "few universities or industrial laboratories obtained punched-card 

machines for their scientists. "42 Funding for research was never enough to
justify creating other punched card laboratories, and so, whenever possible, 

scientists used existing administrative computing facilities or treked to Co

lumbia and worked in Eckert's laboratory. In projects, researchers manipu-
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lated statistical data43 and studied ballistics (also at government locations) and 
astronomy. 44 Most scientific calculations, still remained the preserve of less 

expensive, if slower, calculating machines. 45 

Engineers often still focused on formulas with exponential and trigono

metric terms, which many tackled with handbook tables and slide rules. Yet 
their profession was rapidly changing in the early decades of the twentieth 

century to a mathematical discipline that relied on machines to compute. So

phisticated tools slowly became available in the 1920s and 1930s. The differ

ential analyzer (an analog computerlike device), for example, was used at 
MIT to obtain numerical solutions to differential equations. However awk

ward it appeared, it allowed a few engineers to be trained in mechanical com
putation, some of whom went on to develop analog computing devices and 
digital computers. 46 But to put things in correct historical perspective, those

engineers who had the opportunity to work either with MIT's equipment or 
traditional punched card gear were a minority in the 1930s; their opportunities 
came in the next decade. From the point of view of executives at IBM and 

Remington Rand, therefore, the scientific and engineering communities were 

incidental to commercial users. 

Summary 

Punched card equipment reached a broad user base in the 1920s for a far wider 
set of applications than evident in earlier decades. Once the machines were 

broadly accepted, demand fostered greater product innovation than before. 

Quality, function, and reliability improved while cost-effectiveness made 
these devices more attractive too. 

Scientific and engineering communities, with their more unique require

ments and often limited budgets, came to punched card equipment more 
slowly than commercial customers. Their experience mimed that of commer
cial customers in the first two decades of the twentieth century. Yet these 
communities contributed to the evolution of punched card equipment during 

the entire period of the interwar years and carried the burden of implementing 

technical innovations. Vendors gained sufficient strength to survive the ef
fects of economic depression in the 1930s and to respond to their customers' 
enormous demand for products during World War II. 
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International Trade in Punched Card Machines 

THE ROLE of international trade in the 1920s and 1930s was crucial to the 
successful expansion of information-processing vendors. Such trade gave 
manufacturers broader views of product requirements and a larger set of cus
tomers upon which to base their fortunes. 

Because the American economy nurtured the tabulating equipment market, 
it is easy to forget that demand for punched card products existed internation
ally since the early 1900s. That world market may have been uneven in size, 
but once exposed to such products, customers in many countries bought 
them. Nowhere was this so obvious as in Europe, where preconditions for 
marketing such equipment were similar to those in the United States. Differ
ences were more of degree than form. Because vendors operated primarily in 
the United States and earlier than in Europe, it is reasonable to expect higher 
sales volumes in the more fully exploited North American market than in 
Europe, Latin America, or Asia. The world market was not ignored how
ever. Some of Hollerith's most important early contracts were signed by Eu
ropeans, and James Powers was scarcely in business in the United States 
before he sold in Europe well. World War I interrupted trade with Europe, but 
during the 1920s and 1930s, it was back to business as usual and expansion 
throughout the 1920s. Trade slowed, but did not cease, during the 1930s. 

In 1910, a distributor of office and typing machines in Berlin, Willy Hei
dinger, established the Deutsche Hollerith Maschinen Gesellschaft mbH 
(DEHOMAG) as an agency to market Hollerith's products. BTM did the 
same in Britain. The Germans sold all over Europe, the British only in Britain 
and within the British Empire. Then in 1913, Powers set up subsidiaries in 
Europe: Societa Machina Classificatrice Additionatrice (SIMCA) in France, 
another in Bulgaria, and licensed agents elsewhere, mostly in Britain. 1 By 
1914, DEHOMAG had forty-four customers in Europe, Powers at least four; 
BTM's base remains unknown, but it was probably greater than the first two 
combined because the firm had been in business longer (it had fifty customers 
by 1918). 

Following the war, all three vendors were still operating in Europe and 
some had agencies in Africa, Latin America, and the Orient. They had also 
started their own research and development. BTM and DEHOMAG began 
R & D before the war and subsequently expanded it in the 1920s and 1930s. 
Dialogue between developers in Europe and, in the case of IBM, American 
engineers made product lines international by the start of World War II. 2 
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In the post-World War I period, C-T-R took the initiative by establishing 
a European headquarters in Paris managed by Andrew Jennings, a longtime 
employee who started out in the Bundy Manufacturing Company in the 

1890s. Watson subsequently showed sufficient respect for the importance of 
the European market by visiting it each year and by naming some of the 
subsidiaries after himself. 3 Probably because of the lack of significant pres

ence in Europe of any of these vendors and the confusion caused by the war 
to many segments of the local economy, expansion came quickly in the 
1920s, especially to the aggressive Jennings. C-T-R established a subsidiary 
called SIMCO in France (1919) and licensed agents in Denmark, Sweden, 
Netherlands, Hungary, and Austria (1920). These agents operated in territo
ries in addition to those managed by BTM and DEHOMAG. Powers's com
pany in Germany (established in 1914) was a casualty of the war, along with 
operations in Bulgaria. Powers began its postwar thrust into Europe through 
the British Accounting and Tabulating Machine Company it had established 

in 1913 and with Societa Machina Classificatrice Additionatrice (SIMCA) 
in Italy. Following C-T-R's tactic of licensing agents, it created Societe Ano
nyme des Machines a Statistiques (SAMAS) and an agency in Belgium in 
1919. Powers was back in the German market in 1923 with an agency. Thus, 
as in the United States, C-T-R and Powers competed for market share and 

volume. Their strategies were to expand coverage by increasing the number 
of agencies selling. DEHOMAG hired more salespeople and began producing 
its own products on behalf of C-T-R beginning with a horizontal sorter in 
1920. That same year, DEHOMAG also ran the first training school for 
punched card equipment in Europe in Berlin. 4 

Customers for both firms were of the same kind as those in the United 
States: banks, utilities, railroads, large manufacturers, and governments. Ap
plications were also similar: cost accounting and sales management, payroll, 
general ledger, and so forth. By the end of 1924, BTM had 100 customers 
whereas DEHOMAG managed an installed base of 116 tabulators and 100 
sorters. 5 Powers had customers in most major European countries by the late 
1920s. The prosperity generally enjoyed in Europe during the 1920s mirrored 

that in the United States in that it made possible increased demand for 
punched card products and for the same reasons: cost savings, convenience, 
and control. 

But unlike in the United States, in Europe, a third, if very small, entrant 
emerged and in time became a serious rival. The predecessor of French Ma
chines Bull began limited marketing after the war and became a fully estab
lished firm during the 1920s. As of 1926, all seventeen tabulating machines 
sold between 1922 and 1926 had been built by the firm's founder Frederick 

Rosing Bull (1881-1925). They were installed in Norway, Denmark, Fin
land, and Switzerland. After Bull's death, patents for the equipment eventu
ally became the property of the H. W. Egli Company in Switzerland. This 

manufacturing firm grew into Machines Bull Company of France. 
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In 1927, with the formation of Remington Rand in the United States, Pow
ers's European interests were taken over by the new firm, ensuring continued 
competition among the three companies.6 In effect, Remington Rand left Eu
ropean operations as they were for the time being. By the end of the 1920s, 
IBM and Remington Rand had agents or direct sales offices in every country 
in Europe and in many Latin American cities as well. Equipment from one of 
the three major firms was installed in every European country except Turkey, 
Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. Rivalry was not limited to the market either. 
Long, complex legal battles were fought over patent right infringements 
among the firms. 7 

European agencies were similar to those in the United States. Some were 
dedicated fully to selling one vendor's products; others also sold calculating 
and typing devices and, at least one in the Iberian Peninsula, also marketed 
Three-in-One Oil, Peerless automobiles, Eversharp lead pencils, Johnson 

wax, vacuum cleaners, and other items! 8 Remington Rand responded over
seas as in the United States to competitive initiatives taken by IBM more 
frequently than to any other vendor. Thus while IBM introduced the 80-
column card, Remington Rand brought out its double-deck hole system 
worldwide. Bull conformed to the BO-column format rather than commit it
self to the Remington Rand world or to the expense of developing its own 

system. 
Despite what appears to be substantial expansion in the number of new 

agencies opened, overall market size remained small in the 1920s, starting at 
a lower base than in postwar America. European volumes grew, however, 

and business was profitable. In the case of IBM, European profits grew to 
70-80 percent in 1927 over 1926 levels and experienced similar growth in 
1928, the last year before the Great Depression began taking its toll. Yet in 

1930 Jennings said, "I have long been of the opinion that the time will come 
when the European business will exceed that done in the United States of 
America. "9 Although optimistic and perhaps looking beyond immediate
problems, his statement did reflect a positive mindset typical in this industry. 
Despite the existence of agencies all over the world, and small factories in 
Germany, France, and Britain, volumes remained low. In the peak year of 
1935, net income for IBM from all overseas sales only amounted to $1.6 
million. The bulk of resales came from tabulating cards. 10 

The depression created difficulties for this industry in both Europe and the 
United States. American vendors responded in part to the problem in Europe 

by servicing customers differently. They converted many existing agencies 
into company-owned operations, much as had been done in the United States 

during the 1920s. IBM, in addition to operations in Germany, Britain, and 
France,11 opened subsidiaries in Finland, Norway, Belgium, Portugal, Yugo
slavia, Poland, Hungary, Turkey, Bulgaria, and Japan to enhance control 
over market share while expanding sales coverage to match opportunities. It 
employed similar strategy in Latin America. 
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TABLE 9.1 

IBM Products Marketed in Europe, 1930s 

Device 

Numbering gang punch 

Electric interpreter 

Electric accounting machine 

Summary punch 

Alphabetical duplicating printing punch 

Motor-driven duplicating punch 

Automatic multiplying punch 

Direct subtraction 

Alphabetical printing punch 

Test-scoring machine 

Collator 

Gang summary punch 

Facsimile posting machine 

Type 

501 

550 

400 

516 

030 

016 

600 

285 

032 

805 

077 

507 

954 

Source. James Connolly, History of Computing in Eu
rope (New York: IBM World Trade, 1967), 33 

CHAPTER 9 

Vendors' second response was to market the same product line on both 
sides of the Atlantic to simplify manufacturing, development, and cost con

trols. In short, they ran business at IBM and elsewhere on a global basis. For 

products available in the European market in the 1930s see table 9. 1. Some 
products were assembled in Europe at company plants to avoid export taxes 

and transportation costs. In the same period, Powers marketed control 

punches, sight punches, alpha punches, adding punches, writing and dupli
cating punches, combinations of alpha punches and calculating typewriters, 

an adding punch-adding machine, and sorters-all on both sides of the Atlan

tic Ocean. 12 

Cie des Machines Bull appeared in 1932 as the reorganized third major 
competitor in Europe, a firm that would grow and survive to become, like its 

competitors, a major vendor of computer equipment later in the twentieth 

century. During the 1930s, it introduced a number of products including a 

horizontal sorter, printing tabulator (TSO), electric alphametric tabulators 

types 36 to 120, and a calculator known as the C3. Despite the depression, the 

demand for new products did not wane sufficiently to halt product introduc

tions. 13 Machines Bull claimed in mid-1933 that it had seventy-two customers 

in France, another three in Belgium, and one each in Italy, Switzerland, Den

mark, and Argentina. All vendors expanded manufacturing in the 1930s. 
Even the Soviets began building equipment. The important German firm 

of Siemens (later a computer vendor) began assembling sorters for Powers. 
DEHOMAG went from less than five hundred installations at the start of the 

1930s to more than one thousand by the end of the decade. 14 
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How can one explain expansion in Europe, in the face of severe economic 
conditions? The office appliance industry was small, demand exceeded sup

ply, and shrinkage of national economies was not sufficient to dry out the 

need for such equipment. In the United States, however, the market was more 
mature and, as will be seen later, the depression caused a decline in demand 
for tabulating equipment. This industry was so small in Europe when com
pared to segments like chemicals, agriculture, and general machine manufac
turing, that it could, in effect, hide from economic shrinkage, much as adding 
and calculating machines and typewriters did during the depression years of 
the early 1890s in the United States. The ability to control expenses and tasks, 

increase usable information, and displace labor-intensive activities with 
faster, less expensive equipment would have advantages that were even more 

attractive in hard times. That equipment was rented and not sold eliminated 
the need for significant capital outlays or debt by customers and made possi
ble contract cancellations should the machines not prove productive. 

What gives credence to these thoughts is the assumption that customers in 
Europe were similar to those in the United States. They were similar in gen

eral and worldwide. Knowledge of the American customer can be ported to 
the European situation in general terms because the prewar markets were 

strikingly similar. Customers in Europe were also large organizations. Ven

dors marketed more to installed customers but did not ignore prospects; the 
latter simply did not contribute as much to a particular year's business. Major 
sets of customers were in business, industry, utilities, banking, insurance, 

and national governments. Many depended heavily on data manipulation to 

conduct their affairs. A list of specific customers suggests the breadth of the 
market that developed in Europe (see table 9.2). Customers depended on such 
technology despite the difficulties the depression created once applications 

had been converted from manual to machine processing. Tabulator sales vol
umes during the depression years offer the best proof of this dependence. As 
in the United States, where rental incomes for punches and tabulating equip

ment were either flat or declined, card sales remained strong or increased, 
which suggests that obtaining new customers was difficult but working with 

existing ones was easier. 

When they compared their industry to others that experienced severe 
shrinkage, it is no wonder that executives in the office appliance market could 

be relatively optimistic in the 1930s both in Europe and in the United States. 

It was in that decade that Watson-always highly optimistic and always the 
consumate salesman-introduced his slogan "World Peace through World 
Trade," that was to grace company literature and even the sides of buildings 

for decades. 15 

European-based companies were not as effective in marketing products as 
their American counterparts throughout the interwar period, despite demand. 
BTM's historian convincingly has shown that both Powers and BTM were 
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TABLE9.2 

Major Users of Punched Card Equipment in Europe, Late 1930s 

Customer' Country Vendor 

Twentsche Bank Netherlands IBM 

Milk Marketing Board Britain BTM 

Stalina automobile plant U.S.S.R. IBM 

Dispensarios Blancos Spain Powers 

CAMPSA Spain IBM 

Sickness Insurance for Vienna Austria Remington Rand 

Gaz Electricity Portugal IBM 

INA Italy Remington Rand 

Savings Bank of Verona Italy IBM 

Ministere du Travail France Bull 

Staatsmijnen Netherlands Bull 

Ministry of Finance Greece IBM 

Gasworks of Budapest Hungary Remington Rand 

Nestle Switzerland IBM 

Alcohol Monopoly Finland Powers 

Exchange Control Board Denmark IBM 

Rumanian Government Rumania IBM 

Source: Connolly, History of Computing, 35. 

'Customers came from banking, insurance, automobile, iron, steel, manu

factunng, utilities, petroleum, mining, food processing, governments, radio 

broadcasting, and service bureaus. 

afflicted with weaker selling skills. Selling and marketing practices had the 

same structures as in the United States. But selling, particularly in Britain, 

"was generally conducted on amateurish lines" in very sharp contrast to the 

deadliness of purpose seen, for example, in the American IBM company. 16 

The British could not be made into aggressive sales reps as easily as Ameri

cans, and he discounted the effectiveness of local management. 17 However, 

during the depression (1929-1932), BTM sales did not decline, the company 

simply failed to expand. Afterward, expansion reflected improving economic 

conditions and more advanced products. Indeed, BTM's historian character

ized the period 1936-1939 as "the heyday of the punched-card-machine in

dustry. " 18 His evidence confirmed that for the United States, namely, that 

demand, both latent and explicit, was sufficient to support the punched card 

end of the office appliance industry. 

Our understanding of the punched card business worldwide in this period 

is limited by lack of more than impressionistic evidence concerning Latin 

America, European colonies in Africa, and Asia as a whole. Although it 

would be reasonable to assume that large organizations in important urban 

centers had important tabulating machine installations and for the same appli-
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cations as documented in the United States and in Europe, nonetheless, judg
ments will have to wait for further research on the office appliance business 

in these areas. However, the bulk of the picture concerning punched card 
sales in the 1920s and 1930s can rest comfortably on what is known of Euro

pean and American patterns. 
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The Great Depression in the United States 

IT 1s ALMOST obligatory for historians of the interwar period to treat the 
Great Depression as a topic worthy at minimum of its own chapter, but in 
reality it represented a link between prosperous times and war days. The 
depression in the United States, which began at the end of the l 920s, re
mained intense until the mid- l 930s and lingered until World War II presented 
a whole series of complications for the national economy that rippled with 
varying effects across each of its segments. The depression posed serious 
questions for economic historians, which have yet to be answered fully. On 
a parochial plane, what were the effects on the office appliance business? For 
data processing in general , what role did technology (or high technology
based products) play? Historians will entertain these and many other ques
tions for a long time because it is becoming increasingly obvious that too little 
is known about the role of technology on the economy during this period. 
What little is known indicates that technology was more significant than pre
viously understood. 

Over the past two centuries in the Western world, societies adopted techno
logical innovations, and dependence on them extended right through major 
periods of societal disruptions. In fact, some disruptions, like world and civil 
wars, sped up the adoption of new technologies whereas others , such as reces
sions and depressions, were only momentary irritants. Whenever a major 
national economic crisis occurred , senior executives in the office appliance 
industry, often with more than thirty years of experience, could be called 
upon to remember what had happened during the last crisis and to plan ac
cordingly their responses. But they did not fully document their reactions; 
historians have only the evidence drawn from the marketing efforts of the 
firms. However, the economy's dependence on technology increased, which 
represents a possible unifying theme across both centuries. 

Technology's role in hard economic times has not yet been adequately 
defined by historians. Although positions remain tentative on many points , 
consensus is growing that technological innovations came regardless of mo
mentary economic difficulties because they increased centralized and control
lable activities, even if they were inegalitarian in establishing a new eco
nomic order. 1 But at the same time there are conflicting opinions over 
whether technology always increases productivity or contributes to economic 
swings . 2 In the subsequent chapter, I will explore the specific responses of 
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high-technology-based firms to the crisis, in part by presenting what annual 
reports offered and by suggesting some answers to the questions raised. 

One ultimate reality of the Great Depression was that despite disruption 
and shrinkage in economic activities and the actions of governments and busi
nesses, some buying and selling took place. Economic activity did not shut 
down 100 percent. Those elements considered most vital or most advanta

geously poised to survive in that portion of the economy still active were 
preserved. Where did data processing fit into this situation? To answer one 
must acknowledge that the study of the mechanized use of data, which fo
cuses on applications, benefits, costs, and effects of such technology-which 

appears now to be a necessary core element for the operation of any twentieth
century economy-is critical to the overall discussion of the role of technol

ogy in the American economy, especially in times of great stress. Although 

it represents a narrow slice of the American economy, the information-pro

cessing segment of the office appliance industry nonetheless provides a view 
of the economy as a whole. More important than the actual number of dollars 
funneled through this industry is the fact that it had altered the fundamental 
capability of institutions to grow and control their own activities and organi
zations by the time of the Great Depression; thus a look at this industry offers 
a glimpse at the emerging infrastructure of organizations that dominated 

American economic activity in the decades following the Great Depression. 

What happened to suppliers in the Great Depression speaks directly to the 
value the economy placed on control and feedback mechanisms derived from 
the better management of information. By studying the results of the eco

nomic crisis, the historian can examine the effects of depression on specific 
companies and establish some sense of their durability in difficult times. 
Some facts may have been known to executives at the time but subsequently 
lost to historians. As I indicated in chapter 9 and will reinforce in the next five 
chapters, institutions valued information-handling tools even in the most 
difficult times, both in depression and in war. 

If measured by the short-term impact of economic behavior in the early 

1930s alone, data processing was not as significant as, for example, the very 
large agricultural sector of the economy. What appears most obvious is that 
although the depression hit hardest much larger, better established sectors, 

causing significant shifts in governmental policies along with actual redistri

bution of wealth and people, data processing's role was to facilitate some of 
these changes. Put another way, the social policies of the New Deal would not 

have been implemented in as cost-effective a manner without punched card 
equipment to manage payroll deductions, unemployment insurance, and mas

sive welfare programs. 
There is no evidence to suggest that adoption of office equipment did more 

than slow down in this period. Data from earlier periods indicate that during 

the recession of the 1870s the industry was not established well enough to be 
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affected, but by the recession in the 1890s, information-handling technology 
had begun to offer control and the promise of cost efficiencies with minimal 
capital outlay. Therefore, business continued to adopt it. During the Great 
Depression, the long-term trend of adopting such technology continued. The 
numbers of punched card equipment flattened and momentarily dipped, but 
with the actual implementation of New Deal programs by the mid-1930s, 
social policy rescued the balance sheets of all major vendors in the industry. 

As evidence will show, this response was true also of calculators and, to a 
lesser extent, typewriters. 

A few statistics suggest the severe impact of the world depression on tech
nology's rate of acceptance and the challenge posed to office equipment sup
pliers. Despite swings down and then up in overall economic activity during 
the 1920s, industrial production throughout the world reached a level in 

1929, 48 percent above that of 1913 (as measured in constant dollars). Amer
ican growth in productivity was spurred outside traditional economic sectors 

by including new ones: automobiles, electricity, and rubber. But for three 
years between that peak year and 1932, those productivity gains were all 
but lost in the United States and Germany, leaving the output of goods world
wide in 1932 actually below that of 1913. Despite much hype to the contrary, 
the New Deal programs never brought the nation back to 1929 levels; World 
War II did that. In fact, between 1939 and 1944, the U.S. GNP increased by 
125 percent while the volume of manufacturing almost tripled. 3 

IBM's situation suggests the pattern for the period. Revenues rose continu
ally during the 1920s, peaking at some $20.3 million in 1931. So it managed 

to continue growing during the early stages of the depression. But then it felt 
the results, causing revenues to decline to $17.6 million in 1933.4 In short, 
IBM's commercial customers resisted acquiring more as prospects waited. 
However, after 1933, New Deal programs began to be implemented, creating 
significant additional demand for information management upon which IBM 
was able to capitalize. Although well-established government agencies ac
counted for some of this new demand, a great deal of it came from new 
agencies, such as the Social Security Administration (SSA), which led to 

enormous increases in sales.5 In IBM's case, demand pushed 1937's revenues 
to $31.7 million. The company closed the books in 1940 with $45.3 million 
in revenues. Profits went from $1.4 million in 1922 to $9. l million in 1939, 

while retained earnings jumped from $5. 9 million to $28. 7 million. 6 IBM, in 

short, was now a major vendor within the industry and was rapidly headed 
toward a similar status within the economy at large. Although the Great De
pression slowed economic activity momentarily, on balance the company
hence the tabulating machine business generally-grew. Customer depen
dence on such technology was so great that they could not fall back on older 
methods.7 While machine rentals dropped for IBM and Remington Rand, 

card sales remained strong. At the worst moments of the depression, IBM 
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sold 100 million cards per year at $1.40 per thousand. That performance grew 

until, for example, in 1938, out of its total revenues of $34. 7 millions, card 
sales brought in $5 million and were the most profitable items in the product 

line. 8 

By 1934, the worst of the depression seemed over, and industry leaders 
were becoming increasingly optimistic. All the major vendors anticipated 

that older equipment, not replaced over the previous several years, would 
begin to wear out, particularly typewriters. They introduced a raft of new 
alternatives in anticipation of new demand and increased competition. This 

was as true for IBM as for Addressograph-Multigraph, Underwood-Elliott
Fisher, Burroughs, NCR, and others. Significant increases in sales revenues 
in 1934 over those in 1933 that ranged from 20 to 80 percent seemed proof 
positive that better times were ahead. 9 

All accounts of the period also pointed to the increased role of the U.S. 
government as a factor to be reckoned with. One contemporaneous writer 
noted that "the New Deal in business competition requires the keeping of 
records in more detail and in greater variety than ever before." Specifically, 

the National Recovery Administration (NRA) was "making us a nation of cost 
accountants." 10 The NRA, SSA, all the armed forces, the Agricultural Ad

justment Administration (AAA), the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), 
and others were solid IBM customers; indeed, the government had become 

IBM's largest customer by the end of the decade, replacing railroads and 
insurance companies. IBM depended heavily on it for significant sources of 
revenues for decades to come. By the mid-1930s some four hundred IBM 
tabulators and sorters were on rent to government agencies. 11 IBM gained 

market share during the 1930s at the expense of others, particularly Reming
ton Rand but also from vendors of large accounting machines (e.g., Under

wood, NCR, and Burroughs). Remington Rand did not win the SSA contract 
or any other major government bid because their products were more costly 
and less technologically advanced than IBM's at bid time and were not mar

keted as effectively. 
Competition remained stiff, but investors liked the results. In 1934, stocks 

of all major office equipment suppliers (NCR, IBM, Underwood-Elliott
Fisher, Burroughs, Remington Rand, Addressograph-Multigraph, and Dicta

phone) collectively outperformed the market and, in at least the case of IBM, 
the corporation paid dividends throughout the depression. 12 The last thing 
Watson wanted was to be shut out of sources of capital as he constantly refur

bished IBM's product line and preserved intact manufacturing and marketing 
organizations. Thus the combined strategy of keeping the manufacturing 

force together (e.g., at IBM) or of introducing new, effective products (Bur
roughs and IBM) made it difficult for less competitive companies (e.g., 

Remington Rand) to keep pace. Survivors and thrivers were those who were 
able to expand their customer bases in the only direction that spending took 
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place-U.S. government agencies-and the first to get there happened to be 

IBM. 
During the U.S. depression, Britain experienced disastrous economic con

ditions, with unemployment jumping from 1.5 million to 2.5 million in 
1930-1931. Equipment sales of all types declined by 60 percent, but by 1933, 

rapid recovery became evident, and by 1936, sales were back to predepres
sion levels. As in the United States, tabulating revenues, declined momentar

ily but did not dip as much as income from other types of office equipment 
primarily because the practice of leasing rather than selling, in the words of 
BTM's historian, "smoothed out the troughs and peaks experienced by the 

rest of the office-appliance industry." 13 Sales to government agencies were 
important but did not have the same apparent effect as in the United States. In 
the rest of Europe, sales of tabulating equipment services dipped but, again, 

less than in other segments of the industry. 
In summary, the evidence suggests that momentary worldwide declines in 

revenues were caused by customers who attempted to get by with the mini
mum amount of data-processing equipment. Because large organizations 

relied on equipment that absolutely needed cards to manage, control, and 
operate administrative processes, companies could not afford to drop below 
a minimum level of dependence without jeopardizing their existence or com
petitive posture. The response of the New Deal administration of President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt to the economic crisis was more control and vast 
spending programs to reenergize the economy. These initiatives created sig

nificant demand for information-control products that existing companies, 
such as IBM and Remington Rand, could supply, especially IBM. Finally, 

enhancements to product lines continued across the industry in rapid response 
to new market conditions in the mid-1930s. The industry had made it through 
yet another economic crisis in the same way as before: by offering control 
over costs and administrative efficiencies and cost-effective leased products 

and expanding into new market segments. 
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IBM and Powers/Remington Rand 

IN THE INTERW AR period, the history of tabulating equipment sales was 
dominated by IBM and Powers/Remington Rand. Where they simply well
run companies? Or, were they finns that happened to be at the right place at 
the right time? The same charge would be levied again in the 1980s against 
those selling microcomputers and software. What influence did demand, eco
nomic conditions, and the availability of technology have on these compa
nies? How did they come to dominate the distribution of what, in hindsight, 
was a crucial technology? These questions strike at the very nature of the 
infonnation-handling business of the 1930s and 1940s. These two company 
cases also suggest a model of behavior that others in the industry emulated 
later. 

The Case of IBM 

Students of IBM's history always have been fascinated by how the company 
did so well, became a major player first in the office appliance industry and 
then in the data-processing industry, and made the Fortune 500 list as one of 
the largest corporations in the world. Many have almost implicitly argued the 
inevitability of IBM's success. 

Many explanations have been offered for this success. One argument holds 
that IBM was in the right place at the right time. 1 A favorite approach em
ploys the "great man theory" of history: Watson was a man of vision with a 
plan that worked. 2 To IBM's enemies and critics, the company ruthlessly 
crushed its competitors while restraining trade in its favor. 3 Many think that 
IBM was a well-managed company.4 It was recognized as having good sales 
personnel. 5 Some suggest that the company was influenced by a series of 
factors that worked in its favor. 6 

True, IBM had a competent chief executive officer in Thomas Watson. He 
did craft an organization that developed good management, sound market
ing, and effective salespeople, and his executives watched the balance sheet. 
Fortunately for the finn, its important organizational childhood (l920s) co
incided witht the period when receptivity to infonnation-processing equip
ment expanded sharply for all vendors. In 1929, Watson was able to note that 
his equipment had been placed in only one out of every five organizations that 
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realistically could use them. Although such observations coupled to substan

tial increases in sales from year to year suggest opportunity, his was still a 

very small company. 

All available evidence points to the effectiveness of having a corporate 
strategy that works as opposed to simply allowing market conditions to con

trol business rhythms opportunistically. In reality, a combination of the two 

increases a company's ability to thrive and compete; IBM was simply an early 
example. 7 Otto E. Braitmeyer, vice-president of sales during the early years 

of IBM, imposed a philosophy on the company often quoted by IBM execu
tives as "make your plans and then work your plans."8 It was a mindset of 

control and purposefulness that attempted to minimize the effects of others' 

attempts to dictate market conditions or cause the company to operate re

actively. Abhorrence of reacting as opposed to responding proactively re

mained one of the fundamental characteristics of IBM's culture deep into the 

twentieth century. If there was a difference between IBM and other compa

nies in the industry during the 1920s and 1930s, it was that Watson's organi

zation implemented restructuring earlier and, perhaps, more effectively than 

most. 

Usually, companies develop strategies out of their experiences with previ

ous ones; in effect, they correct ineffectiveness and experiment with new 

approaches while they improve existing ones. In this respect, IBM was no 

different. Watson, Braitmeyer, and others in the small, young company had 

worked in larger organizations (some, for instance, at NCR) and thus had 
been exposed to a more disciplined approach to market analysis and product 

development than one might expect in a firm as small as C-T-R. Therefore, 

it was no surprise that from the earliest days of the firm, practices commonly 
seen at such companies as NCR or Burroughs would be employed. 9 One cru
cial feature included formal statements of which markets to serve. Watson 

and his small staff elected to focus resources increasingly on the information

handling market (tabulating equipment and cards) during the first fifteen years 

of his management (1914-1929). 10 IBM shed unprofitable products and, more 

importantly, nonstrategic items, a process that took an additional fifteen years 
to accomplish. It dropped meat scales, time-recording clocks, microphones, 

radio equipment, podiums, and sundry "office" supplies. Increasingly, in 
their stead, a sales rep's product manual was filled with punched card equip

ment, related parts, and a variety of card products.11 

With increased focus on a narrower market, IBM came to understand better 
customer needs and, hence, responded more effectively with the kinds of 

practices noted earlier. 12 Concurrently, management emphasized selling to 
the company's traditional punched card customers: large organizations. It 
sold products less often to very small companies and agencies. Powers sought 

large customers, too, but also attempted to go after market segments ignored 

by Watson. The customer set IBM sought was overlaid by a growing network 
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of direct salespeople who, by the mid-1920s, sold the company's entire prod
uct line. Specialized product sales reps were phased out and replaced by rep
resentatives who ran a general territory. Territory salespeople came to know 
the features of the entire product line and operated with good sales skills. 
Those developments made it possible for IBM to react quickly to changing 

circumstances throughout the 1920s and profit from a boom that was not com
pletely appreciated or understood until it was well under way. 

"Plan your work and work your plan" was both a top down and a bottom up 
approach that increased focus where it had to be. It facilitated management's 
coordination of activities across the entire company from sales to manufactur
ing and from sales rep to chairman. It worked well at IBM, allowing the 
company to emerge from the 1920s as an organization better prepared to sur
vive the 1930s than its rivals, some of whom were newly organized (e.g., 
Remington Rand). 

It is difficult to imagine a time when IBM was small; but indeed it was, 
despite successes during World War I. It began the 1920s still fragmented 
into four little firms that made up C-T-R, each with its own sales force or 
collection of agents and manufacturing and accounting organizations. Much 
manufacturing was farmed out to vendors or manufacturing companies (e.g., 
Western Electric). There were few sales offices and the product line did not 
always respond to the needs of the office appliance industry. Monthly sales 
were erratic, which must have encouraged more purposeful planning because 
too much variability in performance would have been an anathema in such a 
company culture. In 1922, for example, Otto Braitmeyer was told that pro
duction of keypunches varied from a low of forty-one units per month to a 
high of ninety-nine with monthly swings in volumes. That year the company 
added more than nine hundred units to its inventory of rentable machines. 
Verifiers in the same period were built at the rate of anywhere from four to 
twenty-eight per month with the average closer to nineteen to twenty-four; 
more than two hundred were made that year. 13 

According to the U.S. Department of Justice, by the end of 1935, IBM had 
installed in the United States 4,303 calculating machines, 4,106 sorters, and 
8,412 punched card devices and had sold some 4 billion cards. Translated into 
percentage of market share, IBM had under lease or rent 85.7 percent of all 
installed tabulating machines. The government maintained that IBM also 
controlled 86. l percent of all sorters and 81.6 percent of all punches; these 
figures were never vigorously challenged by IBM. 14 During the same period, 
the centerpiece of IBM's cash and profits-cards-continued to be lucrative, 
with sales growing from $2.6 million in 1926 to approximately $4 million 
during the mid-1930s. This data suggests that the focused approach to the 
market had been effective and that it was still small. 

IBM's net income and profits and, for perspective, selective sales, during 
the interwar period are given in table 11. l. It was an enviable record of ex-
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TABLE 11.1 

CHAPTER 11 

IBM Net Income, Net Profit, and Select Sales Revenues, 1919-1941 (dollars in millions) 

Net Net Sales Net Net Sales 
Year Income' Profitsb Revenue' Year Income' Projiti Revenue' 

1919 2.5 2.5 1931 7.4 11.4 20.3 

1920 2.4 2.4 16.0 1932 6.4 10.6 18.4 

1921 1.6 1.6 10.6 1933 5.7 JO.I 17.6 

1922 1.8 3.1 10.7 1934 6.6 11.0 21.0 

1923 2.2 3.6 1935 7.0 12.2 21.9 

1924 2.5 4.0 1936 7.5 9.1 26.2 

1925 3.5 5.0 1937 8.0 10.4 31.8 

1926 4.5 6.0 1938 8.7 10.8 34.7 

1927 5.3 6.9 1939 9.1 11.4 39.5 

1928 5.3 8.3 19.7 1940 9.4 13.l 46.3 

1929 6.7 10.0 19.4 1941 9.8 19.5 62.9 

1930 7.4 11.0 20.3 

Source: Moody's Manual of Investments, 1919-1941, IBM Annual Reports, 1923-1941. Annual re-
ports of IBM reflected these patterns and often slightly different data than reported by Moody's but not 
sufficiently different to alter performance assessments. Vanations in accounting reporting suggests why 
histonans of the company have never reported IBM's performance in such complete tabular form. 

• Net income (earnings) was defined in this penod as net profit Jess maintenance, depreciation, and so
forth. 

" All data were publicly available; blanks for net profits in 1920s was the result of lack of reporting 
by CTR/IBM. 

' The same was true for sales in late 1930s. 

pansion and growth, with revenues doubling between 1922 and 1929, dipping 

momentarily during the hardest period of the Depression, then doubling again 
by the end of the 1930s, riding the wave of New Deal customers. By the end 

of the 1930s, IBM was the largest firm operating in the business machine 
market in the United States. As illustrated in tables 11.2 and 11.3, the only 

firm outstripping it in revenues was Remington Rand, which generated sales 
from many other products besides office machines (e.g., safes, paper items, 

and typewriters). 15 IBM's growth in revenues and, especially, profits was 
consistent, particularly in the 1920s. 

Leasing contributed significantly to IBM's success. IBM encouraged cus
tomers to try equipment and, during the depression, made it possible for them 

to use such hardware without capital expenditures. Powers also had a rental 

strategy, whereas many other office appliance vendors simply sold outright or 

offered both purchase and rent options. Rentals illustrate how IBM coordi
nated accounting practices, manufacturing flexibility, and marketing strate
gies. The process worked so well that renting/leasing remained the central 

focus to IBM's offerings for hardware until the end of the 1970s, when ac-
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TABLE 11.2 

Comparative Statistics for Selected Business Machine Firms, 1928, 1939 

( dollars in millions) 

1928 1939 

Company Revenue Profit Ranft Revenue Profit Ranft 

Burroughs 32.1 8.3 1 32.5 2.9 3 
IBM 19.7 5.3 4 39.5 9.1 I 

NCR 49.0 7.8 2 37.1 3.1 2 
Remington Rand 59.6 6.0 3 43.4 1.6 5 
Underwood-Elliott-Fisher 19.0 4.9 5 24.2 1.9 4 

Source: Annual issues of Moody's Industrial Manual. 

• Ranking by largest profits earned. Note the sharp declines of major firms over the ten years and

the significant position of IBM's profits compared to others in 1939. 

TABLE 11.3 

Comparative Rankings within the Top Two Hundred 

U.S. Corporations by Size and by Value of Assets, 1930 

( dollars in millions) 

Rank within 

Top Two 

Hundred 

118 

155 

171 

175 
191 

Firm 

Remington Rand' 

National Cash Register 

International Business Machines 

Burroughs Adding Machines' 
Underwood-Elliott-Fisher 

Source: Chandler, Scale and Scope, 649. 

Assets 

68.4 

52.1 

43.6 

42.9 

38.3 

• In 1917, only two of the top two hundred firms in the U.S. were

in the office appliance business: Remington Typewriters and Bur

roughs 

counting and tax practices merged with new economies of scale and realities 

in the market to dictate other approaches. Thus renting and leasing were some 
of the oldest and most important business practices in the industry. IBM ex

cepted its small items, like clocks, electric typewriters, cabinets, and so 

forth, which were only sold but represented a decreasing portion of the total 
revenue of the firm. IBM's definitions of rent and leasing varied over time, 
but essentially rent was a lease that ran from thirty to ninety days whereas a 

lease represented a commitment for one or more years. 

By leasing at fixed annual rentals, profits did not have to be calculated on 
the number of devices built in a given year but on the number of machines in 

use on rent/lease. Machines were carried on the books as capital assets while 
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new ones were built with profits derived from rented and leased equipment. 
In 1922-1933, on average IBM paid out only 50 percent of its net profits in 
common dividends. It eliminated a debt of $5.9 million while funding expan
sion. Working capital dropped from $4.2 million in 1922 to $3.6 million in 
1933, which at either amount remained adequate for company needs given 
that IBM also had recurring income from rentals and leases. 16 

The business appliance world of the 1920s and 1930s shared many charac
teristics evident in other industries that influenced IBM. The most visible was 
the dominance of key executives over their firms. They were often well 
known to the reading public both within corporate America and in their own 
industries partly because they stayed in power so long. Watson ran his com
pany from 1914 to the mid-1950s. Joseph Boyer managed Burroughs from 
1905 to 1930, while at Remington Rand, James H. Rand, Jr., presided from 
1926 to 1968. They were princes of their industries. Many presidents and 
vice-presidents were also in positions of authority for decades, reinforcing 
the culture of continuous management. Ahead of all executives in this indus
try in name recognition and identification of a company with an individual 
was Watson. The New York Times called him "an industrial giant," while 
Time magazine said he was one of the most astute businessmen in the world. 
Forbes saw him as a "master salesman," and Fortune acknowledged that he 
was a visionary. 17 

The leading historian of the company, Robert Sobel, gave Watson high 
marks for creative management, noting, "he was considered an unusually 
enlightened and intelligent industrial tycoon, one of a new breed who not only 

understood the nature and potential of modem technology and the importance 
of planning, organization, and efficiency but realized that cooperation with 
government was necessary and could prove beneficial." 18 In short, the story 
of tabulating machines and its industry of the 1920s and 1930s rapidly be
came very intertwined with IBM and Watson. 

The Case of Powers/Remington Rand 

From the days of the U.S. Census of 1910 Powers and Hollerith competed, 
chasing the same customers around the world. The institutional history of 
Powers-later part of Remington Rand-when coupled to IBM's, provides 
almost the entire story of tabulating machine vendors. Little historical re
search has been done, however, on the Powers Accounting Machine Corpora
tion, except as an aside to Hollerith, 19 even then only for the period before the 
mid- l 920s. Yet Powers accounted for about 10 to 15 percent of the tabulating 
machine business by the end of the 1920s. That market share equated in reve
nues to an estimated $2.2 million in 1934. In the face of inadequate data to the 
contrary, one suspects that Powers' s revenues were higher when taking into 
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account European operations. Yet one fact is incontestable: IBM perceived 
Powers as a major competitive threat long before the rival became part of 

Remington Rand. IBM also considered Burroughs and various typewriter 

firms as threats because they sold products in IBM's market as well. Clearly, 
Powers concerned Watson because it had good products and an adequate size 
to compete. When Remington Rand was formed with Powers as part of it in 

1927, the threat became potentially far greater because two titans were bat
tling in the industry with broad product lines that went beyond mere punched 

card equipment. 
James Powers, it will be recalled, worked for the Bureau of the Census and 

developed for that agency tabulating equipment for the census of 1910. He 
then formed his own company in 1911, with excellent sorters and tabulators. 
Throughout the 1920s, both Powers and IBM competed, which kept prices 
and functions comparable. Powers thrived on both sides of the Atlantic, mak

ing it an attractive takeover candidate. When the creators of Remington Rand 
began to put together their organization in the second half of the 1920s, they 
looked for companies that would enhance the new firm's position across the 

entire office equipment market. Powers was a logical choice. 
Remington Rand was largely the work of James Henry Rand (1886-1968) 

who, helped by friends on Wall Street and within academic circles, put to
gether a company that could market a broad product line covering all large 
sectors of the office appliance industry: his Kardex systems, typewriters, add

ing machines, and Powers' tabulating equipment. The conglomerate also in
cluded other devices and products when it opened its doors in 1927 as 
Remington Rand. As first formed, it comprised thirteen old companies con
solidated to five and then merged into the new firm. By 1932, it employed 

eleven thousand people backed by 3.8 million square feet of manufacturing 
facilities. On paper at least, a major new corporation had been born on Janu

ary 25, 1927.20 

However, all during 1927 additional pieces were put into place, including 

Powers, which officially became part of the new empire on November 3, 

1927. The initial process of acquiring one company or another continued 
through 1933. 21 Consolidations within the firm faced it with the same kinds 
of problems it experienced more than a half-century later with the merger 
of Sperry (successor to Remington Rand) and Burroughs in the 1980s into 

Unisys: multiple product lines with redundant goods, services, and expenses; 
internal competition for resources, for example, R&D; and split focus from 
senior management. In the late l 920s, management elected initially to leave 

Powers alone to function as before; in time, its activities were more integrated 

into the new company. The legal battles in Europe over punched card patents 
were resolved in the fall of 1934 when Siemens and Halske A.G. allowed 
Remington Rand to market products in Europe called Powers-Siemens & 

Halske equipment, sold in Germany by Powers GMBH.22 
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Low profit margins in an increasingly competitive industry made consoli
dations of the type initiated by Remington Rand attractive. It first became a 
recognizable pattern with typewriter manufacturers and then with adding and 
tabulating machine vendors. The economies of scale made possible by con
solidation were also real provided that true integration of marketing and man
ufacturing could take place-a process that eluded Remington Rand during 
the 1930s. Nonetheless, it had become a large company with sales by the end 
of 1928 reaching $60 million. As suggested in table 11.2 (p. 153), Remington 
Rand's potential economic power was enormous, provided that the firm ra
tioned resources, which were so diversely spread from Kardex systems to 
paper, three-ring binders to adding machines and tabulating gear. In sharp 
contrast to IBM, a firm that had already integrated most of its operations, 
Remington Rand's sales were two-thirds greater but profits were closer to
gether ($5.3 million for IBM versus Remington Rand's $6 million), hinting 
of possible profits proportionately larger if properly organized, managed, and 
committed to a focused market. 23 

The feeling at the time, particularly in the business press, was that Reming
ton Rand could fully displace giants in the office machine market, NCR and 
Burroughs, chase IBM, and do it all within a few years. Its anticipated domi
nance failed to materialize when the depression and management's inability 
to organize effectively led the firm to lose market strength, especially to IBM. 
By 1939, IBM was in second place after Remington Rand. NCR held third 
position with $37. l million in sales and, like Burroughs in fourth position 
with $32.5 million, was better placed than the new giant with its sales force 
organized and coordinated with manufacturing. To jump ahead a little, by the 
end of World War II, IBM had annual sales of $141.7 million, Remington 
Rand $132.6 million. IBM's assets (net worth) and earnings had now far 
exceeded Remington Rand's. Both companies, however, were giants facing 
a decade of battle over many products not the least of which was the computer 
when it became commercially viable. 24 

Summary 

The experiences of these two firms in the interwar period were partially dupli
cated by typewriter firms, of which four companies were the major providers. 
Typewriters were more of a commodity item that sold on price and availabil
ity and, only marginally, on functional differences. On the other hand, the 
kinds of goods sold by Powers and IBM were complicated and required far 
more skill to operate. Therefore, both vendors and customers needed to make 
considerable investments in staffing to sell, maintain, and use such devices 
effectively. The cost in capital required to fund rental inventory of machines 
as expensive as tabulators and assorted peripherals precluded entry into the 
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punched card market for many; in sharp contrast, many vendors existed in the 

typewriter market. Manufacturing remained more complex; product lines 

were carried on a vendor's books as assets, not as inventory as with type

writer firms. It also took years to develop manufacturing and marketing staffs 

to sell and install these products. Thus a series of circumstances led the 

punched card business to be essentially the story of IBM versus Remington 

Rand and distinct from the world of typewriters. 
The abilities of both firms were a function of economic prosperity and the 

desire of large organizations to control events through better management of 

large bodies of data. Both grew because of their ability to respond reasonably 

well to specific customer requirements. IBM had the edge in superior market

ing, but both had responsive manufacturing and product development. Each 

nurtured their loyal bases of customers and made them dependent on their 

brand of technology, ensuring a revenue stream from year to year. The excep

tion was IBM's ability to take opportunity for future customers away from 
Powers. Revenue streams made it possible for both to develop new products 

and to enhance their offerings with additional lines of goods and services (as 

at Remington Rand) or to expand market coverage (as at IBM). Remington 
Rand's senior executives reacted to the market very much as did those at 

IBM in the 1920s and 1930s. Both were successful, grew, and were well 

positioned to take advantage of the unique opportunities presented by World 

War II. 



12 ________ _ 
Other Accounting Machines and Their Uses 

THE NEAT classification implied by IBM leasing tabulating machines , NCR 
offering cash registers, and other parties distributing typewriters breaks down 
when one looks at the market for adding machines , calculators, and other 
accounting equipment. Companies sold such machines with an enormous 
diversity of products to a wide variety of customers, both single users and 
in quantity to large firms . Companies in the office appliance industry were 
multidimensional in that some were fully integrated and vertical, building, 
selling, and maintaining a combination of products that ranged across many 
segments of the industry. Remington Rand was an example but so too was 
Burroughs, which sold adding machines, calculators, and various other 
equipment. Burroughs was chased by an NCR eager to broaden its base. Ven
dors of diversified product lines numbered in the dozens; tabulator suppliers 
numbered only two in the United States. 

Industry Structure 

While IBM and Remington Rand said grace over the future market for com
puters by selling tabulating equipment, punched cards were only a small part 
of the industry in the 1920s and 1930s. To put things into a quick perspective, 
IBM 's sales in 1930 for all products and services totaled $20.3 million while 
Powers added an additional $1.7 million to $2 million. The U.S. government 
estimated that the office appliance industry as a whole that year shipped prod
ucts valued at $165 .3 million. In 1937, IBM's total revenues for all products 
and services reached $31. 9 million while for the entire office appliance indus
try it had climbed to $204. 9 million. 1 Because of the enormous variety of 
products in other segments of the office appliance industry, almost all office 
workers were potential customers, and that community was growing fast. The 
office appliance segment of the market employed an expanding number of 
workers who made, sold, and serviced an ever-growing variety of products. 
By 1927, seventy-eight thousand employees worked in the industry, and in 
I 930, that figure had grown by another 14. 9 percent. 2 

Understanding market segments within this industry is important because 
of the variety of offerings . The year I 925 offers the first vantage point from 
which to view customers and segments (see table 12. l ). The market was 
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TABLE 12.1 

Important Types of Information-handling Hardware, circa 1925 

Accounting and Tabulating 

Adding 

Adding machine-cash and credit registers 

Adding machine-cash registers 

Autographic cash registers 

Billing 

Bookkeeping 

Calculating 

Cash registers 

Check certifiers, endorsers 

Check protectors and writers 

Credit registers 

Dictating 

Duplicating 

Intercommunicating systems 

Photocopying 

Time-recording 

Typewriters 

Source: William H. Leffingwell, The Office Appliance Manual (Chicago. Na

tional Association of Office Appliance Manufacturers, 1926). 
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complex, with many classes and models of different sizes, options, and func
tions, adding up to hundreds of available products. Definitions of all the per

mutations filled hundreds of pages in catalogs of the period. 3 However, the 
important products were the adding and calculating machines and associated 
billing and accounting (bookkeeping) devices. Closely tied to these were 

typewriters and cash registers; but as the 1920s and 1930s passed, their im

portance for the history of data processing declined. However, IBM com

peted against Remington Rand over typewriters very strenuously, and by 
World War II, IBM had the emerging electrical typewriter market pretty 

much to itself. Their competition over typewriters publicized and enhanced 
their rivalry in more data-processing oriented markets as well. Leading type
writer and cash register companies increasingly expanded their product lines 
into the broader area of information handling, and for this reason, I will ex

amine NCR later. 

Large Accounting Machines: Uses and Types 

Accounting machines (also called bookkeeping machines during the 1920s 
and 1930s) were used to enter data on forms and then to perform normal 
accounting calculations. They could be used to prepare balances and print 

results. The reasons for using such equipment were, as before World War I, 
to take advantage of the "savings resulting from the elimination of unneces
sary operations, the assurance of greater accuracy through perfect account

ing control, and making the work easier for the personnel engaged in per

forming. "4 These machines reached a high point of development during the 

I 920s and I 930s and modifications continued down to the end of the 19 50s. 

Advertisements used the term "accounting machines" deep into the 1960s, 

although by then vendors were marketing either computers or accounting de-
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12.1 A Burroughs Automatic Bookkeeping Machine in use in 1933 (Burroughs Pa-

pers, courtesy Charles Babbage Institute). 

vices with computerlike technologies and functions. The device from before 
World War II illustrated in figure 12.1 suggests kinship to the typewriter and 
adding machine. 5 

Scores of different uses-all related to accounting and finance and the post
ing and recordkeeping associated with them-<lrove demand for such varia
tions. Competitive pressure and a growing demand for niche applications 
(e.g., for just insurance, utility billing, and banking) provided incentives for 
vendors to enter the market to offer additional products. The demand for 

niche products also was true of adding and calculating machines. Large 
accounting machines were used in many sectors of the economy: banks, in 

particular; insurance companies almost as much; then railroads; payroll de
partments of large organizations; governments; and retail finns. 6 

Bookkeeping machines competed head-on with another accounting pro
cess-punched cards. This market comprised IBM's way (punched cards) or 
everyone else's (accounting machines). By World War II, IBM's way was 

chosen most often. The punched card option should not be confused with 
sales for accounting applications that used accounting and calculating ma
chines because that was an entirely different market. For large accounting 

requirements, a customer could elect to use punched cards from the two 
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vendors in the United States or the three in Europe or to use bookkeeping 
machines from various companies that came and went on both sides of the 

Atlantic. 
Bookkeeping machines were so varied in size and function that they could 

be used more selectively and for smaller applications as well as large. Thus 
besides competing in areas usually inhabited by Powers or IBM, they played 

well with smaller customers. To complicate matters more, customers who 
used equipment from Powers and IBM also employed bookkeeping machines 
and adding and calculating devices. Banks, for example, used IBM equip

ment for companywide applications and specialized accounting machines for 
backroom processing or for managing something as simple as a savings ac
count passbook. A variety of specialized equipment sold to niche markets 
and, hence, to a larger mass of customers than IBM could reach with tabulat

ing equipment (see table 12. l). With so many firms and customers by the end 
of the 1930s, the phrase "accounting machine" could be used to describe 
devices for either approach; however, in the 1920s, it was more associated 
with punched card equipment. 7 Major categories of other devices included 

billing machines used to generate invoices, check protectors and writers for 
banks and accounts payable departments, cash registers, duplicating ma

chines, and addressing machines (e.g., those sold by Addressograph-Multi
graph, known in the 1920s as Addressograph Company). Time-recording 
devices were also sold by many vendors and provided data-gathering capabil

ities that influenced the design and marketing of other products. 8 

Larger vendors of bookkeeping machines included Burroughs, Dalton 

Adding Machine Company (later part of Remington Rand), Federal Adding 

Machines, Sundstrand Adding Machines, Elliott-Fisher, Remington Rand 
after l 927, Underwood Typewriter, and NCR. Remington Typewriter Com
pany marketed such devices before it merged into the larger Remington Rand. 
Customers asked each firm to build machines to perform specialized work. 
Suppliers had to educate customers about specific features of their machines, 

suggest how best to use them, and provide a systematized approach to ac

counting problems. The key was to adapt a machine to a particular customer's 
problems. A normal sale, therefore, involved taking into account the individ

uality of each customer and the complexity of that prospect's accounting 
problems. As with tabulating machine sales, a direct marketing force, who 
could sell well and were trained in the functions and uses of specific ma
chines, had to propose, install, and train customers, then maintain and repair 

the equipment. Thus "sell cycles"-a sales term--could be as short as two 

months or as long as several years. 9 

Customers in the 1920s and 1930s acquired products that obviously deliv

ered considerable productivity and which could be important to the timeliness 
and efficiency of an organization. From a vendor's perspective, it was also a 

complex, expensive process to produce precision-built devices. Expenses 
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were compounded because machines were leased or rented, which placed the 
risk of obsolescence on the vendor as newer devices appeared from competi
tors. With purchase to rent ratios of 56-60 months: 1, which suggests that 

machines had to be rented for five years to recapture cost and assigned profit, 

vendors had to design products that could not be displaced sooner. Both cus
tomers and vendors looked to these devices as long-term commitments to the 

way an organization managed specific applications. Thus it was not so oner
ous to think in terms of five years, even if leases were for less. But to reach 
a profit target that might stretch to five years (with breakevens of less than 

four years) io vendors had to make sure that products matched critical cus

tomer needs. While vendors staffed branch offices with salespeople knowl
edgeable about applications, customers populated accounting departments 
with people that were comfortable using specific machines. Vendors always 
helped with formal training programs.11 Burroughs also tried using agents and 

dealers to sell such products and, to help them, operated a "systems depart
ment" from 1907 to 1937. This department had the sole mission to help sell 
applications and was an early example within the industry of a market support 

function. Over time, Burroughs' management concluded that customers and 
the company were better off with a direct sales force in branches (like IBM) 
to manage increasingly complex and long-term relationships involving appli
cation selling. 12 

Adding Machines: Uses and Types 

In sharp contrast to either punched card tabulating equipment or bookkeeping 
machines was the adding machine. It performed far fewer functions and, 
thus, could be used by more people with less training. It was a mass-produced 

device that shrank in size over time. Its smallness meant that it could be used 

in many places, most commonly on an accountant's desk, and less expen
sively than a large machine. This class of device caused some engineers and 
scientists to complain about the limitations of adding and calculating ma

chines and motivated a few to develop very large calculating engines. 
To buy or sell adding machines required less effort than marketing book

keeping devices. No systems had to be designed or sold; one ordinarily de
termined the capability of a particular machine to speed up calculations, 

established whether or not the purchase price was reasonable, and then 
walked out of the store with it or had it delivered. Despite this simplified view 
of what happened, one could also argue that in the 1920s the machine's tech
nology had evolved substantially since William S. Burroughs constructed his 

first in 1885. They now could be bought with, for instance, wide carriages for 
listing amounts directly onto various forms (in which case one could not carry 
it out of the store). They were either manual (handcranked) or electric; some 
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TABLE 12.2 

Age of Base Technologies of Adding Machines by Vendor and Type, 

1885-1940 

Approximate Date 
Machine Type 

Company' of Machine Originb Full Ten-Key 

Burroughs 1885 X 

National (Ellis, Wales) 1900 X 

Remington Rand (Dalton, Monarch) 1903 X 

Underwood (Sundstrand) 1910 X 

Lanston Monotype (Barrett) 1910 xc Xd 

R. C. Allen 1912 X 

Victor 1916 x· xr 

L. C. Smith & Corona 1923 X 

Monroe 1924 X 

Swift 1937 X 

Clary 1939 X 

Source: "Adding Machines," Typescnpt (ca. 1949), 2, Burroughs Papers. 
• Note the number of typewriter firms selling adding machines. In addition to the above

machines, several foreign vendors also sold in the United States. Addo, Precisa, Olivetti. 
• Date of ongin refers to the date of incorporation or patent, not necessarily the date of

the first machine sale. 

C 1910-1940. e 1916. 

d (935 f 1940 
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had a direct subtraction feature whereas others could carry a credit balance for 

recording negative results. By the late 1940s, they could also subtract, multi

ply, and divide and still be called adding machines because each operation 
was based on addition. Adding machines were still divided into two types: 

full keyboard and ten-key keyboard. The ten-key device by the end of the 

1920s had a keyboard similar to that of a modem simple electronic hand 

calculator. The two fundamental designs had not changed that much since 

before World War I. In table 12.2, I list the years in which base patterns of 
machines were first introduced.13 The technology of adding machines was 

less volatile than punched card or bookkeeping technologies. 

Adding machines were mass produced and sold in larger quantities. Ex

actly how many were sold in the 1920s and 1930s is not fully known. In 1929, 

however, 157,740 adding machines, 57,201 calculating devices, and nearly 

one million typewriters were built in the United States. 14 Burroughs con

ducted a market survey in 1949 that described the market as of 1947-1948, 

which they also believed had patterns similar to those of the 1920s and espe

cially, the 1930s. It turned up the fact that for every adding machine built in 
the late 1940s 2.5 typewriters were made. The same ratio applied to auto

mobiles as well. In the United States, 132,000 adding machines were built in 
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1939, a period when the industry was back in a growth spurt. That statistic 
and its circumstance tempts one to conclude that annual volumes in the early 

to mid- l 920s were much lower, perhaps by as much as 25 percent each year, 

placing manufacturing volumes around 100,000 units, of which about one

fourth or more would have been exported, leaving a U.S. market of some 
75,000 units annually. 15 These numbers are also supported by the facts that 

such machines did not wear out and, hence, were used for years. As of the late 

1940s, closer to 1.5 million units were installed in the United States alone. 
Extrapolating backward, one could conclude that there were at least 750,000 
adding machines by the start of World War II. Without more detailed infor

mation constructed out of sales data for most of the key vendors, a more 
precise number is difficult to establish. 

Businesses of every size typically acquired their machines directly from 
sales offices. Small businesses, and those run out of homes, generally ac

quired their equipment from dealers, vendors who often sold multiple prod

ucts and not necessarily only those from one manufacturer. Although specific 

data on buying patterns do not exist for the 1920s and 1930s, data on the 
1940s do and, in the case of Burroughs, reflected buying habits of the previ

ous twenty years. That meant 58 percent of sales to small businesses came 
from office machine stores or dealers, another 38 percent from local agencies, 

2 percent from department stores, and the remaining 2 percent from other 
miscellaneous sources. Businesses buying machines included light manufac
turing, wholesalers, retailers, restauranteurs, and other organizations with 
very small clerical staffs. Home businesses (e.g., insurance agents, accoun

tants, dentists, lawyers, doctors, and so forth) acquired 54 percent of their 
machines from dealers, another 40 percent through local agents, 3 percent 

through department stores, and the remaining 3 percent from miscellaneous 
sources. The combined total of small and home businesses accounted for 57 

percent of all new adding machine sales within the United States as of 1947, 
again suggesting where business came from in the 1920s and 1930s. 16 

What were the advantages that so drove sales? I list advantages and dis
advantages of full- and ten-key keyboard devices as perceived by users in 

table 12.3. Their opinions were important because much of how a buyer ac

quired a machine depended on function, not simply on price or who was 
selling it. Customers bought more ten-key machines, a trend that became 

increasingly obvious over time. Many vendors responded by introducing 

more such devices. New ten-key machines were introduced for the first time 

by Barrett (1935), Swift (1937), and Victor (1940). Barrett withdrew its full 
keyboard product ( 1940); the only firm to come out with such a device for the 

first time in that era was Clary (1939). Large vendors, like Burroughs, NCR, 
and Underwood, carried both types. Customers ultimately preferred the ten

key machine because of its greater speed ( operators could use the touch 
method) and the belief that it caused less operator fatigue. On the other hand, 
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TABLE 12.3 

Functional Advantages and Disadvantages of Full- and Ten-key Adding Machines 

Full Keyboard Advantages• 

Faster because all ciphers print auto

matically. 

Faster because a number of keys and 

the motor bar can be depressed 

simultaneously. 

Faster, more convenient to enter digits in 

any order in any direction. 

More accurate because fewer keys are 

depressed. 

More accurate because operator can 

correct keyboard entry before figures 

are printed or added in machine. 

Faster because single digit corrections 

are made without disturbing the rest of 

the entry. 

Faster because operators need correct 

errors only when they see a figure is 

in error. 

Easier to learn to operate because 

operator can visualize entry on 

keyboard and see after entering it 

that it is correct. 

Less tiring to operate because fewer keys 

are depressed. 

Full Keyboard Disadvantages 

Operator must refer to keyboard con

tinually. 

Hand and arm must travel back and forth, 

up and down larger keyboard. 

If operators enter figures as they read 

them, increases hand and arm travel. 

Short-cut operator must mentally group 

figures, select columns, and arrange 

fingers to depress more than one key at 

a time. 

Operator must shift attention from data to 

machine; loses place. 

Ten-key Disadvantages 

30 percent more key depressions needed; 

ciphers estimated to be 30 percent of 

all figures. 

Individual key and motor bar depressions 

necessary. 

Digits must be entered in exact sequence, 

left to right. 

30 percent more chance of error in key 

depressions; operator must track 

number of ciphers entered in machine. 

Entry must be printed and added before 

operator knows if it is correct. 

Entire entry must be erased and reentered 

correctly to eliminate one incorrect 

key depression. 

Operator must correct items thought to be 

in error; no way to tell what figures 

have been entered in machine. 

Requires practice to operate by touch; 

each key has constantly changing 

value. 

Extra strain and effort to enter ciphers 

and keep track of all digits. 

Ten-key Advantages 

Faster because small, compact keyboard 

permits touch operation. 

Faster because only fingers move within 

small area of ten keys. 

Faster and easier for operators to enter 

figures in the order in which they read 

them. 

Faster because ten-key operator can 

depress several keys individually 

while full keyboard operator thinks out 

shortcut methods. 

Faster to work down long columns with

out shifting attention to machine. 
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TABLE 12.3 (cont.) 

Full Keyboard Disadvantages 

Operator must shift eyes from paper to 

machine; on latter must locate correct 

column and correct one of nine keys. 

Ciphers print automatically but entire 

amount must be reentered one column 

to the left for each digit of the 

multiplier. 

CHAPTER 12 

Ten-key Advantages 

Reduces eye strain because operator does 

not need to shift eyes from paper to 

machine and back again. 

Faster in multiplication (repeated addi

tion) because single depression of 

cipher key automatically moves entire 

amount one column to the left. 

Source: Edward Littlejohn and C J McClain, "The Accounting Machine Industry," (Bur

roughs Adding Machine Company, June 1950, Report) 146--48, Burroughs Papers. 

• Such advantages and disadvantages appeared in advertisements for adding machines

throughout the 1920s to 1940s, adding to the confusion. 

they perceived full keyboard devices as easier to learn to use. Contradictions 

were so numerous (e.g., one customer said the ten-key machine was more 

difficult to learn to use and another said the reverse) that vendors had 

difficulty defining market demands exactly and developing good selling tech

niques. Lack of precision was in itself a feature of this market and most 

difficult in comparison to other portions of the proto--information-processing 

industry which had more clearly defined and consistent views about the func

tions and benefits of specific machines. 17 

Adding machines were used for the same reasons in the 1920s and 1930s as 

before World War I. By World War II they had been available in American 
and European markets for more than a half-century. The industry responded 

to "ease of use" concerns by enhancing models so that one could perform 

basic mathematical functions while printing results or not. I did not find sub

stantial evidence to suggest that these machines were yet treated as commod

ity items, as they would be by the 1950s, or as personal computers would be 

in the late 1980s. 

Enhanced tasks of accounting and record keeping made usage of all ma

chines more diverse over time. Adding machines were used by banks and 

insurance agencies first then by most medium-sized firms by World War II. 

But the key to demand and applications was accounting. As additional ac

counting functions became the norm, new uses also emerged. These included 

calculation of payroll deductions (in part thanks to SSA regulations), weekly 

labor and work summaries, managing petty cash expenditures, and tracking 
and calculating weekly travel expenses. They were also used routinely in the 

more complex tasks of footing inventories, developing profit and loss state

ments, and preparing balance sheets and income reports. 18 

Some of the major vendors in this market included Burroughs, Victor Add

ing Machine Company, Dalton Adding Machine Sales Company, Sundstrand 
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Adding Machine Company, Wales Adding Machine Company and, on and 

off during the 1920s and 1930s, nearly one dozen others. Competition proved 

intense, and became even more so because customers bought by weighing 
many considerations (functions, preferences for local dealers in some in
stances and agents in others) and price. Suppliers entered what was a rela

tively low-capital, low-cost segment of the office machine market and exper
imented with numerous combinations of distribution ranging from direct 
sales offices to dealers and agents, with many variations in products. 

Calculators: Uses and Types 

Calculators were products sold to satisfy needs somewhere between adding 

machines (low function, low data volumes) and large accounting/bookkeep
ing devices (greater function, large data volumes). Calculators were commer
cially in greater demand than tabulating machines but sold in fewer numbers 

than either adding machines or cash registers. In this text, I deal only with 

machines that were commercially available to businesses, government agen
cies, engineers and scientists at universities, and the general public-the 
commercial market for such products. Specialty items, often one-of-a-kind 
machines in research, were constructed at universities or government labora
tories. These devices have been cited by historians as precursors of the mod
em computer but were not part of the commercial market for office equipment 

in the 1920s and 1930s. 19 

As with adding machines, by the 1920s, various technologies had stabi
lized that were then simply refined and repackaged in response to competitive 
pressures or customer demands. These machines shrank in size during the 
1920s and l930s-a process that continued to the 1960s. As with other types 

of adding devices, parallel types of calculating machines evolved; they were 

key driven and rotary. Key-driven products offered full keyboards, usually 
with visible keys or dials (the latter to accumulate totals). Such machines 
performed the four basic arithmetical functions and were sold by such firms 
as Felt & Tarrant and by Burroughs. The Burroughs Duplex machine pro

vided a second register at the rear that permitted direct subtraction and 
accumulation of grand totals of individual calculations without recapping 

subtotals. The second major design type, rotary machines, also had a full 
keyboard and, usually, a ten-key multiplier keyboard. Some models sported 
actuating keys and motor bars, added over the years to control calculations 
and carriage location. Such devices were marketed, for example, by Mar

chant and Monroe. Most were made of iron painted black and sat on desks 
or on specially designed stands. 20 

Unlike adding machines, which could perform only simple arithmetic 
functions, by the mid-1920s, calculators could carry out transactions to the 
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eighth decimal and support more complex engineering and mathematical cal
culations. Sophisticated applications not conveniently possible on a mere 
adding machine but clearly in the domain of the calculator included "reducing 

quantities of grain, expressed in pounds, to bushels, and computing the value 
at a given price per bushel. "21 Figuring out different rates for various hours of 
work for payroll became possible. Many customers faced a real problem in 
deciding whether to acquire the less-expensive, limited-function adding ma
chine or the more expensive, functionally enriched calculator. Adding ma
chines would record every numerical entry and, hence, be slower than a cal
culator, which only printed end results. Buyers in the 1920s valued "speed 
. . . one of the most important important considerations in the selection of a 
figuring machine of any sort. "22 By then both key-driven and crank-operated 
machines were available. The scientific community in the 1920s frequently 
still used machines acquired by their laboratories before World War I. 23 

Major vendors included Burroughs, Marchant Calculating Machine Com
pany, Felt & Tarrant Manufacturing Company, Monroe Calculating Machine 

Company and, by the 1930s, Remington Rand (which owned the old Dalton 
Company). Machines were placed in banks, insurance companies, railroads, 
large factories, public utilities, retail operations, oil companies, architectural 
firms, schools and colleges and sold to engineers and government agencies.24 

I list common applications performed on these machines in the interwar pe
riod in table 12.4. Organizations often also had other types of machines, such 
as bookkeeping and tabulating gear. 25 

No single vendor dominated this market and, as suggested in table 12.5, 

many offered products. By the late 1940s, Marchant, considered the domi
nant vendor in the U.S. market, only had about 30 percent of an estimated 
calculating machine market of between $25 and $30 million in the United 
States. 26 Clearly, it was a much smaller market in the 1920s and 1930s than 
for adding machines. Exactly what size it was proved difficult to establish 
because Monroe was privately held and did not publish financial statements, 
whereas publicly held companies did not differentiate between sales of calcu
lators and other adding machines, let alone between foreign and domestic 
volumes. However, rotary calculators dominated sales, by the 1940s, nearly 
70 percent of all dollar volumes sold. 27 

Most commercial applications called for key-driven devices sold, for ex
ample, by Burroughs and Felt & Tarrant. They were seldom employed to do 
division. Rotary devices were more popular with engineers, but only about 
15 percent of these machines actually went to such professionals, a small 
percentage of the total customer set for these products. Engineers were im
portant, however, to historians because it was from the community of electri
cal and radio engineers that some developers of the computer came. 28 Bur
roughs sought to satisfy a wide customer set with a broad product line. It 
entered the calculating machine market in 1911 and in 1933 gained some 
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TABLE 12.4 

Sample Commercial Applications for Calculators, 

1920--1940 

Adding and balancing cash books 

Adding daily sales, vouchers, charge sheets 

Providing daily posting 

Balancing ledger accounts 

Adding trial balances 

Averaging accounts 

Figuring and providing freight bills 

Discounts on purchase invoices 

Figuring interest, commissions, foreign exchange 

Providing postings by adding vouchers to cash slips 

Balancing cash books 

Determining piece costs, totaling job costs 

Figuring pro rata or percentage of cost 

Profits by salesperson, department, territory 

Original figuring of invoice extensions 

Totaling weights or quantities on bills 

Establishing freight allowances 

Figuring taxes 

Adding fractional quantities 

Source: Leffingwell, Office Appliance Manual, 98-100. 

TABLE 12.5 

Calculating Machine Vendors in the United States, 

1920--1930 

Burroughs Adding Machine Company 

Dalton Adding Machine Sales Company 

Denominator Adding Machine Company 

Doty Business Machines Company 

Felt & Tarrant Manufacturing Company 

Ensign Company 

Marchant Calculating Machine Company 

Mechanical Accountant Company 

Monroe Calculating Machine Company 

Morschauser, W. A. 

Reuter, Inc., Carl H. 

Sundstrand Adding Machine Company 

Tim Calculating Machine Company 

Source: Office Equipment Catalogue, Office Equipment 

Catalogue, xxxix-xl 
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competitive advantage by introducing a duplex (two-register) model that 
helped sales against a major rival, Felt & Tarrant. Yet both sold roughly the 

same number. 29 

Despite Burroughs's apparent technological superiority since at least 1933, 

Felt & Tarrant had just as effective an alternative strategy. Since 1905, it had 

run operator training schools and, by 1950, had 140 around the world that 
taught only on its own machines and then made these graduates available to 
customers. Once trained on the Comptometer, it became difficult for Bur

roughs to argue that they be retaught a different brand. Felt & Tarrant also 
helped its users obtain employment and, if a customer needed extra operators, 

found them. Burroughs, on the other hand, followed a strategy of "on the job 
training" and, consequently, operated only 20 percent as many schools. 3° Felt 
& Tarrant was also a well-established firm with at least fifteen years more 

experience in the calculator business than Burroughs; the latter was (in the 
1920s) a relative newcomer to the field. It must have meant something be
cause as late as 1950, company employees were still complaining about the 

competitive "edge" held by Felt & Tarrant for having been in the market 
longer. 31 Yet it was the loyal following of thousands of operators trained by 
Felt & Tarrant that helped sales go to Burroughs's rival, just as thousands of 
operators and programmers trained by IBM would do for Watson's company 

in the 1960s and 1970s. 

Summary 

The world of adding and calculating machines differed substantially from that 
of punched cards. Vendors were different; customers frequently were too, 
particularly in smaller organizations. Prices were lower than for tabulating 
and punched card peripherals, and dependence on these smaller devices was 

less. The market had fewer rigidly defined buying patterns. In both, function 
and value were crucial factors in a sale. It was easier to enter the adding and 
calculating machine markets but also more competitive, hence, riskier for a 

vendor. As I will show in the next chapter, such machines made up an impor
tant part of the proto-information-processing world. 
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Vendors, Practices, and Results 

DAILY activities of that portion of the office appliance industry most con
cerned with adding and calculating machines illustrates how vendors varied 
their responses to market conditions from those selling and servicing activi
ties associated with tabulating and punched card machines. To examine how 
effective vendors of adding and calculating machines were and in what ways 
they responded to their customers adds insight into this industry. Effective
ness can be determined by measuring sales volumes and studying marketing 
practices. The market for cash registers was related also to this segment of the 
industry, and, thus , a look at NCR will round out the analysis of key vendors 
and market segments before the start of World War II. 

Players and Practices 

The rhythms of buying and selling adding machines , calculators, and book
keeping devices varied less than the forms of distribution. Why certain types 
of equipment were bought and to what uses they were put had been reason
ably understood by World War I; in the period between the two world wars, 
previous trends of acquisition and distribution continued but at an acceler
ated pace. 

Snapshots of some practices and comments of major vendors suggest pat
terns of marketing. The Elliott-Fisher Company, headquartered in New York 
with manufacturing in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, operated branch offices in 
major U.S. cities. It sold a Writing Machine, a Simplex Accounting Ma
chine, and a Universal Accounting Machine. It bragged that it was the "larg
est exclusive manufacturer of Accounting-Writing Machines in the world." 
The firm also maintained a staff of accountants to show customers how to use 
this equipment. 1 The Peters-Morse Manufacturing Company, which sold 
adding and listing machines called the Peters, was headquartered in Ithaca, 
New York, and claimed to have sales representatives around the United States 
(probably agents) . 2 The Marchant Calculating Machine Company had its sin
gle plant and headquarters of the 1920s in Oakland, California, with sales 
offices around the United States (mostly dealers). Its calculating machines 
offered, according to the company, "simplicity of operations" while the firm 
saw itself as the "Master of Mathematics. "3 The Monroe Calculating Machine 
Company's general headquarters in the Woolworth Building in New York, a 
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plant in nearby Orange, New Jersey, and sales and dealer offices in the United 
States, Canada, and Europe marketed descendants of the Baldwin calculator 
of the late 1800s.4 The company stressed speed and ease of use: "The mecha
nism of the Monroe is simple, durable and made with such precision and care 
that it is not only a very smooth-running machine, but insures a great many 
years of service at exceptionally low cost. "5 

The Victor Adding Machine Company had its product, the "Victor" on the 
market as an adding and listing machine for $100 FOB. (1925). Prices for 
other brands of products ranged from $100 to nearly $900 (for some fully 
configured accounting machines). Victor's products were sold by retail deal
ers, not by a direct sales force. Victor stressed technology in its advertise
ments: one thousand fewer parts than comparable machines. It emphasized its 
permanence by announcing in the mid- l 920s that it had sold over sixty thou
sand machines. Its references suggested the kind of customer it sought and 
gained: E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., Southern Pacific Lines, Willys
Overland, American Steel and Wire, Tidewater Oil, National Biscuit (Na
bisco), railroads, Eastman Kodak (already a giant in its own industry), and 
Armour and Company. The firm sold its machines for cash or on "moderate 
terms." Its dealers were also authorized to install trial machines at a cus
tomer's site. 6 

Wales Adding Machine Company of Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, mar
keted adding machines, commercial ledger posting and statement devices, 
cash registers, and other products. It stressed "feeds and speeds." The firm 
had existed since 1903 and claimed to have been successful on the basis of the 
accuracy, speed, and durability of its products. The WALES machine was 
available through dealers.7 Dalton advertised various models (as opposed to 
Wales, which offered a limited product line) and distributed products through 
sales agents reporting into headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio. 8 

It is interesting to see the commonality, say, between IBM's approach and 
those of vendors marketing accounting machines. In 1925, for example, IBM 
was arguing that it maintained "a staff of representatives who, without obliga
tion, co-operate either directly with a company or its outside accountants in 
devising plans for securing accurate results in its accounting and statistical 
work."9 Like other bookkeeping machine vendors, Powers followed a similar 
tack by providing "constructive recommendations for replacing existing cleri
cal operations."w Both suggested what types of organizations bought from 
them. A sidelight was the International Time Recording Division of IBM, 
which made electric time systems, master clocks, secondary clocks, time 
stamps, and time recorders that were advertised as the product of many de
cades of experience. Size was obviously important because this division of 
IBM claimed in the 1920s to be the largest manufacturer of such systems in 
the world. It also stressed the same features as most office equipment manu
facturers: quality, function, and support. 
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Instructions to Burroughs's marketing force of the 192Os and 193Os illus
trate daily activity. They were addressed to representatives in more than two 
hundred cities around the world where customers could be trained by "figure 
experts." The company's motto in the mid-192Os was "Better Figures Make 
Bigger Profits." It advertised that over 750,000 of its machines had been 
placed worldwide. The company communicated with its dealers, a direct 
sales force, and a national network of repair facilities within agency offices. 11

Burroughs also competed against used equipment, yet sold its own second
hand hardware, about which it communicated to its sales force.12

Since before World War I, managers at Burroughs headquarters had sent 
instructions to its agents admonishing them to adhere to discipline and com
pany policies. Thus in 1921, agents were told that "machines must be sold 
at established prices. "13 Marketing representatives reported directly to mar
keting managers whereas agents saluted district managers. In some cities, 
agency managers also reported to district managers, all of which suggests an 
organized distribution network meeting various market needs but also capa
ble of receiving and sending information.14 Regardless of title, sales and ser
vice functions were in the same field organization, a formula employed by 
other vendors. Service quality was always a concern to management. The 
national service manager reported that there were "indications, strongly sup
ported by facts that many inspectors do not study their instruction books." 
Quality service was a competitive tool and the problem thus had to be ad
dressed.15 The company's eighteen hundred member sales force, in Septem
ber 1920, ran a "Fall Drive" sales campaign to sell more equipment during an 
economic slump. 16 Such emphasis programs continued to the present and
have been sponsored by all vendors in the industry. In 1921, one also saw 
another stock approach to hard times: more generous payment terms extended 
to customers. 17

By 1931, management expressed concern over basic skills of sales reps; the 
result was, for example, a memorandum to all marketing personnel on how to 
demonstrate equipment. 18 Admonitions to do better were mixed in the mail
with news flashes of successes to be emulated. In 1933, one broadcast to the 
field noted, "If the large volume of business obtained since breweries re
sumed is any criterion, we're in for plenty more sales when distilleries and 
wineries start again. We can use any information on this type of account
ing."19 The New Deal was obviously good for business. By 1936, continued 
worry about marketing effectivness led to a sermon on quality over quan
tity. 20 All of these communications expressed the typical concerns of any
normal marketing organization regardless of industry and rather suggested 
health in the company. 

Such instructions appeared when the industry was beginning to show signs 
of maturity. For example, the National Association of Office Appliance Man
ufacturers that came into being during the 192Os published materials and cat-
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alogs and sponsored meetings. It had thirty-three company members of which 
sixteen made information-handling equipment. It showcased products, com
mented on their use, and advertised on behalf of the industry. Its actions were 
typical of those in other industry groups, for example, automotive, consumer 
goods, and transportation. During the interwar period, name recognition 
grew for Burroughs, NCR, Victor, and others as did the public's association 
of these firms with office equipment. 

Performance of the Burroughs Adding 
Machine Company 

I have said much already about Burroughs because it was an important vendor 
within the industry. During the interwar period, sales made it one of the top 
half-dozen suppliers. As of 1928 (the last full year of prosperity before the 
depression), it ranked third with $32. l million in revenues after Remington 
Rand ($59.6 million and NCR at $49 million). If one left out typewriters, 
cash registers, and other types of nonaccounting products, Burroughs was the 
single largest vendor in the 1920s. In 1928, it brought in the most profit ($8. 3 
million), followed by NCR ($7.8 million), Remington Rand ($6 million), 
and IBM ($5.3 million). 21 IBM was the most profitable with a yield of 26.90 
percent on revenues, followed closely by Burroughs at 25.86 percent. NCR's 
efficiency was far behind with 15.92 percent. Remington Rand (at 10.06 per
cent) clearly had major problems with productivity and efficiencies, which 
were probably caused largely by its merger during 1927.22 By 1939, rankings 
by revenues placed Burroughs ($32.5 million) fourth after Remington Rand 
($43.4 million). 23 Clearly, relative positions and efficiencies within the in
dustry were shifting. 

Burroughs has been typically characterized as unimaginative in this period, 
content to sell adding machines, calculators, and bookkeeping equipment. 
There is no evidence to suggest that it went after market share and expansion 
with the same intensity as either NCR or IBM. Most management teams in 
this industry were conservative, but demand outpaced their conservatism 

enough to make it a low-risk decision to expand product lines and manufac
turing capacities. That is why, for example, each time a major firm entered a 
new sector of the office appliance market, it rarely stumbled. The one ex
ception was during the depression when demand fell off for everything. Bur
roughs's marketing effectiveness appeared reasonable and it applied tradi
tional methods of distribution and service. Burroughs also introduced a 
stream of new products at a comparatively predictable pace, often in re
sponse, however, to competitive pressures. The Duplex exception repre
sented technological leadership. The Burroughs Class 16 machine, another 
exception, allowed a user to accumulate numbers in several registers as op-
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posed to adding numbers in simple columns. It came out in the 1920s and was 

dubbed by Leslie J. Comrie as a "modem Babbage machine." Conservative 

management at Burroughs should not be confused with incompetence because 

senior and middle management had been in the business machine market for 
a long time. They knew how to sell to banks, insurance companies, and rail

roads. Like others, they too knew how to make acquisitions (although very 

few) to root their business solidly in the office equipment industry. Their 

major acquisition during the I 920s and 1930s was the Moon-Hopkins Billing 
Machine Company. They also built factories in Europe and expanded market

ing worldwide. 24 

The Great Depression severely hurt Burroughs because, as in many other 
sectors of the U.S. economy, purchased items were in far less demand as 

buyers put off even leased acquisitions. But the company survived. As of 

1934, it had about 17 percent of the industry's market share, which dropped 

to 13. 9 percent by the end of 1939. 25 Burroughs was the strongest vendor in 

the rapidly growing banking industry during the 1920s and 1930s, providing 
a solid base that served it well in the post-World War II period. Burroughs, 

however, had not been overall as competitive as it needed to be to sustain or 
expand market share. In an internal assessment, one Burroughs writer noted 
that "it is probably common knowledge that during the thirties and early for

ties the company had fallen behind in the competitive race to the extent that 

sales and profits rose less than that of certain other competitors and the rate of 

profitability declined."26 Sales along with after-tax profits (earnings) during 
the interwar period are given in figure 13. l. It is very obvious that the firm 
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13.1 Historic Record of Burroughs Adding Machine Company Sales and Earnings, 

1920---1941 (Burroughs Annual Reports). 
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TABLE 13.1 

Sales and Profits, Burroughs Adding 

Machine Company, 1942-1945 

( dollars in millions) 

Pretax 

Year Sales Profits 

1942 44.04 11.50 

1943 44.48 6.52 

1944 37.44 3.46 

1945 37.60 2.27 

Posttax 

Profits 

4.51 

3.72 

2.53 

1.26 

Source: Burroughs Annual Reports, 1942-1945 
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could not generate profits evenly in the 1930s. Noticeable also is how hard the 

depression hit the firm; it was far more severely and quickly struck than, for 
example, IBM. The momentum of the 1920s, although eroding quickly in 
1930, had become a disaster in 1931 and 1932. Burroughs also was not able 
to take advantage of wartime spending to restore volumes and profits in the 

early 1940s (see table 13.1). Consequently, other vendors were better posi
tioned to lead during the late 1940s. 

Not being competitive enough was a severe problem made even more 

complex by the fact that the industry was so diverse and, therefore, required 

specific, aggressive, and intense responses to different types of vendors in 
varying market niches. In the calculator market, for instance, Felt & Tarrant 

was the arch rival. In accounting machines it was IBM, NCR, and Remington 
Rand, while in adding machines (and in the 1930s, typewriters) it was nearly 

one dozen organizations. On the plus side, the firm had established a world
wide marketing organization that included, by the mid- l 920s, some twenty
five or more marketing subsidiaries addressing specific market segments. In 
Europe, local competitors also battled against Burroughs's marketing organi

zations; some U.S. firms, like IBM and Remington Rand, were there too. Yet 
despite competition, between 1890 and the end of the 1920s, the firm had 

delivered virtually continuous profitable growth. 27 

In the 1920s, the chairman of the board, Joseph Boyer, ruled with his 
son-in-law, Standish Backus, as president. The board of directors in the mid-

1930s included Backus as president and many of the original 1920 top man
agement still ran the company-perhaps a hint of why the firm increasingly 

did not respond to change differently than it always had. 28 However, this team 
could brag in January 1926 that the company had just manufactured its mil
lionth machine, a source of personal pride to Backus.29 Yearly in the 1920s, 
management reported that Burroughs had "released for sale many new mod

els, features and improvements and has many more in preparation for the 

future."30 
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Joseph Boyer died on October 24, 1930, bringing to an end his era but 
certainly not his style of management or view of business opportunities, 
which ensured that much would remain the same. As a result of the severe 
drop in sales and profits in 1931, management finally had to comment on the 
problem to stockholders. Backus wrote in March 1932 that "during 1931 the 
Company introduced substantial economies into practically every branch of 

its operations, and is continuing to do so. On the other hand, there has been 
no diminution in the Company's efforts to develop, expand and improve its 
products." He also announced that the company would begin to sell typewrit
ers. 31 The following year, Backus reported on recent! y introduced machines, 

including additional cash registers. 32 Reduced budgets throughout the firm 
accompanied product announcements and became a way of life for the rest of 

the decade. 
Backus shared with his stockholders a more detailed analysis of what hap-

pened during the 1930s in his annual letter of March 1940. 

The low point was reached in 1932 when earnings amounted to $655,329.43, but 

beginning with 1933, earnings increased each year to 1937 when they reached 

$8,163,404.29. Another decline in business which started in 1937 continued well 

into 1939. Because of rising costs, prices were increased during this period. How

ever, the price increase did not fully cover the increase in wages and taxes together 

with the additional depreciation on new buildings and equipment. Hourly wages 

paid to production workers have been increased in keeping with the general level of 

wages. Labor forms a much higher percentage of the cost of our products than of 

manufactured products generally. 

Anticipating that the decline in business which started in the last half of 1937 and 

continued until the second half of 1939 would be temporary, we maintained our 

factory and field organizations intact throughout this period although many depart

ments were temporarily on shortened time. 33 

In short, he had followed tactics used by others in the industry. His busi
ness overseas turned in a mixed performance. Roughly two-thirds of foreign 

revenues came from Western Europe. From 1936 to the end of 1939, none 

came from Spain, Germany, or the Soviet Union. 34 Although the outbreak of 
war in Europe made the company nervous, managers recalled business had 
improved during World War I and might again. 35 

Performance of the National Cash Register Company 

The "Cash" had been selling cash registers for some forty years by the mid
l 920s, for fifty-five by the start of World War II. It would not be until Octo

ber 1987 that any company (IBM) would sell more cash registers in a year 
(called "point-of-sale terminals" by the 1970s) than NCR. As companies in-
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creasingly became dependent on data-handling devices, the importance of 
NCR's products became less relevant to the main stream of data processing. 
The transfer of technology that occurred between register manufacturing and 
other device fabrications of the 1890s, for instance, had ceased to be a source 
of innovations by the 1920s. Cash registers did not manipulate data as well as 
other devices did until the 1960s, when they acquired processing capability. 

However, what made NCR important in the 1920s and 1930s was that it chose 
to market accounting machines, and its successes with cash registers gave it 
the economic strength, customer base, and managerial talent necessary to 
compete in new arenas. 36 

Before one can speak of NCR as a vendor of accounting machines, one 
must review its role as the leading supplier of registers. It had 95 percent of 
the market at the start of the 1920s. 37 Its volumes remained strong in subse
quent years; in 1924, it built over 145,000 registers in Dayton, and by 1929, 

it had 8,500 employees there. 38 Yet it was not the only vendor of cash regis
ters. Major competition in the United States came from the Federal Cash 
Register, the St. Louis Cash Register, and the Remington Cash Register (a 
subsidiary of the Remington Arms Company). Of the adding machine firms 

that also competed, Wales, Sundstrand, and Dalton were the most recogniz
able. Less known but still important players included Indiana Cash Drawer, 
Add-Index, and the Mccaskey Register Company. The same vendors com
peted for credit registers as well. As in other segments of the office appliance 

industry, extensive market share did not discourage competitors from partici
pating in this business because it required minimal technological expertise 

and capital. 39 

In 1923, NCR introduced its first accounting machine because customers 

were moving toward more complex transaction processing that exceeded the 
capabilities of normal cash registers and because of demand. Nowhere had 
this become more obvious to NCR's management than among its most impor
tant customers in retailing, railroads, hotels, and banking. Yet its initial steps 

into the world of accounting machines were tentative and limited. All during 
the 1920s, there were those within the company who wanted to expand its 

product line to meet new demands, while others wanted to remain predomi
nantly with cash registers; the latter prevailed during the decade. Frederick B. 
Patterson, Stanley C. Allyn (comptroller and director), and the general man
ager, John H. Barringer, were key decision makers. The first accounting ma
chine from NCR was the Class 2000, which Allyn later called "a sophisti
cated cash register that printed data on inserted forms and provided 30 totals 

rather than a half dozen. "40 Given its position of strength, NCR generated $29 
million in sales during 1921, turning in profits of $2. 8 million. By the time 
the books were closed on 1925, that year's sales had reached $45 million with 

profits of $7 .8 million; executives claimed the Class 2000 had played an im
portant, yet unspecified, role in that growth. It was no surprise, however, that 
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the Class 2000 had been sold to existing register customers. The first ma
chines were acquired by the Statler Hotel chain to manage all charges and 
credits for valet, porter, restaurant, and laundry services, posting a voucher 
and a detached record of all transactions in one operation. 41 A modified ver
sion, called the NCR Bank Posting Machine, was used by banks to record 
deposits in passbook savings. 

The company expanded and, in 1926, made its first public stock offering 
(large by contemporaneous standards) for $55 million to fund growth. In 
January 1929, NCR bought the Ellis Adding-Typewriter Company because it 
had a machine that could produce a description of an entry, not just numbers. 

Announced as the NCR Class 3000 accounting machine, it was designed to 
handle such applications as preparation of payrolls, stock records, billings for 
utilities and insurance companies, and cost accounting. 

Yet not all was well at NCR. The senior Patterson died in 1922, leaving the 
company in the hands of his son, whom one historian called "a feckless exec
utive who practically reduced the firm to bankruptcy."42 So the experience in
innovation in product development and market expansion was not taken ad
vantage of as well as it might have been during the boom of the 1920s. By 
193 l, NCR could not maintain the value of its stock, which led its bankers to 
try to take over the firm. 43 Although they failed, their effort proved once again
that just because the demand for data-handling equipment was growing, that, 
in itself, was no guarantee of prosperity for a firm. Basic statistics on the 
company quantify the period of decay (see table 13.2). Revenues in 1928 had 
reached $49 million, making NCR the second largest vendor in the industry; 
but in 1939, its volumes only climbed to $37. I million, putting it in third 
position. 

The depression had a great deal to do with NCR's troubles, not just weak 
management. With customer spending declining, the demand for cash regis
ters did too. To hold onto business, NCR offered customers installment pay

ment options. However, that did not work well. In I 93 I alone, repossessions 
of cash registers from failed businesses amounted to $5.2 million in the 
United States.44 Yet in 1934, the firm was in the black again with net profits

of $1.1 million on sales of $26.6 million. Colonel Edward Deeds (chief exec
utive officer) complained in 1934 that part of the problem with sales stemmed 
from "commercial treaties, tariff barriers, trade restrictions and money com
plications" that took "productivity from the Dayton factory. "45 With foreign
sales still accounting for 45 percent of the company's revenues, it is no won

der that he made such a statement. In the late 1930s, sales overseas became 
relatively strong again, which helped the company. As with Burroughs, sales 
in Spain diminished to zero but were up almost everywhere else, leaving the 
company with plants and sales offices scattered around the world that em

ployed sixteen thousand people by end of 1937.4
6 

NCR continued to experience fluctuations in sales. In 1938, for instance, 
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TABLE 13.2 
National Cash Register Company Sales and Profits, 1922-1941 
(dollars in millions) 

Year Revenues Profits• Year Revenues Profits• 

1922 31.73 5.49 1932 16.50 (3.30) 

1923 40.05 7.88 1933 22.80 (0.58) 

1924 42.49 6.87 1934 26.61 l.12

1925 46.99 8.16 1935 29.75 l.67

1926 46.07 6.76 1936 35.ll 2.92

1927 46.96 7.04 1937 42.28 3.98

1928 49.00 7.80 1938 36.23 2.41

1929 57.60 8.30 1939 37.10 l.81

1930 45.40 3.50 1940 38.78 2.05

1931 28.90 0.82 1941 52.40 3.26

Source: Moody's Manual of Investments, 1922-1941. 

• Note the uneven performance from one decade to the other. The firm lost money

in 1932 and 1933 It took a world war to tum volumes upward in 1941. 

domestic volumes dropped nearly 20 percent, and the contribution to reve
nues from outside the United States decreased to 42.9 percent. During the 
1920s and 1930s, the company sought to increase productivity in sales by 
converting its branch offices (called agencies) across the United States fully 
into company-owned marketing offices. It completed 100 percent of the 
transfers to direct ownership in the United States and in Canada by 1942, 
reflecting the same pattern of distribution seen with Burroughs and IBM.47 

Despite its efforts, NCR was nearly a casualty of weak management and of 
the economy. The value of its stock told the story. In 1927, a share was worth 
$3; in the following two years it went to $4 but by 1931 sold for only 69 cents. 
The pattern of decline was more extreme with "A" stock, which went from 
$154 per share in early 1929 to $6. 87 after the stock market crash in October. 
Employment reflected problems; the plant in Dayton went from eighty-six 
hundred employees in 1930 down to thirty-five hundred by March 1933. Em
ployment then began to grow slowly for the rest of the decade.48 

NCR survived the young Patterson partly because he was forced to tum 
control of the company over to Deeds in 1931. Deeds set about to rebuild 
the corporation, expand further into the accounting machine business, and 
improve efficiencies. But by then the accounting machine market was being 
serviced by better-run organizations already armed with products and mar

keting experience. They forced NCR to rely on cash register volumes for 
support through the 1930s. Thus, despite large sales figures (mainly for regis
ters), NCR was not as significant a player in the office appliance industry-or 

in the embryonic stages of data processing-as one might otherwise have 
expected. 
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Non-U.S. Activities 

Patterns within the industry and among customers were similar outside the 
United States and Canada to those here. American manufacturers continued 
to dominate trade in the interwar period in all information-handling equip
ment, especially in Latin America and in Asia. The second-largest market 
after North America remained Europe. Market segmentation was the same on 
both sides of the Atlantic. Methods of distribution reflected American prac
tices. The number of vendors not of American origin in Europe remained 
higher than, for example, in Japan. No indigenous vendors seem to have 
emerged in South America. Americans held a virtual monopoly on tabulating 
equipment worldwide. That was not the case with easily mass-produced items 
such as cash registers, adding machines, and typewriters. Each of these items 
were manufactured in the millions in the first four decades of the twentieth 
century. 

Major suppliers of smaller office equipment in Germany, an important 
trading area for such hardware, included the Brunsviga-Maschinenwerke, 
Grimme, Natalis (better known as Brunsviga). This firm was well known in 
Europe and had a distinguished history dating back to the late 1800s. It had 
a broad product line and a national distribution network. 49 Other local firms 
operated in Britain, Italy, France, and Scandinavian countries. They were 
smaller than Brunsviga and American firms, and most had come into exis
tence in the late nineteenth or early twentieth centuries under circumstances 
similar to those of their peers in the United States. The greatest amount of 
research and development of new products, however, took place in Ger
many.50 Development also occurred at the same time, however, elsewhere in
Europe.51

The size of the European market remains unknown; however, because 
American manufacturers still dominated sales of calculators, adding ma
chines, bookkeeping devices, tabulating machines, typewriters, and other 
miscellaneous items, by looking at American exports, one gets an inkling of 
volumes and patterns. In general, sales to Europe by the American industry 
were within 30 to 45 percent of all output. The market for secondhand equip
ment remains a complete mystery for both the United States and Europe. The 
market as a whole and worldwide clearly grew during the interwar period. 
Vendors expanded distribution networks and built manufacturing facilities 
outside the United States for the first time. 

Expansion of distribution was a strong indicator of increased demand. 
NCR, for example, opened sales offices or agencies in Europe, throughout 
the British Empire, and in the Middle East while it expanded facilities in 
South America and in Asia. It also either expanded or established plants in 
Canada, Germany, and Japan.52 NCR's case is important because it reflected
patterns evident throughout the office appliance industry, including those 
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portions relating directly to the origins of the data-processing industry. As did 
other vendors, NCR's management focused on worldwide marketing and 
competing head-on in each major national market. 

Industry Volumes 

Another way to measure growth and attributes of the industry is to use the 
same measurements employed by these companies. These measurements doc
ument extensive activity by firms that nearly failed (NCR), were created 
(Remington Rand), competed weakly (Burroughs), or were able to establish 
the solid base required to be a major fixture on the U.S. economic landscape 
(IBM). Information-processing vendors had mixed results but, overall, con
tributed to fundamental growth. Volumes came through the number of prod
ucts sold but also from broadening product lines to include more variety of 
goods and services. Expanded product lines, in tum, made it possible to sell 
more goods to a wider set of customers. Statistics on volumes, values, and 
numbers of participants suggested how much and by whom. The only major 
difficulty involves the inability to separate neatly nondata-processing items 
from raw data, such as typewriters, microphones, and furniture. Yet even 
with that problem and an almost total lack of information on the size 
of the secondhand equipment market (which is ignored in table 13.3. statis
tics), existing data quantifies the extent of growth. It also hints at the growing 
dependence of American organizations on information-handling hardware. 

In 1929, at the height of business volumes before the onset of depression, 
total value of all products in the office equipment market reached nearly $500 
million as measured by factory prices. When profits and expenses for distri
bution were added, they had a retail value of $900 million. 53 Those numbers 
were pushed higher by typewriters sold in the 1920s. However, some extrac
tion of data processing volumes from overall figures suggests more closely 
the portions coming from information-handling products (see table 13.3). 
Included in the $500 million were office furniture and fixtures. Nonetheless, 
volumes continued to rise in 1930 by 19.4 percent over 1929's volumes in at 
least typewriters and bookkeeping-billing machines for a value of $66 mil
lion. In 1927-1930, these devices had gone from $55.32 million to $66 mil
lion, representing growth of 19 percent with an estimated one-third plus 
going to overseas markets.54 That placed sales within the United States at 
about $36.51 million and $43.56 million, respectively, for these kinds of 
products. 

The numbers reflected an optimism that spilled over into the depression 
decade and caught the industry off-guard. Writing in 1931, one contempora
neous observer of the industry noted that "despite the great progress made in 
the business machine industry in the last quarter century, it is regarded by its 
leaders as yet in its infancy."55 In hindsight, that turned out to be true. It was 
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TABLE 13.3 

TABLE 13.4 

Shipments of Office Appliances in 1929 

(dollars in millions) 

Cash registers and punched cards 

Adding machines 

Calculating machines 

Other devices 

Total' 

54.783 

25.559 

11.732 

16.440 

108.514 

Source: Perley Morse, Business Machines 

(London. n.p., 1932), 34. 

• Data are based on results of forty-six firms.

Value of Office and Store Machinery, 1920-1937 (dollars in millions) 

Year Value• Year Value• Year Value' 

1920 160.6 1926 200.1 1932 78.5 

1921 114.0 1927 201.2 1933 78.8 

1922 132.4 1928 213.6 1934 

1923 182.0 1929 217.8 1935 140.6 

1924 179.2 1930 165.3 1936 

1925 196.4 1931 I 16.5 1937 204.9 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics, 421. 

• These were values of products destined for U S. domestic consumption at

current producers' pnces. They do not necessanly reflect what actually was sold 
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an industry that created new jobs within itself in the late 1920s. By the end of 
1925, just in the United States, sixty-nine thousand employees worked in the 

industry. That work force expanded to seventy-eight thousand by late 1927 
and climbed another 14.9 percent by 1930 to nearly ninety thousand. 56 

In the I 930s, values of output dipped and only began to climb late in the 
1930s when increased spending at the federal level began to affect buying 

decisions by customers. In table 13.4, I summarize values of manufactured 
goods for the 1920s side-by-side with the 1930s to show the pattern. At the 

worst moments of the depression, vendors did not expand their inventories; 
they simply sold or rented what they had. That was a normal tactic in hard 
times. Pretax income as a percentage of sales declined all during the 1930s, 

not just in the earlier years, as illustrated in table 13.5. That also held true for 
typewriter manufacturers, organizations that built and marketed in a similar 
fashion to the same customers (see table 13.6). In short, declining volumes of 
inventories in themselves did not protect vendors from an overall shrinkage in 
economic activity early in the decade nor allow them to take rapid advantage 

of the moderate increase in demand that came in the later 1930s. 
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TABLE 13.5 

Pretax Income as a Percentage of Sales for 

Major Vendors, 1935-1939 

Firm 1935 1937 1938 

Burroughs 21.5 26.2 11.3 

IBM 37.2 32.3 30.7 

NCR 7.0 12.6 8.6 

Remington Rand 8.4 8.7 4.8 

Felt & Tarrant 34.4 18.7 

Marchant 22.4 22.9 15.7 

Monroe 20.7 20.6 11.7 

Source: Burroughs Papers. 

• Data were drawn from published U.S.

sources; data not collected for 1936. 

TABLE 13.6 

Pretax Income as a Percentage of Sales for 

Major Typewriter Vendors, 1935-1939 

Firm 1935 1937 1938 

Royal 19.3 12.2 

Smith Corona 6.1 10.9 5.2 

Underwood 14.8 24.2 12.4 

Source: Burroughs Papers. 

• Data were drawn from published u.s

sources; data not collected for 1936. 
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1939 

9.4 

28.4 

6.6 

6.3 

20.9 

21.3 

12.7 

government 

1939 

11.2 

3.5 

9.0 

government 

A breakdown by major vendors identifies the extent of competition and 

their positions within the industry. Position influenced the policies and prac
tices of suppliers worried about market share. Net sales for ten companies 

during the late 1930s and early 1940s demonstrate that no single vendor dom
inated, although some had a lock on specific market segments (e.g., IBM and 
Remington Rand on tabulating gear) (see table 13.7). This conclusion is re
inforced by examining sales of one to another as a percentage of total sales by 

major vendors in the industry. The results for the entire industry appear in 
table 13.8. However, if one took out typewriter companies alone, the total 
percentage of all volumes related to data-processing products ranged from 
roughly 75 percent in 1934 to 70 percent in 1939 (the last year before war
related purchases for or by the U.S. government began). Most importantly, 
competition remained intense, for no single vendor came to dominate the 

industry. 
The overall market shares of major players remained roughly the same. 
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TABLE 13.7 

Net Sales for Ten Major Office Equipment Suppliers, 1937-1941 

(dollars in millions) 

Company 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Burroughs 38.5 31.1 32.5 29.4 41.3 

IBM 31.8 34.7 39.5 46.2 62.9 

Marchant 3.9 4.3 7.5 

NCR 51.4 45.4 40.4 39.9 52.7 

Remington Rand 49.4 42.7 43.2 49.2 77.3 

Royal 11.1 15.7 18.2 18.8 24.4 

Smith, L. C. 13.1 11.9 12.1 11.2 14.9 

Underwood 30.8 23.3 24.2 26.3 36.5 

Addressograph 14.5 12.1 11.6 6.2 14.6 

Pitney-Bowes 3.1 3.3 3.6 4.2 6.0 

Source: Standard and Poor's Basic Analysis (01-8) of Office Equipment 

Industry, copy in Burroughs Papers. 

TABLE 13.8 

Sales as a Percentage of Total Industry Sales, 1934-1939 

Firm 1934 1935• 1937 1938 1939 

Burroughs 16.8 16.4 14.7 14.0 13.9 

IBM 14.3 12.9 12.2 15.6 16.9 

NCR 18.3 17.5 16.2 16.3 15.8 

Remington Rand 23.8 24.0 23.4 19.6 18.8 

Addressograph 5.8 5.6 5.5 5.5 4.9 

Royal 4.2 7.1 7.8 

Smith-Corona 2.5 4.9 5.0 5.4 5.1 

Underwood 14.1 14.1 11.8 10.5 10.3 

Felt & Tarrant 2.3 1.7 1.9 

Marchant 0.9 1.2 1.6 1.5 1.7 

Monroe 3.5 3.3 3.1 2.8 2.9 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Calculations perfonned by Burroughs, Burroughs Papers. 

• Data not available for 1936.

This result is reasonable because large vendors marketed essentially similar 

products at comparable prices in common ways to the same types of custom
ers. Whatever expansion occurred and disappeared was shared by key ven

dors proportionately (roughly) during the decade. That performance also 

points out that while IBM, which was always praised as growing enormously 

during the period, in fact, only increased market share slightly, all others lost 
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share. Overall increases in demand, which several vendors were able to seize 

upon slightly more effectively than others, accounted for growth in dollar 

volume sales in the late years. 
Profits also added definition to the performance of these firms. Profits of 

the five largest vendors in 1928-Remington Rand, NCR, Burroughs, IBM, 
and Underwood-Elliott-Fisher-illustrate the point. That year they generated 

revenues of nearly $180 million and turned in profits of just over $32 million, 
providing a gross yield of roughly 18 percent. The same group in 1939 turned 

in revenues of $177 million with profits of $18.6 million or a yield of 10.50 
percent on essentially flat growth in overall revenues-a clear squeezing 

caused by reduced sales and fiscal belt tightening. Yet it was usually a profit
able business with attractive margins; the only major exception was NCR, 
which actually lost money during 1932-1933. 

Impact of Office Equipment 

The role of such products cannot be measured solely by how they were used, 

let alone by raw statistics on profits and revenues; it was still a business that 
influenced workers' roles primarily in white collar jobs. The proto-informa

tion-processing business came at a time when office workers began to consti
tute a significant portion of the total work force that was, as a percentage of 
the total, growing rapidly. One sociologist found that such technology in

creased specialization of jobs and led to the creation of new ones. Given that 

more people used accounting machines than punched card equipment, his 
observations ring more true for the former than for tabulator users: "Machines 
and social organization had begun to interact and . . . it is a true mark of the 

'era of scientific management in the office'."57 This environment also made it 

possible for increased numbers of women to continue to take socially ac
ceptable jobs, much as they had in the three decades before World War I. One 
reliable source estimated that by 1930 one-third of all female office workers 
used "machines other than typewriters for some of their routine duties. "58 

Such equipment had, by the start of World War II, become an integral part 

of an office's rhythm of life. As with other technologies-electricity, auto

mobiles, telephones, and so forth-office equipment took approximately fifty 

years to penetrate deeply and substantially into the economy and into the 
fabric of office work life. When one adds the growth the industry experienced 
as a whole during World War II, early data-processing equipment seems to 

have followed the same pattern. The same amount of time would be required 

by computers and many of the same patterns of behavior within the industry. 
But before that happened another world war came, which profoundly influ

enced the American office machine industry. 
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20. Dalton adding-calculator machine advertisement, 1929 (Hagley Museum and

Library).
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21. Remington Rand front-feed bookkeeping machine advertisement, 1930 (Hagley 
Museum and Library). 



22. A keypunch installation, circa 1920. Only men supervised (IBM Archives).

23. Thomas J. Watson. Watson at age forty (1914), was the new general manager

ofC-T-R (IBM Archives).

24. IBM's first logo. It was used during the interwar period (IBM Archives).
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25. An NCR cash register in China, circa late 1930s, early 1940s (NCR Archives).

26. Burroughs Desk Model Adding Machine, 1937 (Burroughs Papers, Charles

Babbage Institute).

27. James Rand (1886-1968). Rand was the founder and chief executive officer of

Remington Rand (Hagley Museum and Library).
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28. Keypunch assembly, IBM Endicott Plant, 1936 (IBM Archives).



29. IBM Horizontal Sorter, 1938 (IBM Archives).
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30. Dr. Ben Wood and IBM punched card equipment, Columbia University, 1935

(IBM Archives).

31. Thomas J. Watson. Sr. (1874-1956), CEO of IBM in 1935 (IBM Archives).

32. Edward A. Deeds and S. C. Allyn, NCR's senior executives, early 1940s

(NCR Archives).
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33. NCR C-2000 Accounting Machine, 1930s (NCR Archives).



34. John Coleman, CEO of post-World War II Burroughs Corporation (Burroughs

Papers, Charles Babbage Institute).



35. Card layout department at IBM plant, Endicott, N.Y., 1935 (IBM Archives).

36. The first IBM graduating class of women systems service workers, 1935

(IBM Archives). IBM pioneered employing women in nonoffice jobs and outside

manufacturing.
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Economics, Government Controls, 
and Applications 

NOTHING disturbs the routine of a nation's economic life more or more 
quickly than a major war, and World War II was no exception. It disrupted 
lines of communication, altered patterns of distribution, and, at the source of 
goods and services, caused mining and manufacturing companies to focus on 
the military needs of a wartime economy. Economies of the entire world were 
bent to the needs of war. In the United States, the process of focusing the 
energy and capability of the economy to support war was directed by govern
ment agencies. They dictated the course of manufacturing and distribution in 
all major industries by establishing priorities . To convert to a wartime econ
omy and then ensure effective control and feedback on results required infor
mation in ever-increasing quantities. Data-processing equipment was used 
extensively to gather and manage this infonnation. Given the growing de
pendence on such technology in the interwar period, it would have been diffi
cult to imagine a world war fought without reliance on typewriters, adding 
and calculating machines , or the punched card tabulators. In a nutshell , data 
management played an important role in World War II. 

It is customary to describe development of the computer as a new way to 
provide the extensive processing capabilities required to decipher codes, 
manage fire control systems, train pilots, perfonn extensive calculations in 
ballistics, and then support development of the atomic bomb. The role of the 
U.S. and British governments in the evolution of the modem computer is also 
standard material for any history of data processing during the war. 1 In fact, 
World War II brought to a head the need for and consequent construction of 
the digital computer. However, its development was also the culmination of 
a process that had begun earlier. Yet it was during World War II that the first 
functioning electronic digital computer (ENIAC) was built. It symbolized 
a new era and was the hallmark of data-processing's wartime history .2 But, 
the role of data processing during this war had a far richer history that made 
the ENIAC a minor event even if, however, it rippled with potential for the 
future . 

The industry that existed before World War II continued to function 
throughout the war years-a story that has not been told adequately but which 
is relatively more important than the construction of a few specialty comput
ers. Weapon production, supplying food and materials to soldiers , and gen-
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eral harnessing of economic power in the early 1940s would have been impos
sible without the help of data-processing equipment. The volumes of ma

chines used, their applications, and the concerns of the U.S. government 

regarding them are eminent proofs of the industry's significance. The roles 

played by vendors, customers, and government alike represent the central 
historical issue for the history of data processing during the war. The period 

was also bracketed by government controls (1941-1946) that dictated how 
and what would be built and sold. It was an extreme example of the purpose
ful economy at work. Such controls also reflected application of the foreign 
and economic policies of the Roosevelt administration. Lend-lease, begun in 

1941, was a clear example. Put another way, for the first time in the history 

of the office appliance industry, actions of the government fundamentally 
influenced events within the industry. That had not happened during World 

War I. Growing government influence began in the 1930s within civilian 
agencies of the New Deal but during the war the government went the extra 

step of also managing production and distribution through quotas. From 
World War II to the present, the role of the government has remained signifi
cant for the industry. 3 This pattern of increased involvement was evident in 

many other industries as well. A result was that the government went from 
consuming roughly 19 percent of the GNP in 1939 to over 30 percent by the 

1970s. 
The period 1941-1946 saw the American economy expand and develop 

depth and strength, capacity and reliance on science-based products, making 
possible the dominant U.S. position in the world economy in the immediate 
postwar era. The office appliance industry benefited from that growth, and, as 

will be shown, business volumes expanded across the industry. It also 
emerged from the war with the financial and intellectual resources needed 
to tackle effectively a new field of technology-electronics. With that capa
bility, products could evolve into the computer as commercially viable 

merchandise. 

Economic Environment 

First, with the outbreak of war in Europe in September 1939 and, second, 

with the formal entrance into the conflict by the United States in December 
1941, the economies of the Western world underwent profound change. In 
the United States, the depression was already coming to an end. Industrial 
production increased enormously with war. In the period 1939-1944 GNP 

expanded by nearly 125 percent. Manufacturing production climbed in the 
same period to nearly three times prewar levels. Explosive growth came in 
almost every basic sector. The supply of raw materials required to manufac

ture additional goods climbed some 60 percent in actual output while demand 

outpaced that. Additionally, many older products were recycled into new 
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ones, such as those made out of various metals (e.g., steel furniture, alumi
num in office appliances). Economic historians today argue almost univer
sally that one reason the Allies won the war was because the United States 

outproduced the Axis powers. In munitions, U.S. production outpaced that of 
the Axis by 50 percent. In fact, the United States manufactured approxi
mately 45 percent of all armaments made by all parties at war!4 

A fundamental ingredient in all this production was increased manufactur
ing capacity. Many American companies either expanded existing facilities 
or built new ones. Within the office appliance industry, expansion of existing 
facilities occurred at IBM (Poughkeepsie, New York), NCR (Dayton, Ohio), 

and at Burroughs (Detroit, Michigan). These expanded in response to in

creased demand for office equipment in general and, more specifically, war
related items. Burroughs manufactured the Norden bombsight while IBM 
made rifles, gas masks, and components for submarines. 5 In the period 1939-
1944, U.S. companies invested more than $13 billion in expansion and con
struction, positioning themselves well for a postwar civilian production 

boom. Wartime expansion was also fueled by an equally large investment in 
plant facilities by the American government. Some of this federal investment 
went directly to war-related materials such as synthetic rubber and chemicals 
or to manufactured goods (e.g., aircraft and computers). 

U.S. Government Controls over the Industry 

Normal free-market conditions, driven by the role of competitive rivalry in 

response to customer demands and technological evolution, both of which 
had become a way of life in this industry, were shelved during the war. The 

government picked up on a formula first developed during World War I by 
erecting an elaborate bureaucracy to control the flow of raw materials, to 
specify quotas for the amount and type of manufactured products, and to 
allocate distribution of finished goods. The umbrella organization most re
sponsible for the activities of the American economy was the War Production 

Board (WPB) and, as with each industrial sector, it had a staff dedicated to 
the office supplies industry called the Service Equipment Division of the Con
sumers Durable Goods Bureau. The Office of Price Administration and Civil

ian Supply (OPACS), later called the Office of Price Administration (OPA), 
was created to influence events within the industry. Much of the next story 
illustrates how such agencies satisfied needs of military organizations by 
influencing production and sales within the proto-information-processing in
dustry. The government designated the industry as two: office machines and 
typewriters. Thus a variety of agencies actively affected the industry. 

Until the United States officially entered the war, government influence on 

the industry had been more ad hoc and less organized than afterward. The war 
in Europe caused the American government to increase acquisitions of office 
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machines on behalf of the Allies to the point where events in the industry were 
affected, particularly by the increased sales now going to government agen
cies. Yet the earliest impact actually came from the British government and 
portended things to come later from Washington. The British declared a sea 

blockade against all trade between neutral countries in Europe and the rest of 
the world. Exporters had to obtain applications to export to Europe. The pro
cess of British licensing scarcely deterred exports of office machines to West
ern Europe in 1939 and 1940, something that would change later. After the 
United States entered the war, it took over this licensing function through the 
Economic Defense Board (EDB). On March 6, 1942, office machines were 

explicitly put on the list of items requiring formal export licenses. The fall of 
France to the Germans on June 22, 1940, posed a more practical restriction on 
Allied exports to Europe, and as countries fell under German control, over
seas markets shrank. Simultaneously, however, the American government 

was demanding that output go increasingly to the war effort. The government 
treated exports, therefore, as a serious issue. Under the War Powers Act, the 
president could control exports. Additional legislation on June 30, 1942, and 
July 1, 1944, expanded his authority in such matters. The Economic Defense 
Board (created on July 30, 1941) and later called the Board of Economic 
Warfare (BEW) (as of December 17, 1941), were the agencies created to 
exercise this authority. On July 15, 1943, BEW became the Office of Eco
nomic Warfare (OEW).6 

Very important to all exporters was the Lend-Lease Act of March 10, 
1941, which allowed the U.S. government to increase the movement of goods 

of military value to the Allies. The Office of Lend-Lease Administration 

(OLLA) (created October 28, 1941) played an important role in the affairs of 
many office machine companies. Just to clear up any possible misunderstand
ing about agencies influencing the industry-and there were many saying 

grace over its activities during the war-OLLA and OEW merged into the 
Foreign Economic Administration (FEA) and then with the U.S. Commercial 
Company, Export-Import Bank, and other agencies on September 25, 1943, 

providing thereafter a single focal point for most foreign economic affairs. 
This new agency-FEA-had as its mission "to implement the general eco

nomic programs and policies of the Government by controlling the commer
cial exportation from the United States and its possessions of articles, mate

rials, supplies and technical data. "7 

Obvious objectives included keeping useful materials and goods from the 
Axis powers, ensuring that war production and the civilian economy in the 
United States was supplied first, blocking the flow of useful technical data to 
the enemy, supporting the United Nations (Allies, as they were known), 
using goods to leverage favorable treatment by neutrals, and in general, mak
ing sure that the war effort was being supported effectively. 8 These objectives 

remained in effect until August 21, 1945, when the Lend-Lease Program was 
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terminated and lifted further on September 10, 1945, when other office ma

chinery restrictions were removed although not completely abolished until 

1946. 
Lend-lease represented an early and important government effort that in

fluenced the industry. A foreign government (usually at the instigation of an 
office products vendor or distributor) petitioned the government for permis
sion to acquire goods under lend-lease, at which point, if approval was 

granted, a company such as Burroughs or IBM quoted a price for specific 
goods. FEA or OLLA then looked at the specific proposal to see if it was 
consistent with the law, objectives of suporting the war, U.S. economic 

needs, and so forth. Once it was finally approved, the actual order for equip
ment came from the U.S. Treasury Department, which acted as the purchas

ing agent on behalf of the lend-lease nation. The series of transactions were 
also subject to repeated government audits. To facilitate the process, all 

major firms employed agents in Washington, D.C. They herded paperwork 
through the system, answered questions, and explained situations in a favor
able light. 9 

Role of the War Production Board 

The WPB covered all activities for most industries during the war whereas 

Lend-Lease, FEA, and others were concerned only with export aspects. One 

of the earliest concerns of the WPB was to convert civilian manufacturing to 

military purposes. Until Pearl Harbor was attacked, the office appliance in
dustry had been, for all intents and purposes, left alone in recognition of the 
practical and productive effects such goods had on the economy. But after 

Pearl Harbor, pressure increased for fundamental changes in production. 
This quickly became a sensitive issue because demand for office equipment 

ran at an all-time high in 1941, caused largely by "purchases of the Armed 
Services; the establishment of new war plants; the conversion and expansion 

of existing plants; the great increase in service activities such as transporta
tion; the legal requirements that war producers keep complete records of pay
rolls, production costs, etc.; substantially increased overall employment; in
creased circulation of money and probably a considerable amount of buying 

in anticipation of restrictions," according to the WPB. 10 Such demands made 
it difficult for these firms to manufacture anything else (such as guns) without 
considerable disruption because they were already dedicating increased ca
pacity to military needs. This circumstance came at a time when the require

ments for manufacturing equipment with low tolerances were needed-for 
decades the industry's strong suit in manufacturing. The WPB initially re

stricted civilian sales to conserve the industry's resources so that they might 
be used to manufacture military goods. The board increasingly restricted 
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sales across the industry to the Armed Services, lend-lease customers, war 
plants, and others who had convinced the WPB that such goods would be 

necessary to carry out war-related activities. 

During 1942, the WPB gathered and analyzed the requirements of various 

government agencies and allocated purchases of office equipment. In tum 

that led the WPB to issue formal production schedules to vendors. But be

cause agencies could never accurately define their needs, additional produc

tion schedules were issued periodically for specific types of equipment. Busi

ness was initially prorated on the basis of what share each had of the 1941 

billings for specific classes of machines. Thus, in the case of typewriters, in 

March and April 1942, production of new machines was set at 326,215 non
portables and at 75,115 portables for the remainder of the year. These targets 

were, respectively, 59 percent and 17 percent of 1941 volumes. 11 At the same 
time, the government authorized acquisition of a million secondhand ma

chines and by the end of the war had purchased some 300,000 of these. Mem

bers of the National Typewriter Dealers Association had an estimated inven
tory of some 3 million machines, which suggests the number of units of office 

equipment in the American economy. 
During 1942 and 1943, the government attempted to stop production of 

various types of office equipment; by the end of 1943, those battles were over 
and it set larger production quotas for each year as early as 1942. 12 It was 

clearly a case of equipment being deemed essential to the war effort. Determi
nation of production volumes resided with a committee composed of repre

sentatives from the army, navy, Board of Economic Warfare, Division of 

Civilian Supply, and OLLA. The first subject tackled by this group during 

April and May 1942 was the typewriter. Of all the industries discussed, office 
equipment came up at 75 of the first 130 meetings. 13 Second in importance to 

the group after typewriters was punched card machines. During 1942 and 

1943, the government denied about 50 percent of all civilian requests for new 

office equipment, allocating the bulk of production to the military, followed 
by other agencies. Civilian pressure on the government mounted, and on 

March I, 1943, the chairman of the WPB, Donald M. Nelson, called for a 

review of allocation of all types of office machines because "inadequate pro

duction" was "particularly burdensome on the business world, due to the 

vastly greater amount of paper work necessitated by additional payroll deduc

tion for taxes, [and] for saving bond purchases," among other things.1
4 

Volumes in 1941 (the base period used to allocate subsequent supplies) 
together with the l 943-1944 anticipated amounts that the chairman called 

inadequate are given in table 14. l. In fact, Nelson took a strong stand on the 

matter: 

In short, during a period when the national product of this country is increasing 

from $97 billion in 1940 to $120 billion in 1941 to $175 billion in 1943 . . . the 
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TABLE 14.1 

Office Machine Sales 1941 Compared to 1942-1944 Authorized Availability 

(dollars) 

Class of Machines 

Accounting, bookkeeping, billing, 

continuous forms handling 

Adding 

Addressing 

Calculating, computing 

Duplicating 

Office composing 

Shorthand writing 

Time recording 

Time stamping 

Business Volumes' Supplies Authorized 

1941 5!31142-6/30!44 

32,519,849 

32,484,807 

5,711,469 

34,430,086 

11,708,477 

459,600 

605,643 

5,896,964 

576,139 

30,752,032 

20,829,629 

5,722,596 

32,711,313 

14,183,099 

757,485 

1,281,421 

7,687,917 

811,086 

Source: Donald M. Nelson to Nathaniel Burleigh, March 2, 1943, app. 5, War Pro

duction Board, "History of the Administration of Regulations of the Office Machine 

and Typewnter lndustnes, 1942-1945" (Report, August 1945), copy in Burroughs 

Papers 

' The data include export volumes and government-designated classes of machines 

(except typewriters, which are treated as a separate group). 
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production of business machines is being drastically reduced. Since such machines 

increase the productivity of our manpower in a substantial way and since manpower 

is fast becoming an important limiting factor in war production, I feel that careful 

consideration should be given to meeting essential needs for these machines. 15 

As a result of his pressure, revised production quotas were issued by the end 

of March 1943. Throughout the fall and winter of 1942-1943, numerous ven
dors had lobbied in Washington to get their production quotas set higher; their 
efforts, obviously, were effective. 

One internal WPB report, however, noted that the new "allocations were 

never sufficient to meet even the most urgent demands of actual war industry 

let alone meeting the real needs of war industry and essential civilians. " 16 The 

demand for equipment as formally submitted to the government by civilian 

organizations for the period June 1942-June 1944, as approved in August 
l 942 and March 1943, and then the twelve months between 1944 and the
1941 billings (sales) base period is indicated in table 14.2. Officials at the

Office of Civilian Requirements acknowledged that demand for such equip

ment exceeded the numbers needed just for war plants and essential office

functions. 17 

Based on the WPB records one could conclude that democracy could not be 

saved without the typewriter, and, indeed, many discussions were held con-
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TABLE 14.2 

Office Equipment Requirements, 1942-1944, 1941 Sales (dollars thousands) 

Class of 
Requirements Determined' 

Requirements 

Machine As of 8142 As of 3143 for 1944b Sales 

Accounting 4,986 16,751 27,718 35,519 

Adding 2,362 10,305 14,584 32,484 

Addressing 1,225 4,349 4,724 5,962 

Calculating 3,800 22,759 20,809 34,485 

Duplicating 1,421 5,938 4,401 12,053 

Dictating 687 1,094 2,127 9,948 

Office composing 99 366 232 459 

Time recording 3,154 7,030 4,662 6,219 

Time stamp 60 241 201 807 

Total 17,794 68,833 79,458 134,936 

By units of machines 

Punch card tabulating 9,890 19,119 14,093 18,539 

Source: War Production Board, "History of the Administration of Regulations of the 

Office Machine and Typewriter lndustnes, 1942-1945," (Report, August 1945), 13, 

Burroughs Papers 

• Requirements determined for June I, 1942 to June 30, 1944

b Requirements established February 2, 1944

ceming the supply of this tool of modem bureaucracy! However, the role of 
the typewriter in World War II awaits its historian; more important here, it 

was significant because, as WPB's records suggest, it led to increased focus 
on other data-handling equipment of greater importance to the origins of the 
data-processing industry and to the successful execution of the war. Between 

June 1, 1942, and December 31, 1943, eleven classes of equipment were built 
and shipped, amounting to $109.52 million as compared to billings of 
$135.37 million in 1941. In addition, suppliers delivered 15,141 units of 
punched card equipment compared to production and delivery of 18,539 units 
in 1941. How these types of machines were distributed among claimant agen
cies is shown in table 14.3. 

The WPB held meetings with industry representatives, known as the Office 
Machine Manufacturing Industry Advisory Committee, to discuss issues and 
volumes between April 2, 1942, and April 7, 1943. That the industry took 
these meetings seriously is evident from the members: Lawrence V. Britt (a 

senior sales executive at Burroughs), Harmon P. Elliott (CEO at Elliot Ad
dressing Machine Company), Stanley C. Allyn (a senior executive at NCR), 
A. B. Dick, Jr. (soon after the war to become president and CEO of A. B. 
Dick Company), Watson (CEO of IBM), and Carl M. Friden (of the Friden 
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TABLE 14.3 

Distribution of Machinery among Claimant Agencies, June 1, 1942, 

to December 31 , 1943 

11 Classes in Dollars Punch Card Tabulating Units 

Shipments % of Total Shipments % of Total 

Army 31,417,523 28.69 5,138 33.94 

Navy 15,498,558 14.15 1,538 10.16 

Lend-Lease 7,999,470 7.31 3 0.01 

Canada 1,242,521 1.13 50 0.33 

Export-OEW 3,363,446 3.07 486 3.21 

Civilian 49,892,271 45.56 7,926 52.35 

Total 109,516,194 100.00 15,141 100.00 

Source. War Production Board, "History of the Administration of Regulations of 

the Office Machine and Typewriter lndustnes," 43, Burroughs Papers. 
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Calculating Machine Company). Other members came from the Standard 
Register Company, Addressograph-Multigraph Corporation, Dictaphone 

Corporation, Todd Company, Standard Duplicating Machine Corporation, 
and Simplex Time Recorder Company. This committee reflected the indus

try's concern that the U.S. government was influencing its fortunes and fu
ture, a situation entirely different from that of the 1920s or even the 1930s. 18 

Because during 1944 the same individuals who had established and admin
istered the government's regulations were still in their positions, procedures 
ran relatively normally. The one major change was the increase in requests 
from potential customers to order equipment to a rate of 3,700 per week for 
a total of nearly 190,000 applications. Equipment valued at $440 million was 

manufactured by the office equipment industry for war production purposes 
that year. An additional $23 million in machines went to the U.S. armed 
services and other amounts to the Allies. 19 The single largest problem facing 

the government was allocation of manpower within the industry. As back
logs of unfilled orders increased in 1944 because of restrictions on manufac
turing, so too did industry pressure rise to hire additional labor or, at least, to 
allocate manpower to normal production of goods. The government had a 

difficult time dealing with the issue because the allocation of manufacturing 
quotas did not always match actual production as a result of discrepancies in 
manpower and raw materials allocations. For instance, in 1943, the produc
tion of 24,818 nontypewriter units was authorized for the industry but only 

10,073 were built; 278,788 typewriters were authorized and 206,279 made. 
Manufacturing to quotas remained a difficult process during the war. 20 

By early 1944, it was obvious to federal and industry officials that the 
economy demanded additional supplies and that, therefore, the 1941 base 
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TABLE 14.4 

CHAPTER 14 

Summary of Production, Shipments, Inventories, Unfilled Orders for 1944 and 1943 

(dollars in millions) 

Production Shipments Inventory' Unfilled Orders' 

Type 1944 1943 1944 1943 1944 1943 /944 /943 

Accounting 20.2 18.2 21.8 18.6 3.6 5.0 18.9 8.8 

Adding 12.9 9.4 15.3 11.6 I.I 3.0 7.2 1.8 

Calculating 23.5 19. l 25.0 20.9 2.1 3.5 3.2 3.1 

Punch Card & 

Tabulating 

(units) 9,637 9,124 10,191 9,240 479 806 5,052 2,067 

Source: Arthur Sanders, "Office Machine and Typewnter lndustnes in 1944," (Report of the Service Equip-

ment Division, WPB, May 1945), sec 2, add., copy in Burroughs Papers 

• As of December 31.

lines used to determine production runs were inadequate. An internal WPB 
report concluded that "production ceilings for specified periods based on his
torical sales volumes was not a wholly satisfactory plan for securing the pro
duction of the proper makes and models of machines needed during wartime. 
The makes and models of machines required by the normal peacetime econ
omy during the base period of 1941 were entirely different from those re
quired by the wartime economy of 1942 and later on."21 

Production and distribution quotas were raised each quarter during the war 
and "as a practical matter, studies showed that there was little likelihood that 
any individual manufacturer would be able to produce up to the ceiling per
mitted because of the lack of facilities and manpower and because of the very 
low rate at which they had been producing since June, 1942. "22 The volumes 
for selected equipment manufactured and shipped in 1943 and 1944 across the 
entire industry are given in table 14.4. Manufacturing quotas compared to 
actual production in 1944 document the relationship between demand and 
production realities (see table 14.5). It suggests the effects of such constraints 
as insufficient manpower or inaccurate demand forecasts. 

Between January and May 1945, some sixty thousand applications for 
equipment orders flowed into the government; forty thousand were approved. 
As a result of the Germans trying to break through the Allied lines in Belgium 
on December 16, 1944, both the U.S. Army and Navy requested more arma
ments, which, in tum, absorbed the additional supplies of carbon steel needed 
in the office appliance industry. The Office Machinery Branch of the Service 
Equipment Division (within WPB) managed the supply problem with a staff 
of twenty-four individuals. They also helped to redirect the industry's manu
facturing capability toward the fabrication of war supplies valued at $310 
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TABLE 14.5 

Maximum Permissible Production of Office Machines Compared to Actual Production, 1944 

Permitted Maximum 

Class of Delivery Un.filled Production Permissible Actual 

Machines Authorizations Orders 1943 for Inventory Production Production 

Accounting 33,274,293 8,802,014 1,666,659 43,742,966 20,241,475 

Adding 16,652,764 1,861,529 3,505,975 22,020,268 12,905,990 

Calculating 25,027,394 3,139,563 3,339,629 31,506,586 23,500,143 

Total all Classes• 

(dollars) 103,376,659 16,479,174 15,499,809 135,355,642 81,454,273 

Punch Card & 

Tabulating 

(units) 18,804 2,067 2,901 23,772 9,637 

Source: Arthur Sanders, "Office Machine and Typerwnter lndustnes in 1944," copy in Burroughs 

Papers. 

• Total of all classes consisted of twenty-two types of equipment; shown above were only data-processing

machines. 

million annually. In the first three months of 1945, actual shipments reached 
$77 million, a rate continued until summer. 23 Then government contracts 
were canceled across all industries as the war ground down. Companies in all 
industries shifted production to civilian manufacturing, including office sup
plies. The only major exception was NCR which, when its contracts were 
canceled for gun sights and the Oerlikan gun magazine, sought other military 
contracts, obtaining one from the U.S. Navy to build rockets. That allowed 
the company to avoid layoffs, keeping its staff intact for the peacetime de
mand that would call for their services. 24 

Price Controls and Sales Deliveries 

A feature of the American economy during the war was the extensive system 
of price controls imposed by the American and Canadian governments that 
limited the more natural forces of supply and demand, competitive pressures, 
and management prerogatives. The Office of Price Administration and Civil
ian Supply (OPACS), later converted to the Office of Price Administration 
(OPA) on August 28, 1941, was the principal vehicle used by the Roosevelt 
administration to control prices. Its objectives were to stabilize prices, to 
prevent speculation, profiteering, and hoarding, and to ensure that supply 
costs to the military were not excessive. OPA also wanted to minimize hard
ships on fixed incomes. The power to implement these objectives proved 
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almost total and was usually effective. Controls stayed in force until July 
1946, with some minor regulations remaining in place until the following 
summer. Once again, from an economic perspective, World War II did not 
end until nearly one year after Japan surrendered. 

The base regulations affecting the office equipment industry came on July 
29, 1942, when OPA issued the Maximum Price Regulation 188 (known in 
the industry as MPR 188). Simply put, it set maximum pricing at the manu
facturer's level by prohibiting vendors from evading price limitations that 
altered normal discounts, allowances, or other pricing differences in effect in 
March 1942. Other restrictions on pricing actions were imposed to block 
changes on commissions, service, transportation, and other charges and dis
counts. In short, practices within the industry in force as of March 1942, were 
preserved relatively unchanged until late 1946. After enormous pressure to 
raise prices, the government allowed the industry to do so in September 1946, 
at which point they went up approximately 12 percent. Price controls regu
lated rentals, leases, sales, service charges, costs of new and used equipment 
of all kinds, and, thus, profitability of suppliers. 25 

These controls effectively froze prices for many years. How it was done 
can be gleaned from comments made by a Burroughs employee of the period: 

The office machinery program within OPA was administered by an industry repre

sentative at practically all times during its effective life. His industry viewpoint 

enabled him to protect the industry position insofar as it was consistent with the 

overall OPA program; he was receptive to suggestions and advice from the various 

members of the industry; when the OPA objectives had been achieved, it was his 

incentive to work toward a prompt termination of the controls in effect. The work 

of such individuals was always more practical and more direct, than the work of 

other sections which did not operate in this manner (through industry men). 26

It appears that both the industry and the government were trying to make the 
best of an awkward situation. 

The OPA and other agencies also regulated what priority system could be 
used to fill orders. They called for orders from the army and navy to be filled 
first, followed in descending order of priority by manufacturers of defense 
material; manufacturers of defense supplies; direct U.S. government agen
cies; other offices, such as those in state and county governments; utilities; 
and, finally, civilian organizations. To obtain delivery, thousands of custom
ers tried to gain higher defense ratings than they might otherwise have been 
qualified for, which led one supplier to complain that "the cumulative effect 
was a build up of preferred demand beyond the capability of the supplier to 
meet. 

,
m The government monitored deliveries to ensure that priorities were 

observed. Auditing requirements imposed a considerable administrative bur
den on the industry, which had not existed before the war. 28 In addition to the 
concern about whose orders to process first, normal marketing and sales ac-
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tivities were also bothersome for management and government alike because 
sales could not be encouraged, especially among those potential customers 
who did not have a defense priority. Although that may have been less of an 
issue for IBM, which had many customers supplying the war effort, it hurt 
others, such as NCR and Burroughs, who had many customers in small, civil
ian markets. 

In Canada, sales and prices were managed in the same way as in the United 
States. But instead of the WPB, Canada had the Wartime Prices and Trade 
Board. The U.S. government treated Canada as a claimant agency; both gov
ernments thus coordinated carefully their controls over the North American 
economy as a whole throughout the war. 

Wartime Applications 

Clearly, the largest set of applications for office equipment was the traditional 
set of accounting, inventory, and manufacturing functions that had become 
commonplace earlier and that continued to meet war production needs. Bu
reaucracy in government, followed by additional administrative pressures on 
industry (coming from more government controls) represented the majority 
of users. 29 American industry expanded the use of data processing at the same
time that it modernized its manufacturing capability. For example, tabulating 
equipment was used to design aircraft,30 implement automated inventory con
trol,31 manage transportation routing,32 stabilize and control office salaries
with cards as required by the Wage Labor Board,33 install automated methods
for handling payments at Consolidated Edison of New York,34 and account
for new government regulations and circumstances. 35 They found new uses as
well in mining,36 mathematics,37 parts and material control,38 and in maintain
ing and locating people on the National Roster of Scientific and Specialized 
Personnel. 39

Expansion of the armed forces drove added demand for accounting equip
ment. almost all army and navy accounting relied on IBM technology. They 
used this equipment to track people and supplies, forecast demand for mate
rial, record expenditures, and plan battles. Millions of Americans drafted into 
the armed services were tracked with SO-column cards. These were present at 
induction, training, and mustering out. IBM's products were employed in 
bomb surveys, tracking missing-in-action personnel, prisoners, displaced 
persons, relief materials, and inventories of captured items. Equipment from 
IBM and NCR was also used for breaking codes, which built on relations with 
the military intelligence community dating back to the 192Os and 193Os. 40 

Product introductions, historically driven either by competitive pressures 
or the need to perform some new function, came to a virtual halt as manufac
turing capacity went to supply either immediate demands for existing devices 
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or to make war goods. However, in response to some demands for different 
products and services, a few new devices appeared along with changes in the 
industry. For example, in tabulating equipment, in 1941, IBM announced the 

Type 416 accounting machine, a tape-controlled punch, and the 404 alpha
betic accounting machine with a multiple-line printing capability from a 

single card-all the culminations of prewar development activities. The fol
lowing year, Remington Rand launched its first direct sales program for tabu
lating machines, followed in 1943 by Powers-Samas bringing out a cross

adding punch.41 These represented the major tabulating events of the war and 
suggest the degree to which product introductions had been put on hold. 

Many items currently sold during the war, however, were relatively new, 
having been brought out during the second half of the 1930s. Consequently, 

most machines in manufacture were of reasonably current technology. Al
most no technical advances were made in the late 1930s and early 1940s, 
however, with typewriters, and the production of cash registers came to a 
virtual halt to conserve metal. 

One of the most publicized uses of data-processing equipment, and the one 
that provided specific incentives for the U.S. and British governments to 
finance development of the modem computer, was wartime intelligence or, 

more specifically, cryptoanalysis-the breaking of enemy codes in messages. 
A number of projects in this field had been underway since the tum of the 

century, with initial work in Germany; by World War I, various naval and 
army agencies in Europe and in the United States were involved. Such work 
drew elements within the military community increasingly closer to the office 

appliance industry during the first four decades of the twentieth century and 
built a solid basis for close ties with the data-processing industry, which has 
continued to the present day. The U.S. Navy led the way within the U.S. 
government in supporting work in cryptoanalysis and radio communications 

because it needed airborne links to ships and to translate encoded foreign 
telecommunications. Beginning in 1921, the navy operated a cryptological 
unit, which was better financed than the army's by a factor of three or five. By 
1939, the U.S. Navy's operation was mature and sophisticated. During the 
1930s, IBM punched card equipment was used to process codes and, by the 

end of World War II, the navy had also installed seven specially developed 
machines built at MIT.42 The navy's work in the area of high-speed analytical 

machinery for cyrptoanalysis caused some in the military to appreciate the 
potential value of electronic and mechanical data handling in general, an ap
preciation made even more firm by concurrent support for MIT's studies of 
servomechanisms during the 1930s and 1940s. This later work contributed to 
electronic feedback devices to control movement. 43 

The U.S. Army devoted considerable attention to code breaking but also 
added a third line of development: the computation of ballistics tables for 
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artillery and, later, rockets, building on research dating back to World War I. 

This research relied heavily on differential analyzers such as those developed 
by Vannevar Bush at MIT.44 This interest led eventually to construction of
ENIAC during the war, the first functioning electronic digital computer. Ri

valry between the two services was not excluded even from the decision to 
support development of ENIAC at a time when the U.S. Navy had made 
significant progress with its own computerlike projects. 

Yet the centerpiece of early World War II applications remained crypto

analysis. The British and Polish governments had been more active and effec
tive in employing hardware and electronics in this field than the Americans in 

the interwar period. British, French, and Polish intelligence communities 
had, by the early days of World War II, copies of a device known as Enigma 
developed by the Poles to translate encrypted German and Japanese codes. At 
Bletchley Park, in Britain, workers refined equipment, which led to construc

tion of various computers.45 The Germans were constantly changing their
coding methods, which, in tum, caused the Allies to change theirs, find faster 
means to do so, and be more effective. Incentives were enormous. For exam

ple, when the Germans in 1942 complicated even further encryption on Enig
mas, Allied intelligence stopped receiving German messages regarding activ
ities of U-boats in the Atlantic. Consequently, many Allied ships were sunk 
with horrible losses of life. The British reacted by promptly investing more 
resources in applying electronics to breaking codes. Results of this work were 
shared with U.S. military intelligence, which too had seen the value of code 
breaking. It was, for example, the U.S. Navy that had developed enough 
information through code breaking to warn high government officials that the 
Japanese were planning to attack Pearl Harbor. By the end of 1942, the Brit
ish had developed a high-speed computerlike device to break codes, which 
they nicknamed Heath Robinson. 46 

The U.S. Navy had several of its own projects in cryptoanalysis. The most 
notable involved the Naval Computing Machinery Laboratory (NCML) 

housed on the grounds of NCR's plant in Dayton. NCML began with a staff 
of 20 in 1942 and ended the war with 1,100. It used nearly 1,200 machines of 

some 140 varieties.47 With increased losses of shipping in the Atlantic during
1942, pressure mounted to get results, and this led the U.S. Navy to take 

direct control of all developmental work with cryptoanalysis then under 

NCR's management. During the period when NCR primarily managed the 
work and subsequently when the Navy did, IBM participated by building 
special-purpose punched card equipment for breaking codes.48 

The Harvard Mark I and work done at the Moore School of Electrical Engi

neering were funded by the military. The army turned to the University of 
Pennsylvania's Moore School to construct ENIAC for ballistics analysis 

while the navy, in conjunction with Howard Aiken at Harvard and IBM's 
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TABLE 14.6 

Combat-related Applications Using Office Equipment and 

Special Purpose Computers, 1939-1945 

Applications 

Cryptoanalysis 

Ballistics 

Flight Training 

Atomic Bomb 

Devices' 

IBM Punch Hardware 

NCR Accounting Machines 

Heath Robinson 

Colossus 

IBM Punch Hardware 

Differential Analyzer 

ENIAC 

Harvard Mark I 

MIT Equipment 

ENIAC 

Start 

Date 

1920s 

1941 

1942 

1943 

1930s 

1930s 

1944 

1944 

1944 

1945 

• This highly selective list does not include the use of traditional

office products of the 1930s and 1940s for normal accounting for 

personnel, payroll, inventory, ship scheduling, and so forth. 

engineers at Endicott, built Mark I, one of the last giant electromechanical 
calculators before the advent of electronic digital computers.49 The ENIAC, 
primarily, but also the Mark I were used to calculate trajectories for ballistics 
and to develop firing tables more rapidly and accurately than before. 50 

Various war-related applications that involved use of equipment from 
IBM, Remington Rand, NCR, Burroughs, and others are summarized in table 
14.6. The list indicates the speed with which vendors and government alike 
turned to computing and information-handling technologies to help conduct 
the war. It is proof of the perception that such equipment could make a differ
ence. For the industry, such dependence on these classes of machines bonded 
a relationship with the U.S. government that encouraged the construction of 
early computers, creating the earliest demand for such machines before they 
were commercially attractive. 51 The same happened in Britain. 52 

Summary 

Activities of the U.S. government illustrated the radical and rapid change in 
the economic environment in which information product vendors and users 
had to operate. Government agencies controlled both activities and economic 
incentives in sweeping fashion. Even during World War I, the U.S. govern
ment had not so totally attempted to control the economy, let alone suc

ceeded. The information-processing world served as a useful example of the 
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manner in which the government accomplished control as purposefully as it 

did. Despite such control, major vendors were kept busy supplying products 

deemed crucial to the war effort. How they met such demand while attempt

ing to maintain profit margins and qualified staffs is the subject of the next 

chapter. 
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The Role of Major Vendors, 1939-1946 

THE EVENTS of World War II presented a unique set of challenges and op
portunities to all businesses in North America. Vendors in the proto-informa
tion-processing industry were not exempt from these new circumstances. The 
intensity of the economic focus on war-related activities far exceeded the 
experience of World War I. How they responded contributes to the economic 
history of the war. It also suggests further evidence of the growing depen
dence of the North American economy on information-handling technolo
gies. Ultimately, delivery of equipment deemed useful for the war effort by 
major vendors was as important as the use to which they were put. Without 
effective distribution, the benefits of such equipment could not be enjoyed. 
Senior management in at least the major firms had some experience with 
controls from the days of World War I to help them as they guided their 
companies through the next world war. By examining specific actions taken 
by some of the major vendors, one can see how the office appliance industry 
fared during the early 1940s. 

Burroughs Adding Machine Company 

The role played by Burroughs during the war is a good case study of what 
other vendors did. Business patterns were disrupted, yet Burroughs' products 
were in demand for the war effort. Manufacturing military products proved 
important, particularly the Norden bombsight, while its employees served in 
the armed services. The war affected volumes of sales and profits, yet the 
distribution of products remained essentially the same. International sales 
stopped to the Axis powers from the United States while those to Allied and 
neutral countries were subjected to U.S. government controls. Burroughs 
management did not enjoy the same kind of successes as say, IBM, partially 
because so much of the productive capacity and effort of the firm went to 
highly regulated items (e.g., war goods), which resulted in its products not 
being able to contribute significantly to sales in the later years of the war. 
Executives were also older, perhaps more set in their ways, but clearly not as 
effective as those in some other firms within the industry. 

Burroughs reacted to the uncertainties of war by setting up a reserve fund 
to cover the eventuality that all of its foreign investments might be destroyed 
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except for those in Canada and Central and South America. That accounting 
step in 1941 alone meant that the firm carried on the books its foreign assets 
as investments valued at $901,713 ( after deducting $1. 2 million in reserves of 
which $500,000 were charged against 1941 's income). This action reflected 
uncertainty but was, nevertheless, effective. By the time the war had ended, 
all overseas assets in Europe and Asia had been retired from the general 
ledger this way and were then folded back into the balance sheet in 1946. This 
cautionary move also balanced against growing demand anticipated for office 
products in general. Standish Backus, president of the company, reported that 
"the demand for our products has increased due to the War Production activ
ity. The total production of bookkeeping and accounting machines of all con
cerns in this country is not very large, and we have now reached the point 
where it appears that all machines of this type may be required by the Govern
ment and other industries doing direct war work. " 1 That meant an almost 
guaranteed demand for everything he was allowed to make for the duration of 
the war. 

The company sold increasing proportions of its products to the U.S. mili
tary community and to government contractors and civilian agencies. The 
president of the firm in the spring of 1943 boasted that "qualified by long 
experience, the Company's combined servie and marketing organizations are 
aiding the Army, Navy, other governmental units and war contractors in set

ting up, simplying, and mechanizing accounting and auditing procedures for 
countless war activities both here and overseas."2 Burroughs's customers also 
used its equipment to track new taxes, rationing, coupons, and other controls. 

On February 15, 1943, the company changed its leadership, a shift that had 
little positive effect on it during the war. Standish Backus, president since the 
1930s, retired because of ill health and was replaced by Alfred J. Doughty, 
executive vice-president and long a key executive at the firm, who served 
until the end of the war. 

The volume of business done during the war and the lack of any positive 
influence by management changes is shown in table 15.1. What becomes 
obvious is growth in dollar volumes until 1944 followed by decline as the 
business shifted resources to war production and away from normal sales of 
office equipment. Profits also declined largely because of restrictions in the 
manufacturing of business machines and price controls. Clearly, opportuni
ties to improve efficiencies throughout the firm were not seized upon, partic
ularly in manufacturing. Furthermore, foreign sales declined because of the 
war.3 The company's problem with profits stemmed from the fact that the rate 
of return on sales of office equipment was always higher than that on war 
goods.4 However, its rate of return on office products was not as great, for 
example, as IBM's. Thus a combination of reasons-loss of economies of 
scale as office product sales slowed, needs of war production, price controls, 

rising labor costs-all played havoc with the bottom line. 
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TABLE 15.1 

Revenues and Profits for Burroughs Corporation, 

1939-1946 (dollars in millions) 

After Tax 

Year Revenues Income Assets• 

1939 28.46 2.99 28.86 

1940 30.17 3.02 29.38 

1941 41.86 5.33 30.71 

1942 43.48 4.82 32.13 

1943 45.46 4.28 33.01 

1944 39.51 2.68 33.13 

1945 32.31 0.90 33.31 

1946b 39.99 1.75 32.64 

Source: Burroughs Corporation, 1946 Annual Report, 

22-23.

• Assets were added (less liabilities and reserves) to 

show how little the company had actually grown in worth 

b Data for 1946 were included because many U.S. gov

ernment controls were in effect until late that year. 

CHAPTER 15 

The centerpiece of war-related manufacturing at Burroughs was the Nor
den bombsight, a delicate device that gave engineers considerable experience 
with electronics that was useful after the war in developing new products, 
including computers. The bombsight, known as the Type M9 Bombsight 
Unit, was manufactured on behalf of the C. L. Norden Company. The initial 
contract negotiated in 1942 called for 6,900 units at an estimated cost of 
$50.5 million. On November 1, 1944, this contract was modified to call for 
manufacture of 5,511 units at a total cost of $53.6 million plus the company's 
fee. The I 944 order was completed at a cost of only $16.8 million, leaving a 
savings to the government of some $15 million. Burroughs was paid $1.9 
million for building the 5,511 units. Other aircraft-related manufacturing in
cluded 2,500 Directional Stabilizers, 2,500 Glide Bombing Attachments, and 
the necessary links to match 965 stabilizers with the bombsight. The entire 
bombsight contract cost the U.S. government $20.4 million on a cost-plus 
basis for which the company was paid just over $2 million, making Bur
roughs's fee 10.15 percent of cost.5 At the height of the war, revenues from 
this contract approached nearly one-third of the company's total. 

The war did not prove as profitable for Burroughs as one might otherwise 
think. If measured on just the basis of earnings per share of stock, in 1941, 

that figure had climbed to 95 cents and, thereafter, declined annually to a low 
of 25 cents per share in 1945, then rose to 39 cents in 1946. Dividends paid 
out exceeded earnings per share in 1944 through 1946, which insured that the 
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TABLE 15.2 

Sales for Burroughs and Major Competitors, 1939-1946 

( dollars in millions) 

Year Burroughs NCR Marchant Underwood 

1939 32.49 37.08 3.89 24.15 

1940 29.36' 38.78 4.27 26.30 

1941 41.28' 52.40 7.46 36.49 

1942 44.04' 79.88 8.62 33.26 

1943 44.48' 99.17 5.69 47.60 

1944 37.44' 93.78 8.02 37.52 

1945b 37.59 68.44 9.05 28.98 

1946 46.24 77.38 12.02 37.16 

Source. Goldman, Sachs and Co., "Burroughs Adding Machine Com-
pany," Report of August 28, 1947, Burroughs Papers 

' Parent company only. 
• Dips in revenues in 1945 were caused largely by government contracts

canceled for war goods as the war came to a close. 
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value of the stock would not falter. The company emerged from the war with 
no debt to speak of and strong financially. During the war, the major shift in 
expenses came in salaries. In 1939, these accounted for 66.6 percent of all 
income from products and services and climbed to 80.8 percent during 1946. 

Factory hourly workers in 1946 made approximately 55 percent more than 

they had in 194 l. 6 

The company had not grown in volumes or market share during the war as 
had some rivals, either because of lackluster management or, as it explained, 
because of too many government controls. The conventional "street wisdom" 

of the time may have proved correct: the company was not as effective as 
some rivals in marketing (see table 15.2). Largely, that weakness, along with 
poor management of manufacturing processes, accounted for the change in 
top management in 1946 and for fundamental alterations in company poli

cies. The firm emerged from World War II, for example, with a manufac
turing plan to build 582 special purpose models that it then slashed to 95 

high-volume models to streamline and control costs.7 A whole generation of 
management was replaced with younger senior executives in their forties and 

early fifties. 
Burroughs, as an organization of people, was caught up in the events of 

war like its peers across the economy. Management invested corporate funds 
up to the maximum amount allowed in Series "F" Defense Savings Bonds 

while more than 90 percent of all employees bought Series "E" Savings De
fense Bonds through payroll deduction (made convenient by accounting 
equipment). The savings bonds program for employees was initiated at Bur-
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roughs in January 1941 and remained in force throughout the war. By the 
spring of 1944, 1,476 employees were also serving in the armed forces of the 

United States.8 

National Cash Register Company 

NCR represented a very different model of an office equipment vendor during 
the war in that its main product-cash registers-were not allowed to be 

manufactured in the belief that the raw materials, manufacturing personnel, 
and capacity involved could best be used for other, more war-related items. 

Consequently, NCR had to approach the crisis of war differently than Bur

roughs, which had products more central to the war effort. NCR responded by 
becoming mostly dedicated to the production of war-related goods. It also 

invested increasingly in data-processing technology, such as accounting and 
adding equipment, while refurbishing thousands of old cash registers and 

related devices. This was a company whose foreign sales had historically 
been a significant portion of its revenues (35--45 percent), and these too came 

to a halt owing to the war and the government's prohibition on the manufac
ture of registers, which cut off marketable inventory. When all these factors 

were taken together, NCR's wartime experiences were unique. 
The restriction against cash registers grew out of the government's survey 

of its agencies at the start of the war to determine what should be built and 

how many. These agencies and the armed services did not request registers 
and so the WPB had no recourse but to deny all cash register vendors permis
sion to make such devices. Issued on May 5, 1942, general conservation 

order M-126 restricted manufacture because cash registers were made from 
steel. Vendors were told they could continue to use up to 75 percent of such 

metals in any product they wanted for up to 45 days, until June 20, 1942. An 

exception was made for cash registers, which they were allowed to continue 

making until August 5, 1942. Thus firms like Burroughs, Mccaskey Register 

Company, NCR, and others virtually stopped construction of cash registers to 

conserve metal for other products or because of the absolute ban. The govern
ment did not lift its prohibition against cash registers until May 15, 1945, 
despite numerous protests and appeals by NCR and others. Some exceptions 

were granted, but they were few and far between. For example, NCR was 

given permission to manufacture a few machines for the U.S. Navy during 
1944.9 Additional supplies were allowed in 1945, but controls remained in 

place in one form or another until 1946 when, late in the year, all restrictions 

were lifted. 
The government's prohibition was a shock to NCR's business. It came on 

the heels of a major decline in business worldwide caused by the war. In the 
fall of 1939, sales to Europe virtually stopped. In 1940, production ended in 
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Japan; NCR's plant there was ordered sold to Japanese interests. In countries 
at war, about the only sales were of secondhand and rebuilt machines. In 
1940, foreign exports out of the Dayton plant were 50 percent below 1939 's. 
Sales in Latin America continued to grow, up 20 percent in 1940. Remaining 
shipments in 1940 and 1941 additionally went to Australia, New Zealand, 
South Africa, Hawaii, and the Philippines. Overall sales that year from all 
sources (foreign and domestic) were up 16 percent over 1939. 10 But that 
changed with WPB's order of 1942. 

The company responded to the prohibition on manufacture in a number of 
ways. First, it worked hard to maintain existing machines at their customers' 
locations and encouraged them to use these to meet increased demands. Thus, 
for example, store owners were shown how they might handle more custom
ers with the cash registers they had. 11 Second, NCR scoured the world, ac
quiring every used, secondhand NCR register and Class 2000 accounting 
machine it could find, shipping thousands of units to Dayton for refurbishing 
and modernization. This allowed the company to have products for sale while 
keeping intact and enhancing the skills of its manufacturing force, with an eye 
to being able to make new machines when war ended. A side benefit of the 
hunt for old machines was that secondhand dealers could not compete against 
new products after the war was over. It was an effective program, one that an 
NCR executive said "stripped clean, worldwide, all obsolete NCR prod
ucts. "12 Concurrently, the engineering community at NCR designed new
models in anticipation of the postwar market. In all, these steps made up a 
series of creative responses to a serious problem. 

NCR also joined other major office supply vendors to convince the WPB to 
allow increased production of accounting machines above 1941 levels. It co
operated in a study sponsored by the WPB that showed if a machine took three 
hundred hours to make, it could save three thousand man-hours of work. This 
study took place as business expanded by roughly 60 percent and accounting 
by 20 percent across the economy during the early days of the war in large 
part because of the fighting. As a consequence, NCR, like other office ma
chine suppliers, was allowed to build additional accounting machines late in 
1942 and in early 1943. One NCR executive recalled that a major issue 
weighing on the minds of the WPB was the "conservation of man power" 
which "was proved to be more important than conservation of raw materi
als."13 WPB's records lead one to conclude, contrarily, that this agency was
concerned about raw materials almost as much as manpower. 

NCR had capacity and manpower that it needed to employ elsewhere as 
long as registers could not be built. The firm could not build accounting ma
chines in sufficient numbers to make up the shortfall in capacity owing to 
production quota limits nor venture into new products because of similar con
trols. Its only option beyond refurbishing old machines, and the one it went 
after aggressively, was war-related manufacturing. That was one reason why, 
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TABLE 15.3 

NCR's Sales, After-tax Profit, and Net Current 

Assets, 1939-1946 (dollars in millions) 

After-tax Net Current 

Year Sales Profits Assets 

1939 37.08 2.46 29.75 

1940 38.78 3.15 30.34 

1941 52.40 4.91 31.70 

1942 79.88 10.84 33.00 

1943 99.17 10.72 31.27 

1944 93.78 8.52 32.03 

1945 68.44 2.25 29.55 

1946 77.38 3.37 37.07 

Source: Moody's Manual of Investments, 1939-1946

for example, NCR persuaded the U.S. Navy to work with it on cryptoanalysis 
at the Dayton plant. As early as 1940, NCR had begun making bomb fuses. 

From then to the end of the war the plant made the MK4 rocket motor used 

in 5-in. antiaircraft rockets. It built Chandler-Evans aircraft carburetors for 
various bombers. The K-3 and K-4 analog computerlike gunsights used in 

bomber defense systems also came from NCR. As at IBM and at Burroughs, 
skills in electronics grew during the war years. At Dayton, for instance, Jo

seph R. Desch had begun working with electronics in 1938 and all during the 

war gained further experience. 14 By early 1945, almost 100 percent of manu
facturing at Dayton was directly related to the war, and that kind of effort 

continued to dominate manufacturing and engineering into midyear. By Oc

tober, however, the U.S. government had begun canceling contracts across 
the economy, damaging NCR severely. The firm put on a brave front to its 

employees, announcing in its company magazine that "the door opened for 
the unrestricted manufacture of our regular products. " 15 

NCR's revenues had grown steadily during the war but dropped sharply in 
1945, mos ti y because of the decline in government business ( see table 15. 3). 

Yet overall, the company came out of 1946 twice as large (as measured by 
sales revenues) as in 1939. Net profits declined sharply and for essentially the 

same reasons as at Burroughs. At NCR, government contracts had covered 
the company's overhead while profits came from the sale of reconditioned 
machines. 16 The only major business event of the war for NCR related to data 

processing occurred in 1943 when it acquired the Allen-Wales Adding Ma
chine Company in recognition that it would give the company a greater pres
ence in the banking and insurance communities-both seen as significant 

users of information-handling equipment. 17 Pricing and expenses mirrored 

conditions at Burroughs. Prices were controlled by the government, which at 
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NCR meant that between 1939 and 1946 sales prices for its products rose only 
25 percent whereas manufacturing costs by 65 percent, mainly for salaries. 

Price controls and cost increases had squeezed profits. 

Human resources presented a significant problem for management. Like 

other manufacturers, NCR sought on the one hand to keep intact experienced 
staffs to renew business after the war and to survive government controls at 

the moment but, on the other, could not discourage or stop people from serv

ing in the armed services. On occasion, a whole group of skilled people was 
absorbed into the military. For instance, of 1,914 NCR field maintenance 

personnel, 935 eventually served in the armed services, making it very diffi

cult for NCR to repair the equipment in its customers' hands. Like most cor
porations in the United States, it backfilled many positions with women for 

the first time, beginning in 1942. 18 This move made it possible for thousands 

of men from NCR to serve in the armed services without restricting day-to
day operations within the company. That strategy allowed the firm to pre

serve the size headcount it wanted. On VJ Day in September 1945, it had 

eighty-two hundred employees at the plant in Dayton and more than ten thou

sand by January 1946. 19 

Throughout the war, NCR's management knew it was constrained by the 
ban on register production compared with the potential demand identified by 

marketing. In 1944, for instance, they knew that retail outlets generated $69 

billion in sales in nearly 1.8 million stores across 125 lines of business with 
some 7 million employees. Experience dictated that such retail volumes had 

been made possible in the past partly by the use of cash registers and other 

products and that in 1944 the economy was continuing to expand. They were 
frustrated also by the fact that their best customers were department stores, 

which also were growing, representing 10 percent of all retail business trans

acted in the United States. Another major set of NCR's customers was super
markets, which, in 1944 alone, numbered 7,980 and generated $2 billion in 
sales. 20 Yet the only manufacturing of new products for all these customers 

came in 1945 when some 27,000 registers and accounting machines were 

built at Dayton. By 1947, NCR had a backlog of unfilled orders worth $100 

million! 21 That volume was equal to the maximum capacity of the Dayton 

plant for one full year, working around the clock. 
Employees responded to the war in personal ways, thereby contributing to 

a corporate image of fully supporting the war. They bought savings bonds and 
gave blood. Management strongly endorsed war-related programs. NCR's 

registers were used at the New York World Fair in 1939 and for many war 
loan drives. NCR installed a "mammoth model of a National register in Times 

Square" to record progress of war bond purchases. 22 

Management clearly, and against a tougher situation than faced by Bur

roughs or IBM, had proven relatively effective, creative, and able to preserve 

the firm through potentially disastrous times. In the process, it had become 
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stronger, learned about electronics, and acquired experience in dealing with 
the U.S. government. When combined with even better management in 1946, 
NCR was well situated when the postwar period brought significant changes 
to the industry. 

International Business Machines 

IBM's executives managed the company effectively during the war, expand
ing and strengthening the firm more than any other company did in the indus
try. In sales volumes, in 1939, IBM ranked second with $39.5 million after 
Remington Rand, which had sales of $43.3 million. In 1945, IBM was the 
largest at $141.7 million with Remington Rand at $132.6 million. In earn

ings, in 1939, IBM ranked first with $9. l million and ended the war in the 
same position with $10. 9 million. In the value of net assets, IBM in 1939 was 

first at $79 million compared to NCR at $56.9 million. In 1945, IBM re
mained number one with $134. l million, Remington Rand number two with 
$75.4 million, and NCR third with $57.4 million.23 

Watson, apparently earlier and more enthusiastically than most of his peers 
in the industry, offered the U.S. government his support. That meant making 
available IBM's manufacturing and managerial resources while shrewdly ex
panding the number of contracts he had with various government agencies. 
IBM already had extensive relationships with military and civilian offices 
within the government developed during the early decades of the century that 
were expanded extensively during the depression. These were extended even 

further when IBM's products were declared critical to the war effort. IBM 
also held the advantage over many companies from the government wartime 
rulings on pricing because the firm entered the conflict making as high or 
more of a return on sales as any of its competitors. The company had skilled 
precision manufacturing capabilities that it used to produce military products. 
IBM-like its peers-publicly endorsed war-related programs for its employ

ees and went further than many in providing special benefits as a result of the 
war. The sum of all these circumstances and programs meant that IBM pros

pered, continued to be a leading provider of office equipment, and emerged 
well positioned to maintain its prominent position. 

It began with Watson, who cherished patriotic feelings that left no doubt in 
any employee's mind about where he stood on national issues. His views 
always prevailed at IBM and were highly publicized and open. At the start of 

the conflict, he offered the company's manufacturing capabilities to the War 
Department, which, in tum, immediately asked him to manufacture 20 milli
meter machine guns and munitions. Other requests followed quickly for some 
three dozen products by the end of the war. They ranged from parts for air
plane engines to bombsights, components for submarines to hand grenades, 
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TABLE 15.4 

Revenues and Profits for IBM during World War II, 

1939-1945 (dollars in millions) 

After-tax 

Year Revenues Income Assets• 

1939 39.5 9.1 79.0 

1940 46.3 9.4 83.l

1941 62.9 9.8 97.6

1942 90.7 8.7 120.6

1943 134.9 9.2 154.2

1944 143.3 9.7 136.5

1945 141.7 10.9 134.l

Source: Moody's Manual of Investments, 1943, 1948; 

Robert Sobel, IBM: Colossus in Transition (New York: 

Times Books, 1981): 104. 

• Assets more than profits tell the story of IBM's finan

cial success dunng the war 
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rifles to ammunition. Some of the company's major wartime customers in
cluded the U.S. Navy Bureau of Ordnance, the U.S. Army Corps of Engi
neers, and the U.S.N. Bureau of Ships. IBM also served as a subcontractor 
to other firms building military products, most notably General Electric. 24 In 
addition to these products, IBM continued to sell its own tabulating supplies 
and to rent equipment. 

Watson was prepared to compromise profits and normal business practices 
to support the war. In fact, through various wartime economic controls, the 
risk of weakened profits was real. Yet he was creative and supportive of 
responsible business practices while IBM produced war-related goods. For 
example, to focus on the manufacture of military products he created the 

Munitions Manufacturing Corporation in 1941. He limited profits on all mili
tary contracts to 1.5 percent. These profits were set aside for widows and 

orphans of IBM employees killed in action and, thus, did not flow to the 
parent corporation. Wives of IBM employees in uniform received one week 
of their husband's prewar salary for each month served in the military. Wat
son kept his own salary at the 1939 level throughout the war. 

Roughly IO percent of the company's volume directly concerned produc
tion of weapons and related products, another IO percent with parts and sup
plies for war, and the remaining 80 percent with normal office equipment. 
The office machinery end of the business expanded largely because of the 

government's need. Results of IBM's overall financial performance are sum
marized in table 15.4. Wartime excess profit taxes kept IBM from otherwise 

probably tripling profits during the period and kept the rise to a modest 20 

percent. Yet the net worth of the company expanded from $79 million to $134 
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million between 1939 and 1945; cash and other liquid assets went from $6.5 
million in 1939 to $23.5 million in 1945.25 

During the war, IBM's factory space tripled while the number of employ

ees doubled. 26 The number of products on rent kept rising too. At the end of
1943, IBM had approximately 10,000 tabulators on rent of which 64 percent 
were the Type 405 alphabetic accounting machine, another 30 percent the 
numeric printing tabulator (primarily Type 285), and the final 6 percent non
printing devices. It had installed 2,000 Type 601 multipliers, 24,500 key
punch machines, and 10,200 Type 80 sorters.27 

Unlike most other American firms in the industry, IBM's foreign sales 

grew during the war with earnings doubling. Local IBM employees managed 
to keep open facilities in Germany, Italy, and France. Tabulating equipment 
was thus used by both sides in the war. Given the exigencies of warfare, 
keeping operations going in Europe was no minor accomplishment. Yet what 
helped was that other governments had the same need for office appliances as 
the U.S. government and, therefore, ensured that these kinds of operations 
remained productive. Because some of IBM's overseas operations remained 
in working order, it was able to reorganize foreign activities relatively 
quickly into the World Trade Corporation in 1949 with the necessary focus to 
make that portion of the business grow continuously. 28 

As at other firms, IBM employees bought war bonds, some $27 million at 
maturity, while public sales through war bond drives amounted to $53 mil
lion. The army and navy gave the plant at Endicott the coveted "E" award of 
excellence five times, that at Poughkeepsie four. 29 

Although IBM's early work in computer technology is beyond the scope of 
this book, one notes that as a result of research projects with universities 
(e.g., Harvard and the University of Pennsylvania), government agencies 
(e.g., army and navy ordnance communities), and other companies (General 
Electric, AT&T, Bell Labs), IBM acquired some expertise in electronics and 
contacts among scientists, engineers, and government contractors that was 
useful after the war. 30 

Remington Rand 

If one looks at just calculating and computing products and markets, striking 
similarities appear between the experiences of IBM and Remington Rand 
during the war years. Like IBM, Remington Rand had its punched card line 
and was subject to the same governmental controls. But IBM had a consider
able edge because it controlled the largest portion of the punched card market 
in 1941. IBM also enjoyed the benefits of a well-oiled selling organization 
whereas Remington Rand still struggled with establishing a fully integrated, 
effective marketing enterprise. Those efforts continued throughout the war 
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despite the loss of labor to the military and the disruption of normal trading 
patterns. Unlike IBM, Remington Rand had to be concerned with other office 

products, such as furniture. Much of the furniture had been made out of steel 
in the 1930s, and government proscriptions against such manufacture slowed 

the company's financial performance.31 

Retailing billings for accounting machines amounted to $2.68 million at 

Remington Rand during 1941, placing it fourth after Burroughs ($14.23 mil
lion), NCR ($9.69 million), and Underwood-Elliott-Fisher ($5 million). 
Other competitors such as R. C. Allen, Allen-Wales, IBM, and Monroe had 

less than a half-million dollars in billings each for accounting machines that 
year. The key vendors-Burroughs, NCR, Underwood, and Remington 
Rand-combined had sales that year of $33 million, giving Remington Rand 
just over 12 percent of the market. 32 

In adding machines, Remington Rand billed $5.58 million in 1941, plac

ing it in third position after Burroughs ($8.64 million) and Underwood
Sundstrand ($6.31 million). Other rivals with at least $1 million in sales that 

year included R. C. Allen, Allen-Wales, Monroe, L. C. Smith, and Victor. 
When joined by the three large suppliers, all generated a total domestic U.S. 
sales volume of $32,587,887. Therefore, Remington Rand owned 17 .2 per
cent of the market, a better position than it had in the accounting machine 
market.33 

A third market segment, calculators, represented a field in which Reming
ton Rand played a minor role at the start of the war. In 1941, sales amounted 

to $1.5 million in a market of $34.44 million. The top five vendors were 
Monroe ($9 million), Marchant ($7.63 million), Felt & Tarrant ($6.82 mil
lion), Burroughs ($5 million), and Friden ($4.18 million). 34 

Remington Rand was, however, a major supplier of typewriters. In 1941, 
it shipped 235,755 desktop machines out of a total sold by all vendors in the 
United States of 718,435. That gave Remington Rand roughly one-third of 
the market. Out of 558,768 portable typewriters shipped by the top four sup
pliers, Remington Rand sold 145,205, placing it second after Royal, which 
had 184,643 to its credit.35 Typewriters represented, therefore, an important 

aspect of Remington Rand's business and, in all probability, a highly profit
able revenue stream milking a stable, well-understood technology. Certainly, 
it was a line of business not overlooked by the company throughout the war; 

it represented a far more significant piece of the business than punched card 
equipment or calculators. Typewriters competed successfully for attention 
and resources against accounting, adding and other machines, office supplies, 

and furniture. Unlike many other vendors in the industry, Remington Rand 
had a very broad product line at the start of the war, which, by drawing 
attention and resources, did not lead to the singular focus evident at IBM, 

where the product line was narrower and management could concentrate more 
on specific market segments. 
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TABLE 15.5 

Net Sales for Remington Rand Corporation, 

1939-1945 (dollars in millions) 

Year Net Sales Year Net Sales 

1939 43.2 1943 132.9 

1940 49.2 1944 132.5 

1941 77.3 1945 108.0 

1942 91.4 

Source: Standard and Poor's Basic Analysis (01-b) of 

Office Equipment Industry as reproduced in table 3, "The 

General Nature and Size of the United States Business Ma

chines Industry. Notes for Technical Seminar of 14 No

vember I 95 I," Burroughs Papers. 

CHAPTER 15 

Net sales for Remington Rand during World War II are given in table 15.5. 
During the early 1940s Remington Rand did extremely well in revenues. Al
though it did not double revenues as did IBM, they rose by one-third, which 
bested the performance of its key competitors. In large part that success can 
be attributed to having products relevant to the war-tabulating and punched 
card equipment, typewriters, and military devices. Actions continued the re
organization of the firm started before the war. It announced additional prod

ucts in punched card equipment and reorganized marketing to sell such equip
ment directly. The latter move made sales to the military, for example, more 

effective. Overall during the war, Remington Rand picked up considerable 

momentum, which gave management the confidence and the necessary fiscal 
power to survey the horizons of the postwar period and conclude that the firm 
should include electronics in office equipment and move into commercial 
computers earlier than many other well-established companies. Computers 
were simply another line of office machines to add to Remington's collection 
of products. 

Momentum caused by sales, revenues, and profits is a psychologically mo
tivating factor frequently ignored by economists and economic historians but 
which is recognized by executives as a positive and real factor. World War II 
had that kind of effect on the office appliance industry. Growth rates were 
constantly monitored by competing vendors as signals of a rival's potential 

future effectiveness. Between 1937 and 1948, for example, analysts at Bur
roughs documented increases in their company's gross revenues at 2.1 times 
and, correctly, those of major competitors-IBM, NCR, and Remington 

Rand-at 3 to 5.7 times. To Burroughs, the trend represented a long-term 
threat while offering impetus to others as they defined new market niches. 36 

By such measure, Remington Rand appeared in good shape. 
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TABLE 15.6 

Number of Patents Issued, 1940--1946 

Company 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 Total 

Burroughs 10 14 6 8 7 4 0 49 

IBM 87 72 68 59 55 52 25 418 

NCR 19 25 15 12 10 12 20 113 

Underwood 36 55 43 37 27 16 9 223 

Remington Rand 9 22 21 16 11 5 2 86 

Monroe Gardner 5 11 9 8 6 6 2 47 

Annual Total' 76 199 162 140 126 95 58 

Source: Edward Littlejohn and C. J. McClain, "Accounting Machine Industry," 37, Burroughs Papers. 

' The annual totals suggest the culmination of prewar research results and decline dunng the conflict. The 

number of inventors with patents peaked in performance with l03 from IBM, 65 from NCR, 42 at Remington 

Rand, 38 at Underwood, lO out of Burroughs, and 9 from Monroe. 

Yet not all was well at Remington Rand. IBM's punched card line during 

the war had been technically superior, hence, more attractive to customers. A 
larger portion of IBM's offerings were electric whereas many more in Rem
ington Rand's line remained mechanical (hence, less effective). Throughout 

the 1940s, IBM's sales organization was recognized as superior to Remington 
Rand's, which meant the former was more persuasive in convincing custom
ers to use IBM products. 37 

It is a commonly accepted axiom in business that the best leverage on 
market share and profits always is derived more from efficiencies in product 
development and manufacturing than from sales. This clearly was the case in 
the office appliance and later, computer business, whether in the 1870s or in 
the 1970s. One measure of innovation has traditionally been the number of 

patents issued, a cautious signal of newness and, hence, possibly improved 
efficiencies of things to come. During the war, the two companies most ag
gressive in filing for patents were IBM and NCR (see table 15.6). Reming
ton Rand's performance was the worst on the eve of U.S. entry into World 

War II and remained relatively poor all during the conflict. Patents have al

ways been portents of product futures, measurements of currect effectiveness 
in R&D, and witnesses to previous decisions and investments when the future 
arrives. Remington Rand's performance, along with Burroughs's, reflected 

little prowess in R&D, which may help explain why, after the war, when it 
sought entry into the computer market, it bought expertise in electronics such 
as that offered by Engineering Research Associates (ERA) and Eckert and 

Mauchly. Remington Rand's exposure, as measured strictly by expired pat
ents, is illustrated in table 15.7; it joined NCR and Underwood in paying less 
attention to the future than did IBM and Burroughs. 
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TABLE 15.7 

Expired and Unexpired Patents by Company, circa 1950 

Company Expired Unexpired Total Increase' 

Burroughs 440 190 630 15 

NCR 1,590 450 2,040 41 

Remington Rand 2,035 343 2,378 24 

Underwood 2,634 1,021 3,655 64 

IBM
b 252 1,150 1,402 165 

Source. Littlejohn and McClain, "Accounting Machine Industry," Burroughs 
Papers. 

• Increase since October 8, I 944
• IBM employees had been granted 2,356 patents since 1914 and had some 380 

applications pending as of April 1950 

Summary 

Two questions leap to mind as one looks back on the experience of the indus
try during the war. First, did all the various government controls achieve the 

desired results? The topic is of immediate concern for the war's economic 
history because of the massive attempt to place vast quantities of resources at 

the disposal of the military in a large economy. The second question deals 
more with the complex of events following the war. What long-term effect 
did the extensive influence of government in the war have on the industry as 
a whole? The answers offer evidence of government's influence on the indus
try for at least the next two decades through its research agendas and buying 
practices. 

Government regulations and interferences can be measured by their suc
cess or failure in meeting the primary goal of funneling the nation's resources 
toward a victorious conclusion to a war. Did data processing help in that 
effort? Clearly it did, as demand for its goods and services illustrated, partic
ularly during the ramp-up phase of 1941-1943 when the economy adjusted 
quickly to war needs. Testimony on the effectiveness of regulations came 
from Arthur Sanders, chief of the Office Machinery Branch at WPB. Writing 
in August 1945, he summarized the efforts of WPB as regards this industry: 

To summarize it may be said that in the main the principal objectives of the regula

tion of the office machine industry were achieved. Through limitations on produc

tions, it was made possible for the industry to very substantially convert its facili

ties to the production of equipment of war. In this respect the industry has done an 

exceptional job. 

The restrictions on distribution of office machines have made it possible to chan

nel the limited output to the uses where the machines would make the greatest 
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contribution. These limitations and restrictions have at times been burdensome to 

the industry and certain hardships have resulted therefrom, but by and large the 

industry seems to have been satisfied with the treatment it has received from Wash

ington. 38 

Patriotism, realities of war, and various commentaries in internal memoran
dums from corporations of the time lead one to conclude that the industry 
concurred with Sanders's assessment. 

Historians of the data-processing evolution in the postwar era are unani
mous in acknowledging the importance of the government's role in funding 
R&D. They also recognize that government practices also affected many ac

tivities within the industry. 39 Government funding and encouragement of spe
cific types of research led directly to the development of electronic digital 
computers while postwar efforts improved on the original work and led to 
miniaturized electronics. Specific types of software and programming lan
guages evolved also because of the government's concern and its use of eco
nomic muscle. The acquisition of millions of dollars' worth of equipment first 
in significant quantities in the 1930s and more so during the 1940s, made all 
federal agencies collectively the largest customer in the world. Thus its 
wishes and practices were translated quickly into customer demand and ven
dor offerings. 

This pattern of influence has a long history dating from the 1880s when 
Hollerith began working on equipment for the Bureau of the Census. Added 
reliance on such equipment, for example, at the Social Security Administra
tion, encouraged other agencies to do the same with a snow balling effect 
during the 1930s and 1940s. World War II exacerbated the situation because 
there was already a history of mutual government/industry dependence. That 
dependence made it easier for the government to justify mandating how those 

relations had to continue during the war. The industry was effectively used 
largely because federal officials understood it, an appreciation borne out of 
previous use of office equipment. Sales figures of the period would also lead 
one to conclude that it was the American government more than any other 
institution that led the industry to acquire expertise in electronics and, subse
quently, to adopt the computer as a product. 

After World War II, the industry was never the same. It had grown quickly 
during 1936-1945, creating momentum its leaders wished to continue after
ward. Larger volumes meant more resources that could be used to develop 
products and meet demand through new manufacturing techniques while 
using tried and tested methods for marketing and distribution. 
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Industry Structure, Vendors, and 
Practices, 1945-1956 

RUMBLINGS of a new base of infonnation processing technology, later to be 
seen in the fonn of computers, were only part of the forces of change evident 
in the old industry in the period 1945-1956. Other elements included the 
enonnous economic strength of the United States following the war. That 
power directly influenced the industry by increasing demand for its products. 
It came in an era when automation appeared in ever-increasing and different 
fonns in many sectors of the economy. White collar populations spelled 
growing demand for faster, more reliable products again. As in previous de
cades, a combination of the U.S. economy's health and growing number of 
workers significantly influenced the nature of the industry. 

The period after the war also reflected much activity in all sectors of the old 
office appliance industry, where traditional product lines remained the main
stay of business while some changes came. For instance, IBM moved more 
aggressively into typewriter sales by introducing electric machines in the 
1930s and improved models in the 1940s. All traditional lines of business did 
well at the same time that new electronics carried the efficiencies of these 
products to more impressive levels of reliability and cost effectiveness. Com
petition remained keen despite growing concerns of the U.S. Department of 
Justice about possible antitrust violations by AT&T, IBM, and Burroughs, a 
worry it also expressed about many other industries as well. But in many 
ways the office appliance industry in 1945-1955 reflected structure and sub
stance evident in earlier decades. Leaders in the industry of the 1930s re
mained the same in the I 940s and I 950s. New executives took charge at 
NCR, Burroughs, and IBM, where even the venerable but aging Watson, Sr., 
began slowly to share power with his son by the early 1950s. Not until ap
proximately 1955 did it become obvious to many both in and outside the 
industry that computers would create different circumstances and enonnous 
growth comparable to that in the years 1895-1928. 

Economic Environment 

The population of the United States increased substantially during the 1940s 
from I 32. I million in I 940 to I 51. 3 million in I 950; many of those new 
citizens obviously were members of the "baby boom" generation who joined 
the work force in the I 960s. Better health services drove down deaths from 
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10.9 per thousand in 1940 to 9.5 in 1960, ensuring a more effective, longer
lived work force during the period 1945-1956. Higher standards of living, 
greater economic output, and a larger population helped drive growth in GNP 
from $200 billion in 1945 to $400 billion in the mid-1950s. 

At the end of the war, the U.S. economy began a period of enormous 
growth caused by consumer desire to dispose of savings accumulated during 
the war, continued massive spending by the government, pent-up demand for 

goods and services by local and state governments, and needs of businesses 
to retool or replace worn-out equipment and to support growing demand for 
goods. The Marshall Plan, cold war politics, and the Korean War also con

tributed enormously to demand. The United States exported more than it im
ported. Expenditures by businesses alone in new plants and equipment went 
from about $8 billion in 1945 to $28 billion annually by 1955. During the 
second half of the 1950s annual expeditures remained consistently more than 
$30 billion. 1 

The American labor force grew from 56 million in 1940 to 74 million in 
1960. 2 The biggest change-and the most important to the office appliance 
industry-was the increase in the number of workers in the service sector. 
Between 1920 and 1970 that portion of the work force rose from slightly 
under 30 percent to nearly 60 percent. Given the absolute growth in the num
ber of workers in the same period, the overall shift actually is more impres

sive than percentages might suggest. After 1947, net increases in employ
ment came only in the service sector. 3 

Potential users of office equipment, therefore, increased. In 1945, some 4 
million workers and, in 1955, 5.9 million were in the service sector alone. In 
government, the work force in 1945 totaled 5.9 million and, in 1955, 6.9 
million. The total work force in the U.S. economy went from 40 million in 
1945 to 50 million in 1955.4 The clerical population went from 4.9 million in 
1940 to 7.2 million in 1950.5 Vendors of office equipment were aware of 
these growth figures and translated them into market potential. Proof of com
mitment to growing markets came in the form of many investments, not the 
least of which were factory workers in the industry, expanding from 24,000 
to 40,000 between 1940 and 1950.6 

In any year between 1945 and the mid- to late-1950s, the U.S. economy 

proved fertile for the office equipment industry. The environment was an 
almost perfect set of economic conditions for the continued growth of this 
industry. It supplied necessary incentives to sell modernized products while 
affording change to a new technological base. 

Postwar Industry Structure 

The challenge facing the industry in the immediate postwar period was to 

return to normalcy in a peacetime market. By 1946, wartime price controls 
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and restrictions on the use of raw materials were being shed quickly in the 

United States. In Europe these were less a factor, except in Germany where 

Allied occupation forces imposed restrictions, including some that prohibited 

"high-technology" items. Veterans who had worked within the industry were 

either back at work or soon would be. Demand was identified as other compa
nies and agencies turned to peacetime activities. Vendors shifted production 

to meet these requirements while they updated products. By 1947-1948 they 
were back on a peacetime basis in the United States. In Europe, Latin Amer
ica, and Asia, recovery proved much slower because of the destruction and 

the greater effort required to recover to peacetime economic levels; but even 

here, the effort was made to get back to prewar patterns of behavior. Business 

grew overseas despite the aftermath of war. American companies expanded 
marketing and manufacturing outside the United States and, as in the case of 
IBM, creation of an entire new management organization called IBM World 

Trade. In time, that arm of the company rivaled the domestic firm in revenues 

and profits. 7 

The major suppliers were the same top five as before the war. 8 The indus

try's self-identification in the late 1940s, however, began to shift, reflecting 

changes occurring over the previous decade that led to differentiation be
tween vendors of data-processing eqnipment and those that also handled other 

types of products such as coin changers (e.g., Abbott Coin Counter). The 
U.S. Federal Trade Commission still thought of the office equipment industry 
as including typewriters and stenotype, bookkeeping, adding, addressing, 

calculating, duplicating, and dictating machines, autographing registers, and 

other office equipment. It also thought monolithically about the "top three," 
"top four," or "top five" vendors in the industry. 9 

Yet all firms within the industry itself saw that the only common denomi
nator in that list was where products were used-in the office-but that other
wise commonality broke down because of differences in the marketing, dis
tribution, and manufacturing of these items. For example, Remington Rand's 

office furniture did not compete against Underwood's typewriters. 10 Leading 
vendors primarily manufactured and sold information-handling equipment 
such as one would expect to see in the nascent data-processing industry (see 

table 16. l). The relative position of these firms remained the same through 

the first half of the 1950s with only business volumes changing. The sources 

of income for top suppliers still came from traditional sets of customers (see 
table 16.2). 

The industry was as complicated as before the war. One cannot assume that 
the largest firms competed equally. They did not use their resources with the 

same effectiveness or for the same ends. Competitive product-by-product bat
tles occurred in various sectors of all industries. Skirmishes were fought divi

sion by division. For example, Remington Rand sold computers that chal

lenged NCR's small computer organization in the 1950s but did not compete 
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TABLE 16.1 

Assets, Revenues, Employees of Ten Largest Office 

Equipment Firms, 1948 (dollars in millions) 

Company Assets' Revenues Employees 

18Mb 242 162 20,000 

Remington Randc 126 148 29,182 

NCRd 121 168 16,400 

Burroughs' 67 94 15,202 

Underwood1 42 57 

L. C. Smith8 19 26 4,888 

Monroe 14 21 2,226 

Marchant 10 15 2,600 

Felt & Tarrant 9 12 1,885 

Friden 7 1,500h 

• If one adds Lanston, Victor, Clary, R. C. Allen and Swift,
total assets for all the above ten and five just listed totaled $674 
million, revenues approached $738 million; employment was 
nearly 99,000 

b United States and Canada only. 
' all sources, all subsidianes. 
' United States and subsidianes. 
' Parent firm only. 
'U.S., domestic subsidianes, foreign subsidianes earned as in

vestments. 
8 US., Canadian, and Bntish subsidianes. 
h In addition had agents. 
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against cash registers to any degree. When one looks at product segmenta
tion, competitors varied. In the adding machine market of the late 1940s and 
early 1950s, major suppliers were Burroughs, Remington Rand, Underwood, 

and Victor. In calculating machines, they were Burroughs, Felt & Tarrant, 

Marchant, and Friden. In accounting machines, one could tum to Burroughs, 

NCR, IBM, or Remington Rand as industry leaders. In cash registers, there 

was, of course, NCR but also Burroughs, R. C. Allen, and Mccaskey. Sev

enteen typewriter firms competed in the market, however, it was dominated 
by less than a handfull. 11 The American economy had more than sixty vendors 

providing office equipment products despite the concentration of sales by 
market segment to three or four within each sector of the old office appliance 

industry. 
Thus, for instance, in the late 1940s, some eleven vendors sold adding 

machines. Patent restrictions did not exist because the product line's technol

ogy was mature, so lower barriers to entry into that market existed; two com
panies entered the American industry during the 1940s. 12 The process was 

also easier because newcomers needed less capital than for other machine 
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TABLE 16.2 

Sources of Revenues for Top Five Vendors, 1948 

(percentage of dollars) 

IBM 

Rental income & service 

Sales of cards & supplies 

Sales of other equipment 

NCR 

Cash registers 

Accounting & bookkeeping machines 

Adding machines 

Supplies & service 

Remington Rand 

Cabinets, filing & index equipment 

Typewriters & supplies 

Tabulating, accounting machines, etc. 

Electric shavers 

Photographic equipment 

Miscellaneous 

Burroughs 

Adding machines 

Calculators 

Accounting machines 

Cash machines 

Other 

Underwood 

75 

15 

10 

55-60

30

5-8

9

40 

20 

25 

5 

1 

9 

24 

10 

61 

2 

3 

Typewriters 50 

Accounting machines, adding machines 35 

Supplies 15 

Source: Littlejohn and McClain, "Accounting Machine In

dustry," 8-9, Burroughs Papers. 
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types. The two that entered had assets worth less than $2 million. 13 With 
calculators, more capital was required, and marketing proved more difficult 
because it called for some application selling. By the end of the 1940s, the 
seven suppliers had all been in business since at least the 1930s. The con

centration was greatest, however, in the accounting and tabulating machine 
market as it had been earlier and for the same reasons: complexity, patent 
protection, high volume of capital and R&D required, and sophistication of 
application marketing and services. In this segment, IBM continued to domi

nate. As one industry watcher put it, Watson's management had "made IBM 
the synonym of mechanized accounting." 14 Some 75 percent of its income 

came from tabulating equipment in this period. 15 

Profits remained strong in the postwar period for the largest vendors. 
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IBM's net profits after taxes ranged from a low of $10.9 million (1945) to a 
high of $33.3 (1949). In 1949, IBM's net profits after taxes represented 18. l 

percent of sales. In the prewar period, these profits had been between 23 and 
32 percent. In contrast, Burroughs served as a good model for the small end 
of the data-processing product line, turning in a 1949 profit margin of 9. I 
percent. Average net profit margins of other competitors, such as NCR, 

Remington Rand, and Underwood, came closer to 7 .2 percent. 16 

NCR continued to dominate cash register sales. Its serious competition 
came from other data-processing manufacturers who sold against NCR's cal
culators and accounting machinery and, later, computers. In the postwar pe
riod, between 50 and 60 percent of NCR's revenues came from cash registers. 
Remaining sources were wrangled primarily from IBM, Remington Rand, 
Burroughs, Underwood, and Monroe. 17 

The more specialized a product line, e.g., coin changers or cash registers, 

the greater was the concentration of a few suppliers. By the postwar period, 
concentration was a natural process because the narrower the product, the 
smaller the demand, and thus it made economic sense only for a few firms to 
participate. That process was clearly at work when commercial computers 

were introduced; demand was limited and so, too, were suppliers. 
Distribution remained the same as before the war and for the same reasons 

(see table 16.3 for how many sales offices, dealers, and agencies major ven

dors had in the United States in 1949-1950). The more complicated the 
equipment sold, the more likely it was that it would only be acquired through 
direct sales offices. 18 Less complex equipment came through other well
understood channels, such as dealers or even department stores. 

The volume and variety of machines shipped in the postwar period was 
impressive. The figures for adding machines in 1947 suggests the volumes: in 
the United States over 340,000; in 1949, 350,000, of which 50,000 came 
from Burroughs. 19 By 1950, customers had a choice of more than fifty models 
of calculators. IBM, in 1956, offered five major accounting machines, seven 
calculators (including the IBM 650), and hundreds of input/out devices, spe
cial items, or attachments. The IBM sales manual for 1956 ran into hundreds 
of pages, only a few of which were devoted to the well-received IBM 650 
computer. 20 At the other end of the market-very small hand-operated adding 
machines, which sold at prices from $89.50 to $250---<:ustomers had a choice 
of over forty-five machines. In 1947, some 340,000 of these were sold in the 
United States alone.21 At the very low end (less than $100 each), Victor dom
inated. 

All these data suggest a healthy industry with as much diversity as in the 
prewar era. They also indicate that computers had rivals at the high end in the 
form of products to compete against and later displace in the 1950s and early 
1960s.22 As sales volumes show, the industry grew between 1945 and 1955 
supported by traditional market conditions and lines of business. 
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TABLE 16.3 

U.S. Distribution Outlets by Product Type, 1949-1950 

Product Line/Vendor 

Tabulating Equipment 

IBM 

Full Line 

NCR (& Allen-Wales) 

Remington Rand 

Burroughs 

Underwood• 

Monroe 

Calculators 

Marchant 

Felt & Tarrant 

Friden 

Adding Machines 

Victor 

R. C. Allen•

Clary

Swift

Typewriters 

L. C. Smith & Corona

Lanston Monotype (Barrett)

Branches 

159 

209 

200 

133 

225 

180 

83 

12 

22 

50 

Dealers 

300 

8,500 

500 

170 

Limitedb 

7,200 

Limitedb 

CHAPTER 16 

Agencies 

86 

250 

Source. Littlejohn and McClain, "Accounting Machine Industry," 65, Bur
roughs Papers. 

• Underwood and R. C Allen had nationwide coverage. 
• Limited sales.

International Business Machines 

IBM emerged from the war large and influential. Its more than $140 million 
in annual revenues made IBM second in size in the industry; in value of 
assets, it led the industry in 1948. Historians are often fond of speaking of any 

organization's history as one of transition, and so they have written about 
IBM's in the decade following the war. More relevant, however, were three 
sets of events between 1945 and 1956 because they influenced the structure 
and direction of IBM and the industry over time. 

First, the creation of IBM World Trade signaled an expanded commitment 
to sales outside the United States on a more effective basis. Second, in the 

natural evolution of management, older executives gave way to younger ones 
who increasingly differed with previous managers on how to run IBM. Third, 

an antitrust suit between IBM and the U.S. Department of Justice was settled 
with terms that influenced the company's marketing practices down to the 
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present and contributed to the end of the tabulating machine era. Closely tied 
to these legal issues were those resolved in another legal skirmish between 

IBM and Remington Rand over antitrust issues. 
The event that became visible most immediately was IBM's restructuring 

of foreign operations. In 1949, it divided into two pieces: a domestic U.S. 
company with corporate headquarters and a subsidiary called IBM World 
Trade Corporation. The latter was presided over by Tom Watson, Sr.'s son, 
Dick Watson, whereas the U.S. organization increasing! y came under control 
of Tom Watson, Jr. The largest piece of the market was still the United 
States. Available evidence suggests that Watson, Sr., took this step to pro

vide each brother with an opportunity to be his own person with minimal 
rivalry. 23 

The organization proved a workable business decision. Although foreign 
revenues (exclusive of Canadian) in 1949 only reached $6.3 million, the po
tential was enormous, particularly in Europe after it recovered economically; 

Watson, Sr., saw that capture of this market required focus. The components 
of World Trade, in some cases dating back to Hollerith's early work in Eu
rope, were important. For example, the British Tabulating Machine Com
pany (BTM), with which Hollerith entered business in 1908, had become an 

important part of IBM's European business. In 1949, IBM BTM signed a 

licensing agreement to market IBM's products while IBM established a Brit
ish subsidiary. IBM also had the plants and sales offices it had established 
after World War I in Germany, France, Italy, Portugal, and Spain and others 
in Latin America and Asia. When establishing IBM United Kingdom, for the 

first time IBM made it possible for foreigners to purchase stock in a subsidi
ary. That formula would be repeated elsewhere, opening a new source of 
capital to the firm in later decades while allowing local companies to identify 

more easily with the nations they served. 24 

On the first day of World Trade's operations (January 1, 1950), the foreign 
company consisted of ten factories making machines, twenty producing 
cards, and sales offices in fifty-eight countries. The parent U.S. company 

provided the design of products, management as needed, and financial back

ing. During the early 1950s, World Trade expanded in response to growing 
opportunities outside the United States; ultimately, it established its own 
R&D to build on developments in the United States but tailored to the require

ments of its own customers. IBM as a whole soon felt the impact on revenues 
of the new organization's effectiveness and expanding demand for its prod

ucts. By the close of 1955, World Trade's revenues had reached $132.8 mil

lion compared to $564 million for the U.S. firm. In the following year, reve
nues were $157.7 million compared to $734 million.25 During the 1950s, its 

rate of growth parallel that of the domestic company. 
IBM World Trade's success was the result of several factors. Practices and 

products of the domestic company along with its past relationships with cus-
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tomers ensured an initial momentum of activity. At least as important was the 
ability of national subsidiaries to alter marketing practices to meet local re

quirements, ranging from pricing based on local tax laws or competition to 
the needs of a particular economy or customer, or to respond to the require

ments to use products in non-European alphabets (e.g., Japanese). 26 

An important change at IBM was the attrition of aging executives and their 
replacement with younger ones who were often allies of Tom Watson, Jr. 
Nowhere was this process more at work than within the Watson family itself. 
Watson, Sr., was seventy-one years old at the end of the war, Watson, Jr., 
31. Many of the firm's top executives had been at their posts since the late
1930s. Watson, Sr.' s two main lieutenants in 1945 were Charles Kirk and
John Phillips, each a vice-president. Both were reputed never to implement a

policy without Watson's approval, although of the two Kirk was more likely
to suggest fresh ideas. Watson, Jr., slated to manage the firm after his father,

was groomed by Kirk. However, in 1947 Kirk died while Watson, Jr., was
a vice-president but regarded as not yet ready to take over his father's re
sponsibilities. Kirk's death left the firm in what one historian called "a drift,
as though it was awaiting Watson junior's coronation."27 In 1949, Phillips
became president of IBM, Watson, Sr., took the title of chairman, which he
had never held before, and Watson, Jr., was promoted to executive vice

president.
Watson, Jr., began to place people of his own choosing in key positions 

in the early 1950s. They infused electronics into products and even dressed 

with soft collars instead of the stiff ones characteristic of Watson, Sr. Wat
son, Jr., focused greater attention on R&D than had been done in the earlier 
1940s, while he managed a company growing rapidly both in number of em
ployees and markets during the early 1950s. In 1952-1955, as president, the 
younger Watson presided over the doubling of IBM's revenues. Throughout 
the 1950s, he decentralized the firm as the volume of decisions became 
too many for one or two individuals to make. The final event symbolizing 
changes at IBM was Watson, Sr.'s death on June 19, 1956, following a heart 
attack. Watson, Jr., remained president and was elected chairman of the 

board in 196 l. 28 In his last years, Watson, Sr., had increasingly yielded 

day-to-day operations to his namesake, which, in effect, caused a graceful 
transition to a new generation over some nine years. By 1956, the firm was 

stamped with the mark of Watson, Jr., by more modem buildings and prod
ucts and practices that reflected a much larger company now dependent on 
new technologies. 

IBM's antitrust problems illustrated the growing power of the younger 
Watson. Legal issues reflected the continuing concern of the U.S. Depart
ment of Justice with office equipment vendors. Settlement of the case with a 

consent decree represented a break with the past that was both symbolic and 
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real for IBM. The issue was the same as in the 1930s: the government accused 
IBM in 1952 of monopolizing tabulating machines sales and supplies of 
cards. Federal authorities wanted IBM to lease and sell equipment, not just 

lease or rent, and to allow customers to obtain cards from other sources as 
well. Watson, Sr., protested passionately, even arguing that Harry Truman 
was punishing him for supporting Dwight D. Eisenhower for president. He 
also contended that the Justice Department was practicing bad economics

the charge that Burroughs leveled against the government and that IBM 

would in the l 970s-by improperly defining the industry and competition 
within it. 

Watson, Jr., who had just been made president before the government filed 
charges, viewed the situation differently. Rather than get mad as had his 
father, he focused more on IBM's future and less on past practices. Wat
son, Jr., and IBM's legal staff believed the government's criticism only con

cerned cards and tabulators whereas the future promised other products such 
as tape medium and computers, although in 1951-1953 that was a distance 

away but closer in 1955-1956. If IBM moved toward use of magnetic tape 
and computers, the charges would become less relevant. When the case was 

filed in 1952, the declining importance of tabulating equipment was not as 
apparent as it would be by 1955-1956. The period of some four years and 
the events that took place in the industry, accounts largely for why Wat

son, Jr., and IBM's lawyers were more willing than his father to accommo

date the Justice Department. Watson, Sr., eventually bowed to his son's ar
guments that a consent decree should be negotiated and that the company had 
to get on with its affairs without the burden of legal problems about aging 

technology. 29 

Evidence from Watson, Jr., on the matter is direct. On wanting to settle the 

case: "We knew that sooner or later the government would come after us. Our 
equipment was in the accounting departments of virtually every major Amer

ican company, and the government knew all about us because we were in 
every federal agency too. We charged premium rents for a premium service, 

and our growth and profits were astounding-year after year we were making 

about twenty-seven cents, pre-tax, on every dollar of revenue." IBM had 
little competition in the tabulator business because his firm "held about 90 
percent of the market for punch-card machines."30 A congressional report 
available to him at the time estimated that 16 percent of all accounting work 
done in the United States was performed on IBM equipment, and the U.S. 
Department of Commerce also reported that 9 percent of all manhours of 
production workers in offices and in store machine functions relied on IBM's 

equipment. Watson's father estimated in the early 1950s that IBM had 2 per
cent of all the numerical calculations going on in U.S. industry.31 Regardless 

of how IBM came to such a dominant position, the son knew he had a prob-
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!em, and so "I determined to settle the suit before it went to trial" (1955-
1956), which, when accomplished, "cleared the way for IBM to keep expand
ing at top speed. "32 

The consent decree was signed in 1956. In hindsight, it was a most signifi
cant one for the industry (at least until the breakup of AT&T in 1984) because 
it affected IBM's practices for decades, although that consequence was not 

fully anticipated at the time. It called for IBM to sell or lease its machines, a 
provision that had scarcely any effect on tabulating machine revenues. IBM 
had to divest itself of its capability to produce more than half the cards re
quired by the American economy within seven years. Although of concern in 

1956, card sales kept declining over the next ten years anyway. IBM had to 
establish the Service Bureau Corporation (SBC), a subsidiary, to compete 
against IBM and service bureau companies. SBC was a means of encouraging 

rivals in that market segment to enter the fray. In 1962, IBM sold SBC to 
Control Data and stayed out of that market in the United States over the next 
three decades. IBM agreed to grant licenses for a fee to any firm that could 
afford them to sell or rent current and future machines in tabulating, account
ing, and computing. In practice, this license would be for existing innova
tions; a rival would thus signal its lack of innovation if it had to rely on such 
a method to acquire technology. IBM consented to severe restrictions on its 
ability to remarket secondhand equipment, a term of the agreement that was 
subsequently strictly honored by IBM for more than three decades. The con
sent decree applied only to IBM's practices in the United States and, by im
plication, to territories under the jurisdiction of U.S. law. 

Meanwhile, Remington Rand, which had accused IBM of antitrust activi
ties in the late 1940s, conducted ongoing negotiations with IBM over the 
matter during the early 1950s and agreed in August 1956 to cross-licensing of 
patents on computer technology or others applied for before October 1956. 
The net result of these two settlements-with the government and Remington 
Rand-was that IBM gained access to new technology with no legal exposure 
for previous R&D potentially at odds with Remington's. IBM also gave up 
minor concessions to the government and could now focus increasingly on 
computers and related services without legal impediments or risk. 33 

Given the changes in products, executives, competitors, legal problems, 
and organization, how did the company perform financially? Table 16.4 tells 

the story. From 1946 to 1957, gross revenues and net income rose faster than 
in the office appliance industry as a whole. Long-term debt climbed in the 
1950s as a reflection of Watson, Jr.'s growing commitment to R&D and ex
pansion. Given the size of increased revenues, however, growth in long-term 

debt can be considered prudent and proportional to the amounts assumed by 
Watson, Sr. (see table 16.4). By the early l 950s, the definition of the office 
equipment industry was changing, a process that accelerated during the mid
to late 1950s with the introduction of commercial computers on a large scale. 
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TABLE 16.4 

Selected Statistics for IBM, 1946--1956 

(dollars in millions) 

Gross Net Long-term 

Year Revenues Income Debt" 

1946 119.4 18.8 30.0 

1947 144.5 23.6 50.0 

1948 162.0 28.1 85.0 

1949 183.5 33.3 85.0 

1950 214.9 33.3 85.0 

1951 266.8 27.9 135.0 

1952 333.7 29.9 175.0 

1953 410.0 34.1 215.0 

1954 461.4 46.5 250.0 

1955 563.5 55.9 295.0 

1956 734.3 68.8 330.0 

Source: Table reproduced with permission from 

Robert Sobel, IBM, 125. Data onginated in Moody's 

Handbook, 1957, 193 

• IBM avoided long-term debt before the mid-1940s

and funded growth and R&D out of current earnings 
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Although the definition of what constituted the industry thus became a prob

lem for historians and economists34 and lawyers involved in antitrust suits in 
the 1970s, 35 in tabulating gear, IBM still had its 85 to 90 percent market 
share. When compared to other vendors and to all types of products and ser

vices, it perhaps held up to 25 percent of the business equipment market. 
Clearly, its revenues were very large in comparison to those of its arch rivals. 

IBM's position remained intact, as strong as it had been in the early 1940s, 
and financially capable of expanding in the second half of the 1950s. 36 

Remington Rand 

The major news at the second-largest tabulating and most-publicized com

puter vendor, Remington Rand, during the period 1945-1955 was continued 
growth through its merger in 1955 with Sperry Corporation to form Sperry 
Rand. General Douglas MacArthur became chairman of the board and James 
Rand, the old chairman of Remington Rand, vice-chairman. Chief executive 

officer of the new firm was Harry Vickers, a senior executive at Sperry Cor

poration. Both companies intended to merge two compatible firms. Sperry 

enjoyed a good reputation as a successful supplier of various types of technol

ogies to the U.S. military establishment, most recently reinforced during 
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World War II. It also held considerable expertise in electronics, particularly 
in leading-edge technologies that included work on semiconductors. Sperry 
shared a similar heritage with ERA (also acquired in this period along with 
the Eckert-Mauchly computer enterprise by Remington Rand) in that some of 
Sperry's engineers had conducted research for the U.S. Navy that involved 
computerlike hardware. The combination, at least on paper, made the new 
firm potentially significant in the emerging computer field. 

Sperry Corporation was incorporated on April 13, 1933, as a holding com
pany made up of numerous older organizations. One of these was the Sperry 
Gyroscope Company, incorporated on January 21, 1929, and a descendant of 

earlier structures, famed as manufacturer of the gyrocompass used by mer
chant marines and navies worldwide. During World War II, it manufactured 

the gyroscope used in bombsights and torpedoes. Another subsidiary, Ford 
Instrument Company, employed electronics for artillery control, such as 

rangekeepers, directorscopes, and mechanical computing devices for anti
aircraft fire control and artillery batteries. Sperry had annual sales of some 
$2.8 million during the 1930s and, by the end of 1939, turned in a gross 
income of $10.7 million on revenues of $24.4 million. During the war, it had 
prospered enormously. In 1944, for instance, sales reached $460 million but 
in 1946 dropped to $85.8 million because of decreased demand for military 
products. 37 That experience led management to seek domestic nonmilitary 
customers, hence the attraction of a firm like Remington Rand that had civil
ian/government-related products and customers and a distribution system for 
goods and services. The lesson of not being too dependent on the military was 

probably forgotten momentarily, however, during the Korean War. Sales 
climbed to the same levels as those of World War II although as after the 
previous war, they subsequently dipped. 38 

Experiences of the past were recalled. Sperry emerged from World War II 
with money to invest and had even more coming out of the Korean War. It 
saw Remington Rand as a compatible acquisition. Remington Rand's civilian 
loyal customer base was particularly appealing. Vickers was prepared to 
invest heavily in R&D and to take on IBM. Remington Rand had already 
taken key steps to engage IBM in the computer market at the high end, 

often where customers were either government civilian agencies or the mili
tary. Sperry could sell to Remington Rand's customers, thereby broadening 
Vicker's outlets. In short, it appeared a logical merger. Industrial analysts 
saw the merger as a winning one that could challenge others in the office 
equipment market and everyone in the newly emerging computer world. 39 In 
that year (1955), sales of the UNIVAC I reached their all-time high; the fu

ture never looked better. 40 

Remington Rand was not a small acquisition as shown by the company's 

net sales during the late 1940s (see table 16.5). The data suggest, however, 
something less than consistent or expanding sales volume. The transaction 
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TABLE 16.5 

Net Sales for Remington Rand, 1946-1949 

( dollars in millions) 

Year Net Sales' Year Net Sales' 

1946 

1947 

147.1 

162.4 

1948 

1949 

Source: Standard and Poors, 1946-1950. 

148.2 

135.7 

• Net sales are sales charged to customers and do not in

clude income from other sources. 
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showed why it was a good takeover candidate for Sperry or any company 
large enough to acquire a firm moving into technology-based products and 
smart enough to manage it effectively. Size restricted the number of compa
nies able to consider a takeover because Remington Rand was not small; in 
1950, it had 29,909 employees, a work force that continued to grow. The 
number of employees alone made it the second largest employer in the indus
try after NCR (with 30,000) with IBM in third (28,604).41 Measured by pre
tax income as a percentage of sales, these figures went from a high of 18. 2 
percent in 1946 down to a low of 9. 7 percent in 1949 then back up to 16 
percent in 1951. Subsequent computer sales and other investments altered the 
financial picture again. To put the firm's performance in perspective, 
throughout the same period, IBM's pretax income as a percentage of sales 
remained consistently between a low of 26.2 percent (1946) and a high of 29 
percent (1949, 1951 ), whereas at NCR they were a low of 4. 3 percent in 1946 
but, thereafter, 14.8 to 18.9 percent.42 In short, Remington Rand's perfor
mance was uneven in comparison to better-managed firms. 

The diversity of its products and organization, fractured attention by senior 
management, and consequent dispersal of available capital across too many 
projects made it a decreasingly serious rival to others entering the computer 
field while making it a good merger/takeover candidate. Computer sales did 
not grow there as rapidly as at IBM. In 1955, the Univac Division's revenues 
hovered at $711 million, in 1956 near $868 million.43 

National Cash Register 

The immediate challenge facing NCR at the end of World War II was to 
revitalize quickly its cash register business while it enhanced sales of ac
counting machines. As war-tom economies overseas recovered, the demand 
for registers became a function of the growth of retail operations much as it 
had in previous decades. In the United States, the same notion applied but 
was compounded by the need to replace older accounting machines that cus-
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tomers had to use during the war when they might otherwise have acquired 
more advanced models. In the second half of the 1940s, the company refur
bished the entire product line, including some machines that went from three 

hundred parts to more than seven thousand. NCR also brought out more ad

vanced accounting machines that often used electronics for the first time and 
new styling. The majority of the company's business during the period 1945-

1956 concerned cash registers and accounting machines. Revenues from 
government-related projects and computers were minor. 

The future looked good for NCR with 1.9 million merchants and some .5 
million other businesses as prospects. NCR went after that market in the late 
1940s with more than 500 possible combinations of machines. By 1948, it 

had 206 sales offices in North America. As of 1947, it had 333 marketing 
representatives and managers with 25 or more years of service with NCR. 
Each sales office on average had at least one highly experienced marketer 

providing guidance and serving as a floor leader to newer employees. Such 
a pool of skilled individuals helped to develop effective sales personnel 

rapidly, allowing the company to take proper advantage of pent-up demand 
and a modem product line.44 By the early 1950s, the company had made the 

transition to a worldwide peacetime market.45 NCR retained its name recogni
tion from the interwar period and built on its traditional customer base with 

the same kinds of goods and practices as in the past. 
Executives were concerned about the new electronics, asking the same 

questions about computers that were on every other vendor's mind in the 
office and electronics industries. Where was the demand for computers? Like 

others, NCR concluded initially that it existed with scientific and military 

applications. There was reluctance within NCR-as at IBM-to deflect any 
resources or attention from current lines that generated revenues and profits 
unless there was little risk in so doing. If the firm entered the computer busi
ness, as its president, Stanley C. Allyn, put it, "We knew it meant many 

millions of research and development dollars, plus the retraining of manu
facturing, marketing and service personnel."46 By the early 1950s, the com
pany could see that it had to make a foray into this new facet of the office 

equipment business or, as Allyn believed, otherwise live "on with a declining 
opportunity. "47 

The company responded by buying the talent needed to enter the market. In 

1952, it acquired Computer Research Corporation (CRC) and made it NCR 
Electronics Division in 1953. It was capable of building computers for com
mercial uses. NCR asked that computer development be linked with creation 
of efficient input mechanisms to trap data in machine-readable form, recog
nizing that commercial applications were characterized more by input and 
output of data than by extensive calculations. NCR had to catch up with IBM 
and Remington Rand, whose existing tabulating and accounting systems al

ready sported good input/output punched card equipment. Both of NCR's 
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TABLE 16.6 

Net Sales for NCR, 1946-1950 (dollars in millions) 

Year 

1946 

1947 

1948 

Net Sales 

77.4 

138.5 

168.2 

Year 

1949 

1950 

Source: Standard and Poors, 1946--1950. 

Net Sales 

167.3 

170.5 
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rivals understood such machines both on the manufacturing and sales sides of 
the house. Both also had manufacturing facilities geared to build such equip
ment. They could add computers to such a system of devices. NCR's products 
did not use punched cards but were "original-entry" devices. That is, one 
typed data directly into machines. For these reasons, it was understandable 
why NCR's initial foray into computers was hesitant and mild. CRC's first 
product was a digital differential analyzer used by North American Aviation 
for airborne operations and from that base CRC reached out with more com
mercial products only in the mid-to-late 1950s.48 

But computers were in the future for NCR's expansion was fueled by tradi
tional electromechanical products. By 1953, NCR had ten manufacturing 
plants producing such equipment and several others to make supplies and 
business forms for its traditional product line.49 Sales expanded worldwide in 
the late 1940s and in the first half of the 1950s. In Japan, NCR became the 
first American firm to be "legally reconstituted" (July 1949). 50 During 1947, 
a new plant for cash registers opened in Dundee, Scotland. It was expanded 
in 1952 and, by 1957, built $40 million worth of registers annually. In 1947, 
some 478 employees built registers in Berlin, and by the early 1950s, the 
combined work force of plants in Berlin and Augsburg exceeded 2,000 and 
made more than 17,000 cash registers annually.51 In 1950, it had a work force 
of some 30,000-the largest in the industry, which, without more evidence, 
suggests either how labor-intensive electromechanical products were to build 
and sell or inefficiencies. Sales dipped in 1945 as NCR shifted from a war
time environment to a peacetime one, and this conversion had been com
pleted by 194 7. Sales then began rising and took off in 1951 with a 24 percent 
spurt over those in 1950 (see table 16.6). By then some two-thirds of NCR's 

total revenues were coming from U.S. sales, the rest from overseas. In that 
important year of 1951, earnings reached $11. 7 million, making it possible 
for NCR to acquire CRC.52 In 1955-1956, NCR's sales jumped to over $300 
million, with less than 5 percent coming from computer-related services or 
products.53 To give perspective on the early growth of computer sales, by 
1960, these had only climbed to 7.2 percent of total revenues.54 

NCR's market share, measured by the volume of revenues against the ten 
largest vendors, was 15 percent in 1946, 22 percent in 1949, then settled 
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down to 18-19 percent during the early 1950s.55 Market share was consistent 
with what it had been during the 1930s. Measured by pretax income as a 
percentage of sales, in 1946, it was 4.3 percent (disastrous and the worst in 
the industry). But it grew in 1947 to 14.8 percent, hovered at 15-16 percent 
in the late 1940s, reached 18.9 percent in 1951, and then continued at that 
level into the 1950s.56 NCR's overall performance was slightly below that of 
Burroughs (a good comparative example because of similar types of manufac
turing and marketing) and, when contrasted to mechanically intensive prod
ucts such as typewriters, was 4 to 6 percentage points better. 

In short, NCR's history of 1945-1956 was similar to that of the 1930s. 
Although one knows little about personnel changes among policy-making 
executives after the war, some took place but not at the top. Chairman of the 
board Edward F. Deeds did not retire until 1957; at that time he had served as 
chairman for twenty-six years and was eighty-three years old. Robert S. Oel
man was a relatively new figure, having served as executive vice-president 
only since 1950; he became president in 1957. Allyn, an executive since the 
1920s, served until 196 I. One could conclude that an important reason for 
returning after the war to practices and products reminiscent of the 1930s, 
might be the result of lack of changes in the management team and many of 
its employees or because of the commonality of market conditions prevailing 
after 1945. It is an unresolved issue about NCR worth examining elsewhere 
because it may answer the question of why NCR took so long to get into the 
computer business and why, when it did, it proved ineffective. 

Burroughs 

Of all the major vendors in the office equipment market in the first three 

years following World War II, the one that launched the greatest number of 
changes to improve marketing, manufacturing, and products was Burroughs. 
It changed many of its key executives in 1946, advancing younger, more 
energetic and creative individuals than the company had seen since the 1930s. 
These managers and executives, in tum, improved production efficiency 
through a combination of redesigned products and manufacturing processes. 

Burroughs expanded marketing worldwide. It also invested substantially in 
electronics in the belief that this technology must be imbedded throughout the 

product line. Despite its failure to move as quickly into the computer market 
as IBM and Remington Rand, Burroughs, nonetheless, recognized the need 
to address this new field as early as any major vendor. In 1956, it enhanced 
its own internal skills by acquiring talent to go after the computer market, 
giving it the critical mass to keep computers as an important and visible piece 
of the business for decades to come. All through 1945-1956 Burroughs per
formed well financially, which positioned it to thrive in the late 1950s. That 
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it did not grow to the degree its management wanted is a story chronologically 
outside the scope of this book, but for a brief moment in the late 1940s and 
early 1950s, Burroughs enjoyed an era of renewal and health. 

Given that during the war profits had fallen below expectations and it 
seemed that Burroughs was saddled with a lackluster senior executive team, 
the board of directors took action by naming John S. Coleman president in 

1946. He was a disciplined, professional, and energetic executive who, over 
the next several years, infused new life into the company. He hired engineers 
and college graduates with degrees in business administration and promoted 
rapidly younger managers with fresh ideas in all sectors of the company. He 
also made the crucial decision that led to very large investments in R&D in 
electronics. Between 1946 and I 956, revenues grew from $46 million to $273 
million, yielding an average annual growth rate of 19 percent. Net earnings 
went from slightly less than $2 million to $14 million, a 22 percent annual 
growth. Ray W. Macdonald, chairman of the board in the 1970s, argued that 
this success was the result of a total refurbishing of the product line, expan

sion of markets by adding paper forms and supplies to service new machines, 
and expanded overseas sales.57 

The truth was more complex. Overseas sales increased, but the proportion 
of revenues contributed from outside the United States remained at first below 
prewar levels and it was not until the 1950s that they were back to normal at 
between 20 and 30 percent. The product line was totally replaced; but manu
facturing processes for making them was too, driving down unit costs while 
increasing efficiencies of personnel. Manufacturing changes probably had 
more to do with success of the product line than marketing. When manufac
turing and engineering redesign are counted together, sales reps represented 
the least expensive piece of doing business and could take advantage of mar
ket demand to help close sales. 

In 1948, product lines consisted of adding-subtracting machines, desk 
bookkeeping machines, calculators, typewriter accounting machines, book
keeping machines, statistical machines, billing machines, cash registers, mi
crofilm equipment, office chairs, and business machine supplies. Burroughs 
saw itself as a producer of "a complete line of attractively designed and care

fully engineered figuring and accounting machines to save time, effort and 
cost in every business."58 The firm could not capitalize on demand because it 

lacked adequate amounts of materials in 1946, plant capacity of the right mix, 
and enough sales and service personnel to call on customers. Burroughs re
tooled and expanded plants and increased engineering efforts, then comple

mented these moves either by improving or expanding the 558 sales and ser
vice centers in North America and the 215 sales and dealers offices in other 
countries. Coleman increased the number of employees in 1946 by 21 percent 

worldwide, 16 percent in North America. Production that year, an indicator 
of demand, rose by 71 percent over that of 1945. In the spring of 194 7, 
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Coleman thought his firm's future was outstanding and, consequently, chose 

to invest a large portion of Burroughs's profits in that future.59 

Coleman stayed the course in 194 7, using his fourteen thousand employees 

to continue revitalization, making Burroughs, as its logo phrase put it, "a 

better place to work." By the spring of 1948, he was able to report that "Bur
roughs has an extraordinary backlog of orders and new orders are being taken 

in large volume. "60 Production was shifting by late 1947 from simply satisfy

ing backlog and replacement orders to increases in the demand for produc
tivity tools, especially in American offices. Inflation in the second half of the 
1940s, especially in salaries, made such products attractive as a means of 

containing office costs while providing tools for increasing numbers of office 
workers. As the company observed, "Burroughs products in high demand 

include all types of adding and bookkeeping machines, calculators, and a 

wide variety of other specialized figuring and accounting equipment. "61 Ex

ports went from 19 percent of total contribution in 1946 to 24 percent in 194 7 

on the way back to prewar levels of rough! y 30 percent. In 194 7, Coleman 
also started increasing the number of sales reps and service personnel by 50 

percent to satisfy new demand. By early 1948, R&D had stepped up to such 
an extent that he could report that "particular emphasis is being placed on the 

further development of electronic circuits for high-speed calculations," in 

short, replicating what was happening at IBM and Remington Rand. 62 

By the end of 1948, the bulk of the first round of refurbishing had been 

completed. This carried the company deep into the 1950s. It had been fi

nanced largely through internal funds; 70 percent of l 948's profits, for exam

ple, were plowed back into the business to pay for plant expansion and in

creased costs of work in process, finished goods inventories, and carrying 
charges for accounts receivable. 63 Demand softened in 1949 as the initial

blush of postwar business slowed. Coleman warned stockholders that infla

tion, shrinking of postwar demand, uncertainty in world affairs, and the value 

of the dollar would hurt despite continued expansion, increased efficiencies, 
and continued product introductions.64 Yet he moved ahead, expanding engi

neering and R&D staffs by 10 percent in 1948 alone. He achieved his target 

of adding 500 new salesmen and 300 service representatives. However, in 

February 1949, Burroughs laid off roughly 450 employees in manufacturing 
because of softened demand for products. 

During the early to mid-1950s, the momentum of the late 1940s slowed, 

although revenues continued to grow, masking problems concerning strategic 

directions for the future. The fundamental problem was, to use Macdonald's 

words, that "the company did not make satisfactory progress from the stand

point of developing a cohesive range of electronic data processing products 
for the commercial market. Our participation in advanced government proj

ects had diverted our relatively limited research and engineering resources 

away from the commercial areas. "65 
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By the mid-1950s, the product line would not carry the company but it 
seemed that perhaps computers could. The internal battles over direction 

were similar to those at IBM at the same time. However, in reaction to its 
inability to respond to the computer market now being developed rapidly by 
IBM, Burroughs bought ElectroData Corporation in 1956. That firm had a 
commercial computer that Burroughs could sell. Yet despite this acquisition, 
it was not until the l 960s that Burroughs could react seriously with a product 
line of computers, despite some installations in the 1950s. 66 Apparently, Bur
roughs, in the early to mid-1950s, as had other firms, relied too long on its 
existing product line, finding it difficult either to invest in new machines or to 
shift to a more advanced technology quickly enough. If IBM's experience is 
an indicator, pressure from the financial community within Burroughs, al

ways with an eye cast to immediate profits and dividends to stockholders, 
might well have pressured senior management to move more slowly toward 

a product set that had questionable levels of profitability when a product line 
with known financial performance was in hand. In hindsight, shifts to new 
products or technologies seem obvious but, in reality, they have always repre

sented some of the most difficult decisions for any CEO. Every major vendor 
of office equipment looking at the market for computers in the late 1940s and 
throughout the 1950s faced difficult decisions of this type. Burroughs was no 

exception. 
Indeed, Burroughs faced the same problem of timing the shift to computer

based products as other companies. In 1953, for example, management did 
not yet see commercial demand as significant enough: "The automatic office 
cannot be expected in the near future. "67 This technology was also determined 
to be as yet impractical and not sufficiently cost-effective. The latter was 

IBM's view at the time as well. However, Burroughs did introduce a com
mercial computer in 1954 called the E-101, taken from ElectroData, which 
was sold as a small scientific processor. The E-101 failed. Its functions were 
too limited, the market for it never developed, and it was not sold effectively. 
There was a subsequent shift of R&D risks to military projects, which Mac

donald's previously quoted comments confirmed.68 The company had found, 
as had IBM and others, that it was safer and more cost-effective to fund 
computer-related R&D through military contracts. 

The bulge in demand following the war is obvious along with the settled 

pattern of the 1950s (see table 16.7). Market share grew nicely as well. In 
1946, as compared to ten other vendors in the industry,69 Burroughs enjoyed 
an 8.9 percent share that grew to l l.8 percent in 1948, dipped in 1949, and 

rebounded to an l l . 2 to 11 . 3 percent share. 70 That share did not change until 
IBM took off again with commercial computers in the second half of the 

1950s. Pretax income as a percentage of sales in 1946 was a poor 8.2 percent. 

Management turned that situation around quickly, raising it to 16.8 percent in 
1947 and to 21.l percent in 1948. As could be expected once the bulge in 
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TABLE 16.7 

Net Sales for Burroughs, 1946-1956 
( dollars in millions) 

Year Net Sales Year 

1946 46.24 1951 
1947 69.14 1952 
1948 94.05 1953 
1949 82.46 1954 
1950 86.93 1955 

1956 

Net Sales 

127.37 
150.82 
162.04 
168.65 
217.81 
271.76 

Source: Moody's Manual of Investments, 1946-1956.
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postwar demand had passed, pretax income percentages declined to 13.3 per

cent in 1949. It began climbing as overall volumes expanded and capital in
vestments were recouped in 1950 (15.7 percent) and in 1951 (19.6 percent). 
By then, its yields were comparable to the industry at large. 71 

For many companies in the industry, 1955-1957 represented a watershed. 
Either they committed to computers and remained major suppliers in the of
fice equipment industry or faced hardships. Burroughs confronted the same 

issues. It made the decision to enter the computer business and, by 1955, 
was large enough to carry it off. Its revenues that year were substantial
$220 million-and that critical mass grew to $273 million the following 
year and then to $283 million in 1957. Sales of general purpose computers in 
1955 amounted to some $10 million, grew by $2 million in 1956, and again 

in 1957. By the end of 1960, general purpose computer revenues reached 
$20 million on a total revenue base of $389 million. Proportionately, there
fore, computer revenues remained the same within the company.7

2 All data

processing revenues added for 1955 (computers, peripherals, supplies, and 
services), totaled l 0 percent of total revenues and reached 20 percent in 
1960. In short, Burroughs's traditional lines of business remained very im
portant just as tabulating equipment did at IBM in the same period. 73 For all

vendors, profits still came from traditional products in the 1950s, not yet from 

computers. 

U.S. Antitrust Activities 

The office appliance industry and, later, the data-processing industry were 
riddled with the remains, memories, and practices caused by numerous bat
tles with the U.S. Department of Justice. The government faced off with 

NCR, Burroughs, IBM, and Remington Rand in almost every decade. Part of 
the problem was simply the early and continued concentration of goods in a 
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handful of companies. Occasional indiscretions and periodic legal victories 
for the government's lawyers encouraged the Antitrust Division at the De
partment of Justice to maintain vigilance. Consent decrees also justified its 
suspicions of business while they made vendors cautious. In short, the indus
try's relations with the Department of Justice has been a long-standing but 
inadequately studied historical issue. The legal events of the period 1945-
1956 were very important because they occurred when the activities of the 
Antitrust Division were being reinforced by major decisions of the Supreme 
Court. 

Confrontations began much earlier and have been documented throughout 
this book. However, in the 1940s, activity picked up again when the govern
ment came back to Burroughs, IBM, Remington Rand, and AT&T to explore 
the possibility of antitrust behavior. 

Nationally, a number of factors affected the office appliance industry as 
other sectors of the economy. During the twentieth century, the U.S. govern
ment played an increasingly proactive role in ensuring the availability of 
competitive activity in each major industry by enforcing the Sherman Act and 
the Clayton Act either through legal action or through negotiated settlements 
(consent decrees). Periodically, however, the Antitrust Division had to go to 
trial; important cases ultimately were decided by the U.S. Supreme Court. In 
1945, a U.S. court ruled against the Aluminum Corporation (Alcoa); it had 
been accused of controlling some 90 percent of the industry's output. More 
importantly, an American court relied on market structure rather than upon 
market behavior to test the 1igality of the antitrust charges leveled against 
Alcoa. Then in 1946, in a case seminal for office machine vendors, American

Tobacco v. United States, the Supreme Court sustained the government. It 
concluded that the crime of monopoly could be committed just as much by 
possessing power to suppress competition and to raise prices as by actually 
committing illegal acts. It also ruled that the Justice Department did not have 
to prove collusion to set prices if this could be inferred reasonably from ob
serving actual market conditions. Thus, if a firm like IBM or Remington 
Rand had a sufficiently high percentage of the tabulating market-70, 80, 
90 percent-it could be perceived as fitting that definition. The same held for 
NCR with cash registers or for Burroughs with adding machines. 

The Antitrust Division won a series of other victories across several indus
tries from 1946 to 1948; Congress altered the Clayton Act in 1950 to prohibit 
a company from purchasing the assets of another when such an acquisition 
could tend to reduce competition or lead to a monopoly. Thus by the start of 
the 1950s, it had been clearly established that the government had authority 
to preserve competition; the issue became how to use that power. During the 
Truman and Eisenhower administrations (1945-1960), between forty-three 
and forty-six antitrust suits were filed annually. The Antitrust Division also 
continued to win cases throughout the 1950s, which strengthened its hand. 
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Cases prosecuted during the 1950s reinforced the Supreme Court's position 
that the possession of sufficient power to control a market could be declared 

as much illegal as overt acts. That doctrine was cemented through the impor

tant victory against E. I. DuPont de Nemours and Company in 1957 that 
caused the firm to divest itself of General Motors Stock. 74 

Already by the 1940s, companies in the office appliance industry with anti

trust problems were arguing that the government's definition of their industry 
was faulty, that the government was practicing poor economics. As the indus

try underwent structural changes in the 1950s and 1960s with the sale of 
computers and software, one can imagine how corporate lawyers would ad
vance this argument more aggressively. Their line of reasoning was taken up 
by IBM in the 1950s, but the most spectacular example came in the IBM 
antitrust case of the 1970s. When it came to an end as the government 
dropped it in the 1980s, it had become obvious that the Antitrust Divsion's 
definition of the industry, and, hence, the basis for defining a monopoly, had 
proven invalid. 75 The charge of poor economics has continued to the present. 
As recently as the late 1980s, a government economist involved in the suit 
against IBM, Richard Thomas DeLamarter, published a book that critics at
tacked as biased, in which he assumed that IBM's behavior in the late 1980s 
was exactly as in the I 960s and used twenty-five-year-old data to condemn 
the company's behavior across many decades.76 

The case against Burroughs in the late 1940s showed the positions taken by 
both sides. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Department of 
Justice had defined the office machine industry as consisting of several major 

vendors, the "big three" or "big four." The government assumed that these 
firms operated monolithically, that is to say, the same in the tabulating gear 
or adding machine markets. Government lawyers did not distinguish between 
market segments and, hence, argued that Burroughs dominated monolithi
cally. The Antitrust Division had, in effect, declared vertical integration of 
companies suspect without, in the opinion of vendors, taking into account 
specific requirements of office machine marketing. Manufacturers, specifi
cally Burroughs in this instance, argued that one had to look at segments of 
the market and that upon investigation, one would see active competition. 

Practices in the adding machine world differed from those in calculator sales 
for example. A company might have to compete against one dozen firms over 
adding machines but for another product, such as cash registers, only with 

three or four rivals. Vendors contended that no reasonable test of competition 
could be performed simply by considering size or percentage of market pene
tration based on revenues. Rather, one had to view marketing behavior at the 
point where a sale was made to see if, in fact, a customer had a number of 
vendors to choose from. If so, antitrust legislation was not violated.77 

Much could be said for the defense presented by the industry. Despite con

centration in certain segments (e.g., cash registers, typewriters, and tabulat-
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ing machines) customers could buy different types of technology to process 
information. Thus instead of using punched cards from IBM one could use an 
accounting machine from Burroughs, NCR, or someone else. Various sectors 

of the economy or slices of the office appliance world had features uniquely 
different from each other to cause vendors to react more in marketing terms 
than simply to the availability of some new technology. One study prepared 
for Burroughs in 1950 concluded that industry structure stemmed 

naturally from the nature of the products. Thus, the larger size of some firms is the 

sine qua non of their ability to develop and manufacture a costly piece of technical 

equipment; and branch distribution is the means by which they must guarantee the 

customer appropriate standards of sales counsel and maintenance service. On the 

other hand, smaller machines which are not so complex or so expensive may be 

manufactured by both small and large concerns and may be distributed with less 

dependence upon branches. 78

Vendors defined their industry in product terms. They spoke not of customer 
types but of segments based on the size and complexity of machines. These 
fell into several categories: tabulating and accounting machines at the high 
end followed in descending order by calculators, adding machines, typewrit
ers, cash registers, and other devices. Computers were at first considered 
specialized equipment but in time fit into the tabulating/accounting machine 

niche. By the end of the 1950s, small and large general-purpose computers 
were discretely segmented. 

Excessive pricing was another concern of the Department of Justice during 
the 1930s and 1940s as a manifestation of monopolistic behavior. In one 
study on rents of tabulating equipment performed outside the circle of either 
the Justice Department or vendors, researchers concluded that the prices 

charged led to very favorable profit margins for Remington Rand. These were 
the result, however, less of profit-producing possibilities gained from leases 
and more of management driving down unit cost and distribution expenses. 

Capable executives used leases efficiently as marketing tools in conjunction 

with other actions. 79 In short, there was no attempt to exploit or inflate prices 
because there were only two suppliers of tabulating machines. Either custom
ers had other technical options or, as in previous decades, could retain older 
methods until newer ones became more cost efficient. 

Although the Antitrust Division's relations with the office machines world 
awaits its historian, some obvious questions can be asked. Why did the gov
ernment define markets without paying attention to their purposes? Why did 
the government's lawyers continuously misunderstand the speed and nature 

of technology's role in a particular industry? Was faulty, incorrect, or out
dated economics practiced in each decade by the government? This writer 
suspects that the answer is yes for all decades. 80 The concept that branded 

possession of potential power to monopolize as illegal was introduced in the 
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mid- l 940s and influenced behavior in the industry. It made the likes of IBM 
cautious after 1956. 81 There is, as of this writing, no evidence to suggest that 

the industry as a whole reacted that way for legal reasons in the decades 
before 1956, with the possible exception of NCR and then only insofar as 

concerned domestic sales of cash registers. Clearer is that the activities of the 
Antitrust Division had a greater impact on the industry after 1956 than before 

and brought about important changes in patterns of behavior, particularly in 
the marketing activities of large vendors. 82 



17 ________ _ 
Business Volumes 

WORLDWIDE trade, sales, expenses, assets, and profits and losses are the 
terms used by managers of key suppliers to define characteristics of the office 
appliance industry. The data suggests how well the industry moved from a 
wartime to a peacetime economy, from one completely based on pre-World 
War II technologies to one moving toward reliance on computers. I begin 
the discussion of business volumes by presenting foreign trade data because 
volumes from outside the United States were rolled up into American 
attainments . 

Foreign Trade 

American office equipment manufacturers responded to the end of war by 
restoring quickly prewar manufacturing and distribution processes world
wide. The need to reestablish business was particularly urgent in Europe, the 
largest non-U.S. market of the 1930s. To reestablish prewar levels of busi
ness Americans effectively recruited former employees from before the war. 
Many were glad to have employment in what otherwise was a relatively bleak 
economic situation in 1946-1948. IBM restored plants in Germany and added 
onto or built production facilities in the British isles as did Burroughs, among 
others. Sales offices reopened while others were added. During the late 1940s 
and throughout the 1950s, companies established national subsidiaries, first 
in Europe and in Japan, later in Latin America, Asia, and Africa. 

One immediate problem to resolve was the location and reinstallation of 
equipment sent to Europe before the war. IBM tabulators in Germany were 
carried off to the Soviet Union while French machines were dispersed or lost. 
In Spain, the economy was in virtually the same condition as at the end of the 
civil war in 1939, so local inventories were low and machines were worn out. 
The strategy employed by all American vendors was to locate old machines 
and refurbish or cannibalize them for parts while bringing to Europe addi
tional inventories , particularly of older models from the 1930s. By the end of 
the 1940s, volumes approached prewar levels as a percentage of total reve
nues. Sales in Europe, Asia, and Latin America exceeded prewar volumes by 
the early 1950s, another reflection of how quickly the world's economy re
covered from the war. 1 
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The same local vendors operated as before the war. In France, Machines 

Bull challenged IBM and Remington Rand. In Italy, Olivetti expanded its 

product line. In Germany, Siemens marketed products by the 1950s. Loyal 
customers from before and during the war were cultivated although supplies 

of equipment to them often remained scarce until the early 1950s. For enter
prises like Siemens the challenge was to develop a customer base for the first 

time. In some cases, joint projects were initiated to increase leverage. For 
instance, in 1949, Machines Bull and Olivetti formed an alliance, a venture 
that served as a model for others, especially for electronics and office equip
ment vendors during the 1960s. 2 

A number of events signaled a return to traditional patterns. In 1946, Ger
man Powers was back in business. IBM enlarged its plant in Milan the same 
year to supply reopened sales offices all over Europe. In 1947, Arithema was 
set up as Czechoslovakia's only indigenous punched card manufacturer. 

Almost at the same moment, the Societe des Machines a Cartes Perforees was 

established in Zurich. That same year, IBM set up European headquarters in 
Paris. In 1948, IBM opened a card plant in Lisbon, and in 1949, World Trade 
came into existence. Europeans went on the offensive against American 

firms as early as 1949, when Machines Bull established the Italian subsidiary 
called Olivetti-Bull. In that same year, Machines Bull opened a plant in Am
sterdam. In Castlereagh, Northern Ireland, BTM did the same. In Belgium, 

IBM's card plant made more than one million cards per day. In 1950, an 

important agreement reached between Remington Rand and Machines Bull 

called for joint marketing and cross-licensing. Machines Bull allowed the 

American firm to sell its products outside France, but within France, Reming
ton Rand could not sell its own machines or cards.3 They followed up with a 
patent exchange agreement in 1952. The history of American firms in Europe 

was a litany of opening sales offices, expanding manufacturing, and sales of 
more equipment year-by-year in the late 1940s and early 1950s. A similar 
process was underway for European firms as they responded to the Americans 

and to expanding demand. By the mid-l 950s, European vendors were able to 
offer stiff competition to the Americans worldwide. None, however, even 

seriously competed in the U.S. computer market. 
Little is known about indigenous office equipment vendors in the years 

immediately following the war, yet Europe represented the largest non-U.S. 

market. The case of Machines Bull suggests rates of growth in the French 
market and, to a lesser extent, across the rest of Europe where the company 
did business. It responded to demand effectively against IBM and Remington 
Rand. Its success with punched card products hints that American vendors 

were not able to capture as much of the market, at least in Europe, as they had 
enjoyed in the 1920s and 1930s. Gross revenues for Machines Bull in 1946-
1956 were achieved without the benefit of computer sales (see table 17.1). 

Although sales of national products were nurtured in France as public policy, 
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TABLE 17.1 

Annual Income for Machines Bull, 1949-1956 

(francs in billions) 

Year Income Year Income 

1949 2.12 1953 4.57 

1950 2.08 1954 6.08 

1951 2.59 1955 6.70 

1952 3.47 1956 8.77 

Source. Connolly, History of Computing, E-18-E-23. 
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revenues also came from Italy, Switzerland, and elsewhere in Europe. 
Growth in revenues suggested a well-run company and a recovering Europe 

that had at least the same level of demand for information-handling equip
ment as that evident in the United States. 

Machines Bull expanded quickly. In 1947, it set up a subsidiary in Switzer
land and opened a sales office in Oslo. In 1948, it sold its first machines in 
Poland. In 1949, Joseph Callies became the general manager of Machines 
Bull and subsequently led it through a period of remarkable growth. He nego
tiated the agreements with Remington Rand (1950, 1952), opened a sales 

office in Sweden (1950), introduced the Calculator Gamma 3 (1952), opened 
a sales office in West Germany (1952), a subsidiary in Portugal (1954), and 

two plants in France (1955). The following year, Machines Bull expanded 
one plant and built two others in France. This activity went on simultaneously 
with an equally growing IBM World Trade.4 

There was no indigenous European computer industry until the late 
1950s. Only one firm started serial production of computers before 1955-
Ferranti-whereas LEO II (an early British commercial product) was really 

part of the post-1955 history of British computing. As a result of minor eco

nomic activity with computers outside the United States, any measure of non
U.S. business machine activity can omit computers for the period 1945-

1955. 

The majority of activity concerned adding and calculating machines, cash 

registers, and, to a lesser extent during the late 1940s at least, punched card 
equipment. During the early 1950s, production and competition in adding 
and calculating machines and cash registers increased sharply. Between 1953 

and 1958, the United States went from a position as the largest exporter in the 
world of such equipment to third. In 1959, it became a net importer for the 
first time. In part, the shift was caused by American manufacturers setting up 

or expanding production facilities overseas to reduce labor costs, shorten 
transportation routes, and leverage local tax or import/export laws. Part of the 

answer, perhaps, lay with the growing use of digital and analog computers by 
1959 that displaced the need for more traditional accounting and tabulating 
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equipment. Yet another part of the answer rested in more effective competi
tion from an increasing number of vendors not of U.S. origin. The same 
occurred with typewriters. 5 From the late 1940s to the late 1950s, industrial 
resurgence in Europe coupled with general economic development in Asia, 
Africa, and Latin America created enormous demand for such relatively sim
ple, less-sophisticated products. Worldwide demand made possible U.S. ex
ports, almost doubling in the period 1953-1958 from $56 million to some 
$100 million. These figures did not include output of local American plants, 
especially in Europe. The latter volume was counted in the national outputs 
shown next. 

Italy exported $7.2 million during 1953, $23 million in 1958. Sweden 
went from $9.7 million to $16 million in the same period. These figures only 
cover adding and calculating machines. While NCR was restoring its export 
trade in cash registers to one-third of its revenues, the rest of the industry was 
busy selling machines too. Primarily because of NCR, the United States was 
still the largest exporter of such devices in 1953, shipping one-third of the 
world's value, or roughly $3.4 million. By 1958, this figure had climbed to 
$4.3 million but represented only 20 percent of the total, one-third behind 
Sweden and Germany. Worldwide volumes had thus reached some $21.5 
million annually. Sweden had gone from $2.5 million to $7.9 million, or to 
37 percent of the world market; Germany had reached $5. l million in 1958, 
or 25 percent of the market. 6 

Lower-cost models of all three types of machines did best in the least in
dustrialized economies. The most industrialized-Europe-tended, by the 
mid- l 950s, to buy the largest volume of the most sophisticated models 
along with punched card equipment and a few computers. One U.S. govern
ment analyst observed that with the service sector of both the U.S. and world 
economies expanding rapidly in the 1950s, demand for such devices would 
continue to grow, and, despite expanded use of punched card equipment 
and computers, "the market for these conventional machines is far from 
saturation. "7 

Exports of these three types of machines to the United States came in large 
volumes during the early 1950s, representing new levels of global sophistica
tion in the manufacture, distribution, and use of such equipment. The volume 
just before computers became commercially important in European and 
American markets is illustrated in table 17 .2. The percentage of consumption 
in the United States of imported machines is evidence of the improved effec
tiveness of foreign vendors in placing products in the United States (see table 
17. 3). Adding machines were shipped from plants in West Germany, Swe

den, Italy, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, Norway, and Denmark. Eu
rope more than doubled exports of calculators between 1953 and 1958, from
$3.3 million to $5.8 million in 1958 with foreign trade dominated by Italy,
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. Demand for calculators in the United
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TABLE 17.2 

U.S. Imports of Adding and Calculating Machines, Cash Registers, 

and Parts, 1953-1959 (dollars in millions) 

Adding Calculating Cash Registers 

Year Machines Machines and Parts Total 

1953 2.00 3.36 1.59 6.95 

1954 2.33 2.71 1.48 6.52 

1955 3.52 3.14 2.32 8.98 

1956 5.35 5.81 2.48 13.64 

1957 5.75 5.81 3.28 14.84 

1958 6.01 5.84 3.61 15.46 

1959 10.60 9.10 6.20 25.90 

Source: U S Department of Commerce, World Trade in Adding Machines, 

Calculators, Cash Registers, 1953-1959 (Washington, D.C.: Government 

Printing Office, 1960), 13 

TABLE 17.3 

U.S. Imports as a Percentage of Consumption, 

1953-1958 

Adding Cash 

Year Machines Calculators Registers 

1953 8.3 3.7 

1954 5.2 7.7 3.2 

1955 6.3 7.4 4.3 

1956 8.9 10.8 4.0 

1957 10.3 10.3 5.5 

1958 14.0 12.5 6.5 

Source. U.S. Department of Commerce, World Trade in 

Adding Machines, Calculators, Cash Registers, 13. 
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States that existed at the same time commercial computers were coming into 
their own remained strong. If one left aside the success companies like Bur

roughs enjoyed and just looked at the products that came into the United 

States (see table 17.4), one glimpses the growing demand for such devices, 

which could not be satisfied totally by domestic suppliers. It also testifies to 

a rapidly expanding European market. Europe was right behind the United 
States in the manufacture and use of such machines. 

Italy tripled production in the mid-1950s while increasing its export trade 

from 16 percent in 1953 to 30 percent in 1958. Production volumes, evidence 

of Italian activity, are summarized in table 17.5. Italy had at least ten manu

facturers of these three classes of machines, only two of which were U.S. 
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TABLE 17.4 

U.S. Imports of Calculating Machines and Parts by Country of Origin, 1953-1959 

(dollars in thousands) 

Country 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 

Italy 1,927 1,725 1,814 2,695 3,081 3,170 5,908 

Netherlands 335 75 227 842 1,374 954 1,498 

United Kingdom 635 605 215 208 458 738 917 

West Germany 111 20 15 180 80 527 248 

Sweden 144 192 247 256 373 295 201 

France 3 521 608 289 32 17 

Switzerland 172 48 67 20 73 18 60 

Canada 27 30 25 982 24 11 29 

Other Countries 12 10 7 17 62 95 220 

Total 3,363 2,708 3,138 5,808 5,814 5,840 9,098 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, World Trade in Adding Machines, Calculators, Cash 
Registers, table 7, 15. 

TABLE 17.5 

Production of Adding Machines, Calculators, and Cash 

Registers in Italy, 1953-1958 (thousands of units) 

Locally 
Adding Machines Cash Manufactured 

Year and Calculators• Registers Exporti 

1953 82,737 1,953 8,290 

1954 101,800 3,783 10,989 

1955 132,651 4,480 20,144 

1956 141,902 3,675 24,397 

1957 193,154 4,804 30,551 

1958 230,689 5,627 42,493 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, World Trade in Adding 
Machines, Calculators, Cash Registers, 17-18.

• Data for adding machines were not discrete.
• In each year imports of all three classes of machines into Italy

were in volumes significantly below local production levels. 

subsidiaries. Right behind Italy was Sweden, which also became the single 

largest exporter of cash registers in Europe by the late 1950s. Roughly 45 
percent of her exports went to satisfy European demand, another 43 percent 

to the United States, the rest around the world (see table 17.6). 
West Germany and the United Kingdom present slightly different experi

ences. By 1956, West Germany was the fourth largest exporter behind Italy, 
Sweden, and the United States. Germany sold 42 percent of its exports of 
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TABLE 17.6 

Production and Foreign Trade, Adding and Calculating Machines and Cash Registers 

in Sweden, 1953-1958 (dollars in millions) 

Device Type 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 

Production 

All office machines 20.96 25.27 29.95 35.60 41.50 

Adding, Calculating, Type-

writers, cash registers 17.12 20.26 23.94 27.97 31.60 

Exports 

Adding, Calculating 9.70 11.53 12.53 15.14 16.02 15.16 

Cash Registers 2.53 4.12 4.65 6.97 6.42 7.95 

Imports: 

Adding, Calculating 0.25 0.28 0.43 0.37 0.59 0.61 

Cash Registers 0.43 0.40 0.70 0.46 0.55 0.68 

Source. V .S. Department of Commerce, World Trade in Adding Machines, Calculators, Cash Regis
ters, 19. 

TABLE 17.7 

Production and Foreign Trade, Adding and Calculating Machines and Cash 

Registers in West Germany, 1953-1958 (dollars in millions) 

Device Type 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 

Adding Machines 

Exports 6.38 7.82 6.55 

Imports 7.62 8.25 3.85 4.81 4.95 3.13 

Calculators 

Production 11.61 13.28 16.51 19.22 22.43 22.60 

Exports 3.48 3.81 4.19 

Imports 2.62 2.30 4.86 

Cash Registers' 

Production 11.62 15.91 16.29 20.12 

Source: V.S Department of Commerce, World Trade in Adding Machines, Calculators, 
Cash Registers, 20. 

• Cash register dollar volumes are high because they contain German punched card, book-

keeping, and accounting machines 

adding machines in 1958 to the United States while European customers ab

sorbed another 27 percent. West Germany sold more calculators to France ( 18 

percent of total) than to any other trading partner. West Germany had become 

a major supplier with some twenty-five firms producing these three classes of 

machines, only four of which were U.S. subsidiaries (see table 17.7). Al

though Germany started later than Italy, Britain, France, or Sweden because 

of Allied occupation regulations and wartime destruction, once active it man-
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TABLE 17.8 

Production and Foreign Trade, Adding and Calculating Machines and Cash Registers 

in the United Kingdom, 1953-1958 (dollars in millions) 

Device Type 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 

Production (all office machines) 82.43 98.36 109.47 126.23 136.35 145.05 
Adding Machines 

Exports' 8.30 4.91 4.89 4.54 4.94 5.41 
Imports 0.32 0.50 0.89 0.82 1.20 

Calculatorsb 

Imports 0.94 1.25 2.01 1.86 0.81 2.01 
Cash Registers 

Exports 1.61 1.62 1.77 1.49 1.56 1.91 
Imports 0.57 0.98 1.63 2.41 2.88 4.00 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, World Trade in Adding Machines, Calculators, Cash Regis

ters, 21 
• Includes calculators. 
• Exports included with adding machines 

aged to increase volumes rapidly. The United Kingdom contrasted sharply to 

most European examples. During the 1950s, Britain's export volumes and 

percentage of market share actually shrank (see table 17.8). Commonwealth 
markets were taking roughly half of Britain's exports in the mid-1950s, other 
European states 20 percent, and another 15 percent went to the United States. 

Britain had ten companies building equipment in these classes, of which five 

were U.S. subsidiaries. That activity represented the highest American pene

tration in Europe. 
Volumes were far less for other countries. Lists for all Europe of the num

ber of firms building these machines and how many were subsidiaries of U.S. 

enterprises are in table 17. 9. The smaller volumes from Switzerland, the 
Netherlands, Norway, France, Denmark, and elsewhere indicate that local 
manufacturing plants either were small or were also making other devices, 

such as duplicators and dictating equipment (as, e.g., occurred in Denmark). 
The Canadian market was dominated by U.S. firms as it continued its historic 

role as an extension of the U.S. office equipment market. 
The volumes of adding and calculating machines and cash registers pro

duced in Western Europe show that the office equipment industry outside the 
United States continued to be dominated by noncomputer equipment sales 

throughout the 1950s and deep into the I 960s. Local firms were active, out

numbering American enterprises to a far greater extent in the postwar period 
than ever before. Additional research on the European office equipment in

dustry for the entire twentieth century would probably uncover a larger, 
healthier indigenous industry than data on U.S. exports/imports would lead 
one to believe. 
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TABLE 17.9 

Number of Firms Manufacturing Adding and 

Calculating Machines and Cash Registers in 

Western Europe, 1958-1959 

U.S. 

Country Subsidiary European 

Italy 2 8 

Sweden I 5 
West Germany' 4 21 

United Kingdom 5 5b

Switzerland I II 

Netherlands 3 5 

France 3 3 
Denmark 0 2 

Total 

IO 

6 

25 

IO 
12 

8 

6 

2 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, World Trade in 

Adding Machines, Calculators, Cash Registers, 17-27. 
• Plants existed in Czechoslovakia and in East Germany but 

no data are available on how many Production facilities also 
existed in South Afnca, Spain, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, 
Japan, and Mexico for local consumption; almost all were sub
sidianes of U.S. or European vendors. 

• One firm is an Italian subsidiary.

U.S. Industry Volumes 
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The American industry was not small, rather one that enjoyed expanding 
sales, a strong capital assets position, and a visible presence in American 

offices (see the raw sales statistics in table 17. 10). It competed effectively 
against airplane manufacturers and traditional electronics firms for the latest 
information-handling device-the computer-winning control over its manu
facture and development by the late 1950s. One important consequence of 
that victory was the change in the industry's self-identification from purely an 
office equipment community to the data-processing industry of the I 960s. 
That metamorphosis led to different types of products both, however, built in 

a period of considerable prosperity generated by the sale of traditional prod
ucts. Another consequence was the industry's commitment to being technol
ogy-based to a degree it never had been before. The demand for capital for 
R&D and to change manufacturing processes constantly was huge. 

From the end of World War II until the early stages of the Korean War, 

prewar marketing habits were reinstated and results achieved in familiar 
ways. The only changes were in additional use of electronics and fashion. A 
snapshot of total sales for eleven companies appears in table 17. IO. 8 As one 

might expect and as was reflected in letters to stockholders in almost every 
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TABLE 17.10 

Office Machine Company Sales, 1947, 1949, 1951 (dollars in millions) 

Year 

1947 

Sales 

Volumes' 

703 

Year 

1949 

Sales 

Volumes' 

764 

Year 

1951 

Sales 

Volumes' 

1,125 

Source: Data compiled from information in Lehman Brothers, "Burroughs Adding 

Machine Company. Study of Company and Its Position in the Business Machine 

Industry," May 19, 1952, Burroughs Papers. 

'1946 = 100 

TABLE 17.11 

Office Machine Company Sales as a Percentage of 

Total Industry Sales, 1947, 1949, 1951 

Firm 1947 1949 1951 

Burroughs 9.8 10.8 11.3 

IBM 20.4 24.0 23.7 

Remington Rand 23.0 17.8 20.2 

Royal 5.0 5.6 5.4 

Underwood 8.1 6.0 6.7 

NCR 19.6 22.0 18.8 

Addressograph 5.6 5.4 5.1 

Smith-Corona 3.0 3.0 2.8 

Felt & Tarrant 1.4 1.0 1.2 

Marchant 1.8 1.8 2.1 

Monroe 2.3 2.6 2.7 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: Data compiled from table 14, Lehman Brothers, "Bur-

roughs Adding Machine Company: Study of Company and Its Po-

sition in the Business Machine Industry," May 19, 1952, unpagi-

nated table, Burroughs Papers. 

annual report of the period, 1945-1948, although good, was not without 

problems. These were caused by readjustment of the U.S. economy to peace
time and by manufacturing capability stretched to the limit at a time when 

volumes of sales were pushed up rapidly by demand. By 1951, sales momen
tum in excess of national inflation rates was obvious. For the same three 

sample years in table 17. 11, the percentage of total sales captured by major 
vendors, illustrates that market share was gained by IBM, NCR, and Bur

roughs, lost by Remington Rand and major typewriter firms, and remained 
constant for adding machine vendors. The growth rates in table 17 .12, sug
gest changes; IBM's sales went from a flat base of 100 percent in 1946 to 
more than 224 percent in 1951. All companies enjoyed strong growth and 

aggressive rates of expansion. 
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TABLE 17.12 

Office Machine Sales as a Percentage of Growth over Time, 1946-1951 

Firm 1946 1947 1949 1951 

Burroughs• 100 150 202 277 

IBM 100 121 153 224 

NCR 100 178 216 274 

Remington Rand 100 110 93 154 

Addressograph 100 154 161 224 

Royal Typewriter 100 189 224 316 

Smith-Corona 100 150 161 227 

Underwood 100 154 135 203 

Felt & Tarrant 100 127 100 168 

Marchant 100 109 111 200 

Monroe 100 161 202 306 

' This way of viewing growth onginated in vanous competitive analyses in 

Burroughs Papers. 

TABLE 17.13 

Total Capital in the Office Equipment 

Industry, in Book Value and in 1929 Dollars, 

Selected Years, 1904-1948 

( dollars in millions) 

Book Book 

Year Value Year Value 

1904 85 1929 455 

1914 175 1937 438 

1919 199 1948 573 

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical 

Statistics, 412. 
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Total assets grew, giving vendors the wherewithal to support expansion of 

traditional product lines and to fuel the kind of R&D and marketing required 
by the mid- l 950s to sell computers without compromising cash flows and 

profit levels. In table 17 .13 I illustrate changes in total capital in this industry 
over decades to indicate what actually happened in the immediate postwar 
period. Values in flat dollars (1929) accented the real growth between 1937 

and 1948, which reached 24 percent. In table 17.14, I take that macro view 

down to examples of specific companies in 1949-a year that saw significant 
transition to more R&D for computerlike projects just before the start of the 

Korean War. The industry leaders showed up well armed with assets to enter 

a period of change. The top five were better positioned than others by a wide 

margin to fund growth. The ratio of assets to sales favored IBM the most: 
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TABLE 17.14 

Assets and Revenues of Office Machine 

Companies, 1949 (dollars in millions) 

Vendo� Assets Revenue 

IBMb 267.34 183.46 

Remington Rand 130.85 135.95 

NCR 126.07 167.36 

Burroughs 64.39 82.46 

Underwood 39.96 45.93 

L. C. Smith 18.33 23.45 

Monroe 15.20 19.98 

Marchant IO.OJ 13.34 

Felt & Tarrant 7.89 7.68 

Lanston 6.71 3.88 

Clary 3.45 5.42 

Source: Littlejohn and McClain, "Accounting 
Machine Industry," 174, Burroughs Papers 

' Data not available on Fnden, Victor, and R C. 

Allen 
• Excludes the Canadian subsidiary.

CHAPTER 17 

$1.46 in assets to support every $1 of sales. Remington Rand and NCR were 
clearly not proportionately as well positioned. The same was true of Bur

roughs and Underwood. The latter two had significantly fewer dollars and 
assets to work with. That reality accounted in part for their strategy of only 
competing against IBM and Remington Rand in select markets while they 
challenged smaller firms in others. The approach worked. For example, sales 
of typewriters, although down in 1948 and 1949, jumped 43 percent in 1950-
1951 and came even in the face of growing success by IBM in selling its 
state-of-the-art electric typewriters introduced in the late 1940s.9 

By the early 1950s, changes were evident. Production of adding and calcu
lating machines and cash registers in the United States, measured by numbers 
built or by dollar value, began to decline beginning in 1953. By 1958, pro
duction had dropped some 20 percent (see table 17.15). This table is useful 
for quantifying U.S. volumes because almost all domestic production was 

consumed within the United States. Foreign sales from Burroughs, for exam
ple, were largely supported by production outside the United States. Sales of 
adding machines peaked in 1956 then began to decline in value. Calculating 
machines reached their high water mark of the 1950s in 1957, while domestic 
production of cash registers remained constant, supplemented by volumes 
from overseas. The Korean War spurred demand for all kinds of information
handling products, whereas the recession of the first half of 1958 slowed 
sales; by the fourth quarter recovery was evident. 10 Vendors tracked along the 
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TABLE 17.15 

U.S. Production and Sales of Adding and Calculating Machines and Cash Registers, 1953-

1958 (dollars in millions) 

Adding Machines Calculating Machines Cash Registers 

Year (No.) (Dollars) (No.) (Dollars) (No.) (Dollars)' 

1953 356,000 89.73 99,717 60.90 101,000 81-91

1954 287,161 81.00 94,206 65.50 109,865 88-99

1955 336,251 89.97 l 18,675 74.39 116,857 93-105

1956 345,080 94.19 130,914 83.25 102,560 82-92

1957 338,917 92.21 124,419 84.18 87,840 70-79

1958 286,777 67.19 96,971 66.62 81,620 65-75

Source: U.S Department of Commerce, World Trade in Adding Macines, Calculators, Cash Regis-

ters, 8 

• Estimated. Dollar amounts are retail values.

same time line. In fact, in 1959, sales volumes increased by 7 percent over 
those of 1958. 

A composite picture of sales for all kinds of equipment, including comput
ers, for the early to mid-1950s shows significant growth. Table 17.16 reflects 

where business came from. In 1953, 18 percent of the value of volumes 
shipped came from typewriters, roughly 53 percent from computing devices, 
and some 20 percent from such highly specialized equipment as time-stamp 
or check-handling machines. By the end of 1958, 60 percent came from com
puting equipment (not necessarily computers); typewriters contributed an
other 12.5 percent, down by nearly one-third as percentage of contribution. 
Tabulating equipment and cash registers combined provided 24 percent of 
sales in 1953, 19 percent in 1956, and 15 percent in 1958. The big change in 
relative contributions came from computers, beginning in the mid-1950s with 

their very high dollar value per unit as compared to smaller, less complex, 
and less expensive equipment. The $94 million in computer equipment in 

1956 represented just over 9 percent of the total volume and, in 1958, had 
climbed to just over 24 percent. This growth came in a period that saw the 
total volume of products shipped between 1956 and 1958 rise by nearly one
third. The data suggest that markups were substantial, reflecting the high cost 
of marketing and distributing some products. 11 

Total receipts by American corporations jumped up by 30 percent in the 

first two years of the Korean War, whereas income rose on average by 50 
percent.12 A wartime excess profits tax was imposed on American corpora
tions between 1950 and 1954, which motivated companies to plow more 
funds back into R&D or capital expenditures to avoid paying them to the 
government as excess profits tax. Money spent on research or bricks and 
mortar meant firms could declare smaller profits. Payments to stockholders 
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TABLE 17.16 

CHAPTER 17 

Office Equipment by Value of Shipments FOB and at Retail List Prices CIF, 1953, 1956, 

1958 (dollars in millions) 

1953 1956 1958 

Type of Equipment FOB CJF FOB ClF FOB CJF 

Accounting & bookkeeping 79 127 116 185 104 172 

Punch card & cash registers 167 250 187 281 195 292 

Coin/currency handling 5 6 5 6 6 8 

Adding 57 90 60 94 45 73 

Calculating 44 61 56 83 48 68 

Rebuilt computing & accounting 

and cash registers 14 20 16 24 38 56 

Electronic computing• 94 157 319 532 

Stored media DP devices (not 

card-handling devices) 27 29 

Other computing equipment 8 9 

Total computing & related 

machines 366 554 534 830 790 1,239 

Total typewriters 127 207 183 296 165 272 

Total other office machinesb 144 222 166 262 142 230 

Parts sold separately 58 87 110 165 217 326 

Totals 695 1,070 993 1,553 1,314 2,067 

Source: John W. Kendnck, Productivity Trends in the United States (New York: National Bureau of 
Economic Research, 1961), 305. 

• Data for 1953 included in "Total other office machines."
• Includes such devices as duplicating machines, dictating machines, check handlers, time-recording

and time-stamp devices, and addressing machines. 

remained flat. The general response to the new tax largely explains why so 

many companies remodeled plants, built new ones, and invested substantially 
in R&D in the early 1950s. A great deal of computer-related research was 

financed through government contracts, the rest largely through smart tax 
avoidance. The result of the R&D portion of the tax moves was a large vol

ume of new technologies and products that came onto the market by the mid

l 950s. 13 It was no accident or coincidence that, for example, such popular 

devices as the IBM 650 computer came when they did. Across the entire 
nation, capital expenditures rose by 50 percent in 1951 and doubled by 1953. 

Thus a combination of tax incentives, increasing demand for products during 
the war, and the need for change to remain competitive contributed to speed

ing up changes in the technological bases of information-handling equipment 

and sales during the mid-to-late 1950s. 
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The significant capital expenditures of the early 1950s were a distinct fea
ture of the industry of that period. That major vendors had to adapt to new 
circumstances was also starkly obvious. Burroughs, for example, enjoyed a 
40 percent rise in sales between 1950 and 1951 but paid in taxes the major 
share of the incremental income. Its taxes went from $10 million in 1950 to 
$18 million the following year. Management responded in 1952 by expanding 
plant production and by purchasing Control Instrument Company. Remington 
Rand felt the same pressures as sales climbed by over 70 percent and taxes 
multiplied threefold. The pattern was evident at electronics firms, potential 
rivals in the computer market. RCA, for instance, saw its sales rise by 50 
percent between 1950 and 1952 and its taxes by 120 percent. 14 Following the 
war, the tax rate declined and incentives to sell to the military shrank as the 
Department of Defense's expenditures of all types went from $44 billion in 
1953 to $36 billion in 1955. That decline caused vendors to shift back to 
commercial markets. It was no coincidence that computers increasingly were 
produced for business applications in the period 1955-1956. 15 

The final measure of the extent of the office equipment industry is the 
number of information workers in the United States. Daniel Bell argued that 
increasing proportions of the American labor force were becoming members 
of a new economic sector, which he called the information sector. He used 
that term just like economists employed the phrases agricultural, industrial, 
and service sectors. Bell intended for his to be the fourth alongside the others 
in categorizing economic activity. 16 These laborers' primary output was in
formation or knowledge (e.g., teachers, scientists, and office workers). Cen
tral to their ability to function was their reliance on aids to data handling, 
most notably computers and telecommunications but other technologies as 
well. By his definition, in 1900, some 10.9 percent of the American work
force populated his information worker sector, in 1940, 18.4 percent. In the 
1940s it went to 14.1 percent and by 1960 had reached 28.4 percent.17 What 
is startling is the percentage of the population involved in this sector for any 
period, particularly in the midtwentieth century. These workers were prime 
users of office equipment, and the percentage suggests that the office equip
ment industry was more influential within the economy than historians and 
economists had thought. The issue continues to be important today because as 
late as the start of the 1990s, the number of Americans in offices continued to 
increase as did their dependence upon information-handling technologies. 18 

There are many ways to look at such issues, but much work has yet to be 
done to define the function of information workers. However, some have 
attempted to deliver an answer. Fritz Machlup pioneered work on the problem 
beginning in the late 1950s and continuing over the next quarter-century. As 
measured by GNP alone, he estimated that by 1958, 6.5 percent of all Amer
ican expenditures were being plowed into various types of information-
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TABLE 17.17 

Total Cost of Computing: Hardware and Personnel Costs in the 

United States, 1953, 1956, 1958 (dollars in millions) 

Expense 

Hardware & Personnel 1953 1956 1958 

Computing & related machines 554 830 1,239 

Other office machines & parts' 309 427 556 

Total hardware 863 1,257 1,795 

Total personnel 1,726 2,514 3,590 

Total cost 2,589 3,771 5,385 

• Typewnters are not included in the above calculations. Personnel 

costs were denved by adding personnel costs to retail hardware costs 

(CIF) to make an EDP budget reach JOO percent. Hardware made up 

one-third of the total. For this rough analysis, salary rates were as

sumed to have grown at the same pace as hardware's. No attempt was 

made to factor actual salary rate changes of the penod The objective 

of this table is to validate the magnitude of costs given by other re

searchers in a manner that might have been used by a manager in the 

1950s. 

TABLE 17.18 

Computing Costs as a Percentage of 

the U.S. GNP, 1953, 1956, 1958 

Year 

1953 

1956 

1958 

GNP 

(dollars in 

billions) 

365.4 

419.2 

444.5 

Computing 

Costs' 

(%) 

0.007 

0.009 

0.012 

• Calculations were keyed off data in 

table 17.17. 
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handling machines. He concluded that 18.1 percent of the GNP was allocated 
to R&D across the economy. Machlup thought that communications absorbed 

another 13.2 percent. 19 He sliced his data by whether expenditures were made 
by government, business, or consumers. Because office equipment sales were 
made overwhelmingly only to business and government customers and rarely 
to private individuals, except for typewriters and a few adding machines, in 
this period, 58. 7 percent of all expenditures came from those sectors of the 
economy targeted by office equipment suppliers. That suggests even by such 

segmentation that the proportion of GNP going to information machines 
might be too high at 6.5 percent but not a great deal less. Machlup's approach 
also calls out the possibility that the impact of the office appliance industry on 
the economy has been underestimated. 20 

The inability to be precise about percentages of GNP taken up by office 

equipment or by its industry is the result of several factors that require further 
study. First, and also easiest to measure, was how much product was made 
and sold (see the previous paragraph). However, it was not so easy to define 

how many products sold in previous years were also operational and thus 
preserving jobs associated with the industry (e.g., maintenance activity or 
users). And, what were the ongoing annuity costs for both customers and 
vendors? These expenditures probably should be calculated into the total 
cost, an approach that Machlup's work suggests. The industry itself obvi
ously paid less attention to that issue than to future demands for products. A 
second concern was the cost of using the industry's products. One does not 

have a good analysis today of what that might have been. In the data-process

ing industry of the 1960s and 1970s, managers usually found that equipment 
and software represented one-third of their total expenditures, salaries almost 
the whole of the other two-thirds. 21 If one applies that formula to the 1940s 
and 1950s with equipment that was equally labor intensive to use and often 

employed similar, if not exactly the same, labor-intensive input/output equip
ment as in the earlier period, then using the data from table 17.16 one can 
hypothesize that the total value of information handling in the United States 
might have been quite extensive. An analysis of table 17 .17 simply reinforces 
that notion by suggesting that the cost of information handling, using comput

ing and related machines and not typewriters or other lower-level technology, 
would have been measurably substantial. It contributed to the volumes sug
gested by Bell and Machlup. The percentage of the U.S. GNP those expendi
tures might have been is shown in table 17 .18 for selected periods of the 
1950s. This is a highly constrained view because ancillary expenses (e.g., 
office space, electricity, medical benefits) were not included in personnel 

costs. A note of caution: at best this is a rough cut, but it at least suggests that 
additional work is needed and that this is not a trivial issue. The industry's 
participation in the American economy seems understated for the period be

fore 1956 and possibly back to the decade before World War I. 
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Conclusion: The Roles of Marketing, 
Distribution, and Technology 

THE APPROACH in this book has been to identify activities that defined the 
industry and to call out those that survived to characterize mechanical infor
mation processing through the decades. I chose the marketplace perspective. 
Regardless of decade or technology, product or participants, somebody de
veloped and manufactured a product, sold it, often against competition, and 
then serviced it. Customers needed to control increasing amounts of informa
tion, bought and installed machines to get the job done, and used them until 
something better came along. 

Customers carried out these tasks for many decades before the arrival of the 
computer. Activities of both vendors and customers were evident as much 
when the first typewriter sales rep made the initial sale as when Eckert and 
Mauchly tried to convince the U.S. government to acquire UNIVACs. While 
one reads this page today, somewhere somebody is building, selling, buying, 
installing, or using a computer to satisfy some need. Somewhere also, a 
broken computer is being repaired by a service representative, just as a 
broken tabulating machine in the 1920s was repaired by a customer engineer 
from IBM or Powers out on a "service call." This is an industry with patterns 
of behavior that stretch back a very long time. 

The centrality of the buying and selling of products equals or possibly 
surpasses in importance many other activities within this or any other indus
try. I have emphasized more what happened at the street level in marketing 
than what one is used to seeing in a study of the data-processing industry. One 
normally finds a pure economic analysis of pricing, technology infusion, and 
other macro issues. What I attempt to show in this study is not that such 
concerns are irrelevant but that they become realistic only if at a micro level 
somebody wants, buys, and then uses a product. Trends, pricing, and so 
forth, then become synonymous as they document such behavior. 

Organizations in this industry emerged to manufacture, distribute, and ser
vice machines that customers would buy and use; the process was usually 
very profitable. People became executives if they effectively fulfilled this 
mission or mastered the politics of their companies . Manufacturing depended 
on the ability to produce a cost-effective, timely product that satisfied cus
tomers . No technology was historically significant until it found a home in the 
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market and was used. It is a useful approach with which to answer the ques
tion "When did a technology become significant?" By this gauge, it certainly 
was not when it was first developed. Television in the 1920s was a historical 
curiosity; it became historically significant in the 1950s when people started 
to use it in quantity and were influenced by its technology. Similarly, the 
development of punched card machines in the 1880s was fascinating but irrel
evant to the economics and efficiencies of many customers until the 1900s. 

The ability to bring together a number of factors-<ost of production and 
marketing, relative improvement in price performance over previous technol
ogies and methods, and new applications-determined when a technology 
became relevant to the history of the industry or to the American economy. In 
an industry as technologically dependent as this one, timing of use becomes 
a more critical issue for historians to ponder. It certainly is a very useful 
measure of market acceptance of a particular technology because adoption 
usually came when a machine was more cost effective than its predecessors, 
clearly more efficient, usually more reliable, and packaged in a more conve
nient form. 

To a large extent, the history of management has been avoided as a subject 
more suited to histories of companies where specific examples can be studied. 
Companies came and went; a few stayed longer, whereas others became great 
powers. Some, like IBM, were important for a very long time. Invariably, 
one or a few people in fortuitous circumstances made the difference. Bur
roughs, Hollerith, Watson, Rand, Powers, and others are examples, and each 
decade had its share. The "great man" approach to history often has a place in 
the study of management; in the inception of specific technologies and with 
occasional visionary work innovators developed and exploited specific de
vices. Burroughs at home building his first adding machine exemplified an 
important influencer as did Watson, Sr., making IBM a major force within 
the industry. More studies of the lives of these people are needed. However, 
one cannot help but conclude that, generally, patterns of behavior in the in
dustry at large grew out of the creation and operation of organizations made 
up of many people. Executives and managers fostered conformity, conserva
tive decisions, and specific patterns of behavior among themselves and, con
sequently, among their employees, which made identifiable common strate
gies and tactics evident from the tum of the century until the 1950s and 
beyond. 

The industry developed when the need for information-handling equipment 
increased and when the number of potential users expanded rapidly. From 
the 1860s through the 1950s, as the economy expanded, industrialization in
creased, and the percentage of working population moving into offices grew, 
conditions made it possible to offer products that increased feedback and con
trol. The same happened in Europe, encouraging early development of an 
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international office equipment industry with common business practices 
worldwide. This industry, built on a large customer base, made it much easier 
for office appliance firms to market computers, when they arrived, to con

sumers already used to information-handling hardware. 

Marketing and Distribution 

The process of marketing and distributing products in this industry changed 
over the period 1865-1956, but some constants appeared as well. From the 

days of Remington's earliest typewriters to IBM's broad line of tabulating 
machines of the 1920s and 1930s to the first commercial computers, inventors 
and then marketing managers sought to satisfy perceived needs. 1 Invariably, 

needs were defined first as the requirement to record or manipulate data more 

rapidly than by previous methods and, second, to store and retrieve that infor
mation faster, less expensively, and in more convenient forms than before. 

Most actual tasks (applications) changed little from preautomation days until 
around World War II. By the 1940s, more iterative calculations could be done 

with existing machines. In the beginning (1860--1890), needs emerged from 
the direct experiences of individuals as they developed products. Burroughs 
worked at a bank, Hollerith at the Census Bureau, and many different inven
tors of cash registers in retail operations; engineers in the 1920s and 1930s 

were frustrated by tedium as they performed increasingly complex calcula
tions on desktop calculators as their discipline became more mathematical. 

As organizations emerged to manufacture and distribute products, the pro

cess of identifying customer needs became more complicated. At NCR, by 
the 1890s, sales reps were required to report comments made by customers 

concerning machine quality, whereas at IBM, by the 1920s, the results of 
sales calls were being recorded weekly on forms sent to a requirements de
partment. Burroughs constantly polled branch managers, beginning early in 
the twentieth century. By the 1930s, all major office appliance vendors had 

requirements departments that queried customers, obtained feedback from 

marketing representatives, and formulated changes in pricing, practices, and 
products. Customer surveys and the use of consultants became more preva
lent after World War II and, by the mid-1950s, were common across the 

industry. Watson, Sr., reflected the actions of many generations of executives 
in his industry by constantly visiting customers during his more than four
decade rule of IBM. He also insisted that his managers do the same. Thus 
from personal experience to more thorough methods of identifying needs, 

office equipment vendors were market driven from the beginning in their 
responses to product development and distribution. 

Customers faced the same issues concerning acquisition and dependence 

on technology much the same way in the 1870s, the 1950s, or 1960s. When-
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ever presented with a new device or method, they had to ( l) determine if it did 
the job as well or better than the currently accepted technology; (2) determine 
if they could do the job more cheaply with the new machine; (3) establish if 
the device would be at least as reliable as the older technology (4) per
haps identify or consider other options; (5) determine if new tasks could be 
performed that were not possible before. The last point became increasingly 
important with the development of the computer. 2 Many other questions were 
asked by customers concerning risks, in what kind of competitive position use 
of the new equipment would place them, and its ability to enhance service or 
increase market share. These considerations often were the basis of their deci
sions as to whether or not they could implement the new technologies. 

It was never inevitable that office managers would automate, that the crush 
of more information would lead to the use of punched cards, accounting ma
chines, or typewriters, or that computers would ever be attractive commer
cially. Each was not received positively when introduced. There were con
cerns about the viability of the typewriter and the computer. Predictions about 
volumes were frequently too low, confidence too limited. Each generation of 
technology or product had to survive by passing some basic tests put forth by 
customers much as it does today. Computers did not become commercially 
viable, for example, until they could do more work for less cost and at least 
as reliably as punched card equipment. Adding machines replaced earlier 
models only when they could perform more functions and, thus, increase 
productivity at less cost per task. When increased volume was an issue, as 
when the Social Security Administration had to implement New Deal legisla
tion, cost per transaction was still measured as a test of equipment; speed, 
too, became a benchmark. 

Customers almost always made vendors compete against older models or 
yesterday's technology at least as much as against each other because con
sumers always had the choice of not changing. Conversion to new methods 
always offered the risk of failure, hidden costs, and changes to organizations 
caused by new ways of flowing information through an enterprise. Each deci
sion to move to a new technology called for risk taking. Although many 
writers leave an impression of inevitability in the move to information
handling machines,3 the evidence suggests that nothing was further from the 
truth because customers always had three options: to acquire a proposed tech
nology, use an alternative, or make no changes. The argument, for example, 
that use of a new technology was essential to be competitive breaks down if 
a manager did not perceive the advantages of such a new machine. Customer 
options could also be added to, particularly at the low end, by buying second
hand typewriters, cash registers, adding and calculating machines. Com
peting technologies were always present in the industry. Accounting or 
bookkeeping machines were sold against punched card devices; computers 
proposed to displace tabulating gear; adding machines and calculators were 
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offered against those of another. Finally, manual methods (e.g., more clerks) 
or different business processes instead of machines had to be considered as 
rival options. Alternatives were provided by competing vendors that offered 
the same technology, for instance, the many suppliers of cash registers, type
writers, and simple adding machines. Customers could take their work to 
service bureaus. With so many options, customers were not shy in asking 
for features to make products more attractive, less risky, and increasingly 
productive. 

Who were the customers? At the high end, they were usually first govern
ment agencies and then large commercial enterprises, such as railroads and 
insurance companies. All vendors in each period sought large organizations 
as customers because they could afford to use new technologies earlier than 
could smaller enterprises to help work out their problems and needed to han
dle larger amounts of data. Machines invariably were expensive until vol
umes rose to drive down costs. The $100 typewriter of the 1880s was an 
expensive machine. The first users of cash registers were large department 
stores. As costs declined and product lines became more varied, smaller cus
tomers could take advantage of equipment. The pattern was the same across 
all types of products in each period. Even the IBM PC of the early 1980s 
was initially aimed at large customers; it was not until some five years later 
that it was sufficiently inexpensive to interest small organizations and indi
viduals. 4 Large customers could buy in bulk too and so were attractive to 
vendors. They also could mix and match various methods and technologies 
to optimize cost advantages while lowering the risk of losing a sale. In short, 
costs and functions helped to dictate which customers would be first and 
which would be later. It became one of the constants of the industry's history. 

Vendors listened to their customers usually very well. For example, most 
of the changes in punched card products of the twentieth century grew di
rectly out of specific requests from customers. Competition was simply an
other route by which customer defined their preferences. Printing tabulating 
equipment was introduced to satisfy auditors in accounting who wanted a 
documented trail of transactions. IBM's calculating machines of the late 
1940s offered additional calculating capacity with punched cards that oper
ated with advanced electronics. That combination caused data to be manipu
lated in larger and faster amounts but without the risk or cost of using digital 
computers. Northrop Aviation asked IBM to improve upon IBM's products 
by lashing various pieces of hardware together to reduce even further the 
manual steps in the overall process of inputing, processing, and outputing 
data to and from cards in the late I 940s. 5 That relationship between vendor 
and customer was evident in each comer of the industry. 

Marketing, therefore, began with a response to demands. As customers 
became more knowledgeable, their requirements had to be met more specifi
cally. As volumes increased, it became easier to justify standardizing fea-
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tures. Many of these changes were attachments or new configurations using 
known technology and existing components in different ways. Migration of 

components from one product base to another always took place. The key
board appeared first on typewriters, then in modified form on cash registers, 

and later moved to punched card equipment, accounting products, and, fi
nally, to data-entry terminals and microcomputers. The various models of a 
particular product line also reflected enhancements, corrections of design 
errors, and additional capacity in almost every product line since the 1880s. 
The vast majority of changes, however, grew out of requests made by cus
tomers. That notion should not be confused with responses to competitive 

pressure. If, for instance, a tabulating machine vendor produced a better 
punch, which in tum caused a second provider to bring out a similar or 

slightly better product, the original impetus was usually from a customer who 
caused the first provider to enhance a product. That process accounts for the 
many hundreds of product announcements made across the industry almost 
each year. To be sure, vendor engineers also thought up improvements, some 
of which were needed to enhance manufacturing and to maintain products, 
but the evidence for that linkage is less dramatic than the influence of cus
tomers, at least in the proto-information-processing industry. 

Service and education went hand in glove from the beginning. During the 

early days of a new generation of products, performance never met expecta

tions, and suppliers had to be prepared to repair equipment. That need existed 
as much in the 1870s as in the 1950s or in the 1980s. Mechanical devices 

required more service than electromechanical ones. With the latter, the prob
lem of service was complicated by the need also to support applications. It 
was no accident that repair personnel were called "field engineers" and re
sided across the market in the same communities as salespeople or, in very 
large installations, on site in a customer's plant or office. Downtime was 

expensive for customers, who had to continue paying rent and wages to oper
ators who were not using equipment. Thus service was seen quickly by ven

dors and customers as a way to reduce risks associated with the installation of 
and growing dependence upon machines. 

Closely associated with servicing was the education of customers on how 

to use products. Sales personnel had to introduce new devices to customers 
and to show what these could be used for. Instructing users on applications 

was time consuming. But creating demand through service and education was 
an imperative feature of this industry's marketing. Demonstrations on how to 

use equipment fell to the sales rep and remained a constant duty through the 
first ninety years. Creation of training schools by vendors proved crucial if 

customers were to use their products and become "loyal" because they lacked 

knowledge of how to use other vendors' devices in the precomputer era. That 
remained true after the introduction of the computer too. Felt & Tarrant led 

the way in education during the early days but almost every other vendor was 
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close behind. They delivered education through salespeople teaching one

on-one or one-on-many sessions on site or at branch offices, or through spe
cially created schools. Recall the problem of typewriter vendors in the begin
ning: nobody knew how to type! At first, independent organizations took the 

lead in teaching skills through, for example, the YMCAs and high schools. 
But it became obvious by the 1880s and early 1890s that vendors had to do the 

job to sell more products. The more complicated a machine was, the more 

education was needed. Thus a vendor's "go-to-market" plan had to include 
selling, service, and education as early as the 1890s; nearly one hundred years 
later marketing still included the same elements. 

Vendors clearly linked creation of demand to education. As lines of prod

ucts became well understood, that requirement modified. Once most cus
tomers knew what an adding machine did, for instance, the need to explain its 

possible uses diminished. The same held true for typewriters, where the clas

sic sales pitch that sold features and advantages became the norm. By the 
I 930s, the best understood lines of products included typewriters, small add

ing and calculating machines, and, to a lesser extent, punched card gear and 
cash registers. The issue of price competitiveness-as compared to other op
tions customers had-also made new applications possible. The surge in ap
plication descriptions published in the 1920s and 1930s hinted at the push for 
new uses with more cost-effective equipment, a process that remained alive 
and central to marketing through the 1950s. 

Distribution evolved in many ways. During the first five to ten years in the 

life of a new technology, it was not unusual for the creator personally to 

attempt marketing and distribution. Hollerith, for instance, personally nego

tiated directly with various government agencies in the United States and in 
Europe in the 1890s. At established firms, products were distributed by a 

direct sales force or by dealers (e.g., cash registers in the 1900s or computers 
in the 1950s). PCs sold through dealers in the 1980s once again illustrated the 

process). Less complex equipment was better moved to market through retail 
outlets, such as dealerships with store fronts. More complex devices required 

either more training of the marketing representative or the use of highly 
skilled individuals (perhaps even the creators themselves) to explain them. 
Cash register and typewriter salespeople were plentiful by the 1890s. Often, 

selling tabulating equipment required intervention by engineers from IBM's 

plant at Endicott or from similar facilities run by Powers and, later, Reming

ton Rand. 
Marketing that required sales calls on customers was increasingly managed 

through a network of either direct sales forces or agents. A vendor either 

recruited and retained a direct sales force that called on customers or allowed 
retail outlets to sell its products exclusively or as one of many offerings. 
Retail outlets also employed agents. Outlets were strictly retail or, more fre

quently, a combination of outbound marketing (sales reps calling on cus-
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tomers) and a showroom facility. Less-complicated products (e.g., type

writers and adding machines) more frequently were distributed through 
agents and retail outlets. The more complicated the equipment, the greater 

was the need to use a combination of sales reps, technical support personnel, 
and service people housed in a local branch office. Although experimentation 
with distribution went on constantly throughout the entire period and was 

repeated in the 1980s, the industry found it increasingly necessary to use 
direct sales forces for its most complex products. As these became increas
ingly simple, companies shifted to more retail-oriented outlets and rede
ployed the sales force on new complex items. For example, Burroughs used 

agent storefronts to sell adding machines but its own sales force for account
ing machines by the 1920s, experimented with agent representatives in the 
1930s for simpler versions, and relied exclusively on a direct sales force for 
its largest products in the 1940s and 1950s. IBM sold large, complex sys

tems this way while Remington Rand followed suit by the early 1940s for 
its most sophisticated products. 

By the early 1900s, but before the start of World War I, salespeople were 
operating out of branches for all types of devices while store fronts in all 

major U.S. cities frequently offered various manufacturers' equipment at the 
low end. Tabulating equipment was sold through a few representatives in a 

very limited number of branch offices, each of which covered a wide geo
graphical area. During the 1920s and 1930s, the number of branch offices of 
all major vendors combined grew from dozens to hundreds, then to thousands 

(including retail outlets) by the end of the 1940s, both in the United States and 
around the world. By the 1950s, these facilities also began to grow in size. 
For example, the IBM branch office of the 1920s in Washington, D.C., had 
less than one dozen employees but in the late 1950s was one of several, each 
with more than twice as many employees. The number of offices and their 
size grew in response to the expanded local economies and increased numbers 
of customers. By the 1980s, such facilities frequently had between 75 and 
150 employees and shared the metropolitan area with some 10,000 IBM em
ployees. Other vendors experienced similar growth. 

Most new companies centralized management control at headquarters in 
their early years. Corporate facilities often began as a kitchen table, an office, 
or a comer of a workshop. Humble beginnings continued to the present; for 
example, Apple Computers of the 1970s operated out of a home garage. But 
by the 1890s, corporate headquarters were distinct office facilities at initial 

plant sites (Burroughs, NCR, Remington Rand, and Felt & Tarrant, among 
others), which remained a pattern for future companies as well (e.g., Under

wood, Monroe, and Victor). The function of a vice-president of sales first 
emerged in the 1890s and early 1900s, and by World War I, regional sales 

managers were used. By the start of World War II in the United States, as a 
further refinement, companies sandwiched a district manager between branch 
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sales/service offices and a regional headquarters. IBM and Burroughs each 
had less than five regional headquarters to cover the United States but more 
districts. The concept of districts and regions has prevailed in one form or 
another to the present within the information-processing industry. 

Sales reps in the office appliance industry, perhaps more so and earlier than 
in most other industries, were treated as professional business people by their 
employers. Patterson at NCR in the 1880s set the pace by making them dress 
conservatively like customers-a change from the flashy or slovenly look of 
late nineteenth-century salesmen. Watson ran one of the first classes in Amer
ican industry on selling fundamentals in the 1890s at NCR and carried such 
practices to IBM. Both men pioneered the use of quota targets, exclusive 
territories, 100 Percent Clubs, and other tools aimed at building up the pres
tige and skills of the profession, and these remained standard practices in the 
data-processing industry to the present. Yet, at least in the beginning, not all 

information-handling machine vendors embraced the new thinking about 
sales. Burroughs's sales reps continued to look and act like their less-admired 
contemporaries until after World War II. American industry at large, how
ever, by the 1920s began to borrow many ideas about sales management from 
the office appliance industry. Many of these earlier efforts in the office appli
ance world were exported to other industries in the early 1900s, however, by 
alumni of the industry who moved to other kinds of businesses. NCR, for 
example, was a net exporter of executive talent between the late 1880s and the 
1920s, all trained and fired by Patterson. When, during the 1920s, sales man
agement became a subject of considerable study,6 vendors in the industry 
embraced the new thinking about selling techniques. 

Why were sales reps upgraded to professionals striving for the same degree 
of self-respect and importance found in accounting or finance? Why did it 
probably occur sooner in segments of this industry? Although the questions 
have not been fully examined by historians, there are several possible rea
sons. First, intelligent marketing managers and executives, such as Patter
son and Watson, recognized that customers would buy expensive industrial 
products that were new if they were shown how to use them and if they had 
confidence in service (help) after the sale. To accomplish that required sales
people who were more knowledgeable about the products and their cus
tomers' business and who would be around to provide support. Second, many 

complex machines had to be sold to very large organizations at middle man
ager or executive levels. Executives in the industry came to realize that this 
could not be done easily by someone who did not come from the same social 
or educational background as their customers or who did not share the same 
patterns of dress and life-style. IBM personnels' dark suits reflected this 
thinking. 

Professionalization of the sales force was evident by the early 1900s in 
some sectors of the office appliance industry and across all segments by the 
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1920s.7 Annual reports referred to salespeople; sales manuals spoke of the 
need for knowing one's customers and products while Watson, for instance, 
as did his peers, liked to "collect salesmen," making them heroes of their 
organizations. By the late 1940s, it became increasingly common for sales 
reps to be college graduates and by the end of the 1950s for them to have 
technical degrees, a reflection of the need to be able to handle the sale of 
increasingly complex products that were science-based. There is no evidence 
to suggest that female sales reps functioned in the industry before the l 960s. 
Old photographs of graduates from sales schools at Burroughs, NCR, and 
IBM from the 1890s down through the 1950s, for example, reflected a homo
geneous group of white males in dark suits wearing white shirts. Very few 
were Jewish salesmen; almost all were U.S. citizens; most were Protestant; 
and all spoke fluent English. Some evidence suggests-at least by the 
l 920s-that vendors paid attention to pairing marketing representatives of
Irish descent, for example, with Irish-American customers in Boston, and so
forth. By the 1930s, manuals on selling fundamentals acknowledged this
standard practice across many American industries. Sales reps in foreign sub
sidiaries, as a rule, were local nationals although many of their managers
were American.

Analysis by students of business history is insufficient to confirm how im
portant marketing was in product distribution in this century before the intro
duction of computers. Economists who have worked on the data-processing 
industry of the post-1955 era suggest that functions of products, manufactur
ing, and price were more important elements in the acceptance of goods.8 

Those with a marketing bent have a difficult time accepting the notion that 
"the product sells itself." Typewriters and tabulating machines proved this 
clearly was not the case. Customers did not flock to vendors to acquire new 
machines. Certainly, the senior officers of all vendors believed sales reps 
added significant value. The creation of direct sales forces was an expensive 
necessity. That manufacturers had to have products in demand is a given; 
hence, the vendors required feedback from their representatives so that they 
could develop cost-competitive machines. In short, they had to accomplish 
distribution with a complex structure of direct salespeople or dealer outlets. 

Competition 

Products needed intrinsic cost performance and attractive functions to be 
competitive. Flamm in his study of the computer industry argues that compe
tition in the post-1955 period depended largely on technological innovations. 
When a vendor introduced a machine based on new technology, it had a mo
mentary competitive advantage. It was during that window of time, say eigh
teen months or more, that a vendor could sell the product before others copied 
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it or came out with something more cost-effective or functionally superior. 
Thus Flamm concluded that R&D was at least as important as any other fac
tor that contributed to the success of a product in a high-technology-based 
industry such as data processing. 9 A machine's attractiveness had to include 

innovation and improved economies of scale and capture benefits for a vendor 
in a timely manner. Less-expensive function drove up demand, which cus

tomers could take advantage of until the next round of product announce
ments brought further enhancements. 

To a lesser extent, however, the same process could be seen in the office 
appliance industry before the 1950s. Major technological changes, such as 
those frequent in the computer business, were less evident or at least slower 
to appear in the office equipment world. They were more evolutionary. Ri
valries caused by important changes in technologies after the advent of the 

computer were based on a long line of past market battles. In an earlier era 
that saw less profound changes, rivalry occurred over alternative technolo

gies, pricing, or marketing. Adding machines and calculators, for example, 
underwent significant changes in technologies most dramatically in the 1880s 
and 1890s but then stabilized over the next fifty years. Subsequent changes 

were evolutionary modifications in style, functional enhancements, use of 
electricity, and new packaging components. Accounting machines evolved 
the most into standard products in the period 1910-1925 and then remained 
essentially the same until the introduction of the computer made possible the 
use of new electronic components. Tabulating equipment stabilized by the 
late 1930s. Afterward, changes were less fundamental and more apt to be 

features that added speed and capacity and were introduced in a conservative, 
gradual manner down to the end of the lives of tabulating products in the early 
l 960s. Thus, for instance, purrched cards changed in size and shape to hold
more data (even then only several times), but how they were punched essen
tially did not change for more than a half-century. Cash registers kept their
functions and composition effectively intact through the entire period. In all,
competition based on changing technologies, although clearly present, was

not as profound as after the arrival of the computer. This pattern of techno
logical evolution reveals the pattern Basalla argues applies to all forms of
technology. His notion that diversity exists, "that every novel artifact has an
antecedent," and that these reflect economic and cultural realities was clearly

evident in the office appliance industry. 10 

Competition depended more on price, which, in tum, was heavily affected 
by manufacturing efficiencies and less by reduced profit margins or less ex
pensive methods of distribution. Competition was met head-on by introduc

ing new features. Finally, with demand more frequently grossly underesti
mated by the industry, the individual who turned up first at a customer's 
doorstep frequently got the sale if normal marketing and selling practices 
were exercised. Thus the need to cover the market with salespeople was more 
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crucial to a vendor's competitive edge than simply introducing a new device. 
This was particularly the case once base technologies had stabilized by World 

War I; the situation did not change until computers were introduced. Given 
the huge potential, a vendor who grew in proportion as equipment became 

more reliable and less expensive stood the chance of doing well. This expla
nation goes far to expose why executives like Watson, with optimistic bents 

of mind, would feel such an urge to build up sales forces and to train them to 
realize the potentials of the market. 

Price battles did occur; however, they were most frequent at the low end, 

where customers perceived little or no added value of services (e.g., market

ing); at the high end, help was essential. Typewriters, small adding ma
chines, and cash registers, from early on, fit into the low-end category. With 

larger adding machines and calculators, service proved more important. Dif
ferentiation by function was often crucial, whereas price remained a sensitive 

factor. At the high end, service and function were effective responses to com
petitive pressures. Reliance on a particular brand of equipment at the high end 
also proved important because conversion to another base of technology 

could be more expensive than any price advantage of an alternative product. 
When IBM wanted its customers to move to computers, it was no accident 
that it attached to these machines punched equipment compatible with prod

ucts and cards of the 1930s and 1940s. Such examples of "account control" 
illustrated street-level actions of what Chandler called "purposeful economic" 
activity. From almost the first year, control of customer options through tech
nology as well as terms and conditions allowed vendors and users alike to 
steer an often compatible course that attempted to minimize changes and, 

consequently, risk. How much influence customers had on the process re
mains imprecise. However, it must have been substantial given the efforts by 

vendors to obtain feedback on product functions, reliability, and service. 
Histories of industries often focus on the ability of firms to enter and exit 

a particular industry, often in response to their ability to satisfy customer 

needs. The issue of entrance and exit concerned the Justice Department, 

which used the rate of entrance/exit as an indicator of the amount of competi
tive activity in an industry. Yet across many decades, entrance and success 
depended more on the complexity of a product set, patent protection in some 

instances (or lack thereof), and capital requirements than upon some mono

lithic organization or other factors. It was not an industry simplistically made 
up of a half-dozen giant organizations acting like well-oiled engines with 

uniform sets of customers. It was characterized instead by various markets 

with sectors defined more by product sophistication. With simple devices 
such as typewriters, vendors came and went-hundreds of them. As com

plexity increased, the number of vendors who came and went diminished 

rapidly and early. That was most clearly exemplified by the shakeout with 
accounting machines. In the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s, the same 
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happened with electronics firms. Market fragmentation ultimately made it 
difficult to define clearly this industry in any period. It may have had more 

definition and identity in this book than it had in real life. 

Practices 

I noted throughout this history the similarities between practices in the early 

years and those evident in the post-1955 period. An obvious example was the 

renting and leasing of tabulating then computer equipment with a concerted 

effort in each period to control the supply of cards and other supplies and 

services. 11 Sales manuals of the 1920s read very similarly to those of the 

1950s, whereas many from the 1970s and 1980s also have the feel of those of 
a half-century earlier. At the low end, machines were usually sold and ser

vice contracts were provided at additional fees. As one moved up the product 
line in complexity, the option to buy or rent became more prevalent, and at 

the very high end of accounting or tabulating machinery rental or a lease was 

normal. These generalizations apply for the entire period back to the 1890s. 

Because customers were not willing to assume as much risk of obsolescence 
or failure with more expensive machines as they were with smaller, more 

stable technologies, they inadvertently encouraged vendors to stabilize 

quickly the terms and conditions of contracts and to standardize offerings 

and services. 

Vendors also had particular needs that practices helped to satisfy. For ex

ample, vendors of small devices needed to recapture capital investments 

quickly to reinvest in additional machines. They always had to be price com
petitive, hence their propensity to sell rather than rent. At the high end, a 

vendor's ability to offer a minimal commitment (rent or lease) made it easier 

to persuade customers to try a new product because users knew that if it did 

not work, they could get rid of it quickly. More importantly, a customer could 

be made dependent on a device (through lease agreements) and then be per

suaded to move to a new generation (motivating through new terms and con

ditions) thus preserving the all-essential cash flow required to fund the rental 

inventories and expenses associated with service and product development. 

Customers, once dependent on a particular technology had to rely on their 

vendors to support effective use and, subsequently, to provide economic in

centives, migration aids, and minimized risks to move to new products. That 

interdependence of one on the other was clearly most evident at the high end. 

It was the lifeblood of Remington Rand and IBM. It established a pattern of 

vendor loyalty that has been reinforced in the age of computers for exactly the 

same reasons. 

Close ties were important for other purposes as well. Financing a rental 

base of equipment was expensive, and few could do it. That ability made it 
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easier for IBM, for example, to compete against rivals that had to sell prod

ucts to preserve cash flows. IBM and Remington Rand altered prices to ac

count for competitive pressures while they protected the cash flows necessary 
to support capital investments in rental products. 12 As the risk of commitment 
rose with reliance on more complex products, it became more difficult for 
customers to purchase machines, especially if they had never used such 

equipment before. That factor alone ensured that rental and leasing practices 
would remain standard with many product offerings into the 1970s. For de
cades, vendors changed prices, terms, and conditions whenever they could to 
bring out new products, make old ones obsolete, or meet competitors-not 

always when customers insisted. Customer price dissatisfaction reflected 
their inability to cost-justify particular products or led to their insistence upon 
additional function per dollar. Customer influence on value for function was 

more indirect or expressed in terms of features compared to various technolo
gies, whereas vendors worried about price extraction for functions offered. 
For decades, a common practice both in this industry and later in the data
processing era was for vendors to offer more function per price compatible 
with earlier models (or with migration tools), leading customers to move to 
newer devices at the end of leases without investing capital in older technolo
gies. That seemed to satisfy both: customers acquired more valuable function 
and capacity while vendors profited and enhanced cash flows. That pattern 

was clearly in place by World War I and remained evident into the 1980s. 

Although generally, the industry became increasingly capital intensive, 
movement in and out of suppliers at the low end during the period 1875-1956 
suggests that access to sufficient capital was possible. At the high end, capital 
was needed in substantial amounts but seemed more often than not to be 
raised through internal funding made possible by high markups on products. 
Bankruptcy resulting from too much debt was seen more frequently in poorly 
managed organizations at the low end, particularly with typewriter, cash reg
ister, and adding machine manufacturers. No large machine producer went 

out of business because of capital starvation. Rather, a capital hungry firm 

would simply be acquired by another more capable of supporting funding 
requirements and eager to expand into different markets. The reverse was also 
true: capital rich firms that did not need to plow assets back into the business 
bought other companies. By the mid-I 960s, capital requirements in the com

puter business had become so great that very few firms could hope to offer 
integrated systems. 13 

How management was recruited in the industry was not fully understood. 
Yet this is an important issue because they nurtured a company's culture and 

carried practices from one firm to another (e.g., Watson from NCR to IBM). 
In the post-1955 period, managers moved from company to company with 
great frequency, except at a few places like IBM, which promoted from 
within its own ranks. In the period 1880-1950, promoting from within in-
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creasingly became the norm at NCR, Burroughs, and IBM. I do not know 
what was normal at Felt & Tarrant, Underwood, Victor, Monroe, or any of 
the other typewriter and adding machine firms, or at Remington Rand and at 

Powers. Felt & Tarrant's corporate archives were destroyed in 1988; thus one 

may never know what its practices were concerning recruitment and retention 

of management. However, for the industry at large, the very limited evidence 
suggests that movement was more out of the industry than into it at middle 

manager or executive levels. From its earliest days until the end of the Patter
son era, NCR fired or released executives who then worked in other indus

tries. As the custom of promoting from within took hold by the start of World 

War II, it became possible for individuals to have full careers within the 
industry. The limited biographical data that exists on top executives of the 

pre-1950 period suggests that many, if not most, grew up within one com
pany. That process encouraged slow, evolutionary changes in management 

practices. In some cases, such as at Burroughs in the 1940s, it proved danger
ous when the company was too slow to react to changes in the market. At 

NCR, the almost fatal decision not to enter the computer market soon enough 

but to continue to rely instead on its cash register business, clearly was largely 

the result of a management team long in place and always in one company. 
A similar process existed in IBM, where punched card proponents retained 

power and influence until the very late 1950s. Here the rise of young man
agers with experience outside IBM (e.g., Watson, Jr., from his days in the 

military, and many in the Poughkeepsie laboratory) facilitated the move into 
the computer market. 

In the lower ranks, employment continuity also existed and was encour

aged. In part, professionalization of sales and service personnel was made 

possible by retaining employees for full careers. After the end of both world 
wars, Burroughs, IBM, Powers, NCR, and other high-technology-based 

firms such as AT&T, went to great lengths to recruit former employees and 

veterans to staff postwar expansion. Full employment and extensive paternal
istic practices were geared toward reducing turnover and retaining employees 

for twenty-five to forty-five years. Those with long associations at a firm were 

lionized as heroes through recognition events, mention in company maga

zines, and Quarter Century Clubs. The office appliance industry was so spe
cialized in its products, marketing, and manufacturing that retention of highly 

trained employees was crucial if there were to be any serious gains in produc

tivity or retention of competitive posture. 

The issue of turnover is important and deserves more study. If turnover was 

minimal in comparison to other industries, then the body of practices in the 

office appliance industry can go far to explain the evolutionary nature of prod
uct announcements and the effective application of technologies. The overall 

success of this industry could be attributed to a community of knowledgeable 

workers and managers burdened and blessed with previous experiences and 

company traditions. A better understanding of turnover and longevity could 
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18.1 First members of the IBM Quarter Century Club, 1925. The club was made up 
of employees who had worked for IBM or its predecessor companies for twenty-five 
or more years. The club still existed at the beginning of the 1990s (courtesy IBM 
Archives). 

help explain why patterns entrenched by 1910 were still evident in the 1950s 
and survived into the 1970s. 

The emergence of strong corporate cultures is also an important issue be
cause of the role of service, particularly at the high-end product and customer 
sets. Diverse customers, all dependent on a particular company's products 
called for high levels of reliable service and responsiveness. It is no accident, 
for example, that two out of three IBM Basic Beliefs concerned customer 
service and excellence and have thrived to the present. 14 A corporate culture 
that effectively caused a firm to be competitive and profitable survived. It also 
attracted Joyal customers. 

The office appliance industry was conservative and relied as much on its 
history as on its future. Figure 18. l reemphasizes how heritage and tradition 
were important in the industry early on. This photograph of IBM employees 
was taken in 1925. Captions below individual photographs states how Jong 
these employees had been at IBM or at its predecessor companies. Of the 
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forty-two shown, sixteen had been with the firm thirty or more years; all had 
served a minimum of twenty-five years. In a history of NCR published by the 

company in 1984, dozens of short biographies were presented of executives, 
managers, and other employees with references to their longevity of service 
in all decades from the tum of the century to the 1980s. 15 Similar references 
to minimal turnover could be found for major vendors in the industry and for 
almost any decade of the office appliance or data-processing industries, as in 

all industries. 16 Even companies with short histories in the post-1956 period 
had the same focus. 17 

An American Industry 

In many ways, the office appliance industry behaved like other industries. 

Chandler showed that growth came to many American companies after 1920 
"by horizontal combination, vertical integration, expansion abroad, and di
versification." He argued effectively that initial growth followed a three
pronged investment in manufacturing, marketing, and management, often 
"through horizontal combination and vertical integration. " 18 The experience 
of companies studied in this book illustrated his observations at work. Com
panies first had to come to market with attractive products that could be man

ufactured cost effectively and then sold in volume. Those who accomplished 
these tasks gained significant competitive advantage and remained in business 

for decades. These firms, such as IBM, NCR, and Burroughs, defended their 
investments and market positions with effective management and sound in
vestments. One might argue that the industry had one exception-Powers
that came into it close to World War I and then became as oligopolistic as any 

of the older entrants. However, in this case, the pattern of product innova
tion and investment in manufacturing was crucial to its survivability. Its in
ability to invest sufficiently in effective marketing made it a minor player 

when compared to IBM, Burroughs, or NCR. If anything, it is an example of 
a firm that did not make Chandler's three-pronged investment and, hence, 

suffered the consequences. 
One can take an important idea of Chandler's-that first entrants had to 

invest in distribution-and refine his concept further by arguing that distribu

tion largely meant marketing. It was not enough to use dealers or mail order 
firms or even agents. Complex products required well-trained salespeople and 
service personnel, education programs, field offices, and an interactive rela
tionship with customers to refine and enhance products constantly. Marketing 

was a major, complicated investment to manage. Those who succeeded were 
very successful; the rest barely survived or left the industry both in Europe 
and in the United States. Successful vendors were always well down the in

vestment and experience curves ahead of competitors in all crucial activities 

of a business: R&D, manufacturing, marketing, and management. 
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The timing of the arrival of major vendors in this industry was the same as 
for other corporations within the U.S. economy but in different industries. 
Between 1880 and 1981, like counterparts in many industries, the key long
term players in the office appliance world came into existence: Burroughs, 
Remington Typewriter, Felt & Tarrant, C-T-R (IBM), NCR, and Under
wood. The scale and scope of efforts needed to thrive had appeared with the 

necessary investments in manufacturing, distribution, and management. 19 

One of the central themes of this book has been the similarities of practices 
and players from decade to decade, from precomputer periods to the post-
1956 era. Chandler saw a similar pattern across American industry: "Indeed, 

what is striking is how similar the evolution of the new industries in the 1950s 
and 1960s was to the evolution of those of the 1880s and 1890s, even though 

the rapidity of technological change in the later period was much greater than 
it had been before World War II. "20 Clearly practices in the office appliance

industry have much to teach about the characteristics of many U.S. indus
tries. It was an industry less unique than one might have thought. It also was 
always influenced by its environment. 

Technological Innovation and Transfer 

Prosperity was uniquely supported, however, by distinct technologies. No 
history or economic survey of the data-processing industry in the period after 
1956 has ignored technology's influence. 21 All students of the subject recog

nize that how technology emerged and was used and priced largely influenced 
events in this industry. Technology's ebb and flow directly affected the rate 
of acceptance and then dependence upon products. As technologies became 
more reliable, easier to use, and less expensive, more of their forms were 
used in offices and factories. Similar patterns were evident with software and 
microcomputers in the late twentieth century. In tum, growth in acceptance 
led to increased volumes of sales, which drove expansion and percentage of 
contribution to the U.S. GNP. In the early 1990s, it appears that the same 
process is being repeated in other industrialized sectors of the world much the 
same as in the United States during the 1920s, 1950s, 1960s, or 1980s.22 

The role technological innovation played has broad significance-particu
larly for the period before the arrival of the computer. Increasingly, historians 
concerned with the rise and fall of nations and empires are concluding that 
one primary reason that the West became prominent after 1500 instead of the 
Ming Dynasty, the Mogul Empire, or the Islamic states was its ability and 

inclination to accept technological change and adopt it quickly.23 Technology
injected into the economy made possible to a large extent the manufacture and 
delivery of goods of substance and bulk in the West-practical goods that 
were useful in daily life as opposed to luxury items that characteristically 
came from the Orient, particularly in the period 1500-1900.24 
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Such a long historical perspective suggests that the application of technol
ogy represented a distinct feature of the West, especially the activities of the 
past two centuries, and offered a source of power and prosperity. The com

puter and its various related technologies of the post-1945 period were simply 
part of this much larger mosaic. Yet the creation of these machines also was 
not an overnight phenomenon; they were simply part of the continuum of 

technological innovations that had been underway for many decades. That 
they were linked historically to office appliances is significant in that techno
logical evolution is characteristic of the West. For readers in the late twenti
eth century, the computer gives meaning and significance to the office appli

ance industry and to its technologies. 
Still unclear is whether technological advances that made the computer 

possible came from a series of developments that logically built one on the 
other or evolved in part also because of circumstances and small events that 

positively encouraged its evolution. It is an issue because in the past two 
decades an increasing number of economists have been looking at economic 
behavior not as a neat, almost Newtonian model of activity but more as a 
series of feedbacks for small events that pushes economic activities in direc

tions that then are predictable. In other words, small chance events early in 
the history of a technology or, for that matter, an industry, determined the 

course of major activities and trends. 25 That notion makes sense when applied 

to the office appliance industry where disparate technological advances and 
the roles of different vendors twisted and turned and came together in unpre
dictable ways over a long period of time. Advocates of this new way of look

ing at economics argue that "technologies typically improve as more people 
adopt them and firms gain experience that guides further development. This 

link is a positive-feedback loop; the more people adopt a technology, the 
more it improves and the more attractive it is for further adoption. "26 Such a 

process-dependent organic view of economic and technological evolution is 

a useful perspective for historians of the office appliance and data-processing 
industries. 

That view clarifies the significance of many actions taken in the office ap

pliance industry. It had built a broad base of demand for enhanced compu

tational and information-handling equipment and seized control over the 
development and distribution of many devices from cash registers and tabula

tors to computers. Precomputer information-handling devices were more spe
cific, rightful ancestors of the digital processor than electronics. However, 
electronics contributed too. Although computers have received much atten

tion and their significance constantly has been the object of both exaggerated 
and prudent discussion, they were part of a much larger response by Ameri
can society that applied technology to harness scientific knowledge within 
economically reasonable activities. It came as part of a broad effort, much as 
it did in the office equipment world. Office machines were special because 
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when they emerged, the population of office workers was growing dramati
cally and providing the economic justification required to encourage inven

tors and vendors. 27 

Some characteristics of information-handling technologies were unique, 
especially in the precomputer era. For example, although generations of tech
nology came rapidly in the computer era, giving vendors with the latest tech

nology a roughly eighteen month marketing advantage over rivals, 28 many of 
the technological bases of the office appliance industry had been in place for 
decades. Typewriters, whose technology had stabilized by 1900, were essen
tially the same until after World War II. Then the only widescale change was 

electrification. Even that change was not widely adopted by customers until 
the 1960s. Tabulating and punched card equipment had settled down by about 

1915 with thousands of evolutionary changes over the next four decades. 
Adding machines were essentially in their final form by the end of World War 
I and remained the same (except for electrication in the interwar period) until 
the arrival of battery-operated, handheld calculators in the mid-I 970s. Al
though calculating machines came in many forms, their basic structure and 
purpose had been identified by the late 1930s. They acquired more electronics 
in the 1930s and 1940s and substantial increases in capacities and throughput 

only in the late 1940s as they evolved into a direct parent of the computer. 
The cash register remained basically the same for one century. In fact, many 

NCR machines built in the pre-World War II era and refurbished during that 
war, remained in use in small retail firms at the dawn of the 1990s, not just 
because their brass appearance proved attractive but because they functioned 
well too. 

Consequently, one outstanding feature of the industry before 1950 that one 

can call out was a collection of products based on innovative technologies that 
were more stable and less subject to basic change than those of the post-1950 
period. That does not deny the thousands of minor changes. R&D from 1900 

to the early I 960s largely involved refinement of base technologies that had 
already been developed in the two decades before 1900 followed by the inclu

sion of electromechanics and then electronics. The computer's initial creative 

spurt in the 1930s and 1940s compares to what happened to earlier informa

tion-handling equipment in the 1870s and 1880s. But in general terms, the 
overall process at work before the computer fell approximately into three 
identifiable periods of technological influence. 

The first covered 1865 to roughly 1900 and represented the age during 
which creative individuals identified the need for specific mechanical aids to 
calculation and information handling, took advantage of metallurgical prog

ress in the middle decades of the nineteenth century, and responded to the 

growing demands for specific data-handling methods by constructing such 
devices as typewriters and punched card equipment. The base patents for 
these machines were filed in this period as the organizations required to man-
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ufacture and distribute them first came into existence. Many of these firms 
survived in one fashion or another to the present, parlaying first their techni

cal advantages and later their loyal (dependent) customer base. R&D was 
initially often a one-man process that evolved quickly, as in other indus
tries, into small workshop environments by the end of the century. They, in 
tum, became precursors of the development laboratories of the 1920s and 

1930s. 
A second identifiable period extended from about 1900, when typewriters, 

adding machines, and calculators had acquired many of their common fea

tures, to World War II. During this phase, the primary focus of R&D was on 
enhancing existing products and dependent technologies by adding capacity, 
efficiencies, and functions. The effort proved effective yet evolutionary. It 

was effective in responding to market demands as evidenced by successful 
acceptance of increasing volumes of products. It was evolutionary, even ul

traconservative, in that changes generally came in response to customer re
quests or perceived needs to meet competition. No major breakthroughs in 
technology appeared in this period comparable to the transistor of the late 
1940s or to the chip of the early to mid-1950s within this industry. Electric

ity, which manufacturers knew how to apply to machinery in the late 1800s, 
was, however, injected into office equipment during the course of the next 

century. 
The slow approach began to change, however, during World War II. Out 

of concern for improved electronics and, subsequently, miniaturization of 
electronic devices, university laboratories, government agencies, and, more 
often than not, electrical equipment manufacturers, led the charge that sub
stantially changed the study and application of electronics in the general field 
of information handling. The move to electronics began before the war, yet 

it took this war to speed up the application of new electronics to information
handling equipment. Wartime circumstances caused information-processing 
vendors to participate in force. The intermixing of skills and war require
ments injected new ideas into the otherwise slow-changing office equipment 
world and pushed it quickly into the center of much state-of-the-art activity in 
electronics. A great deal of the R&D history of the immediate postwar period 

in this industry became a litany of how such technologies were applied to a 
variety of products, devices that had, in effect, not experienced substantial 

changes in years. 
One might argue that these observations are too generalized or simplistic. 

The obvious example to attack is the apparently overstated simplicity of the 

preceding conclusions about the electric typewriter. After all, it had existed 
since 1900; IBM had its own since the 1930s, and all vendors introduced new 
electronic versions by the early 1950s. But, using the acid test of when a 
technology was accepted in quantity and not when someone created it in a 

laboratory places the electric typewriter in the post-World War II period. 
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Electronic calculating machines, such as the IBM CPC, followed the same 
track. To be sure, IBM, Burroughs, Underwood, and all the others moved 

from mechanical devices of the 191 Os and 1920s to more electronically driven 
units in the 1930s, each capable of faster processing and often with more 
capacity. However, efficiencies afforded by developments in electronics ap
plied to information-handling devices, which came out of university labs first 

in the late 1930s, commercial projects (e.g., TV at RCA), and then out of the 
wartime projects in the early 1940s, made their application practical in office 
products beginning in the late 1940s and early 1950s. What appears very clear 
is that transfer of technology from older to newer products came less in re

sponse to any ingenuity or effective application within laboratories in the 
industry than from pressures and experiences pushing from outside, often 
from customers. 

Patent protection has frequently been a subject of interest to historians and 
economists as a possible influence on the evolution of technology. 29 Patent 
protection did not really protect computer vendors from others who took ad
vantage of their R&D efforts. 30 The same also held true for the period 1865-

1956 in the office appliance world. As with computers later, lengthy legal 
disputes did not stop competitors from borrowing or slightly modifying some

one else's clever effort. Powers tabulating equipment was a direct spinoff of 
Hollerith's; despite cries of patent violations by the latter, Powers remained 

a healthy rival in the industry for a long time. Typewriters, originally pat
ented in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, were manufactured by 

more than 150 vendors by World War I. As with computers, the many incre
mental changes or advances were difficult for courts to assign as violations of 
patents. That problem, coupled with the expense and time required to protect 
patents, rendered ineffective the process for sheltering the benefits of inven

tion for creative originators. Perhaps more important was that the rate of 
obsolescence was so rapid that patenting did not prove as profitable as inven
tors and vendors had hoped. The one strategy that worked, but only as a 

common practice during the period of the computer, was cross-licensing. 
That office appliance companies tried to protect themselves is not questioned. 

Recall, for example, how Remington jealously guarded patents by buying and 
studying copies of every new typewriter manufactured or sold in the United 
States from the 1870s on. They examined them and then filed suit, if neces

sary, for breach of patent. 31 

In the office equipment era, inventors exchanged very little information on 
technical innovations, but in the first years of the computer exchanges were 

more open. The volume of published articles on base technologies of the 

precomputer era was limited in comparison to that of the later period. 

What was more prevalent and of obvious interest, however, was retroengi
neering as a method of technology transfer. As Remington acquired other 

typewriters and dissected them out of concern for patent infringement, its 
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engineers, no doubt, also gathered ideas to improve Remington's own prod
ucts. Powers building on the machines originated by Hollerith is a classic 
example of retroengineering. Cash registers were so similar and technologies 
of the period were so simple that they were easily copied. It was not until 
products became technologically very sophisticated in the late 1940s that one 
saw a decline for a while in retroengineering as a tactic for migrating technol

ogies quickly and inexpensively. It again became a tactic in the data-process
ing world once expertise in such fields as chip design and manufacturing 
became widely available. Thus, for example, the necessary knowledge to 

replicate an IBM disk or tape drive in the 1960s and 1970s became available. 
In short, the "other equipment manufacturer" (OEM) phenomenon beginning 
in data processing in the mid- l 960s had been a way of life in the office equip
ment world since before 1900.32 

Technology, Products, and Productivity 

Ultimately, technology in most American industries was applied for eco
nomic gain. If a technology addressed the needs of the economy, it was 
adopted. Success was a direct outgrowth of effectivness. Information-han
dling equipment reflected the broader process of the nineteenth century by 
substituting technology for direct human labor to improve productivity while 

controlling costs better. To a large extent, this transfer of work from people 
to machines was made possible by the generally shared view among managers 

that technology added value. 33 A whole class of workers, known as man
agers, came into being in the period and imposed their desire for commercial 

success on economic activity to give it a purposeful quality. 34 Thus by the end 
of the 1800s, merging labor and machine-an important task for managers in 
most industries-was widespread. That process called for R&D and constant 
improvements in technology-based products. 

It was the cautious response of managers in general to improvements in 

productivity, typically with proven methods and machines, that contributed 
to the mindset of management in Burroughs, NCR, IBM, and others to mod
ify their offerings to match demands. When the rhythm was disrupted, prod
uct enhancement was too. Development of digital computers in the late 1940s 

and their concurrent availability in the market, generated resistance from po
tential customers and manufacturers for almost one decade until their worth 
was clearly justified through improved performance, application, and cost 
effectiveness. Once established, however, the industry settled down to the 
unceasing round of changes that characterized the computer business from 
those early days to the present. 35 

The infusion of new information-handling technologies into the American 
economy drew fire but generated benefits. Workers were always concerned 
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that automation would eliminate or deskill jobs and make them more poorly 
paid employees. 36 However, information-handling equipment improved the 

quality of work and, thereby, the value of an office worker's output. In tum, 
that created more demand for additional office workers who were better paid 
and capable of handling larger volumes of activity. The rise of the modem 
secretary is as much tied to development of the typewriter and other office 

machines as the invention of the computer is tied to the creation of hundreds 
of thousands of jobs for programmers. 37 

Future studies of information handling in pre-1956 America will need to 

focus on the sociological and economic consequences of the office equipment 
industry's activities. My focus has been on development of the industry itself, 
not directly on its effects on others. However, as in other industries, between 
1865 and the mid-1950s, the industry became, to use Chandler's words, a 

cluster of firms in which "managerial capitalism had gained ascendancy over 
family and financial capitalism."38 Managerial capitalism's common form, 
recognizable to managers in other industries, illustrated the use of shared 

values (e.g., market-driven and conscious cost effectiveness), a focus on 
common concerns about work patterns, and results. The injection of the U.S. 
government's influence on the economy, haltingly during World War I but 
with considerable intensity during the depression of the 1930s, affected data 

processing as it did other industries; that too deserves more time in the study 
of information-handling technology. The temptation to look at office equip
ment as a suggestion of a paradigm of twentieth-century industrial behavior 
is strong but not yet justified. That this technology was important and influen
tial there is no doubt. That it was larger than earlier assumed and, thus, influ
ential on the data-processing industry too, is also now obvious. Ultimately, 
it was that heritage before the computer that provided the seedbed for many 
activities in the "age of the computer." 
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Amencan Telephone and Telegraph Com
pany (AT&T), 83, creates Bell Laborato
ries, 94; Hollerith 's equipment, 51 ; legal 
problems with U.S. Justice Department, 4, 
75 , 222; World War I and, 82 

American Writing Machine Company, 17 
Analysis machines. See Punched card 

equipment 
Antitrust activities, 4; NCR and, 74-78; in 

1930s, I 16--18; in 1945-56, 242-46. See 
also International Business Machines Cor
poration; Remington Rand Corporation 

Apple Computers, 271 
Applications, commercial ( I 920s- J 930s), 

92; in Europe, 42-43, 138; machines for, 
160-70; military uses, 189, 201-5; nature 
of, 266; punched card uses, 49-52 , 128-
36 

Argentina, NCR in, 73 
Arithema, established (1947), 248 
Arithmometer: described, 28; sold, 41 
Arithmometer Company, 13; history of, 32-

36 
Armour and Company, uses Victor ma

chines, 172 
Asia: office applications (late 1940s), 224; 

post-1945 activities in, 247, 250 
Astronomers, punched card needs of, I 34-

35 
Astronomy, at Columbia University, 135-

36 
Auditing Machine Company, 5 
Australian Exposition ( 1887), uses NCR cash 

registers, 73 
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Austria: Hollenth and, 48, 49, 138; NCR in, 

73 

Automatic Mechanical Tabulation System, 

56 

Babbage, Charles, 28 

Backus, Standish: as president of Burroughs, 

176-77; retires, 207

Baker-Vauter Company, as part of Reming

ton Rand, 114 

Baldwin, Frank S., role of 28-29 

Baldwin Machine, 28-29, 36, 172; Brun

sviga competition against, 42 

Ballistics, 136; calculated on ENIAC and 

Mark I, 204; punched card application, 

134 

Baltimore, uses Hollenth's equipment 

(1886), 49 

Banks: accounting machines and, 129, 160, 

161; Burroughs and, 175; Comptomers 

used by, 40; standardized checks, 96 

Barrett, I 64 

Barringer, John H., 178 

Basalla, George, on patterns of technological 

change, 88, 274 

Belgium: NCR in, 73; Powers in, 138 

Bell, Daniel, views on U.S. labor force, 261 

Bell Laboratones, early history of, 94 

Benedict, Harry Harper: typewnters and 

(1873), 15 

Beniger, James R , 7, 9; on need for control, 

II, 61-62 

Billing machines: descnbed, 161; vendors 

of, 99--101 

Billings, John Shaw, 51; punched cards and, 

47 

Bletchley Park, 203 

Board of Economic Warfare (BEW), 192; 

role of, 194 

Bookkeeping machines, vendors of, 99--101. 

See also Accounting machines; Calcula

tors; Punched card equipment 

Boorstin, Daniel, on typewnters, 23-24 

Boyer, Joseph: on Burroughs, 32; role at Bur

roughs, 154, 176-77 

Braitmeyer, Otto E., 151; as vice president 

at IBM, 150 

Branch managers, role at IBM, 123-24 

Braunschweig, Brunsviga plant in, 42 

Brazil, NCR in, 73 

Brewenes, Burroughs and, 173 

Brical Adding Machine, offered for sale, 42 

INDEX 

British Accounting and Tabulating Machine 

Company, I 38. See also British Tabulat

ing Machine Company 

British Calculators, Ltd.: sells Bncal Adding 

Machines, 42 

British Empire, 137 

British Nautical Almanac Office, role of 

Comrie at, 134-35 

British Tabulating Machine Company 

(BTM), 137, 138, 229; established (1907), 

55; opens new plant (1949), 248; weak 

marketing of, 141-42 

Britt, Lawrence V., role of, 196 

Brunsviga Calculating Machine, 37; early 

marketing of, 41-42; number sold (1885-

1912), 29 

Brunsviga-Maschinenwerke, Gnmme, Na

talis, products of, 181 

Bryce, James Wares, 13, 112; role at IBM, 

107-8 

Buffalo and Allegheny Railroad, Hollerith 

and, 54 

Bulgaria, 138, IBM in, 114, 139; Powers in, 

137 

Bull, Fredenck Rosing, role of, 138 

Bull Machines, 134, 139, established, 114 

Bundy, Harlow, develops Bundy Key Re-

corder (1888), 12 

Bundy Key Recorder, 12 

Bundy Manufactunng Company, 138 

Bureaucracy, 96-98; effect on Hollenth's 

business, 50-51; information handling 

and, 8-11 

Burkhardt, Arthur, markets Arithmometer 

(1870s), 41 

Burroughs, William S., 12, 49, 162, 265; 

role of, 31-33 

Burroughs Adding and Listing Machine, pop

ularity of, 31 

Burroughs Adding and Registenng Com

pany, Ltd., role of, 33 

Burroughs Adding Machine Company (Bur

roughs Corporation), 12, 26, 98, IOI, 

119,150,158,161, 163,164,166,167, 

225, 266, 271, 285; antitrust issues, 222, 

243, 244-45; Boyer at, 154; Brunsviga 

competition against, 42; calculators, 168-

70, compared to Felt & Tarrant, 39; distn

bution channels, compared to NCR, 180; 

E-101 introduced, 241; early competition 

from Felt & Tarrant, 40, financials of 

(early 1900s), 85-86; focused on new prod-
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ucts, 107; in Great Bntain, 37-38; history 

of, 147, 174-77, 242; how it identified cus

tomer needs, 266; IBM's view of, 155; 

management careers at, 278; market share, 

43, 256; market support at, 162; marketing 

of adding machines by, 164; plant expan

sion, 191; price controls, 201; pricing at, 

124; product distnbution at, 271; products 

of, 113; profits and revenues, 218, 227, 

258; R&D at, 94; sales activities of, I 72-

74, sales representatives at, 272; taxes 

(1950s), 261; threatened by Remington 

Rand, 156; World War II and, 196, 206---

10 

Burroughs Class 16, history of, 174-75 

Burroughs Duplex, descnbed, 167 

Burt, William Austin, "typographer" of, 15 

Bush Vennevar, 94, 303 

Business practices, 4 

C. L. Norden Company, 208

Calculator Gamma 3, introduced (1952), 249

Calculators: compared to tabulators, 133-34;

compared to typewnters, 26; demand for, 

26, 29, 60, 249--52; exported from U.S., 

84; marketing of, 171-86; non-U.S. sales, 

37-39, railroads use, 9; sales analysis, 50;

significance of, 225-26, speed of accep

tance compared to cash registers, 65; tech

nologies of, 26, 28-31; U.S. production

of, 163-64, 258--59; uses and types, 167-

70; vendors, 99-101, 217

Callies, Joseph, role at Machines Bull, 249 

Canada: adding machines (1900) in, 38; Bur

roughs in, 37; duties on accounting ma

chine imports, 39; Hollenth and, 48, 49; 

market (post-1945) in, 254; NCR in, 180; 

office appliance industry of, 18 I; pnce con

trols (1939--46) in, 201 

Capital, role of, 276---77 

Carbon paper, 23-24 

Card punch, function of, 46 

Cards: IBM SO-column descnbed, 107, 110, 

112;1BM sales of(l920s), 151;pre

punched with mathematical data, 134; 

prices of, 125-26; sales during Great De

pression, 146---47 

Careers, in office appliance firms, 278--79 

Cash management, in retail (1800s), 65-66 

Cash registers, 161, 266; after 1945, 235-

38; from Burroughs, 177; data gathenng 

of, 50; early history of, 64-78; early value 
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of, 12; in Europe, 181-82, 247-55; ex

ported from U.S. (1913), 84; manufacture 

of, 202; from NCR (1940s), 227; in 

I 920s-l 930s, 177-80; retroengineering 

of, 286; stable technology of, 283; techno

logical development of, 64-66; volumes 

sold (1884-1922), 70-71; during World 

War II, 210-14 

Census, number of cards used (1890s), 

300n.16 

Census Punching Machine, built by Powers, 

57 

Central Amenca, cash registers in, 64 

Chandler, Alfred, 94, 275, 287; on market

ing high-technology products, 19; on na

ture of American industry, 280-81; office 

appliance industry fits views of, 86; thesis 

of, 6, 9--11, 62-63 

Charles and Edwin Layton Company, sells 

Layton's Improved Anthmometer, 42 

Check bill application, Hollenth equipment 

and, 51 

Check protectors and wnters, descnbed, 161 

Checks, punched card machines and, 129 

China: cash registers in, 64; NCR in, 73 

Cie des Machines Bull. See Machines Bull 

Clary, 164 

Clayton Act, 116, 243 

Clerks, U.S. population of, 7 

Coleman, John S.: descnbes early offices, 

26; as president of Burroughs, 239--40 

Collator, function of, 46 

Colmar, Charles Xavier Thomas de, 28 

Columbia University: Eckert's work at, 135; 

relations with Watson, 133; use of Statisti

cal Bureau at, 135 

Companies, successful, features of, 86---87 

Competition: cash register patent suits, 74, 

75-77; in 1930s, 147; patterns of, 273-76,

role of competing technologies, 267-68,

typewriters and, 17- I 8

Comptometer, 37, 170; features of, 30; his

tory of, 40-4 I ; training on, 130 

Computer Research Corporation (CRC), ac

quired by NCR, 236 

Computers. acceptance of, 286; become via

ble, 267; at Burroughs, 238, 241, 242; 

first users of, 131; IBM and, 216; limited 

number of vendors (1955) of, 227; market 

for, 255; at NCR, 236---37; needs of 

1920s-l 930s, 106, 110; need for, dnven 

by tabulator use, 102-3; on origins of, 
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Computers (cont.) 

133; part of a broader technological move

ment, 281-83; R&D on, 2�1; sales of, 

259-61; use of, during World War II, 189,

203

Computing Scale Company, part of C-T-R, 

55 

Computing-Tabulating-Recording Company 

(C-T-R): acquired Peirce patents (1920), 

I 14; Bundy and origins of, 12; capital 

stock of, 86; changes name to IBM 

(1924), 114; in Europe, 137; formed, 55; 

history of, 149-54; market share, IO; 

products (1920s), 106; rivalry with Pow

ers, 58-59; World War I's effects on, 81-

83 

Comrie, Leslie J., role of, 134--35 

Consolidated Edison of New York, 201 

Consolidations: corporate, 106, I 13-15; in 

typewriter industry, 19-22; within Reming

ton Rand, 155 

Consumer trend analysis application, Hol

lenth equipment and, 51 

Control: Beniger on, 292n.24; role in U.S. 

economy, 8-I 2 

Control Data Corporation, buys SBC, 232 

Control Instrument Corporation, bought by 

Burroughs (I 952), 261 

Corporations, nse of, 8-10 

Cost accounting, made possible with Hol

lerith equipment, 51 

Cost justification, I 31 

Crane, Joseph H., NCR salesmanship and, 

68 

Cryptoanalysis, 201-4, 212; in World War I, 

80 

Cuckoo cash register, 303n.30 

Customers: cost and use of punched card 

technology by, 108, I IO; of early office 

machines, 88; early sources of, 7; equip

ment acquisition patterns, 266-68; in Eu

rope for punched card equipment, 138; 

IBM's focus on, I 12-13; influence on tech

nology, 101-3; needs of, assessed, 266, 

number of, at IBM, 31 0n.42; requirements 

of, 268; who they were, 268; use of 

punched card equipment by, 128-36 

Czechoslovakia, Arithema established in 

(1947), 248 

Dalton Adding Machine Company, 57, 161, 

166, 178; advertising strategy of, I 72; in 

INDEX 

1920s-1930s, 132, as part of Remington 

Rand, 114 

Deeds, Colonel Edward A.: on business con

ditions (1930s), 179; as CEO at NCR, 

180; on 1935 National Business Show, 

113; retires (1957), 238 

DEHOMAG, 114, 138; established, 137, 

138; IBM's ownership share of, 314n.6; 

number of customers, 140 

DeLamarter, Richard Thomas, on IBM 

(1960s), 244 

Denmark. C-T-R sales in, 138; industry pro

duction volumes in, 254, 255; Machines 

Bull in, 138 

Densmore, James: and Remington Type

wnter sales, 17-18; Sholes and, 15-16 

Depression (1930s), effect on office appli

ance vendors, 92 

Desch, Joseph R., role at NCR, 212 

Deutsche Hollenth Maschinen Gessellschaft. 

SeeDEHOMAG 

Dick, A. B., copies NCR's direct sales 

force, 88 

Dick, A. B., Jr., role of, 196 

Dictaphone Corporation, 147, 197 

Differential analyzer, 94, 136 

Distribution: channels of, 119-24; patterns 

of, 264--73; of products (post-1945), 

227 

Division of Civilian Supply, role of, 194 

Division of Vital Statistics, 47 

Doughty, Alfred J., president of Burroughs, 

207 

Duplicators, 161; A. B. Dick and, 23-24 

E I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., uses Vic

tor machines, 172 

E. Remington and Sons, 12; typewnters and, 

15-16 

Eastman Kodak. as Hollenth customer, 54, 

uses Victor machines, 172 

Eckert, Jacob H., buys cash register patent, 

67 

Eckert, Wallace John, 219; IBM and, 133, 

role of 135 

Economic Defense Board (EDB), created, 

192 

Economy, effect on office appliance indus

try, 5-12, 91-95, 190-91, 222-23 

Egli, Hans W., takes over marketing of Mil

lionaire (1915), 43 

Eiffel, Alexandre-Gustave, 49 
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Eisenhower, Dwight D., 231 

Electnc Typewnter Tabulator, 56 

Electncity, office appliances and, 284 

ElectroData Corporation, bought by Bur-

roughs (1956), 241 

Eliott, Charles W., on technology's role, 13 

Elliott, Harmon P., role of 196 

Elliott Addressing Machine Company, in 

World War II, 196 

Elliott-Fisher Company, 37,161; marketing 

of, 171 

Ellis Adding-Typewriter Company, bought 

by NCR(l929), IOI, 179 

Engineering Research Associates (ERA), 

219,234 

Engineers: role of, in data processing 

(1930s), 132; use of calculators and tabula

tors, 133-36, 266 

ENIAC, 189, 202; uses of, 204 

Enigma, described, 203 

Ensign, 37, 43 

Ene Calculator Company, 297n.36 

Europe. accounting machine exports/imports 

of, 38-39; adding and calculating ma

chines (late 1800s-early 1900s), 37-39, 

41-43; cash registers sales in, 73-74; econ

omy of (1800s), 6-7; economy of (1920s-

1930s), 94-95; lack of capital in, 94-95; 

office appliances (late 1940s) in, 224; 

punched card trade in, 137-43; sales pat

terns in, 181-82, 247-55; suppliers, 114; 

typewriter sales to, 21 

Ever Onward, sung at IBM, 120-21 

Every Now and Then, 76 

Export-Import Bank, 192 

Facit Company, sells Odhner machines, 41 

Factory workers, at NCR, 71 

Fairbanks and Company, sells typewnters, 

16-17 

Federal Adding Machines, 161 

Federal Cash Register, 178 

Felt, Dorr E., 49; on accountants, 27; and 

Comptometer of, 40-41; Felt & Tarrant 

Manufactunng Company and, 39-41; on 

need for machines, 12-13 

Felt & Tarrant Manufactunng Company, 26, 

34, 36, 167,168,217,225,271,278; 

competition against, 42; history of, 39-41, 

pnvate firm, 86; technical innovations of, 

36-37; trainmg schools of, 130, 170, 269-

70; U.S. market presence of, 43 
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Ferranti, 249 

Field engineers, role of, 269 

Finland: IBM in, 114, 139; Machines Bull 

in, 138 

First National Bank of Boston, 131 

Flamm, Kenneth, on role of technological in

novations, 273-74 

Flint, Charles R., creates C-T-R, 55

Ford, Henry, mergers and efficiencies of, 

compared to office appliances, 43 

Ford Instrument Company, 234 

Ford Motor Company, payroll application at, 

129 

Foreign Economic Administration (FEA), 

role of, 192-93 

Forms, standardized, 96-98 

France, 181; accounting machine exports to 

(1913), 39; activities after 1945, 248-49, 

253; falls to Germany, effect on U.S. in

dustry, 192, IBM in, 229, NCR in, 73; pro

duction volumes in, 254, 255; SIMCA in, 

137; SIMCO, 138 

Fnden, Carl M., role of, 196-97 

Friden Calculating Machine Company, 217, 

225; during World War II, 196-97 

Furth and Company, IBM and, 114 

General Electric, 215; R&D at, 94 

Genesco Shoe Company, and IBM customer, 

119 

German Powers, 248 

Germany. accounting machine exports of 

(1913), 38-39; calculators in, 41-42; 

DEHOMAG in, 138; economy of, 6-7; 

Enigma and, 203; IBM in, 114, 137, 138, 

229; NCR in, 73; office appliance vendors 

in, 181; post-1945 activities in, 224, 247, 

249-50, 252-53; typewriter exports to 

U.S. (1910), 21; tabulators used in, 82

Gooch, C. W., split keyboard of, 37 

Gore, John K., punched projects of, 59-60 

Government: accounting machines and, 160; 

increased use of punched card equipment 

by, 299-300n.10 

Great Bntain, 181; accounting machine ex

ports of (1913), 38; BTM in, 137; BTM's 

marketing, 142; cryptoanalysis in, 203; 

early calculator market in, 42; economy 

of, 6-7; Great Depression in, 148; IBM 

in, 229; NCR in, 73; post-1945 activities, 

249-50, 252-54; wartime economic con

trols of, 192
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Great Depression: automation and unemploy

ment dunng, 131-32; Burroughs hurt by, 

175, 177; effect on NCR, 179-80; effect 

on tabulator sales in Europe, 139; office ap

pliance industry, 144-48 

Grillet, Rene, 27 

Grimme, Natalis & Company, origins of, 

41-42

H. W. Egli Company, 138 

Hallwood, Henry S., cash registers and, 76 

Hallwood Cash Register Company, NCR suit 

and, 76--77 

Halske, A.G., ends legal problems with 

Remington Rand, 155 

Hamann, Herr Ch., invents Mercedes-Euklid 

Arithmometer, 42 

Harvard Mark I, 203-4 

Heath Robinson, Bntish computer, 203 

Heidinger, Willy, establishes DEHOMAG, 

137 

Heintz Cash Register Company, history of, 

303n.30 

Hespena, 21 

High schools, office appliance classes in 

(1930s), 130 

High-speed telegraph ticker, 98 

Holland, NCR in, 73 

Hollerith, Herman, 4, 112, 154,221,265, 

266; biography, 46-49; customers in Eu

rope, 137; develops punched card tabula

tion, 44-63; distnbutes own products, 

270; and Tabulating Machine Company, 

52-56

Hollenth System, printing capability of, 55 

Holmes, Oliver Wendell: on people calculat

ing, 27; on technology, 13 

Hoover, Herbert, role in forms standardiza-

tion, 96 

Hundred Point Club, 69 

Hungary: C-T-R in, 138; IBM in, 139 

Hustler, 69 

Ideal Cash Register Company, 74; product 

of, 21; sues NCR, 76 

Indiana Cash Drawer, 178 

Industry: definitions of, 4, identification of, 

3; practices of, 276--80; structure of, 275-

76; U.S. volumes (1945-1956), 255-63 

Information, need for, in 1800s, 29 

Insurance industry: Comptometer users, 40; 

Hollerith users, 50; influences IBM's prod-

INDEX 

uct line, I 13; uses accounting machines, 

160 

International Business Machines Corporation 

(IBM), 57, 83, JOI, 176, 129, 225, 234, 

238, 249, 265, 285; antitrust issues with, 

4, 75, 78, 116--18, 222, 228-29, 230-32, 

243-44, 246; Basic Beliefs, 279-80, BTN

as part of, 55; Burroughs compared to,

174, 176, 206; customer dependence on,

276--77; customers trained by, 130; distn

bution strategy, 271; dominates punched

card market, 91; dunng Great Depression,

146-48; early computer demand, 236,

241; earnings, I 18; electnc typewnters,

222; in Europe, 137-43, Harvard Mark I,

203-4; history of, 149-54, 228-33; intro

duces SO-column card, 102, loyalty of cus

tomers, 170; management careers at, 278;

market share, JO, 185, 256; marketing at,

172, 226; NCR distnbution channels com

pared to, 180; number of employees

( 1950), 235; number of salesman ( 1946),

324n.41; organization and success at,

105-6, 113-16; patents, 219-20; plant ex

pansion, 191; Powers/Remington Rand

compared to, 154-56, 216--17; practices

and pnces of, 118-26; pnce controls and,

201; profits of, 277; R&D at, 94; ratio as

sets to sales (1949), 257-58, reasons for

success, 114- 15; rental policies compared

to Hollenth's, 54; role in post-1945 Eu

rope, 248-49, sales training at, 59, 69;

sales volumes, 139, 158, 159; scientific

users, 134; Social Secunty Administration

contract, 147; strategy to sell computers,

275; technological superionty over Pow

ers, 59; technology used by U.S. military,

201-4; timing of announcement, 260;

tracked sales calls, 266; uses NCR prac

tices, 66; versus accounting machines,

160-61; World War II role, 196, 214-16

-Products: CPC, 285, PC, 268; point-of

sale terminals, 177, punched card products

of, 105-13; Type 80 sorters, 107, 110,

216; Type 285 tabulator, 107, 216, Type

404 alphabetic accounting machine, 202;

Type 405 alphabetical accounting ma

chine, 107, 134,216; Type 416, 202;

Type 600 multiplying punch, 107, I 12, 

Type 601 multiplying punch, 107, 112, 

216, Type 601, compared to desk calcula

tor, 134; IBM 650, 227
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International Business Machines World 

Trade, 224; early history of, 228--30 

International Exposition (1886), uses NCR 

cash registers, 73 

International Register Company, 77 

International Time Recording Company, as 

part of C-T-R, 55; marketing strategy of 

(1920s), 172 

Internationale Geschaftmachinen Vertriebs

gessellschaft mbh, replaces Furth and Com

pany, 114 

Interpreter, function of, 46 

Italy, 181,249; activities after 1945, 248--

53; calculators in (1890--1914), 43; Hol

lenth and, 48; IBM in, 229; NCR in, 73; 

SIMCA in, 138; typewnter exports to 

U.S. (19IO), 210 

Inventors: role of, 265; views on economic 

opportunities (1800s), 12-13 

Inventory control, using office appliances, 

131 

Japan, 18l;IBM in, 139;NCR in, 73,181, 

237 

Japy, 21 

Jennings, Andrew: and C-T-R in Europe, 

138; on European market, 139 

Justification, for using punched card equip

ment, 128-29 

Kappel, 21 

Kettenng, Charles F., role of, and cash regis

ters, 68 

Keypunches, 125, 216. See also Punched 

card equipment 

Kirk, Charles, role at IBM, 230 

Korean War: Remington Rand and, 234; 

spurs demand for machines, 223, 258-61 

L. C. Smith and Brothers Typewriter Com

pany, 217; birth of, I 9; as rival of Reming

ton Typewnter, 21 

Lake, Clair D., role at IBM, l07, I 12 

Lasker, W.W., develops Powers Tabulator 

Printer (1914), 57 

Latin America: activities in, after 1945, 247, 

250; cash register sales to, 211; IBM in, 

139, 229; office appliance sales to, 181 

Layton's Improved Arithmometer, marketed, 

42 

Leasing: accounting machines and, 161-62; 

IBM's strategy with, 152-53 
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Leffingwell, William H.: on retail cash man

agement, 65-66; on use of machines, 296-

97n.20 

Leibniz, Gottfned Wilhelm von, 27 

Lend-Lease Act, 190; descnbed, 192-93 

LEO II, 249 

Long Island Railway, Hollenth and, 54 

Looms, operation of, punched cards and, 47 

Ludlum, A. C., patents and sells calculator 

(1888), 36 

MacArthur, Douglas, as chairman of Sperry 

Rand, 233 

Mccaskey Register Company, 178, 210, 225 

Macdonald, Ray W., on Burroughs, 239-40 

McGurrin, Mr., 20 

Machines Bull, history of, 138, 140, 248--49 

Machlup, Fritz, studies information handling 

as part of U.S. economy, 261-63 

Magnetic tape, role in IBM antitrust prob-

lems, 231 

Mail, effect of typewriters on, 23 

Maintenance, of equipment, 269 

Management: role of, 265, 277-78; use of 

technology by, 286 

Manufactunng: before 1920, 87; of book

keeping machines, 161-62; at Burroughs, 

238--39; effect on U.S. marketing, 42; and 

Great Depression penod, 147-48; Hol

lerith equipment used for, 50; at IBM, 

114, I 15, 215-16; at NCR, 71, 211-13, 

237, productivity increases of, 93-94; 

U.S. investments in, 61; worker productiv

ity, 84-85; World War II applications of, 

201 

Marchant Calculating Machine Company, 

43, 98, 99, 167, 168,217, 225; distnbu

tion channel of, 171 

Marcosson, Isaac: on early office appliance 

industry, 86-87; on NCR's early legal 

problems, 75, 77 

Market shares: of IBM and Powers, 115-16; 

of NCR, C-T-R, and Powers Accounting 

Machines, lO 

Marketing: of accounting machines, 161-62; 

adding and calculating machines, 172-86; 

before 1920, 87; Burroughs's approach to, 

172-74; of calculators, 35, 37; C-T-R's

approach to, 57-59; Felt & Tarrant' s ap

proach to, 40--41; general trends in, 264-

73; Great Depression and, 147-48; IBM's

approach to, 115-16; NCR's approach to,
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Marketing (cont.) 

180, 236; in post-World War II Europe, 

248; role of leasing, 276; sales force, at 

Burroughs, 240; sales force, at NCR, 236; 

strategies of vendors, 182; of typewnters, 

15-19; to U.S. government, 221

Marshall Field, uses punched card equip

ment, 50, 53 

Marshall Plan, economic effect of, 223 

Massachusetts, uses Pidgin's machines 

(1885), 56 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(MIT), 135; cryptoanalysis at, 202; Hol

lerith at, 47; R&D at, 94; uses differential 

analyzer, 136 

Mathematicians, tabulating machines and, 

133-36

Mauchly, John, 219 

Maximum Price Regulation (MPR), 188, 200 
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